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PART 1: Background and Procedure
Chapter 1
Background to the Inquiry
1.1 On 2 October 1989 John Spurr, a deputy director of Staffordshire County Council's social services
department was telephoned by a Stoke-on-Trent solicitor Kevin Williams who was extremely concerned
about a 15 year old girl for whom he was acting in care proceedings. The solicitor had previously spoken to
the chairman of the social services committee about the girl who was in the interim care of the local
authority. She had indicated that whilst in a residential home at 245 Hartshill Road, Stoke-on-Trent a few
days earlier she had been put in a room with a bed, a chair and a table, made to wear pyjamas the whole
time, only allowed out of the room to go to the toilet after knocking on the door, had not gone to school,
had nothing to read and had to be in bed at 7 pm. She was also not allowed to communicate with other
children. The following evening she had jumped out of the window of the room, a distance to the ground
of about twenty feet, and had sprained her ankle. She had then gone in her pyjamas a considerable
distance before she had been returned eventually by the police and had spent a further two days in the
room. She described her experience as being in Tindown'.
1.2 On the following day, after various consultations, the then Director of Social Services, Barry
O'Neill, issued instructions for the Pindown' system at 245 Hartshill Road to cease.
1.3 Subsequently, the 15 year old girl and a boy of the same age were made wards of court by Kevin
Williams. On 13 October 1989 the High Court, exercising the wardship jurisdiction, granted injunctions
prohibiting the use of Pindown by social services, and in relation to the boy's alleged experiences,
restraining the employment of any child in care of school age during school hours other than in
circumstances agreed in consultation with the Education Welfare Service. The actual terms of the
injunction in respect of Pindown were: that no child or young person in the care of (the local authority)
shall be subjected to the regime known as 'pin down' in any form whatsoever without the leave of the
court save within the meaning of Regulation 10 of the Community Homes Regulations 1972.1 By
agreement the Official Solicitor was appointed to act on behalf of the children and he was given
permission by the court, as was the local authority, to disclose the papers in the proceedings to the
Department of Health.
1.4 Over the next few months very considerable public concern was expressed and taken up by the
media about the use of Pindown in Staffordshire residential homes. Pindown was variously alleged to be
solitary confinement, a behaviour control method, and humiliating and degrading treatment. In addition
there was further concern about the activities of a senior member of the social services department, Tony
Latham, regarding the running of a number of private companies providing many services to the
department under the general name of the Fundwell companies. He was also said to be the architect and
leading exponent of Pindown. The origin of the word Pindown' was said to be the use by Tony Latham of
the words, 'we must pin down the problem' whilst he gestured with his forefinger pointing towards the
floor. The children began to speak of 'being in Pindown'.
The Inquiry
1.5 Members of Parliament, Councillors and child care. specialists, amongst others, pressed for an
independent Inquiry. Escalating interest in Pindown was reflected by a Granada Television 'World in
Action' programme entitled Tindown' which was shown nationally on 25 June 1990.
1.6 01129 June 1990 we were appointed by Staffordshire County Council to conduct an independent Inquiry.
1 For the 1972 Regulations, see appendix L, and for a discussion of regulation 10, see Chapter 12, paragraphs 12.48 to 12.52 and
12.56.

Terms of Reference
1.7 Our Terms of Reference are set out in full in appendix B. Our central tasks were as follows:
—To review the treatment and care of young persons at 245 Hartshill Road, Stoke-on-Trent, at 'The
Birches', Newcastle-under-Lyme, and at any other location where the practice known as Pindown may
have been used; (paragraph 1 of the Terms of Reference)
—To consider any participation by young persons in care in the activities of undertakings not owned by
the County Council and known as `Fundwell' and to consider the need for any further investigation of the
general activities of such undertakings and their relationship with the County Council and to recommend
or carry out such investigation as may be required; (paragraph 2)
—To draw out the strengths and weaknesses and legality of the practice and procedures in use in
relation to the matters mentioned above; (paragraph 4)
— To reach conclusions and to make any recommendations necessary to allay public concern and
maintain public confidence in the social services department and its protection of the interests of children
and young persons and of the public; (paragraph 5)
1.8 Pindown
— To consider in relation to the practice known as Pindown:
(a) The nature of the practice, the amount of staff contact and the nature of engagement, and the way
the practice varied over the period it was used;
(b) The places and periods over which the practice was used;
(c) The nature and extent of any psychiatric, psychological or educational advice obtained before or
after the practice was established:
(d) What written procedures were applicable;
(e) What children were subject to Pindown with information about age, sex, and length of time in
Pindown;
(f) How far it is possible to assess any impact of Pindown on those children and the nature of that
impact;
(g) The managerial and professional oversight of Pindown (paragraph 8)
1.9 Fundwell
— To consider in relation to participation by young people in care in the activities of undertakings not
owned by the County Council and known as Fundwell:
(a) The nature and extent of the organisations generally known or associated together as Fundwell and
in which children and young persons participated;
(b) The nature and extent of the participation by young children and young persons in these
organisations whether as employees, trainees on work experience placements, as tenants or licencees or
otherwise;
(c) (Making) a list of all the children participating with information about age, sex and length of
participation;
(d) The benefits or disadvantages resulting from the participation of children and young persons in
these activities including any educational implications;
(e) The managerial and professional oversight of such participation and any conflicts of interest of staff
which might have arisen in connection with such participation. (paragraph 9)
Further matters
1.10 — To consider any associated matters of concern to the Inquiry, including the adequacy or
otherwise of the complaints procedures in use within the (social services) department; (paragraph 10)
1.11 Paragraph 12 of the Terms of Reference directed us to consider whether at any point in the Inquiry
we had 'established matters which should be reported to the County Council as requiring immediate
disciplinary action'. No such matters requiring immediate disciplinary action were established.
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1.12 Extension of. the Terms of Reference
On 5 October 1990 (Day 42 of the Inquiry) the Terms of Reference of the Inquiry were by agreement
extended and we were directed in respect of a separate matter from Pindown and Fundwell:
— To consider whether children and young persons resident in Staffordshire child care establishments
were appropriately protected, as may have been required, from any of the individuals who were
subsequently convicted in the summer and autumn of 1989 of sexual offences against children and young
persons; (paragraph 14)
— To make any appropriate recommendations. (paragraph 15).
Private or Public Inquiry
1.13 There was considerable debate prior to the commencement of the Inquiry as to whether it should
be held in private or public. We took into account that our Terms of Reference (paragraph 6) directed us
to consider 'the establishment of methods of working which take full account of the need to obtain full and
accurate information on all matters under review, whilst at the same time ensuring necessary
consideration and protection of the interest of children in care, complainants and staff'. As it quickly
became clear that our Inquiry would have to cover a period of almost six years, November 1983 to
October 1989, and as a consequence look into the cases of hundreds of children in care, we concluded that
it was necessary in the particular circumstances to proceed in private. We considered it of overriding
importance that the children2 should be protected from any possibility of identification and publicity. We
thought that if anyone wanted to identify themselves to the media, as a few did who were in the main
adults who as children had been in Pindown, they ought to be able to take the decision themselves. There
were, in our view, formidable practical problems in the way of the full panoply of a public Inquiry held
under the scrutiny of the media. We were also of the view that we were most likely, in the absence of any
powers to compel witnesses to attend and to order the production of documents, to obtain the fullest
co-operation with the Inquiry if we proceeded in private.
1.14 Paragraph 11 of the Terms of Reference permitted us to inform the local authority if 'at any point in
the Inquiry (we considered) that the method of working adopted (was) inadequate for the issues at stake
and should be substituted by a Public Inquiry or any other method of procedure'. We did not consider it
necessary at any time to make any such recommendation.
Publication
1.15 We regarded publication of the Report in full as essential. The local authority agreed to this course
from the outset.
Procedure
1.16 The following information relating to the Inquiry Procedure was widely circulated both prior to the
commencement of the Inquiry on 23 July 1990, and during the following months:
1. We are interviewing in private anyone who can assist the Inquiry;
2. A witness may come along on his or her own or may prefer to be accompanied by a legal or union
representative;
3. It would be helpful to receive a written or typed statement from the witness in advance, but this is not
essential;
4. It may be necessary to re-call a witness at a later date but we would hope in the normal way to avoid
doing so;
5. Contact in the first instance may be made with the solicitor to the Inquiry (his name, address,
telephone and fax numbers were set out).

2 We have used 'children' in the Report as meaning anyone under the age of eighteen.
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1.17 As indicated above it was decided to conduct the Inquiry in private but publish the Report in full. A
few people chose to be legally represented or bring their union representative with them. We allowed
others to bring friends or colleagues with them or in the case of children, their parents. We saw each
witness separately and questioned them. If they were represented we permitted their lawyers to put
questions to them and make submissions if they wished. Our aim was to conduct the Inquiry as informally
as possible but with fairness and thoroughness. We asked some witnesses to return so that we could
ensure that they had the opportunity to deal with all relevant matters. We indicated to witnesses as fully as
possible, where necessary in writing, the areas in which we wanted assistance. We made sure that they
understood any matters that might lead to concern or criticism. We urged witnesses to deal constructively
with the issues arising and the improvement of practice.
1.18 Facts and Figures
The Inquiry sat for 75 days between 23 July and 29 November 1990. Evidence was mainly heard in
Stafford and Stoke-on-Trent but was also received at a further 30 locations. 153 witnesses gave oral
evidence and approximately 150,000 pages of documents including over 400 log books were considered by
the Inquiry. We visited the following Stoke-on-Trent residential homes: 245 Hartshill Road, 100 Chell
Heath Road and Heron Cross House. In addition we visited The Birches, Newcastle-under-Lyme and
The Alders, Tamworth. We also went to see Duke's Lodge at the invitation of Tony Latham.
1.19 Co-operation and Confidentiality
Only one witness who was asked to attend failed to turn up. We cannot, of course, rule out the fact that for
one reason or another people who could have assisted the Inquiry failed to do so. Bearing in mind,
however, the number of witnesses who did attend and the vast volume of documentation produced to us,
we are reasonably confident that we received a very comprehensive picture indeed of the relevant events.
We were assisted enormously by the availability of almost every residential home log book and measures
of control book concerning the practice of Pindown. A few were listed as 'missing'. Co-operation with the
Inquiry was forthcoming in a number of cases on the promise of confidentiality. Some witnesses at their
express wish have not therefore been named in the list of witnesses in appendix D. We have carefully
taken, into account when weighing the evidence, whether the fact of non-identification of a person could
have in any way prejudiced anyone else. We were grateful to the local authority for urging its employees
to co-operate with the Inquiry. We were extremely concerned to hear from a few witnesses that they had
received telephone calls designed to deter them from giving evidence. There was no indication as to the
identity of those responsible.
1.20 The District Auditor
On 30 August 1990, day 24 of the Inquiry, we wrote to the chief executive of the local authority
concerning paragraph 2 of the Terms of Reference (see appendix B) relating to the possible need for any
further investigation of the general activities of Fundwell and its relationship with the County Council.
We wrote that: 'in the light of the oral and documentary evidence already presented to us, we have
concluded that the purely financial matters concerning Fundwell should receive, as soon as possible,
expert appraisal. We therefore recommend in the circumstances that the District Auditor, who has the
necessary financial expertise and who is like our Inquiry independent of the local authority, should carry
out a full investigation'. Our recommendation was immediately accepted and the District Auditor
commenced an investigation.
Acknowledgments
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Chapter 2
Introduction to the Report
2.1 It is essential in order to understand and assess Pindown to consider comprehensively the
background to its creation and the context in which it developed. Additionally, of course, one has to trace
in some considerable detail the actual practice of Pindown during its active periods between November
1983 and October 1989 when its use was banned. The same considerations relating to background,
context, and practice also apply to the aspects of Fundwell that we have to consider.
2.2 It quickly became apparent to us that it would be necessary to trace the following factors in respect
of the background and context: national events, local characteristics of Staffordshire social services,
county council financial policies, social services re-organisation and the career of Tony Latham who was
the central figure regarding Pindown and Fundwell.
2.3 Accordingly, in the next chapter we describe and consider each factor in the period up to 1 April
1983 when a signficant re-organisation in Staffordshire social services took place, some seven months
before the birth of Pindown at 245 Hartshill Road, Stoke-on-Trent.
2.4 Chapter 4 deals under the same major headings with the period between 1 April and 31 December
1983.
2.5 Chapters 5 to 10 inclusive follow the same course, each dealing with the events of one year from 1984
to 1989. Chapter 10, therefore, documents amongst other things the demise of Pindown at the end of
1989. At the end of each chapter some facts and figures are set out concerning the use of Pindown in the
particular year under consideration.
2.6 In Chapter 11 individual profiles are provided of 'the Pindown Experience' of seven children.
2.7 Chapters 12 and 13 contain comprehensive analyses of Pindown and Fundwell respectively.
2.8 Chapters 14, 15 and 16 deal with the quite separate matters relating to sex offenders and the
protection of children which we were asked to consider when our Terms of Reference were extended on 5
October 1990 (see Chapter 1 paragraph 1.12).
2.9 In Chapters 17 to 21 inclusive we consider and comment upon a number of important professional
issues.
2.10 Our conclusions and a summary of our recommendations are set out in chapters 22 and 23
respectively. Extensive appendices follow.
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PART 2: The History
Chapter 3
Pre-April 1983
3.1 Pindown began on 3 November 1983 in a residential home at 245 Hartshill Road, Stoke-on-Trent.
By this date the projects and activities later known collectively as Fundwell were already in existence.
They had started in 1972, initially as a form of youth work and Intermediate Treatment,' and
subsequently ran concurrently with schemes organised under the auspices of the Manpower Services
Commission. Both Pindown and Fundwell owed their origins to a social worker, Tony Latham. Between
1972 and 1989, the year Pindown ceased, Tony Latham held a number of posts in Staffordshire Social
Services. He first became a social worker in Tunstall in 1972. Between 1975 and 1977 he was seconded to
Ruskin College, Oxford where he obtained a Certificate of Qualification in Social Work. In 1979 he was
promoted to senior social worker in Longton; in 1983 to area officer for the Newcastle-under-Lyme
family centre and in 1985 to area officer (children and families) in Newcastle. In 1987 he moved to
headquarters in Stafford as senior assistant, voluntary bodies co-ordinator. The following year he became
senior assistant (children and families.).
3.2 Our Inquiry into Pindown and Furidwell led us to examine a number of factors in the years leading
up to 1983 which, in our view, contributed substantially to their development. As indicated in the last
chapter they were:
(a) national events;
(b) local characteristics of Staffordshire and its social services department;
(c) county council financial policies;
(d) social services re-organisation;
(e) the career of Tony Latham.
Aspects of each factor at times overlapped and blended together.
(a) National Events
3.3 Childcare services administered by children's departments in every county and county borough in
England and Wales were first established under part VI of the Children Act 1948. Their aim was to ensure
that 'children deprived of a normal home life' received adequate and sensitive substitute care.4 Large
scale specialised training was also developed nationally to assist the children's departments to develop the
service to an appropriate professional standard. Between 1948 and 1970 when children's departments
became part of unified social services departments, a large body of legislation added to the
responsibilities and powers of the child care service culminating in the Children and Young Persons Act
1969.
3.4 In the course of carrying out their responsibilities to deprived children, young offenders and
children neglected or ill-treated at home, children's officers and their colleagues became convinced that
major changes in the law relating to young offenders and 'children in trouble'5 were needed. The Children and
Young Persons Act 1969 embodied some of these changes. A major objective of the Act was to remove what
were seen to be artificial distinctions between deprived and delinquent children and young people and to treat
them all as equally in need of assistance, protection or care. The origins of their individual
3 A service for children and young people at risk 'intermediate' between being away from home in the care of a local authority
and living at home with no provision for help.
4 See Para.1 of the Report of the Care of Children Committee, September 1946, HMSO and.6922 (The Curtis Committee).
5 See the White Paper 'Children in Trouble' (April' 1968), HMSO, Cmnd 3601.
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problems were acknowledged as having many similarities though they might be expressed in differing
kinds of behaviour. Some of the changes brought about by the legislation were that:
(a) approved schools became community homes with education on the premises;
(b) care orders took the place of approved school and fit person orders;
(c) remand homes became observation and assessment centres;
(d) intermediate treatment was introduced;
(e) regional planning committees were set up to co-ordinate regional and local residential
establishments such as community homes with education and observation and assessment centres, and to
encourage use of regional and local resources in intermediate treatment.

3.5 As a result of the development of child care services which were required to carry out wide
responsibilities to many children, both at home and in care, those involved had also identified the need for
a wider and better co-ordinated system of personal social services which could meet need more effectively
and more flexibly. Consequently, when the Seebohm Committee was set up in 1965 the child care service
played a major role in proposals for the establishment of unified personal social services departments.
These proposals were embodied in the Committee's report in 1968.6

3.6 The report was implemented by the Local Authority Social Services Act 1970. This brought
together within each county and county borough in England and Wales the former children's
departments, welfare departments and certain functions of the former local authority public health
departments. The new directors of social services inherited staff from the three departments in which
levels of training and approaches to service provision had differed greatly. In these circumstances some of
the concentrated attention and planning for improved practice which the Children and Young Persons
Act 1969 was intended to achieve was lost. Child care work also had to take its chance with the new style of
generic social work and caseloads adopted by local authorities in 1970-71. Additionally training for social
work was re-organised into a generic pattern and all specialist child care training courses, including those
designed for residential staff were closed. Inevitably specialist experience and professional standards
painstakingly developed by children's departments between 1948 and 1970 began to be dissipated.
3.7, From the evidence presented to them the Seebohm Committee had seen 'a strong case for
re-organisation so that the services may attract more resources; . . . meet needs . . . being neglected . .
and be more accessible and comprehensible to those who need to use them.' [Para.IIl] The new social
services departments attracted both increased resources and greatly increased demand. They had had
little time, however, to develop or consolidate their experience between 1970 and 1973 when they were
overtaken by the re-organisation of local government as a whole in 1974.

3.8 In the process of re-organisation many local authorities were extinguished by the creation of a
smaller number of larger units. Because of this there were many changes of personnel, directors of social
services, senior and middle managers and other senior staff. Attempts to reconcile conflicting
departmental loyalties and to deal fairly with those whose career prospects were affected, led to yet more
changes. In addition staff often experienced major differences of management styles within a short space
of time. When organisational turbulence began to subside trends in the national economy were already
moving against local government expansion. Social services departments, which had been established to
improve services for those in need, had to slow down their development and find ways of reducing
expenditure.

3.9 Following the Children and Young Persons Act 1969 and the establishment of social services
departments, central government and external professional initiatives were taken to assist local
authorities and others to address their child care responsibilities. The Home Office Children's
6 Report of the Committee on Local Authority and Allied Personal Social Services, July 1968, HMSO, Cmnd 3703, which had
been set up jointly by four government departments.
7 See footnote 6 ante
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Department set up a Development Group in 1969, which was transferred with the Children's Inspectorate
to the DHSS in 1971. The objectives of this group were to assist implementation of the 1969 Act by
developing standards of good practice in residential child care, intermediate treatment, collaboration
between field and residential social work, management of violent behaviour and a range of other areas of
practice. The group produced many publications between 1970 and the mid 1980s, all of which were sent
free of charge to social services departments. They included a design guide for the building, equipping
and use of community homes and a statement of residential child care principles entitled 'Care and
Treatment in a Planned Environment.' [HMSO 1970, reprinted 1972] A parallel initiative in 1968 by three
professional child care organisations' resulted in a publication entitled 'Residential Task in Child Care The Castle Priory Report'. [First Edition —1969, Second Edition — 1972] This report related standards of
good practice to detailed assessment of staffing needed to achieve it. The conclusions of the report were
adopted in 1970 by The Home Office Children's Department as guidelines for local authorities and
voluntary organisations. During the late 1970s and early 1980s work was carried out which resulted in the
publication of 'Observations and Assessment — report of a working party' (DHSS January 1981) and
`Control and Discipline in Community Homes — report of a working party (DHSS January 1981). These
were also circulated to local authorities to assist them in their thinking and planning of child care services.
Like the work of the DHSS Development Group, a wide spectrum of practitioners and managers in social
services and representatives from health and education services had been involved with the intention of
ensuring that the advice and guidance disseminated to service providers were related to the realities of
everyday experience.
3.10 The central government publications referred to above were sent to all local authorities, including
Staffordshire. The Castle Priory Report was also available in Staffordshire. Some publications were
particularly relevant to planning and decisions made in the child care service for example, 'Control and
Discipline in Community Homes' and a number of the Development Group reports.
3.11 A further major national influence which impinged briefly on Staffordshire's social services
department was the work of the House of Commons Social Services Committee which carried out an
investigation into 'Children in Care' between 1982 and 1984.9 Staffordshire in 1982 was one of four
English local authorities visited by the committee. Amongst the examples of services they saw was 'a
modern residential observation and assessment centre' which was to be used later as a family centre.
(b) Staffordshire and its Social Services
3.12 In 1974 the county boroughs of Stoke-on-Trent and Burton-on-Trent were absorbed into the
county of Staffordshire as part of local government re-organisation. They had both had twenty-six years'
experience of providing firstly child care services and then social services through their own independent
departments. Instead Stafford, sixteen miles south of Stoke, became their administrative centre. A
witness told us that 'members of (Stoke) social services department were not keen on being taken over by
Stafford . . . There was a feeling it was too big and Staffordshire did not have the interests of Stoke at
heart.' Nevertheless there was 'still a lot of power within Stoke . . . we got the feeling . . . that if we could
sort things out Stafford would be OK . . unless it got really bad we would not bother the boys in Foregate
Street.'
3.13 Although Stoke had little enthusiasm for being part of Staffordshire, we received considerable
evidence suggesting that both local authorities were insular and inward-looking communities, reluctant to
seek new ideas or new people outside their boundaries. Mark Fisher, a Stoke M.P. , told us that 'it is only
very recently that we have begun to appoint people from outside the county . . . that makes for an
incredibly narrow and limited perspective . . . there have been no new ideas coming in as a result.' Other
witnesses referred to Staffordshire being in a time warp and believed this acted as a barrier to
development of new concepts and methods. Barry O'Neill, the former director of social services, in his
8 The Association of Children's Officers, The Association of Child Care Officers and The Residential Child Care Association.
9 Second Report of the Social Services Committee, Session 1983-84, Children in Care, Vol.1. Para 35.
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written submission to the Inquiry, listed an 'inward looking culture' amongst the problems faced by his
department when he was appointed in 1985. He added that 'Staffordshire had not traditionally
participated in regional and national events and initiatives under the regime of my predecessor. This
contributed . . . both to morale issues and to problems in the recruitment and retention of qualified staff.'
A social worker coming from another local authority to work in Staffordshire told us she had a 'very
strong impression
of a social services department which seemed to be very parochial . . very inward
looking . . consequently . . . resistant to change.'
3.14 Practice in Staffordshire was commented on by many witnesses. Eileen Robinson, who retired as
an Assistant Director of Social Services in 1987, described how during the mid-1970s 'there was no
casework responsibility in the residential services (section). It was purely management, staffing, fulfilling
the needs of the areas in the provision of places.' In the later 1970s little had changed. There was still a
`clear distinction between care and the . . . practical running of homes. The residential section was . . .
the bricks and mortar and furnishings and fire officer and architect.' Communication was by circulars and
`there are literally hundreds of them covering everything from having a chimney swept to the care of
children.' It was not till about 1980 that a document entitled 'Casework with Children' was written and
sent out to the residential homes. Looking ahead, it is interesting to note that Councillor Beech, a County
Councillor, commenting on the Social Services Inspectorate's report on visits to children's homes in 1990
identified communication as still a major problem: 'all sorts of policies, so called, which had been
emanating from on high but had not been disseminated. People didn't know about them.'
3.15 Looking back to the days of children's departments, before 1970, Councillor Austin, the leader of
the Council since 1981, said that in his experience 'in the 1960s we had a different type of child. There
wasn't a drug problem and there wasn't the aggressiveness we have now . . . We did not take kids into
care as a punishment. It was to protect them basically from the outside world . . If I were a top politician
in Westminster I would do away with Seebohm and go back to the old system.'
3.16 Having only a small proportion of professionally qualified staff has characterised Staffordshire
social services department for a long period. In 1979 the number of qualified field social workers was said
to have fallen below 25%. In residential child care there was an almost total lack of qualified staff. Barry
O'Neill told the Inquiry that by 1985 'training, other than the secondment of 13 staff a year on CQSW
(Certificate of Qualification in Social Work) courses had been given a very low profile. In-service training
was virtually non-existent. The training function for . . . 6,000 employees was dealt with by one member
of staff who also had responsibilities for the traditional records and information gathering role.' Not
surprisingly supervision in the department was also inadequately provided or, as in residential work,
non-existent.
3.17 Courts and police attitudes in Staffordshire were said to be relatively punitive. In their written
evidence to us NACRO (National Association for the Care and Rehabilitation of Offenders) said that in
their view the Pindown regime, which began in 1983, appeared 'to have been developed in the context of a
policy vacuum in juvenile justice.' Even in 1990 they were of the opinion that 'there is significant scope in
Staffordshire for the development of a policy with regard to juvenile offenders.' Attitudes of some
Staffordshire social services staff to children in care and young offenders seemed to a number of social
work witnesses to have been lacking in concern and more than one questioned whether politicians really
cared what happened to the children and young people for whom social services were responsible.
3.18 The issue of secure accommodation was important in Staffordshire both before 1983 and
subsequently. Until the re-organisation of residential child care facilities which took place in 1983 there
had been three observation and assessment centres, one of which, Chadswell in Lichfield, had formerly
been a remand home; two community homes with education (former approved schools), Rowley Hall for
senior girls and Riverside for intermediate and senior boys; four working boys and girls hostels; and
twenty-two children's homes. Chadswell and Rowley Hall had both provided secure rooms. A witness,
who was between thirteen and a half and fifteen years old when she had been in Rowley Hall, described
her experiences: 'the first time you run away they lock you up for so long, the second time it is seven days
. . . and then it is up to twelve or thirteen days . . . I can always remember they could never lock you up
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for longer than fourteen days . . they had to get a special something or other to give . . . permission to
keep you in that room.' She remembered she wore nightclothes with no underclothes and no shoes. The
room had been very small with just a bed and a bucket for a toilet. She had no exercise and her meals were
brought to the room by staff. 'You wouldn't have a book to read, sometimes they would bring a magazine
. . . to pass the time . . . Looking back at it, I mean, I watch Prisoner Cell Block H and that is luxury
compared.'
3.19 Two secure units with two beds each had been provided in Riverside in 1981. They were
established in consultation with the DHSS for young people needing security or separation. They were
never, however, brought into use because the physical design did not meet the requirements for approval
by the Secretary of State following new standards under the Criminal Justice Act 1982. Staffordshire
sought grant aid from the DHSS to meet the cost of work needed to obtain approval, but their application
was unsuccessful. After protracted discussions the then director of social services in February 1985
recommended that the social services committee should 'abandon the provision of secure
accommodation.'
3.20 The Community Homes Regulations 197210 required that from time to time the social services
committee should review measures of control in use under the regulations. In a report to the committee on 28
February 1982, the director had reminded them that 'The control of a community home shall be maintained
on the basis of good personal and professional relationships between the staff and the children . . . primarily
by the influence achieved through gaining confidence and respect.' Some sanctions or other means of control
had to be used on occasion but 'rewards are equally important in encouraging good behaviour.'
3.21 Barry O'Neill, who was appointed director in 1985, had been deputy to Paul Hudson the previous
director and had worked in the social services department since the mid 1970s. In his written submission
to the Inquiry he analysed the weaknesses of the department at the time he became director and it was
clear that they were longstanding. In addition to the 'inward looking culture' and neglect of training he
listed the following characteristics of the department:
(a) social services expenditure was the second lowest per head of counties in England and Wales;
(b) a proportion of middle management was still influenced by previous roles prior to local government
re-organisation in 1974, and particularly by the different service models and culture inherited from the
former county council and from Stoke-on-Trent and Burton-on-Trent;
(c) major cuts in services had been implemented in a hasty way which had left an unbalanced
organisation;
(d) spending on management and support staff was the lowest percentage of expenditure compared
with other local authorities;
(e) there was no formal participative management, decisions on priorities had been taken centrally and
there was minimal joint planning with health authorities;
(f) from 1974 to 1984 Staffordshire had had three administrations: Labour from 1974; the Conservatives
from 1977 and Labour again from 1981. This had resulted in a `stop-go' culture in which longer term
developments had been sacrificed for a more pragmatic approach based on opportunities as they arose;
(g) management structure had been shaped largely as a response to requirements for cuts in services in
the late 1970s and early 1980s, supplemented by various 'sticking plaster' additions as opportunities
permitted in the early 1980s;
(h) traditionally there had been over reliance on residential provision into which users had to fit rather
than a range of services offering them choice. Staffing ratios in residential homes were much too low
resulting in containment rather than care;
(i) written policies, procedures and joint strategies were noticeable by their absence or by being out of
date;
(j) low service provision in Staffordshire social services had become accepted, with little prospect of
any change in established patterns of expenditure.
Our investigation supports this analysis.
10 See appendix L.
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(c) County Council Financial Policies
3.22 It was clear from the evidence we received that resources were a key issue in the history of
Staffordshire social services from 1974 to 1989. Barry O'Neill, the former director, as noted above
blamed political changes in the administration for a 'stop-go' policy which sacrificed long term planning to
pragmatic opportunism. Statistics provided by his predecessor, Paul Hudson, for the House of Commons
Social Services Committee's visit in 198211 demonstrated that child care spending in Staffordshire had
fallen steadily from a low baseline in 1975/76 to being the lowest of any other county in England and Wales
in some aspects of the service.
3.23 We examined budgetary information from 1977 onwards. During the period between 1977 and
1983 the County Council required the social services committee to make significant cuts in their annual
estimates of necessary expenditure.
3.24 National guidelines issued to local authorities in 1978 proposed that increases of expenditure
overall should not exceed 1 per cent. In addition the government white paper on public expenditure
envisaged very limited growth for some years ahead.
3.25 In the 1978179 social services budget an increase of 2.69 per cent was proposed. This was reduced to
1 per cent. The following year the county council budget panel decided that 3 per cent must be cut. This
figure was subsequently increased to 5 per cent with a requirement that a substantial proportion must be
achieved by savings in manpower. In the following year further cuts of 5 per cent had to be made.
Examples of cuts were closures of residential homes, freezing social work posts and reducing clerical and
administrative support staff In a report to the social services committee on 2 September 1980 the then
director, Paul Hudson said, 'the social services department has been required by the county council to
make savings . . . of approximately £1,400,000 . . . The reductions have made a real drop in standards of
service to the public. This reduction should be seen against the background of a continued rise in demand
for the services we provide of about 8 per cent per annum . . . In a two year period the gap between
resources and demand is about 24 per cent'.
3.26 Whilst hearing the evidence we were often struck by a lack of adequate social services records,
even when these were statutorily required, and the absence of recorded material generally. It became
clear that this was related in part to major cuts in administrative and clerical support. Although the social
services department's administrative costs had been proportionately lower than any other local
authorities, budgetary reductions required by the county council in 1981/82 could not be achieved without
reducing 'the clerical and administrative staff in area offices drastically, leaving only a minimal support
service for the social workers.' [Report to the General Sub-Committee, 2 September 1980] We were told
by Barry O'Neill that the 1981/82 reductions in administrative staff, coming on top of large cuts in
previous years were 'a major blow to the delivery of services . . It affected morale throughout the
organisation and its impact was such that even a decade rater various parts of the organisation have still
not recovered from the changes imposed.?
3.27 1983/84 was another year in which substantial savings were made in the child care service. The
plans for these were laid in 1982/83 and involved a total re-organisation of residential child care provision.
In a report to the social services committee on 27 July 1982 the director recommended that 'all existing 24
community homes, children's hostels and the observation and assessment centre at Heron Cross . . . be
discontinued in their present form.' The detail of the plan to replace them, in the main, with family
centres will be described in the next section. In budgetary terms the reduction of residential
accommodation by 164 beds and the re-shaping of associated social work was anticipated to result in
annual savings from 1 April 1983 of £350,000.
3.28 During the mid and late 1980s the county council no longer required the draconian cuts of the
earlier years, but the state of the child care service as a result of those years presented a grave problem.
11 See Para 3.11 ante
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Some witnesses saw the financial policies as not just a problem for social services. Mark Fisher M.P. said
that 'historically we have been negligent both in expenditure and in policy . . . not just in social services. It
is traditional . . . I think they are probably right in saying that the money is not there because they have
always set very low budgets.' A county councillor supported the view that long-standing political attitudes
were at least partly responsible for the problems. He complained that legitimate criticisms of poor service
met with the response, 'there's no money to do anything about it . . . That's the answer to everything you
know.'
3.29 Examples of financial short-sightedness which we were given included lack of waking night staff in
residential homes and foster parent allowances which were so much lower than those in neighbouring
authorities that Staffordshire residents were fostering children in care in Cheshire, Warwickshire and
Coventry. In relation to staff we were told by NALGO how difficult it was to retain occasional recruits
from other local authorities once they discovered some of Staffordshire's difficulties. One example was
disbelief that the social services department had no library. Expenditure on food in residential homes was
low by comparison with other local authorities and pocket money for teenagers was thought to be
unrealistic by the standards of ordinary families.
3.30 Councillor Austin, the present leader of the Council, saw a connection between staff cuts and the
development of Pindown: 'I think Pindown was administratively so easy. Give them a pair of pyjamas and
put them in a room and that is it . . . I think it became a method after a while.'
3.31 More than one witness considered Tony Latham had been left to get on with his initiatives because
of the general shortage of resources. Brendan Sullivan, who has worked for the local authority for twenty
years and who is at present Assistant Director (Finance), for example, said `if Mr Latham was prepared to
take this activity . . . they would let him get on with it . . . the period in late 1970s, early 1980s, was one of
a lot of cutbacks, and a lot of change and just getting through one day was success, never mind taking on
additional work which perhaps you did not have to.' Barry O'Neill, the former director, told us, 'there
was a clear policy decision to let (Tony Latham) get on with it and not to interfere as long as he 'produced
the goods'.'
3.32 Councillor Austin agreed with Councillor Poulter, the present chairman of the social services
committee, that the department was understaffed, but although efforts had been made to improve the
position they were 'starting from a very bad base in 1981'. Councillor Poulter, commenting on the
re-organisation of residential child care in 1983 said,'the problems facing the county council at that time
were severely financial and the family centres decision was a way of having a good idea to resolve that
financial problem.'
3.33 The effects of cuts and shortages of resources on practice were significant. One social work witness
was very critical of particular cuts: 'all the waking staff were cut out in residential homes . . . That was of
great concern to me . . . the commonsense of fifteen beds with up to twenty odd people in, this really did
concern me.' The same witness regretted that 'after years of cutbacks' the family centres 'had to come in
as part of a cost cutting exercise which was a great pity . . (they) started on the given dates coupled with
cutbacks of staff, and that was a bad base to start from.'
3.34 In the period before November 1983 County Council financial policies relating to social services
led, in our view, to serious shortages of resources and manpower over a long period. In this situation
developments such as Fundwell and Pindown were more likely to be tolerated, even encouraged, than
might have been the case if more realistic and generous responses had been made by the county council to
the heavy and growing tasks of the social services department.
(d) Social Services-Re-Organisation
3.35 Barry O'Neill, the former director of social services, pointed out that the department's
`management structure had been shaped largely as a response to requirements for cuts in services in the
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late 1970s and early 1980s.' We were given structure charts which demonstrated four major
re-organisations between 1982 and 1989. The first took place in 1982, the second in 1983.
3.36 As noted above, substantial budgetary savings were required between 1980/81 and 1982/83. These
were partly achieved by drastically reducing support staff in social work offices. Reductions in staff at
headquarters also had to be made, thus diminishing support to the field services even more.
3.37 Until 1982 there had been a director, a deputy and five assistant directors at headquarters. Three of
the five assistant directors were responsible for the provision of services. Only field social work was
delegated to area officers outside. of headquarters. Principal and senior assistants were responsible to
each assistant director. The chain of management responsibility was long; for example, six vertical layers
of management separated heads of residential establishments from the director.
3.38 In the 1982 re-organisation a new post of senior assistant director was created and the remaining
assistant directors reduced to three. One of these combined responsibility for the whole of service
provision. Services were also regrouped into those for children and those for elderly and disabled people,
each with a principal assistant and senior assistant attached. In a centralised department in one of the
largest local authorities in England this structure represented minimal resources for the task.
3.39 When the next re-organisation took place on 1 April 1983, it was in the context of what Barry
O'Neill described to the Inquiry as a 'major blow to the delivery of services . . . and morale,' A witness
who had come to work in Staffordshire in 1982 said, 'when I came to social services I found . . . files were
everywhere. Confidentiality was nowhere near the standard I was accustomed to and the filing system was
in total disarray. It was a pile of documents . . on top of a filing cabinet.'
3.40 Paul Hudson, the then director of social services, had outlined his proposals for re-organising child
care services in a report to the general sub-committee on 27 July 1982. The plan was radical in its
approach:
(a) all existing community homes to be discontinued in their current form;
(b) 387 beds in establishments to be reduced by 164 by 1 April 1983;
(c) 164 children and young persons in the homes to be boarded out or returned home by 1 April 1983;
(d) a family centre to be provided in each of the county's nine areas12 with a range of new
responsibilities in addition to providing residential care for 10-15 children and young people;
(e) observation and assessment to be carried out by family centre staff in co-operation with area social
workers instead of by residential observation and assessment centres;
(f) residential care officers to become social workers on social work salaries and no longer eligible for
overtime. Roles no longer to be divided between residential care officers and field social workers;
(g) each family centre to be staffed by an area officer responsible to the principal area officer both for
the centre and for re-organisation of children's resources in the area;
(h) family centre staff to work closely with area social work teams who would retain existing child care
responsibilities;
(i) five small community honks to be retained for children without families or who were difficult to
foster;
(j) forty places to be retained in independence units based in former staff accommodation.
3.41 In his report to the social services committee on 27 July 1982, Paul Hudson described the objectives
Of the re-organisation as 'to provide a vigorous community based service for children and families with the
aim of preventing admission to residential care.' Family centres would participate in
(a) developing fostering and intermediate treatment;
(b) developing links with day nurseries, play groups and child minders.
Additionally they would provide day care, overnight or weekend stay and full residential care for children
and young people as required and for families for short periods if this would be of value.
12 Stoke-on-Trent eventually had three family centres.
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3.42 All the proposals put forward by the director to the Social Services General Sub-Committee on 27
July 1982 were agreed by the Committee and the implementation date set for 1 April 1983.
3.43 The staffing to be provided to carry out family centre roles and responsibilities was described in the
director's committee paper. In principle it was to be 'a team of social workers, sufficient in number to man
the residential and day care element of the family centre as well as to develop boarding out and family
support in the community.' In reality apart from the area officer who had considerable responsibilities
outside of the family centre, in a fifteen bed centre there were to be a team leader and nine other (full time
equivalent) posts. Of these four and half were to be only social work assistants on salary scales too low to
attract experienced or qualified staff. In addition, as one witness pointed out, the fact that posts were
allocated did not guarantee that they were filled, 'the number of beds . . . were reduced by X . . .
overnight. Staffing levels were increased on paper . . . A twenty-five . . . or thirty bedded home . .
(with) twenty children in anyway . . . was changed to a fifteen bedded home which didn't mean a lot
because the children were still there . . The staffing (was) . . . increased . . . but it's all very well getting
staffing approval, you've got to fill the posts.' The Birches had twenty-eight children, not fifteen as was
planned but no adjustments were made to the staffing allocation.
3.44 It was not in dispute on the evidence that the residential child care re-organisation became a fait
accompli with very little consultation having taken place in advance. Barry O'Neill claimed to have sown
the seed of the family centre concept. John Spurr, then senior assistant director, was asked, at short
notice, to prepare a scheme and the cost cutting element was widely recognised. Once it had received
committee approval it was then policy to be implemented. Depleted and demoralised headquarters and
area staffs had to prepare between August 1982 and March 1983 for a major upheaval involving many
children and residential staff.
3.45 Within the limitations of headquarters and area staff groups, attempts were made to plan and
-prepare for the changes ahead. Meetings took place between area officers, senior social workers and
individual children's social workers. Consideration was given to redeployment of residential staff in
relation to children whom they knew well. Some pre-admission visits were arranged, particularly for
young people going to independence units. Peter Crockett, who was responsible for the overall
operation, held meetings of principal area officers and other senior staff to try to anticipate some of the
problems. He also went to meet all the staff whd were to be involved to provide an opportunity to talk
about changes ahead. One of the objectives of the re-organisation was to return children to their own
communities to facilitate contacts with families and rehabilitation at home. Peter Crockett commented on
what had taken place before: 'prior to the family centre set up what happened was that if social workers
needed a vacancy for a child they rang up and it was a matter of where vacancies were throughout the
county. I got different coloured pins for the nine principal areas and put them in and the colour pattern
was horrendous, how the kids had been moved around.'
3.46 In spite of the preparatory work outlined above, when the movements took place some children
still did not know where they were going on the day they were to leave. Fred Hill, then a senior assistant,
described what happened, It was a very busy time because all the establishments changed use . . (I) was
running round and clearing things with the fire officer and moving furniture around . • . we virtually
changed overnight, possibly too quickly and the same people were running things the next day but it was
called something else.'

(e) The Career of Tony Latham
3.47 In 1972, two years after the Seebohm re-organisation, Tony Latham began to work for
Staffordshire social services department as an unqualified social worker in Tunstall, near Stoke-on-Trent.
He had done voluntary work in the area as a schoolboy and continued to do so after he left school. Before
he became a social worker he had worked in offices, been a benefits officer in the Department of
Employment, and a youth employment officer and later an education welfare officer in Staffordshire's
education department. He was twenty-four years old when he joined the social services department.
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3.48 His social work caseload contained, as well as adults, a large number of young people on care and
supervision orders. He soon found himself responsible for between sixty and seventy young people and
decided to draw on the concept of intermediate treatment [See para. 3.1] for ideas in working with them
as a group since the numbers were unmanageable individually. The group he formed was initially called
the Voluntary Youth Project, and later the North Staffordshire Intermediate Treatment Unit. Money
was raised using volunteers and other social workers and this enabled activities to be provided. The group
catered for boys and girls from eight to sixteen years old, most of whom were connected in some way with
social services. The activities available to them included artwork, gardening, woodwork, hair dressing,
cooking, camping and fishing. An account of the project was included in 1977 in a DHSS Development
Group publication 'Intermediate Treatment — 28 Choices.'
3.49 By 1974 Tony Latham was also involved part-time with his then wife in residential work for
physically handicapped children and later in a children's home where she was the officer in charge.
Intermediate treatment began to take up even more of his spare time and Peter Crockett, at that time
principal area officer for Stoke-on-Trent and Cannock, decided that part of Tony Latham's social work
post should be devoted to extending intermediate treatment to the whole of the Stoke area. This led to his
involvement in referral meetings, case planning, writing reports for courts and working in contact with
families as well as social workers. The chairman of the local magistrates' bench was on the project
committee.
3.50 When Tony Latham was seconded to Ruskin College, Oxford in 1975 to train in social work, he
continued to be involved in Stoke's intermediate treatment programme and related activities at the
weekends. In 1976 the social services committee agreed both to assist financially and to provide cheap
premises for further developments. Students from youth and community courses began to be placed for
periods of time of up to three months. By the time Tony Latham returned from Ruskin College in 1977,
having gained his Certificate of Qualification in Social Work, between 120 and 150 young people were
involved in the project. Residential intermediate treatment had also begun and John Aston, initially a
volunteer, was appointed as voluntary warden. Community service volunteers, both local and from
overseas, were also being referred to the project.
3.51 During the same period the Manpower Services Commission (`MSC') was seeking sponsors for job
creation schemes for long term unemployed people. The Voluntary Youth Project sponsored three
schemes: the Penkhull youth project, the Community Warehouse and the Halfway House project. The
resources and personnel involved in these schemes began also to be used to support intermediate
treatment activities, and the network of inextricably related initiatives known as `Latham's enterprises'
and later, more formally, as Fundwell began to develop.
3.52 In 1979 a full-time intermediate treatment officer was appointed by the social services department
and seconded to run the Voluntary Youth Project. Intermediate treatment had by this time become
sufficiently well established in Stoke that nine intermediate treatment officer posts were created to work
in other parts of Staffordshire as well. It was also in 1979 that Tony Latham became a senior social worker
and was encouraged by his area officer, Audrey Williams, to set up further MSC schemes (Youth
Opportunity Schemes known as YOPs) as a way of continuing to make use of MSC funding in the
community. Through these initiatives schemes to help elderly people in day centres, and with cleaning,
shopping and transport developed.
3.53 In August 1979 the Community and Social Services Project Youth Training Scheme was set up to
provide employees to work for the intermediate treatment centre. In 1980 a Community Funding Project
was set up to raise funds for all the other projects. In February 1981 the manager of the intermediate
treatment scheme left and the scheme's administrative officer, Glynis Mellors (formerly Bonnici), was
appointed in his place. Glynis Mellors, like John Aston, was later involved with Tony Latham in
Pindown.
3.54 By August 1981 schemes of various kinds had been established, catering for about 120 young
people. The YOP schemes included day centres for elderly people; building, gardening, painting and
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decorating task groups; a clerical group; a playbus; the community warehouse; a remedial group; and
mechanics and joinery groups. The groups linked closely with each other. The mechanics group, for
example, serviced vehicles used in a number of other projects.
3.55 Towards the end of 1982 the government was considering further developments in the Community
Programme. Tony Latham had hoped to enable his projects to benefit from these. They were delayed,
however, until September 1983 and he had meanwhile been appointed area officer in
Newcastle-under-Lyme in the re-organisation of residential child care which took place on 1 April 1983.
His appointment meant that from that date he was based at The Birches, a former children's home which
had become a family centre. His responsibilities were to develop child care services in the area, and to
manage The Birches in Newcastle, a long stay children's home at Kidsgrove and a unit at 245 Hartshill
Road, Stoke-on-Trent. This unit was for young people who had left school and were learning to be
independent. It was 'semi-staffed' i.e. staff were only available for a limited number of hours a week,
mainly in evenings and at weekends.
3.56 The Community Project which Tony Latham had founded under the Community Programme of
the MSC was initially called the Longton Resource Centre Community Programme. When he changed
jobs he changed the focus of the programme and took it into the Newcastle-under-Lyme area where it was
renamed the North Staffs Resource CP Ltd. By this time Tony Latham had also moved his own home to
Duke's Lodge, where a number of projects and intermediate treatment activities were already centred.
Following his appointment as area officer in Newcastle he moved all the remaining projects for which he
was responsible to Duke's Lodge or to the premises at 245 Hartshill Road, Stoke-on-Trent, and began to
combine these initiatives with his work as an area officer responsible particularly for one of the new family
centres. He was amongst those who felt enthusiasm for the opportunities offered by re-organisation.
3.57 The team leader at the family centre was Philip Price who had been officer in charge when it was a
children's home. He had not welcomed the changes initially but found himself fired by Tony Latham's
enthusiasm and began to work closely in partnership with him. Tony Latham's appointment as area
officer brought together the activities he had already developed and his new responsibilities for
residential facilities in which Pindown was to develop subsequently. His career was a significant factor
which, together with the interaction of national and local events and the pre-April 1983 influences,
contributed to the matters we were asked to investigate.
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Chapter 4: 1 April 1983 — 31 December 1983
(a) National Events
4.1 The Secure Accommodation (No 2) Regulations 1983 were made on 7 December 1983, and came
into operation on 1 January 1984. Local Authority Circular LAC (83) 18, dated 9 December 1983,
(Restriction of Children in Care'), reminded local authorities that from 31 December 1983 the Secretary
of State would no longer approve the use of single secure rooms in community homes. With effect from 31
March 1984, current approvals for their use would no longer apply. If local authorities wished to continue
to use them they would have to re-apply for approval and were advised that the Secretary of State
intended to impose new strict conditions to govern their use.
4.2 Annex B to the circular LAC (83) 18, (see appendix M) provided guidance to local authorities on
how the Secretary of State would define restriction of liberty for this purpose. Amongst the definitions,
paragraph 4 provided the following: 'control imposed or implied by staff or other responsible adults will
not be considered to constitute the restriction of liberty, though control should always be implied in a
manner consistent with good child care practice.'

(b) Staffordshire and its Social Services
4.3 The date set for change in the residential child care service in Staffordshire was 1 Apri11983. Family
centres were the key to the re-organisation both in the use of resources and in the approach to problems
for which the child care service was provided.
4.4 The concept of family centres was fashionable in the early 1980s. There was, however, a lack of
clarity about their objectives. They were too 'often re-cycled children's homes converted into centres for
a range of work with families and children.' They could be 'an unhappy mish-mash of family centre,
playschool, crisis intervention centre and residential home.' [Para.35 Second Report from the House of
Commons Social Services Committee — Children in Care HMSO 1984] Some of those who gave evidence
to the Inquiry thought that the re-organisation of residential child care and the family centres in
Staffordshire were positive measures which enabled problems to be dealt with at local level with greater
flexibility than formerly. There were others who rejected the changes as ill-planned and primarily
concerned with cutting costs.
4.5 There had been little attempt to consult beforehand with experienced staff who were working with
the children and young .people concerned and who might have commented on the potential use of the
buildings earmarked for family centres. Few adaptations were made to accommodate the new uses for
these buildings. The emphasis on budget reductions required in 1983 led to staffing establishments which
were unrealistic in relation to over ambitious objectives for the centres. In addition the speed with which
re-organisation was implemented had not allowed time for a realistic approach to the reduction of the
number of children needing residential care facilities in order to match the theoretical reduction in the
number of beds at the centres.
4.6 The regrading of residential care staff to social workers on social work salaries had diminished the
distinctions which previously existed between residential and field workers. The withdrawal thereby of
the right to be paid overtime, however, did not help staff working many extra hours because there were
too few people available. The whole scheme also ignored the reality that a complex list of tasks many of
which required considerable skill, knowledge and experience, would in the main inevitably be carried out
by inexperienced, untrained and unqualified staff.
4.7 The domestic work hours provided for family centres were so limited that child care staff had to
carry out a range of housekeeping and physical care tasks which detracted from the time and energy
available for individual children and important professional tasks and responsibilities.
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4.8 On 6 May 1983, only five weeks after family centres had been established. Audrey Williams, then
principal area social services officer for Stoke-on-Trent, wrote to Paul Hudson, director of social services,
with a copy to Richard Thompson, assistant director (administration) and Peter Crockett, assistant
director (service delivery). Heading her letter 'Family Centres and Long Stay Units' she wrote, 'following
a meeting with team leaders today, I need to draw your attention to a problem experienced in all the
above units . . . the problem . . . of laundry and members of staff who I feel should primarily be caring for
the children are being overly involved in the task of laundry. It is not merely the day to day washing for
children but the added problem of bed wetters . . in one such unit there are eight . . . whose sheets need
washing every day.' She asked for the problem to be looked at with 'some urgency'.

4.9 On 29 July 1983 Fred Hill, senior assistant, child care, wrote to Peter Crockett. In a memorandum
on a number of proposals for child care buildings, he wrote 'the over-riding need at The Birches is for
extra space to extend the work of the family centre. Even when the number of children accommodated
falls to the establishment figure of 15, facilities for interviewing, day care and general activities will be
restricted.' He reported that he was impressed with the flexible, imaginative way in which The Birches'
staff were developing resources but thought there was 'a danger of trying to do too much too soon'.
4.10 The Birches, a former children's home in Newcastle-under-Lyme, like a number of others became
a family centre on 1 April 1983. How they carried out their new role and tasks was left largely to their own
initiative and no guidelines were issued from social services headquarters to assist them. Tony Latham
told us in evidence 'one of the concepts of '83 was to make family centres an acceptable, easy, accessible
resource . . . we were encouraged at that time to . . . be innovative about how we would make these
resources available . . . Phil (Price), Glynis (Mellors) and myself were the three people (in Newcastle)
that were directly involved with providing the resources, either through residential, through intermediate
treatment or through whatever else . . . It was necessary for them to come to one of us . . . to get a
response.'
4.11 Former children's homes or hostels which neither retained their traditional role nor were
transformed into family centres, became 'semi-staffed' independence units. One of these was 245
Hartshill Road, Stoke-on-Trent, situated about two miles from The Birches. In the new organisational
structure these two units and a small long-stay children's home at Westmorland Avenue were under Tony
Latham's management. He was accountable to Elizabeth Brennan, principal area officer,
Newcastle-under-Lyme. Philip Price who had previously been the officer in charge at The Birches
became team manager of the family centre.
4.12 At this time Peter Crockett, assistant director, (service delivery) held a number of meetings with
other assistant directors, principal assistants at headquarters and principal area officers. These meetings
had commenced in March 1981 and continued until April 1985, when after a few meetings under the
chairmanship of John Spurr, (senior assistant director after Peter Crockett became deputy director) they
ceased. During 1983 there were many problems for them to discuss arising out of the child care
re-organisation.

4.13 Shortly after family centres were established, there was also a meeting between the area officers
responsible for them. Peter Crockett's group was told on 23 May 1983 of this meeting and asked to make
sure that they knew what the content and purpose of any such further area officers' meetings were. We do
not know whether this discussion influenced events. No further meetings of area officers, however, took
place and there was therefore no formal interchange between them since they did not attend the senior
staff meetings chaired by Peter Crockett. Tony Latham told us in evidence that, 'where a group of people
have come together to organise their own meetings and structures that has usually been discouraged
because it's seen as a sort of threat against the management structure.'

4.14 Regarding the provision of information by the residential home, Regulation 16 of the Community
Homes Regulations 1972, on information and records, requires that: 'the person in charge of a
community home shall give to a person authorised under Section 58 of the (Children and Young Persons)
Act (1969) to inspect the home, such information as he may require and as may be relevant to his
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inspection of the home, its state and management, and of the children and their treatment, and shall
further give to such authorised person access to records concerning the home kept therein, and the
responsible body shall give to the person access to any records they may keep elsewhere in relation to the
home'.
4.15 Internally it was the practice at The Birches and 245 Hartshill Road to keep a running record each
day, with occasional exceptions, of what was happening in the home from getting up in the morning till
late at night, and when necessary during the night: a sort of 'slice of life' described by a member of staff on
each shift. These records were in log books, frequently but not invariably, stiff backed A4 notebooks.
4.16 The Birches' log book which contained 1 April 1983 began on 9 February 1983 with a relatively
short entry?
`L. B. came on a pre-placement visit . . . The C's social worker visited . . . D. C. in his pyj amas early
. . . C. out to friends for a couple of hours. D. & M. doing homework. It's been a very quite night again.
C. has been very quiet tonight — he doesn't look very well. GOODNIGHT.'
There was no explanation of why D. C. was in his pyjamas early, but it seems likely that it was a measure
of control. Towards the end of April 1983 another entry records that a sixteen year old boy from a foster
home was brought by his social worker to see Philip Price: 'he is not doing too well in the foster home, so
he has been shown around the semi (staffed) unit (245 Hartshill Road) and here (The Birches), and has
been told how things are run in both places. The idea being to show him the alternative if he doesn't try to
make his foster placement work.'
4.17 The actual admissions of children from other parts of the county so as to be nearer to their own
homes, part of the re-organisation plan, were difficult to detect in the log book in April 1983, but by May
the number of children in The Birches was very high. In May, on a Saturday afternoon, 30 children from
The Birches and 20 from 245 Hartshill Road were recorded as playing 'five a side' football games. The
numbers for which the establishments were intended were exactly half in each case, 15 at The Birches and
10 at 245 Hartshill Road. By early June a boy who ran away from The Birches found there was no bed for
him when he returned. He had to sleep on the floor. On 9 June 1983 there were still 23 children in The
Birches and an entry in the log book on 11 June clearly indicated that difficulties were being experienced
in managing too large a group: 'we had a talk (which Jaime (Rodriguez) conducted) explaining to the
children the do's and don'ts of The Birches, we need to discuss this at the staff meeting. Children rather
high and slow to settle.'
4.18 At the same period there were entries which indicated that working procedures and boundaries
between field staff in the area office and residential social workers in the family centre which had been
changed by re-organisation, needed to be clarified and sorted out.
4.19 On 6 June 1983 Peter Crockett was holding one of his meetings with senior staff. He discussed with
numbers, staff
them 'the enormous pressure under which the family centres (were) operating .
shortages etc. and the necessity to face reality in agreeing programmes of care.' Inappropriate and
disruptive short term admissions were said to be taking place at Riverside (a community home with
education) and it was clear to the meeting that there were major problems as a result of re-organisation. It
was noted that urban aid which provided for four intermediate treatment centres was coming to
an end.
4.20 A few days after 6 June 1983 a fourteen year old boy was picked up by the police and brought to The
Birches. He was a known glue-sniffer and had previously been in Heron Cross House (when it was an
observation and assessment centre), Rotherwood (a similar establishment) and Riverside (a community
home with education). Several older boys in The Birches were already glue-sniffing and the term 'off
privileges' describing a range of sanctions was appearing in log book entries. An older boy brought to The
Birches from a juvenile court on an interim care order for non-school attendance, had his tea and then ran
away. Staff were warned about a suspicious character in a car outside the building who had been talking to
some of the boys. Concern was being expressed about boys and girls in each others' bedrooms at night;
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two boys were recorded as 'under seven day house arrest' and the boy who had run off after his tea, had
been recovered and was to be seen by Philip Price 'for punishment'.
4.21 On 27 June Brendan Sullivan, assistant director (finance), one of a group of senior staff selected to
do so, visited The Birches to carry out a 'statutory visit'. Regulation 3(2) of the Community Homes
Regulations 1972 requires that a local authority providing a residential home for children must 'arrange
for the home to be visited at least once a month and a report made to them in writing upon the home by
such persons as they consider appropriate'.
4.22 Staffordshire social services committee had decided that a rota of senior staff and managers in the
department should undertake these visits. The rota included administrative staff and staff concerned with
other client groups, for example, elderly people, as well as senior staff responsible for child care services.
The rationale for this was that no-one would visit too frequently (there were between 15 to 20 people on
the rota) and that the fact that they were not all concerned with child care would not prevent them from
carrying out an inspection task.
4.23 A copy of the report form (SW197) which was used for this purpose appears in appendix K.
Although there was opportunity for a fairly detailed set of comments if the statutory visitor wished to
make them, the forms often contained little significant comment other than routine remarks. Some
visitors were conscientious in checking fire drill dates and inspections. The heading `ccthirol' also usually
had some comment, though often brief. This heading covered the number of absconders and additional
measures of control recorded since the previous visit. When the report was completed it had to be sent to
the director's secretary. It appears that in the main the reports were looked at by an assistant director and
John Spurr carried out this task for some years. The reports were then in most cases shortened and
forwarded on another form (SW199; see appendix K) to the District Advisory Sub-Committee.
4.24 Brendan Sullivan, the statutory visitor on 27 June 1983, drew attention to the absence of fire drills
and testing of fire equipment during the preceding weeks of May and June. He also noted that there were
no entries in the measures of control book and assumed it was 'obviously only used for the more serious
occurrences'. His general comment was that 'despite the obvious enthusiasm and effort put in by the staff,
my overall impression of the home was a little depressing compared to other more modern and better
furnished homes'. When this report went to the District Advisory Sub-Committee they were told that 'the
home, although clean, was in very poor decorative condition. The standard of furnishing in particular is
very poor'. The general comment was that 'the effort and enthusiasm of the staff in coping with the high
numbers is commendable'.
4.25 On 2 July 1983 problems were experienced at The Birches with a 'group of Riverside lads on home
leave . causing a nuisance . . . (and) not prepared to leave without confrontation'. In addition the log
book was receiving entries on children who were bed wetters and some who soiled themselves as well; and
entries expressing dissatisfaction about shortages of essential equipment and lack of adequate domestic
work to support the child care work were in strong terms. Tempers were beginning to fray and on
Saturday 9 July 1983 Jaime Rodriguez, who before 1983 had been deputy in charge at The Birches, but on
1 April had reverted to a social work post, recorded the following entry: 'I had another encounter with A.
this morning in reference to his attitude to my directives from staff. After telling him several times to turn
down the record player I ended up taking the record off and breaking it in half. He was extremely annoyed
by'this and I had to escort him upstairs until he calmed down and we were able to discuss the matter.'
4.26 During this period there was a great deal of moving of beds and children around and one boy under
medication for epilepsy had a fit after an escapade which resulted in him being moved into a six bedded
room. The lack of adaptation of buildings in preparation for the wide age range of children and wide range
of problems in family centres was being demonstrated by insufficient and inadequately flexible sleeping
accommodation. This made the provision of privacy or, when required, the protection of one child from
another, extremely difficult. Bicycle stealing, fighting, defiance, shouting, crying and non-school
attendance, which were problems made worse by overcrowding and understaffing, were affecting staff
and children alike. One member of staff recorded, 'I had a long talk with A. in the office, but I don't think
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I got anywhere — where is all this fighting going to end?' One regular runaway had his clothes removed on
return, but glue sniffing and frequent abscondings continued. The occasional day at Duke's Lodge, Tony
Latham's home and the base for a number of his projects, on work tasks was used to try to deal with some
young people. One boy was punished by preventing him from going out with his parents.
4.27 Fred Hill had written to Peter Crockett about the need for 'extra space' at The Birches and Tony
Latham was pressing for agreement to use empty staff accommodation both at The Birches (a separate
staff house in the grounds) and at 245 Hartshill Road (a staff maisonette and a staff flat). He wanted to use
the staff house at The Birches for rehabilitation work with families, and accommodation at 245 Hartshill
Road as a base for the intermediate treatment programme. He was also proposing to convert a garage at
245 Hartshill Road into a workshop and to construct a greenhouse in the grounds there as part of a
gardening project. He had already made 245 Hartshill Road the administrative centre for the Community
Programme which he had deflected from Stoke-on-Trent to the Newcastle area. This programme was
based on the first floor of the building at 245 Hartshill Road.
4.28 On Tuesday 16 August 1983 an adolescent girl returning late in the evening having been to an off
license without permission, was confronted by Jaime Rodriguez. He recorded in the log book what
happened next. He told her that she was to move for the night into a single room. She refused to do so. He
then physically removed her from the bigger bedroom to which she had gone. He wrote that 'she became
physically and verbally abusive' throwing bedding and furniture about. 'I had to restrain her (by the back
of her hair) for some 10 to 15 minutes.' The girl threatened to make a complaint of assault; Jaime
Rodriguez called the police. When the police arrived the girl was still angry and throwing things about.
She was removed by the police and spent the night in the police station.
4.29 At meetings of the senior staff chaired by Peter Crockett in July and August 1983 staffing problems
at the family centres were discussed. Principal area officers were asked to contact Fred Hill, a senior
assistant, for help with temporary staff, and because it was recognised that vacancies could not remain
unfilled, it was agreed that special arrangements would have to be made for short contract workers to
cover these posts.
4.30 The September meeting of the senior staff group had to address a new problem, referred to in the
notes of that meeting as 'the developing situation' of industrial action by residential staff. It was agreed
that principal area officers would be personally consulted about requests for admissions to care and would
monitor them closely. They would also approach residential establishments themselves for beds if
necessary and would be held responsible for sufficient 'cover' in view of staff 'refusal to be flexible in
respect of roles'. Staff were being advised by NALGO to refuse to work split shifts. The meeting was told
that the county council had agreed to some additional community support resources.
4.31 During July, August and September 1983 some of the pressure at The Birches had been relieved by
small parties of children being away on camping holidays in North Wales and elsewhere, but by the end of
the school holidays this relief was no longer available.
4.32 By 21 September five boys who had absconded were required to wear shorts or pyjamas except
when they were at school. Nevertheless abscondings continued and by the beginning of October 1983 the
police were making it clear that they were not happy about the amount of time they had to spend on
runaways. Log book entries reveal considerable stress in the whole group and one boy was described one
evening as 'high as a kite' at bedtime and talking to himself. A member of staff asked in the log book
whether he should have psychiatric help. 'Yes, definatly (sic) responded another. There was no
evidence that such help was sought or obtained.
4.33 On 13 October 1983 the log book recorded that NALGO was requesting all residential staff to walk
out from work on Monday 17 October from 7 am --10.30 pm. A meeting of the staff was to be held to
consider this and Elizabeth Brennan, principal area officer, was to be present.
4.34 Industrial action was discussed at the next three meetings of Peter Crockett's senior staff group in
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September, October and November 1983. Riverside (a community home with education) would be
accepting back young people on certificates of unruliness. Consideration was given to the problems of
children admitted to care who would not be able to go into residential accommodation. Staff also
discussed the problems which would arise at half term, and for much longer in the Christmas holidays,
when children in care who were at residential boarding schools would be expecting to come back home to
the family centres.
4.35 On 16 October 1983 Jaime Rodriguez recorded in the log book an incident with an older boy. He
had been spending some time discussing the ways in which the boy could achieve a 'new improved self',
and had been putting 'together a contract'. He recorded that 'half an hour later I caught him glue sniffing
again. . . . He refused to surrender the glue and had to be physically removed to his room. In the scuffle a
necklace belonging to him snapped. He stated that he wanted to complain to his social worker, to which I
answered that I would arrange for him to visit P. (the boy). I found two bags of glue after a further search
in the room. I put him in pyjamas and restricted to play room until bedtime at 21.00 hours.'
4.36 On the following day, 17 October, the log book recorded: 'Liz Brennan (principal area officer) and
Fred Hill (senior assistant) visited to see if all was satisfactory on this DAY of ACTION.' Yet
interspersed with the increasing tension and angry incidents, the log book reminded staff to feed The
Birches' cat, send milk for the cats at 245 Hartshill Road, and recorded events in the life of a pet rabbit.
Temporary improvements in the behaviour of certain key adolescents also gave rise to hopeful
comments.
4.37 The log book recorded that industrial action ballot papers from NALGO arrived on 24 October, to
be returned on 31 October. During the next few days two enjoyable trips to Blackpool took place, the
rabbit sustained a broken leg when a child tripped over it in the grass; Halloween came and went. One
staff member was sufficiently disorientated to record that two absconders had been put on 'total lack of
restrictions for 7 days. P.'s mouth to be watched if he gives lip to anyone its to be noted down.'
4.38 The result of the NALGO ballot was announced in the log book on 1 November. It was a call for
industrial action by residential staff with a ban on split shifts, clerical duties and answering the telephone.
4.39 On 2 November 1983 three boys who had been absconding were back in The Birches and they set
off for school. They did not arrive. The same day the staff were informed that 'escalated industrial action'
was to take place on 3 November. The log book explained that 'the Union Escalation action is as follows no residential NALGO member is to answer the phone from 8.0 a.m. till 6.0 p.m. Monday to Friday . . if
by refusing to answer the call you are financially or otherwise inconveniencing management then you are
instructed by Your Union to do so, if the residents (or staff) would suffer by refusing to answer the phone,
then that is not part of the action . . . if you have files to fill in please do so, but don't pass them on to
Stafford — if they want something they must come and fetch it. There is a Union instruction to refuse to
work split shifts.'
4.40 The Birches runaways were picked up by the police on 3 November 1983. There was no record of
who collected them from Newcastle-under-Lyme police station. The three boys were interviewed
separately by the Inquiry in September 1990, nearly seven years after the events. Each recalled that after
being handed over by the police they had their clothes removed, probably at The Birches, and were then
taken to 245 Hartshill Road in their underpants without shoes. Tony Latham confirmed this account to
the Inquiry. He also agreed that, as one of the boys had told us, they might well have been terrified by the
experience.
4.41 The adolescent girl who had absconded with them returned to The Birches where she was subject
to 'loss of privileges'. The Birches log book makes no comment on where the boys were, but had an
instruction to staff: 'children are not to be told where A., D. and P. (the three boys) are sleeping tonight'.
4.42 John Aston, a member of the residential staff, received the three boys at 245 Hartshill Road. They
each recalled being required to try to break through a locked fire door into the part of the house where
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they were to be accommodated. Eventually the key was found and it was unlocked. The boys were all put
into the same room. This had initially been empty but after, as John Aston recorded 'they moved the
furniture' it contained a table and upright chairs. They were required to have 'a cold shower, then 1/2 hour
to keep fit. They then sat in silence till Phil (Price) and Tony (Latham) arrived.' The log book records that
they were given cheese on toast, tea 'and even a fag'. They then went to bed sleeping in a second room on
mattresses on the floor with no other bedding. John Aston was also sleeping on the floor. The boys were
told that they were in an intermediate treatment unit and would have to earn back their clothes.
4.43 Two of the boys, A. and P., recalled that the next morning they were required to do physical
exercises outdoors in their underwear. The third boy, D., had an indistinct recollection of what occurred.
4.44 A. said that `(Rodriguez) had us doing bunny hops around in a circle and everytime you went past
him he would hit you with a cane'. This continued for about twenty minutes in the 'back yard'. A. added,
`I didn't think it was funny and neither did the other two, he wasn't just messing about he was hitting'. A.
when interviewed was asked if there were any other children around and he replied that, 'we never saw
anybody'.
4.45 P. recalled that they were taken to 'a concrete square' and he (Rodriguez) had us bunny hopping
round there . . . and he had a stick and he was standing there in the middle . . . we had nothing on, just
our underpants still, nothing on our feet, and we were bunny hopping round and he was saying move over
and he was whipping us, he is mad, but I was laughing, so I was getting it and he was taking it worse
because I was laughing. . . . Fundwell have got up at the top some sheds, garages, actually on the ground.
Fundwell workers were actually working there . . . they were up at the top watching it happen they
thought it was hilarious.'
4.46 Jaime Rodriguez, when questioned at the Inquiry, strongly denied hitting the boys. He said that, 'I
might have had a cane. After all . . on many occasions I might have had something in my hand and you
played with people. You messed about with children very often. It wasn't a situation where you were
serious all the time. After all, children lived there and the relationship we had, it wasn't one of warden and
prisoner.' He did not recall any specific times when he had a cane or a stick in his hand. He added that 'I do
not deny that might have happened . . . many times. I was not in the habit of having sticks to carry
around. I never did it. I might have had one at some point. I cannot deny that. I cannot affirm it positively
that on one occasion I had.'
4.47 Despite the length of time between the incident and the recounting of it by only two of the three
boys, we are satisfied on the evidence that at the very least the boys were subjected on the morning of 4
November 1983 to a deliberate episode of humiliation at the hands of the residential worker.
4.48 After the first two days the boys had outdoor exercise under the supervision of other staff and
eventually had exercises indoors.
4.49 That first morning they had to wait for Tony Latham and Philip Price to come and see them and
John Aston recorded 'boredom and no fags is killing them'. When they arrived it was decided that one of
the three boys should go to school from 245 Hartshill Road, but the other two would remain within the
building. John Aston's log book entry continued, 'to work. All day they moved furniture. Work their
socks off! Shame they are not wearing any.' Later the same day a fourth non-school attender from The
Birches joined the group. John Aston recorded that one of them was complaining of 'diaroherra (sic).
Medecine is a privelege (sic) to be earned! Will see what he is like tomorrow'.
4.50 The transfer of the fourth boy from The Birches to 245 Hartshill Road was recorded in the log book
as 'R. is at the secure unit at Hartshill' (emphasis added).
4.51 On Sunday 6 November 1983 two of the boys who had been taken to 245 Hartshill Road were taken
back to The Birches 'on trial'. By 8 November one of them was said to be reverting 'to his usual mouthy
unco-operative and arrogant' ways. At 245 Hartshill Road on 6 November Tony Latham carried out a
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short shift and made an entry in the log book: 'boredom and isolation I feel is beginning to bite . . .
restrictions and lack of privileges are beginning to cut in.' Philip Price was also there that day and John
Aston recorded that there had been discussion of the 'special unit' and 'the fact that it is here to stay and
every time someone "visits" us they will find it harder and longer'. The boys were given a task on 6
November to write about the 'special unit' and complete a diary including names of staff, meals and what
they had been doing.
4.52 The three boys in the unit on 7 November were roused at 7.30 a.m. and according to the log book
`kicked . . . out of bed' by John Aston. He also made a note in the log book at the same time of a 'New
Rule. 5 swear words a day. No. 6 gives extra day here. Please record.' One of the boys asked John Aston
`if he belong (sic) in a "nut house". . . . How can I comment on this?' he queried in the log book. The next
morning was similar: '7-30 woke everyone. 7-35 trampled on everyone. A. . . . learning to get out of bed
quicker'.
4.53 On 8 November 1983 Tony Latham issued an 'URGENT AND IMPORTANT' memo to all staff at
The Birches family centre, the semi-staffed unit at 245 Hartshill Road, the children's home at
Westmorland Avenue, the intermediate treatment centre at 245 Hartshill Road and (what was called) the
`Special Unit'. There was no indication of what had prompted the memo which was found stapled to the
left hand page of The Birches' log book opposite the page recording events on 8 November 1983. It
appears in appendix G.
4.54 It was essentially about punishment and addressed all staff `WITHOUT EXCEPTION'. The main
points in the memo were:
(1) Application of punishment or loss of privileges required prior agreement with Tony Latham or
Philip Price;
(2) Punishment without prior consultation with the area officer or the team leader was precluded by
The Community Homes Regulations 1972;
(3) The area officer (Tony Latham) was prepared to allow a 'senior shift leader' to deal with 'minor
problems' if neither he nor the team leader (Philip Price) was available, so long as measures taken were
properly recorded and that as soon as possible afterwards he or the team leader were notified and the
`punishment book' completed;
(4) All loss of privileges or punishment was to be 'properly recorded in the punishment book'; the
semi-staffed unit (at 245 Hartshill Road) was to seek prior agreement to punishments; and each
establishment was to keep a separate punishment book.
In conclusion Tony Latham stated his intention `to examine closely the methods of control carried out in
all establishments' and to 'examin(e) regularly with the team leaders the appropriateness of the
measures.' The final line was an admonishment 'PLEASE TAKE CAREFUL NOTE OF THIS
INSTRUCTION.' It was signed by Tony Latham as area officer on 8 November 1983. The Inquiry found
no evidence that the intention to examine methods of control was ever carried out.
4.55 On 9 November 1983 John Aston, who was on duty a great deal in the first days of the 'special unit',
recorded in the log book that he decided to allow the boys in the unit to socialize for a time with other boys
in the semi-staffed independence section of 245 Hartshill Road. Tony Latham paid a very brief visit and
after he had gone John Aston further recorded in the log book: '(I) get the impression I shouldn't have
allowed the lads to socialize. Programme changed again. Next week the lads to come here again.'
Immediately under the entry quoted above John Aston decided to express his own view and wrote:
`TONY PLEASE NOTE I believe if this is prolonged to (sic) much R. will abscond so he doesn't want to
come here. We will have pushed him to (sic) much! Their (sic) is a fine line between pushing him to the
point that he will make the effort not to come back and pushing to (sic) far so he absconds so he doesn't
have to come back.' Having put a number of proposals to Tony Latham which he wished to discuss he
continued: 'to keep the impression of a specail (sic)/secure unit going means no allowance of prevelges
(sic) as it would defeat our 'face' to other members of The Birches'.
4.56 Elizabeth Brennan, the principal area officer, told us in evidence that truancy lay close to the heart
of the developments which soon became known as Pindown. Prior to November 1983 she and Tony
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Latham had had many discussions about truancy, about family meetings and about the need for flexibility
of provision and the need for movement of children in the care system, She said that 'we were trying to get
turnover . . . we had grave difficulties in the early days'. She added that day care as well as residential care
was taking place at The Birches. They were trying to fulfil many purposes in one building, trying to get
residential and field social work staff used to new ideas, and also trying to explain their role and tasks to
magistrates, probation officers and the education service.
4.57 Proposals for changes in the use of 245 Hartshill Road had been discussed at meetings and in
memoranda between the Newcastle area, Fred Hill (senior assistant, child care), Peter Crockett
(assistant director), and the county fire officer for some months prior to November 1983. A long letter
about fire precautions had been sent by the county fire officer to the director of social services on 19
October 1983, accompanied by a detailed sketch plan of the (then) empty former staff maisonette. This
was being considered for intermediate treatment purposes. Following the fire officer's letter the director
of social services wrote to Tony Latham as area officer (The Birches) on 4 November concerning these
plans. His letter concluded: 'finally, none of the proposals should be put into operation until all the
recommendations made by the County Fire Officer have been implemented.' He suggested that the
building inspector might help to expedite matters. Before this letter had reached Tony Latham he had
already used the premises for the young people from The Birches.
4.58 When asked by the Inquiry whether the events of 3 November 1983 and subsequently had been
planned, Tony Latham replied: 'it was a sudden response.' There was a 'hopeless situation at The
Birches. • , . It was around the time when children were coming home to roost . . . part of the family
centre concept was to bring your own children back to your area . . . so we had long stay, short stay, some
didn't really want to come, new referrals . . . twenty eight kids in a . . . fifteen bedded place. . . . As a
the whole thing was in a state of disarray.' He acknowledged that he had not
child care service .
consulted his line manager, Elizabeth Brennan, in advance.
4.59 Tony Latham argued that in the circumstances at the time the way the staff rota worked 'staff might
have been off duty for two or three days' and not available if the unrest with the adolescent boys 'had
escalated.' . . . 'we created things very quickly, names and things very quickly. I can't recollect any major
plan of putting it together'. Action, in fact, appeared to have been taken so swiftly that staff at 245
Hartshill Road who had been using the bathroom facilities in the maisonette, arrived on duty to find they
were no longer available.
4.60 Elizabeth Brennan acknowledged that 'it developed rather more quickly than it should have done
without my knowledge' and that she was not fully aware of all that was going on at the time regarding the
way that Tony Latham was developing his role. Concerning 245 Hartshill Road she said in evidence that
she and Tony Latham had early recognised the concept of a semi-staffed unit was impractical because of
insufficient resources particularly in staff time which was only available for seventy hours a week. This
had led them soon after re-organisation to 'start working the two units together'. There were no extra
staff, however, the only available addition being 'family aids' (described by Elizabeth Brennan as
`glorified home helps') who were all untrained and 'paid 8p an hour plussage' on their home help wages.
Most of the other staff were also untrained and unqualified. Tony Latham and Philip Price gave some 'sit
by Nellie' type training but nothing else was available.
4.61 On 10 November 1983 staff at The Birches were informed through the log book that NALGO
wished to conduct a ballot in the residential homes as to what action they would be prepared to take in the
event of a member being suspended for taking part in industrial action. The minimum action under
discussion would be a walk out from 6-8 p.m. The same day at 245 Hartshill Road, a week after the first
young people went into the 'special unit' bunk beds were delivered and erected. One of the first four boys
had by this time absconded and was brought back on 14 November. John Aston recorded in the log book
that he 'was stripped and put to bed. Clothes locked up'. He had to wear shorts and needed 'permission to
speak from staff if he wants to say something'. Having 'allowed R. . . . the privilege of talking for 5 mins'
John Aston found he did not want to talk and seemed determined to run away again. Later that day the
boy was required to wear pyjamas, not shorts. A week later he was still there and on 17 November 1983
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Philip Price set him four questions to write about since he 'wasn't very clear about anything'.
4.62 The four questions were recorded in the log book by another social worker at The Birches and 245
Hartshill Road, Peter Nicol-Harper. They were:
`1. What he thinks of the Secure Unit (emphasis added);
2. What he thinks of school;
3. The Birches;
4. What he thinks about having another chance.'
4.63 The next day 18 November 1983 the boy had a medical appointment because of suspected epilepsy
and on 19 November he was recorded in the log book as 'head banging again last night'. He was sixteen
years old and in addition to being in the 'special unit' he was on an attendance centre order. On 21
November 1983 he was described in the log book as 'depressed'.
4.64 The development of the 'special unit' was not plain sailing. On 1 December 1983 John Aston was
recording that: 'Jaime (Rodriguez) and I feel their (sic) are some inconsistencies between the staff. Jaime
knows the ropes. A conversation with Ray (Cruddace — another member of the residential staff) would be
beneficail (sic)'.
4.65 There were also practical problems such as lack of food provisions and other basic necessities. The
log book records on 2 December 1983: `up and ready for breakfast by 7-50, unfortunately there wasn't any
— we didn't fancy dry wheatabix (sic)!. . P. found 4 remaining slices of bread for us to eat'. The problem
of providing adequate, nutritious food on time was a recurring theme at 245 Hartshill Road, not only in
the first few weeks or months but over several years. In addition equipment was a constant source of
difficulty. The cooker was so faulty that only one ring worked. There were no work surfaces on which to
prepare food or clear up after meals. A frying pan had a dangerously loose handle. The refrigerator
frequently went wrong or was left turned off because there were insufficient power points to
accommodate it and other equipment.
4.66 The arrangement which had been made to cater for 245 Hartshill Road was that all main meals
would be brought from The Birches (about two miles away) and that the kitchen there should also order
and supply basic foods such as milk, butter, bread, cereals and other foods necessary for breakfast and
suppers. Frequently these were forgotten; cooked meals arrived very late and often cold and the diet in
the unit was not suitable for growing boys and girls. Toast and tea, snacks on toast, crisps and other
convenience food featured constantly. The occasional balanced meal, especially if hot, was recorded in
the log books with considerable pleasure. One of the young people who had been in the unit during 1983
and later, told the Inquiry that 'we were given crap food, toast, it was always cold the food because they
brought it from The Birches . . . there was no nutrition, it was rubbish, toast, toast and jam'. One boy just
arriving in the unit was presented with an evening meal which was macaroni cheese, two rounds of bread
and a cup of tea. He did not like macaroni cheese so only had bread and tea. Another boy already in the
unit had an exchange with Jaime Rodriguez which he (Rodriguez) recorded in the log book. The boy had
asked 'Is decent food a privilege? I answered "Yes"'. Another boy the same day who was complaining of
hunger was told 'not to talk to conserve energy'.
4.67 It was not only food which was a source of frustration. Washing powder, bedding, towels, toilet
rolls, toothbrushes, combs, shampoo, cleaning materials, cutlery, crockery were all quoted, not just in
the early months but regularly, by exasperated staff in the log books as missing, late or inadequate. there
was frequent borrowing from the semi-staffed unit and sometimes staff had to use their own money to
obtain basic necessities, being refunded later.
4.68 The 'special unit' was ill-equipped from the outset and was staffed by people who had had little
preparation for their task. Some of the entries in the log books demonstrate this clearly. On 2 December
1983 describing one of the boys in the unit a member of staff wrote: 'he has being {sic) here for three days
and it is bening (sic) to get to him he has become allot (sic) quieter than on tuesday. 5-0 p.m. he made his
tea and read this book.' Another entry about a boy of sixteen years old explained that for 'back answering
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and refusing to do something he is told to do make (sic) to stand in corner of the room with hand on top of
his head'.
4.69 One of the first three boys in the 'special unit' had returned to The Birches after three days but on
29 November 1983 had been brought back to 245 Hartshill Road. On 3 December he absconded again and
was picked up and questioned by the police. The log book records that subsequently he was 'stripped and
put to bed. No conversation!' John Aston who made the entry had also been talking to the boy's
grandmother. He noted that she 'says it sounds like a concentration camp' and he decided that he should
`speak to Tony . . . she seems to have taken in all that P. has said'.
4.70 The boy concerned in the above recordings left the 'special unit' on 9 December 1983. Another boy
was admitted for one day on 15 December. He-was seen by Tony Latham, Philip Price and Glynis Mellors
who by this time was involved in 245 Hartshill Road as manager of the intermediate treatment centre
which was based there. The boy, M. was very upset when told he would have to stay in the unit. After
some discussion he was told to write down the reasons why he should not stay. He did this and it was later
agreed that he could return home on certain conditions. There were no further entries in the log book for
1983 and there appear to have been no young people in the unit during the rest of December and for the
first nine days of the new year.
4.71 In December 1983 there appeared to be continued tension at The Birches. Philip Price as the team
_leader decided to make his feelings explicit and on 7 December made the following entry in the log book:
`I feel it is appropriate to note in this book that the evening has been an extremely enjoyable experience
with no problems at all . . . everyone in extremely pleasant moods . . . I find it difficult to assess many of
the problems that are highlighted in this book on occasions by staff members, when the fact of them not
being present all day, has as you can see, had the reverse effect i.e. (NO PROBLEMS).
1) who has the problems
2) who's (sic) needs do we need to meet first
3) should staff be paid to have their problems resolved
Phil'
4.72 On what seems to be the next day (though undated), he wrote again: 'everyone up with no
problems, all eager to help not 0 cross word said by anyone. everyone to school on time. everything
organised and bedrooms left TIDY'. No comments by other staff followed these entries, but a few days
later an incident involving separating young people at bedtime led to violence, hysterics and a woman
member of staff striking an adolescent girl.
4.73 In the two weeks just before Christmas industrial action was continuing. On Christmas Day itself it
had been decided that the residents of 245 Hartshill Road should spend the day at The Birches. The log
book records that this produced 'rather rowdy behaviour when semi-staffed arrived, arguements (sic)
between both sets of kids'. Boxing Day was also not a very successful day and by the end of the year
abscondings had begun again.
4.74 During 1983 (November and December only) 5 children were subject to Pindown at 245 Hartshill
Road.
— The shortest episode was 1 day
— The longest continuous episode was 10 days.
The total time spent in Pindown at 245 Hartshill Road in 1983 by each of the 5 children was:
Length of time in Pindown
1 day
9 days
10 days
12 days

No. of children
2
1
1
1

No. of episodes
1 each
1 episode
1 episode
2 episodes
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(c) County Council Financial Policies
4.75 The county council's financial policies in social services pre-1983 had resulted in spending being
almost the lowest overall in England and Wales in comparison with other county councils and in some
significant areas of provision, the lowest. Paul Hudson, director of social services, who retired in 1985,
had warned his committee in 1980 that reductions had even by then made 'a real drop in standards of
service to the public' and that taking into account the continuing rise in demand of about 8 per cent per
annum 'in a two year period the gap between resources and demand (was) about 24 per cent'.
4.76 Over the whole social services department in 1983/84 there was growth of £1.3 million, savings of
£600,000, leaving a net growth of £700,000. It was possible for £197,000 of the savings to be made as a
result of rate relief on homes for elderly people, but the remainder, £354,640, was saved by the
re- orgaisation of child care services. The way in which this requirement for savings affected the service
was that it could only be achieved by major reductions in the numbers of residential beds available for
children in care, which in its turn would bring a major reduction in numbers of staff and other costs.
4.77 There was a reduction in the number of residential establishments and also in the number of beds in
some establishments as in the case of The Birches, Newcastle-under-Lyme, where 22 beds were cut
nominally to 15 although the number of children remained the same as before, or increased. The staffing
establishment was related to the reduced number of beds not the number of children for whom care was
provided. Even with the average reduction in the number of children, for cost reasons the number of staff
allocated was considerably less than national guidelines recommended. (Castle Priory report, see
Chapter 3, para. 3.9.)
(d) Social Services Re-Organisation
4.78 The re-organisation of child care residential services agreed in July 1982 and implemented on 1
April 1983 (for the details of which see chapter 3, para. 3.40 to 3.44) had been preceded by a number of
smaller changes which were an essential part of the background against which it took place.
4.79 Staffordshire had decided in 1980, with the agreement of the West Midlands Regional Planning
Committee to close its former girls approved school, Rowley Hall, and to make Riverside (also formerly
an approved school — then a community home with education) a co-educational establishment with an age
range from 11-18 years. This involved a reduction of 30 beds: from 110 to 80 in all, 60 for boys, 15 for girls
and 5 for intermediate treatment.
4.80 Although demand for residential places had been growing and the proportion of children in care in
Staffordshire who were boarded out was significantly lower than the national average, residential child
care beds had been reduced from 716 to 453 between 1976 and 1982.
4.81 Staffordshire had also 'systematically withdrawn wherever possible from the use of local authority
and voluntary homes providing education on the premises'. [Director's report to the House of Commons
Social Services Committee representatives 1982] Apart from children with exceptional needs the policy
was to provide for the requirements of children in care within the homes in the country.
4.82 On 1 April 1983 the re-organisation of residential child care services began to be implemented. In
the few months between July 1982 when the policy had been confirmed and 1 April 1983 the
implementation date, it had not been possible to do as much planning and preparation as would have been
desirable. To make the new family centre scheme work effectively 164 children in residential care needed
to be returned to their own homes or found foster homes. Without significant additional field social work
resources this objective was only partially met.
4.83. Financial policy had led to a reduction of the numbers of residential child care beds. The provision
of staff for the family centres and other homes in the re-organisation was also affected by financial policy.
For eleven family centres comprising 155 beds, only 149 (whole time equivalent) staff posts were
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allocated. These included 39 which were either clerical, administrative, or domestic/handyman/gardener
posts.
4.84 Included in the 110 social work posts were 9 area officers and 11 team leaders all of whom had work
outside the family centres or managerial responsibilities within them. Of the remaining 90 social work
posts half were social work assistant posts at salary levels unlikely to attract experienced or qualified staff.
Taking shift work and sleeping in duties into account, the staffing ratio did not allow for more than two
people to be on duty for much of the working week.
4.85 The long stay children's homes in the re-organisation had both lower staffing ratios and salary
scales than the family centres.
4.86 The semi-staffed units which took the place, after re-organisation, of what had formerly been
working boys and girls hostels, now had only 70 hours a week of staff time to cover all adult responsibility
to a group of school leavers learning to become independent and to earn a living.
4.87 Not only had the staff in the family centres to cope with the full range of children's problems but, in
addition, they were to contribute to work with day nurseries, play groups, child minders, fostering and
family support in the community.
(e) The Career of Tony Latham
4.88 Tony Latham became area officer (family centre) in Newcastle-under-Lyme on 1 April 1983.
While he was a social worker in Longton he had developed a number of voluntary activities for which he
continued to be personally responsible after 1 April 1983.
4.89 These activities at the 1 April 1983 were as follows:
(a) Community and Social Services Transport (commenced January 1977);
(b) Community Warehouse (commenced January 1977 — became a Manpower Services Commission
Scheme 1978);
(c) Voluntary Transport (commenced January 1978);
(d) Blurton and Milton day centres for elderly people (commenced May 1979.);
(e) Langton Volunteer Centre (commenced May 1979);
(f) Community and Social Services Youth Training Ltd. (commenced August 1979);
(g) Grosvenor House Community Project (commenced January 1980);
(h) North Staffs Resource Community Programme Ltd. (commenced April 1983);
(i) Playbus Project (Newcastle) — (commenced January 1983);
(j) Mobile Day Centre Project (commenced January 1983);
(k) Information and Resource Centre (commenced January 1983);
(1) Intermediate Treatment (commenced in early 1970's in Stoke).
4.90 When Tony Latham started in his post as area officer, he considered that the premises at 245
Hartshill Road were very poorly utilized: 'the top floor of the three-storey building housed the beds and
residential accommodation for the young people who were placed there. The first floor contained a large
television room which was not used by the residents and two flats which had been occupied by resident
staff when the building had been used as a long stay unit. I therefore developed the first floor of this
building for use as an administrative centre for The Community Programme . . . (which) was designed so
that the workers could be used very flexibly'. As area officer (family centre) he was responsible to the
principal area officer for the children's residential units and their staff. He also had 'to play a major part in
developing such activities as fostering, intermediate treatment, pre-school playgroups, liaison with day
nurseries and child minders, and to be involved in treatment programmes'.
4.91 Some of the enterprises listed above in paragraph 4.89 provided services which were supportive of
general social work with different client groups, for example, The Playbus Project serving children under
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five, in particular, who were part of Tony Latham's responsibilities and the day centres serving elderly
people still living in their own homes, who were not. Volunteers and youth trainees were some of those
who helped to run the projects. The Community Warehouse was intended to make use of furniture and
other equipment no longer needed by its former owners to help families with inadequate resources or
trying to set up house. again after periods of homelessness. Intermediate treatment was part of a
developing national programme for children and young people at risk (see Chapter 3, paragraph 3.1).
Some of the transport projects were used to get clients, including children in care, to the services they
needed. In the case of children in care they went to schools they already knew rather than having to go to
different schools. A characteristic of the many projects and activities generated by Tony Latham was the
way in which they were organised to inter-relate, using each others' resources with a disregard for
boundaries between them, including financial boundaries. This made for great flexibility in a situation in
which scarcity of resources was endemic but it also created certain problems of accountability and
definition. Tony Latham indicated in his written submission to the Inquiry that he had already begun to
realize in 1983 that `the whole network which had been built up was becoming increasingly unwieldy'.
4.92 There were as many as sixty people involved in the North Staffs Resource Community Project
Limited, most of them recruited from job centres. There was, before long, a movement between
enterprises such as this and the child care work which the Inquiry was asked to examine. Some of those
who first worked in the North Staffs Resource Community Programme Ltd. and other projects were later
appointed to posts in the children's residential homes as, for example, social work assistants, or social
aides, from which they were later appointed to posts as social workers, although unqualified.
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Chapter 5
1984
(a) National Events
5.1 The London Boroughs Regional Planning Committee's report on secure accommodation was
published during 1984 (`Secure Accommodation — Policy and Practice'). One of the issues dealt with in
the report was staffing: 'secure units . . . require more staff than have been customarily provided in open
establishments. . . . During the hours of sleep, the minimum is the number of staff on active duty and one
sleeping in or on immediate call. The exacting nature of the work makes it particularly necessary in secure
units to ensure that staff have their proper time off. Shifts should overlap so as to provide for effective
handover.' This supported the views on staffing which had been expressed in a local authority circular
(75(1)) issued by the DHSS in February 1975. The London Boroughs report recommended that 'a ratio of
one member of staff on duty to 2 children may be appropriate.'
5.2 'Children in Care — Second Report from the House of Commons Social Services Committee Session
1983-1984' was also published in 1984 (28 March). The Committee were at pains, in paragraph 14, to
make clear that in their view children in care should not be seen to constitute a group apart: 'the majority
of children are in care not because of their behaviour or characteristics but because of circumstances
beyond their control in their family circumstances. . . It must never be forgotten that . . . the care system is
designed primarily to provide protection for children against adult society rather than protection for society
against children' (emphasis added.)
5.3 As already noted in Chapter 3, para. 3.11, the Committee had visited Staffordshire in December
1982 and there were a number of issues addressed in the report which were of particular relevance to
Staffordshire.
5.4 One of these was non-school attendance. The Committee took the view that 'truancy rates represent
a serious failure by schools in their primary function of ensuring that children turn up to be educated.'
Whilst they did not wish to see the courts used as a first resort in ensuring school attendance, the evidence
they received led them to regret the length of time which often elapsed before court action was taken.
They recommended in paragraph 57 'that the education welfare service should bear in mind that a court
appearance, even if not leading to any order, can in some circumstances have a beneficial effect on
truants.' The Committee also concluded that 'a co-ordinated approach to non-school attendance is at
present conspicuous by its absence', and argued in paragraph 58 that although there were clearly
problems in the relationships between education and social services departments, 'it must . . . be
recognised that an authority's prime responsibility is to see to it that a child is educated. . . . Facing up to
the consequences of that truth might lead to a more co-operative spirit between education and social
services departments'.
5.5 A second issue of importance in Staffordshire which was highlighted by the House of Commons
Social Services Committee's report' was 'the number of changes of placement which children in care
undergo . . . shunted around within the system.' They believed that this 'must be regarded as gravely
disturbing for the children who experience such impermanence and may well make a child's problems
worse and thereby less able to settle.' The Committee recommended in paragraph 156 that 'priority in
policies . . . be given to reducing the number of changes of placement.'
5.6 Two further issues addressed by the Committee which were of importance in Staffordshire were the
medical care and education of children in care.
5.7 The Committee received some very critical evidence on the health of children in care from the
British Medical Association, the Royal College of Psychiatrists and the British Paediatric Association. In
consequence in paragraph 332 they took the view that 'a child coming into care . . . offers a positive
opportunity to ensure that he is receiving the full range of medical service that he needs. That his 'parent'
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is a local authority should mean that more effort is devoted to watching over his development and health,
not less. Those responsible should be reminded of the positive potential for benefitting children in care.'
The Committee recommended that as a minimum requirement to protect the health of children in care
there should be a named medical adviser generally responsible for the oversight of their physical and
mental health.
5.8 The Committee were also deeply concerned about the education of children in care. They believed
that they were at a disadvantage which was 'over and above' that which they suffered from their home
circumstances. Sometimes they became 'footballs of two local authority departments', an 'intolerable'
situation in which 'the child concerned receives less and worse education as time goes by.' They urged in
paragraph 346 that 'educational ambition on behalf of children in care should not be confined to a child's
performance in school, but must also extend to . , other activities such as sport, music or dance.' In fact
they saw this as no more than 'the degree of encouragement, advice and if need be, financial support that
a good parent would give, and in this and other respects a local authority must aim at being a good and not
an average parent.'
5.9 Other major points the Committee made which were of particular significance in the context of the
Staffordshire Child Care Inquiry were:
(a) the 'due consideration' to be given to a child's wishes and feelings under Section 18 of the Child Care
Act 1980 which they concluded must be given in full on placement decisions;
(b) the benefit to children and staff from a much more open approach to sharing responsibility for the
quality of life in a residential home;
(c) the statutory duty on local authorities to ascertain and take into consideration children's wishes
which should be clearly understood to include a duty to procure for each review an explicit statement of a
child's wishes; that older children should be encouraged to write a report for their review; and that the
outcome of a review should be fully explained to children;
(d) that the training of residential child care staff is a priority in improving the long term standard of
care for children, and that it must soon be recognised as exceptional to recruit unqualified staff to
anything other than the lowest grade.
(b) Staffordshire and its Social Services
5.10 The first entry in the log book for 1984 for 245 Hartshill Road was on 10 January when it was
recorded that a boy who had run away from school again was 'being detained — in the Special Unit.' He
`was complaining of stomach pains which (were) most probably caused by hunger' in the view of the staff
member on duty. It was also recorded that Philip Price arrived and gave the boy some cereal and milk `to
bridge the gap' until supplies could be obtained. His supper was cereal again and a cup of tea because
supplies arrived so late in the evening that he was in bed before a meal could be prepared. His breakfast at
6-30 a.m. was also cereal and milk and the log book records he had 'beans on toast for dinner'. He was
discharged to The Birches on 12 January and there were no further entries in the log book until 17
January.
5.11 On 17 January 1984 at about 9-40 p.m. Tony Latham brought a boy into the home. The log book
records that 'he was made to take his clothes off and have a bath and was put straight into bed'. The next
day a member of staff, Ray Cruddace, recorded that he was unable to let two boys have baths, 'dew (sic)
The next day, 19 January, Glynis Mellors
to no towels. . . . Tony orrified (sic) went to get some .
recorded that no toothbrushes or combs were available. She also set the three boys in the unit a '3 side
essay on what they thought of each other — set competitive element threat if not done PE outside for 15
minutes'.
5.12 The first recorded instance which we found of the use of the term Tindown' was when Ray
Cruddace wrote in the log book on 20 January 1984: 'Phil and Tony visited and pinned down (emphasis
added) J. . . . confined to his bedroom unless requested staff to come out . . to be kept from R. . . . and
all times no contact . . . J. to have a restriced (sic) w/end of meditation to attempt to resolve his current
attitude and feelings. 3 hours written work each day, but time to discuss his feelings with staff should be
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available'. This seems to have been copied from a 'programme' drawn up for this boy although it was not
produced to the Inquiry. Two days later on 22 January another member of staff recorded about this boy,
`the one thing other than boredom that seems to be getting to him is not being able to talk to anyone, and
(sic) can see the benefits of good behaviour in helping him to restore his privileges and his eventual return
to The Birches'.
5.13 Peter Crockett, assistant director, had meetings with the senior staff group in January, February
and March 1984. Proposals were to be put to the social services committee concerning reduction of the
numbers of beds at Riverside (community home with education) and the opening of a secure unit. The
question of offering some staff help from Riverside to family centres was also being considered. A report
was given from the Riverside Co-ordinating Committee which also met during this period. They had
discussed the high numbers of residents at Riverside and the problems of 17 young people who were
considered ready to leave but who had nowhere to go. Reviews had been carried out, but although there
had been many recommendations for places in semi-staffed units, there had been `no movement'. Special
measures were held to be necessary to deal with the 'bulge'. Other relevant matters raised were that
Eileen Robinson, principal assistant (casework), was preparing to make material on the Community
Homes Regulations 1972 and measures of control available to all principal area officers; and Peter
Crockett himself was conducting a review of the work of family centres for a report to the social services
committee.
5.14 There were no entries in the measures of control book for 245 Hartshill Road from 17 January to 26
April 1984. On 17 January Tony Latham authorised 15 hours in the special unit for one boy, 2 days and 15
hours for another, 5 days and 15 hours for a third and 2 weeks initially for the fourth. These entries were
followed by the signature of an official visitor (undated) and the next entry in the measures of control
book was dated 26 April 1984. From that date onwards no further details were given about the lengths of
time during which a young person would be in the unit. Unlike the detailed entries of measures of control
which were made pre 17 January 1984, the entries under that heading after 26 April followed, in the main,
a routine pattern of 'loss/forfeiture of privileges, loss of recreation and/or simple chores'.
5.15 The' log book for 245 Hartshill Road provided a different picture from the measures of control
record. On 23 January 1984, Ray Cruddace recorded that S. was 'very upset to be back in the special unit' .
On 29 January he recorded three additional residents in the unit, a total of five in all. The log book then
had no further entries until 17 February after which it continued on a daily basis.
5.16 On 31 January 1984 Eileen Robinson, principal assistant (casework), had paid a statutory visit to
245 Hartshill Road. The log book did not mention this visit and the report she wrote was not amongst
those produced to the Inquiry. From the correspondence and action which followed, however, it was
clear that the visit was a significant event. Eileen Robinson wrote about it to Peter Crockett on 16
February 1984 and also recorded a long note for the file, dated 16 February, of a meeting she had had with
Elizabeth Brennan, principal area officer Newcastle-under-Lyme, and Tony Latham, area officer (family
centre), at which the findings of her visit were discussed. The date of this meeting was not recorded but
the file note comprised a first page commencing 'I had a meeting with Mrs Brennan and Mr Latham'
which then recorded some of the discussion, and was attached to two further pages which were copies of
her three page memorandum to Peter Crockett. This memorandum had followed a discussion she had
with Peter Crockett and was intended as an 'aide memoire for (his) use and to place on record the factors
which (she) regarded as unacceptable risks to residents and property'.
5.17 The aide-memoire listed 'the unacceptable risks' a summary of which is as follows:
Exterior — grass area ploughed up by car tracks, grass bank apparently used as a footway, peeling
paintwork, excessive amounts of litter and rubbish, car parking area 'blatantly' used by a member of the
public, broken off concrete bollard in the grass and a parked folding caravan at the rear.
Inside At 4-15 p.m. when Eileen Robinson had called she could get no reply. A 'community worker'
was eventually found 'working' in a 'workshop'. He then locked up and went 'off duty'. No member of
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staff was present. Eileen Robinson waited till 4-30 p.m. and another volunteer then rang the family centre
(The Birches) and Philip Price arrived. He said that there was sickness amongst the staff and no-one had
reported for duty for three or four days. He added that that night there was cover from 7 p.m. `by a casual'
(sic) (volunteer and care aides) but explained that the general state of the 'hostel' as due to no staff. Eileen
Robinson continued 'two young male residents were in the building — no sign of any food or preparation
for a meal by the time I left at about 5-15 p.m.'.
5.18 She also saw a sixteen year old West Indian mother and her baby about whom she had some anxiety
in that setting. She complained that 'the bedrooms and sitting room allocated to residents on the top floor
were not in an acceptable condition'. The major area of other rooms had been put into use for YTS and
other training and in the grounds was a Portakabin used for the 'paperwork of the Manpower Services
Schemes'. The intermediate treatment manager had part of the building and groups were taking place
several nights a week. Garages had been converted into workshops and were being used by YTS trainees.
The North Staffordshire Activities Unit had been located in 245 Hartshill Road and £10,000 worth of
camping and other equipment bought with the Rainer Foundation grant was stored there. Eileen
Robinson reported that she had been told that daytime MSC supervisors became voluntary intermediate
treatment supervisors by night. She told Peter Crockett she was also aware that 'every volunteer and any
supervisor who is involved in any of the centres (family centres) has also been approved as an "Approved
Volunteer" through this office'.
5.19 In the file note of her meeting with Elizabeth Brennan and Tony Latham following her statutory
visit on 31 January 1984, Eileen Robinson recorded that 97 children had passed through The Birches
(presumably since it became a family centre on 1 April 1983); that there were 26 children currently in
residence though numbers fluctuated a little; that young people at 245 Hartshill Road, other than the
teenage mother, had been found lodgings and would be moving out. 'In addition' she concluded 'the
friction between the Area and the schools has ceased, every non-school attended that have resolved (sic)
and the youngsters are back in school, and the relationship with Courts have improved through visits to
the Family Centre'.
5.20 In response to Eileen Robinson, Philip Price had said that for some days just before 31 January
1984 no staff had been available for 245 Hartshill Road. The 245 Hartshill Road log book, however,
recorded continuous occupation by boys in the special unit from 10 January to 18 February, with the
exception of 13-16 January, although there was no record of them in the measures of control book.
5.21 Fred Hill, senior assistant (child care) was another member of headquarters staff involved in the
Newcastle area's child care service. He had succeeded Elizabeth Brennan when she became principal
area officer in Newcastle-under-Lyme. He was accountable to Eileen Robinson and also to William
Pierpoint, then principal assistant (service delivery). Their line manager was Peter Crockett, assistant
director (service delivery). Fred Hill's responsibilities included oversight of buildings and equipment in
residential child care establishments, supervision of homes advisers, staff recruitment and advice on
staffing. He was also concerned with capital programmes, fire prevention, staff rotas and 'cover',
disciplinary matters, implementation of re-organisations and a range of other related matters. He told us
in evidence that in 1983 he had to relate his responsibilities to the whole county. He was also one of the
rota of senior staff responsible for carrying out statutory visits under the Community Homes Regulations
1972.
5.22 On 16 February 1984 Fred Hill visited The Birches and the following day reported in writing to
Peter Crockett.12A Because of the breadth of his responsibilities he told us that he would only have been
likely to visit any residential establishment for a specific purpose, though after the lapse of time he was
unable to identify the initial purpose of this visit. Fred Hill was known in the social services department
for his careful and prompt recording of his work. On this occasion his promptness in writing to Peter
Crockett was related to concern raised by a conversation with Tony Latham about `the transfer for short
periods of persistent absconders at The Birches to 245 Hartshill Road' and the fact that some of the
12A
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See appendix H.

practices outlined to him appeared 'to be in contravention of the Community Homes Regulations on control'
(emphasis added). He thought Peter Crockett might be aware that occasionally a maximum of four
children from The Birches were accommodated with a member of staff in continuous attendance in a
bedroom and sitting room at Hartshill Road. 'The facility is used when a child needs to be withdrawn from
the group at The Birches following persistent absconding, to undergo a programme of behaviour
modification' (emphasis added).
5.23 He identified the features of this behaviour modification programme as follows:
(a) a member of staff on occasions slept in the same room as the children;
(b) although no one was locked in, the basic aim was to discourage further absconding;
(c) as a further deterrent to absconding each child had initially to wash his/her clothes which were not
returned for periods up to 36 hours, during which pyjamas or PE kit were worn instead;
(d) additional measures included loss of privileges, loss of recreation, imposition of household chores
(children did all the cooking and cleaning), withdrawal and transfer of pocket money into children's
savings and additional education and recreation, the latter in the form of physical exercises. These
measures were relaxed or increased according to progress and might vary from 24 hours to a few days.
5.24 It was claimed that the unit had a high degree of success but Fred Hill felt that restriction of a child's
liberty by the almost constant presence of a member of staff was difficult to reconcile with the regulations.
He also thought that holding back pocket money 'as a punishment' fell outside the regulations and that
the domestic duties being performed by children went beyond the imposition of a minor but unwelcome
chore. Removal of clothing, though used as a measure of control occasionally in other residential
establishments also appeared to Fred Hill 'to fall outside the regulations'.
5.25 Fred Hill told Peter Crockett that Tony Latham had accepted that procedures must comply with
the regulations and that practices regarding pocket money, household chores and additional recreation
(i.e. physical exercises) were questionable and would have to be modified accordingly. Tony Latham had
been asked 'to enter the measures taken (including withdrawal of clothes if this happened) more
specifically on a day to day basis rather than the 'blanket measures which appeared to cover the total stay
of a child'. Fred Hill ended his memorandum to Peter Crockett with the words: 'I feel that clear direction
and advice is required in this case to protect both the interests of children and staff and I would
recommend that further discussions take place with the area so that the activities of the unit can carry on
but that they are brought into line with the Community Homes Regulations on control'.
5.26 Tony Latham's knowledge of the Community Homes Regulations 1972 was clearly demonstrated
in the document which he wrote and signed on 8 November 1983 only five days after the first three young
people were taken into the special unit at 245 Hartshill Road {see appendix G).
5.27 We examined the measures of control records of children's establishments at Moorview, The
Alders, The Birches, Heron Cross, Wood Street, 245 Hartshill Road and 100 Chell Heath Road for the
years 19794989 in relation to taking away children's clothing and substituting nightclothes or PE shorts as
a deterrent to absconding. What we found was that Moorview, The Alders, The Birches, 245 Hartshill
Road, Heron Cross and Wood Street records showed no incidents or only a handful over the years. Only
one establishment, 100 Chell Heath Road, showed numerous incidents during 1986, 1987, and 1988 only.
However, examination of the 1986, 1987 log books of The Birches showed many incidents of removal of
clothing and substitution of nightclothes or shorts which had not been entered in the measures of control
record. These continued to occur and one such was on 26 February 1984 only a few days after Fred Hill's
discussion with Tony Latham. The girl involved, who was later to spend a considerable time in Pindown,
was disciplined by being put into pyjamas and dressing gown. At 245 Hartshill Road, in spite of Tony
Latham's undertaking to Fred Hill and his own memorandum to 'ALL STAFF' on November 1983,
removal of children's clothes and substitution of nightclothes or PE shorts continued but was not
identified and recorded in the measures of control book. It was, in fact, only the day after Fred Hill
discussed these issues with Tony Latham, that Jaime Rodriguez made a relevant entry in the log book of
the 'special unit'. A boy who had been brought into the home by a social worker was 'made to go in bath
(sic) and change into shorts'.
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5.28 One of the five boys who had been in the unit on 29 January 1984 was recorded on 17 February as
entering the unit again. Two other boys appeared to have been in the unit for unrecorded periods prior to
17 February. On 19 February there were four boys in residence and Tony Latham was on duty from
9-45 a.m. — 6 p.m. He undertook a further period of duty on 20 February from 11-30 a.m. and used the
opportunity, as he recorded, for 'putting in basic organisation to the unit', for example 'beds and bedding
with pillows organised for all boys'. He 'explained . . future . . expectation of meal times to be better
organised with tablecloths and tables laid'. He added that 'basic luxuries' such as 'our hoover, ironing
board, pots and pans etc. etc. have now been provided to the I.T.U. (Intensive Training Unit) to avoid
the constant need of borrowing from the semi-staffed unit'. The log book entry ended: 'still a lot of work
to do with this little tribe if the success of this venture, this time will work'.
5.29 Entries in the next few days recorded that a schoolboy had gone to work at Duke's Lodge, Tony
Latham had been taken ill, and a worker named Chris Thomas explained how he had 'read riot act' to the
boys in the unit on 26 February 1984. 'I said that if they wanted me to continue to show some humanity
that I wanted something from them in return, otherwise I could be as big a b. . . .d as they liked, the
choice was theirs. I think I made some impression.' On 27 February 1984 when he returned to duty he
found the boys had all 'bobbed school'. They were put in separate parts of the unit to await Philip Price's
arrival: 'no food, allowed one drink for the first three to arrive.' They were interviewed by the police at
about 17-30 and given 'the official "slapped wrist"'. Philip Price arrived at about 8-30 p.m. but could not
see the boys because he was showing magistrates around the building. The boys were given sandwiches
(except one 'who didn't like the filling') and got ready for bed. At 9 p.m. when Philip Price was free again
he told Chris Thomas he would see the boys in the morning. Tony Latham was back at work by then and
the boys were taken to The Birches to be seen by him and Philip Price.
5.30 The log book for 5 March 1984 records that P. a school boy had spent the day before, Sunday, at
Duke's Lodge working and that his clothes were wet and dirty but there was no washing powder available
to deal with them. The next day there were no toilet rolls available. P. was recorded as 'throwing up. I told
him to have nothing to eat for 24 hours gave him some milk of magnesia'. There was no suggestion of
seeking medical advice. The next day, 7 March the milk had gone sour because, due to there being only
one power point, the refrigerator had been turned off to accommodate the television and replacing the
plug had been forgotten. No bread or milk were available during the day. On 8 March the boy P. was still
having stomach pains (for the third day). The log book records: 'gave him milk of magnesia'. There was
still no suggestion of calling a doctor. On 9 March the midday meal for the school boys (including P.) was
corned beef and meat paste sandwiches, their evening meal a cup of coffee, three slices of toast, and half a
tin of cold rice pudding. Ray Cruddace, on 10 March, recorded 'Dinner' — sandwiches and coffee. On 11
March a member of staff 'arrived with some washing. So D. (a boy) did the washing'.
5.31 On 12 March 1984 Tony Latham undertook another short duty at 245 Hartshill Road. He recorded
it in the log book as follows: 'took over from Bob (Sharpe). Blasted everyone out. Good tidy up and
Hoover up. Tidy cupboads (sic) and bathroom. . . Keep pressure up to keep unit straight.'
5.32 On 21 March 1984 a member of staff, Terry Kendrick recorded that a boy had absconded from the
unit. He was 'brought back at 11-25 p.m. Stripped of his clothes and in the Bath and went straight to Bed.'
Two days later the same boy absconded again and on his return, it was recorded that: 'C. was to be kept
strictly isolated with no contact at all — dressed in shorts only'. A few days later when he was seen by Tony
Latham who decided his new weekend programme, the programme contained as a final item recorded by
Ray Cruddace, 'able the (sic) where (sic) his clothes'. Meanwhile, a member of staff on 24 March noted
`C. asked for book to read as he had finished his work given to him by Mr Price. I refused to allow him this
and sent him for a bath instead, telling him that reading a book was a privilege, and that he had none'.
5.33 In the last few days of March 1984 there were several log book entries which illustrated the basic
problems of the unit's environment and catering. On 24 March the 'sideboard containing crockery and
cutlery finally collapsed'; a member of staff, Carole Taylor, on 26 March commented in the log book that
`at the moment no proper meals are been (sic) eaten and no times are set. This needs seeing to'. The next
day 27 March, she recorded: 'the lads will be allowed 2 pints of milk a day. If they want extra they are to
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buy their own.' This same member of staff two weeks later was on duty with two boys, one of whom was
recovering from German measles. She wrote: 'both of them refused breakfast because I told them to have
one bowl of cereal only. Personally I don't think that it (sic) unreasonable because at the moment they are
getting through too much milk and cereal. Will discuss it at the morning meeting'.
5.34 Peter Crockett had been carrying out a review of family centres during the spring of 1984. His
report on the review was considered at the 30 April meeting of the Social Services General
Sub-Committee, just over a year after family centres were set up. It was a long report which offered a
section on general matters and then a review of each of twelve family centres, with a very brief note on
semi-staffed (independence) units. There was an account of the adverse effects of the industrial dispute in
which residential staff had been involved. The Committee's attention was also drawn to the inadequacy of
domestic hours for cooking in many establishments and the effects of this. A number of positive outcomes
were claimed for the re-organisation, and some problems acknowledged.
5.35 The Newcastle-under-Lyme family centre was the subject of a long and enthusiastic account, but
one which at no point revealed that The Birches and 245 Hartshill Road were being run as a joint
undertaking, nor that there had recently been anxieties raised in correspondence with Peter Crockett
concerning the 'special unit'. The short paragraph on semi-staffed units also made no mention of the
special unit at 245 Hartshill Road. The only related comment was that 'interesting schemes have been
developed to cope with absconders from school. . . . The semi-staffed unit has been used partly for that
purpose' .
5.36 The positive report given by Peter Crockett was one side of the coin. The other side was evidenced
by the numerous log book entries written down during the first half of 1984 by staff at the special unit who
were critical of the Heath Robinson, poorly organised and 'hand to mouth' arrangements which governed
day to day life in the unit for children and staff alike. Even Glynis Mellors, a keen and loyal supporter of
Tony Latham, was exasperated by the very poor provision made for meals.
5.37 On 5 May 1984 a girl was brought into the special unit, the first since it was set up. It was recorded
by a residential worker that she 'came in with a smile on her face and greeted me as though nothing out of
the ordinary had happened. I made no reply to her greeting'. The girl was expecting to be interviewed by
the police and wanted to be able to talk to the residential worker who wrote that 'I ignored this'. Whilst
with the policewoman the girl was very distressed and later the policewoman asked about the reasons for
the special unit and how long K. would be in it. She was told that K. would be in the unit 'for however long
it takes to achieve aims of program (sic)'. When the girl asked to wear pyjamas instead of a nightdress in
Pindown, the residential worker acknowledged in her log book entry that 'it is very cold in here'. Later the
girl tried again to talk to her 'but realizing I was not going to converse returned to the bedroom saying "I
will go out of my head if I stay in here"'. Shortly afterwards she was heard 'sobbing her heart out'. Having
asked if she could speak to her social worker or to Tony Latham or Philip Price and been refused all three,
`she again threatened to committ (sic) suicide'. When she came out of her room to try again to make
contact the worker recorded that she 'told her that she would be punished further if she would not comply
with the rules'. There was no information in the log book about why this girl had been admitted nor her
legal status in care.

5.38 On the following day, 6 May 1984, a worker whom the girl knew and had been asking to speak to,
offered to bring some items which she needed from the Birches. She was told that someone the girl did not
know was to come since otherwise it would be difficult to 'ignore her questions'. The worker in this
episode finally recorded that she was putting the girl on to cleaning the unit which she described in the log
book as 'a mucky hole'. When this girl, who had had no drink in the early morning with her breakfast,
asked if she could have one at noon, she was told that she would have to wait till lunch time.
5.39 Later on in May 1984 one of the boys in the special unit was visited by his father who, finding
him sitting in the Pindown room in his underpants, removed him. John Aston who was on duty at the
time recorded in the log book: 'decided that physical reaction inappropriate simply OUT
NUMBERED'.
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5.40 In early June 1984 there were several entries in the log book which described the distress of
children refused contact with parents, even on the telephone. One of these children who had been refused
such contact on two consecutive days was then recorded as having been taken to Duke's Lodge where he.
filled 162 bags of logs. He 'worked very hard'. He was eleven years old at the time. He and the staff
member who went with him had not been able to take any sandwiches with them because there was
neither bread nor butter available at 245 Hartshill Road, in the unit. Tony Latham's wife gave them
something to eat.
5.41 Sleeping arrangements for the group in Pindown were difficult. One boy on 16 June 1984 was
sleeping on a mattress in the hall. Further bunk beds were installed. Later on in June a female member of
staff was recorded as having slept in the same room, the back Pindown room, with an adolescent girl who
had just been admitted. When this girl arrived at 1-20 a.m. on 20 June all the other young people had to
get up and move around so that she could be accommodated.
5.42 During June 1984 a number of log book entries indicated that staff were having difficulty in
managing the group of young people. On 12 June one staff member writing about two children who were
misbehaving said he 'threatened to throw a bucket of cold water over them'. On 17 June a boy was made
to wear pyjamas for being aggressive to another child. On 26 June there was a two page entry giving a
detailed weekend programme for a girl who was to spend a considerable amount of time in Pindown later
on. Tony Latham wrote the programme: 'any staff member deviating from this programme without first
checking ,with me will be severly (sic) dealt with'.
5.43 Two days later on 28 June 1984 it was recorded that Lord Hunt, of the Rainer Foundation, which
had been entrusted with administering government funds for intermediate treatment, had visited The
Birches and that the day care group there had very much enjoyed his visit.
5.44 Also on 28 June 1984 a neighbour of 245 Hartshill Road telephoned the social services department
headquarters to make a number of complaints about the activities that- went on there. Fred Hill took the
call. The complaints made by the caller concerned:
(a) lack of supervision in general;
(b) two children on the roof on 24 June (other children it was said had been on the roof on other
occasions);
(c) problems of parked vehicles;
(d) noise;
(e) lack of planning permission for the activities in the garages/workshops;
(f) a drunken teenager in the grounds on an unspecified date;
(g) unsuccessful attempts to speak to Tony Latham about the other complaints.
5.45 Fred Hill telephoned Tony Latham on 29 June 1984 and urged the arrangement of a meeting with
the complainant. Tony Latham claimed to have spoken to the complainant and his wife on previous
occasions but undertook to arrange a further meeting. The matter of planning permission, it was agreed,
would be investigated. As far as we are aware the outcome was not recorded.
5.46 During the first half of 1984 Philip Price produced a document which was concerned with a staffing
rota at the family centre which implicitly included both The Birches and245 Hartshill Road. He wrote it
as team leader without prior consultation with his line manager Tony Latham. It was untitled and we were
told that it was produced mainly for staff working at the above two establishments. We have given the
document the identifying number 1 and a copy of it appears in appendix F together with seven other
documents (numbers 2 to 8) which came into existence between 1984 and 1989 and which we have called
the Pindown Documents.
5.47 The first part of document 1 deals with sleeping in duties at both buildings, with case records,
planning of working weeks, staff meetings and morning management meetings. There was then a
separate section which focussed specifically on 245 Hartshill Road. It envisaged increased numbers of
people involved in activities in the building and increased uses for the building. Six separate areas within
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the building were identified. They were:
(1) The main landing for children who had developed to a point of self help skills but who still required
firm consistent handling with a positive base to operate from, and positive relationships (this was on the
first floor above the ground floor);
(2) The flat downstairs accommodating two residents who have reached 'a reasonable stage in their
development' requiring less staff input and more decision making;
(3) 'Special unit — to be treated separately from all other units at all times with very specially devised
plans which should be adhered to at all times and not changed without approval of review. It is envisaged
that all residents will receive a weekly review some with family, others with social workers etc.';
(4) Schoolroom;
(5) Dining area — adjacent to schoolroom for all meals except for those on self help programmes;
(6) Another flat — to become a flexible resource to be used in any way seen as appropriate by the area
officer or the writer of the document.

5.48 The document stated that except for sleeping in there should always be two staff on duty, one being
a senior. 'The emphasis of the unit should be on working with the clients, positively where appropriate to
achieve the aims of individual programmes.' Programmes were to include menu planning, budgetting,
washing, ironing, mending, cleaning of bedroom, counselling. The 'little office' was not to become a
`congregating point' for staff. What was expected was that staff would be working 'alongside clients
achieving and striving towards the individual's programme'. Morning management meetings would
identify special cases within the special unit, involve a community programme representative (though
they would remain separate) and discusss day to day running and routine needs . The document concluded
with the hope that discussions would 'help resolve many of the anxieties . . . facing the total staff team in
making this work'. The writer saw 'the move' as 'another exciting development' and 'the next stage of
family centre concept'.

5.49 Prior to August 1984, Tony Latham and Philip Price produced jointly a document called 'Routine
of the Intensive Training Unit'. They could not remember precisely when they wrote it. A copy appears in
appendix F as document 2.

5.50 Document 2 laid down the 'Rules of the House'. They defined the basic characteristics of the
Pindown regime. On admission a child was to 'bath and have a hair wash' They would then wash and dry
their own clothes. If admitted overnight this might be left till the next morning. In addition 'at the earliest
possible time residents will be explained the "Rules of the House"'.

5.51 These rules included first a series of prohibitions and then one instruction. The prohibitions were:
(a) no 'wandering around' in the rest of the building without permission;
(b) no smoking without permission;
(c) no television without permission;
(d) no radio without permission;
(e) no making drinks withmit permission;
(f) no communicating out of windows without permission.
The instruction was `Do as is told'.

5.52 The training element in the unit was to be linked to social and life skills, 'behavioural and
educational'. Residents were to carry out all domestic work; getting up and bedtimes would normally be
7 a.m. and 8 p.m. The role of staff would be observing and assessing; the objective of training would be to
`slowly expand to trust and responsibility'. Tony Latham and Philip Price (referred to in the document as
'Tony/Phil') would 'constantly oversee' every case and one if not both would be involved every two days
in reviewing a resident's programme. Staff would keep 'an accurate daily log of events and observations'.
`In cases where 'punishments' are imposed these should be carried out strictly in accordance with the
Community Homes Regulations and recorded accurately.' Leave' (for residents) would be granted
according to progress, co-operation and achievement and completed on a leave form included in the
guidelines. A copy of this form was not produced to the Inquiry. The leave forms could only be completed
and authorized by Tony Latham or Philip Price.
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5.53 The next section of document 2 was addressed to all staff at 245 Hartshill Road and, in particular,
those involved in the main semi-staffed building and the Intensive Training Unit. It contained a list of
instructions the overall effect of which was:
(a) to separate completely residents in the two parts of the building;
(b) to control telephone calls. Calls to social workers and parents could be made at staff discretion.
Residents in the ITU were not allowed any incoming calls unless previously agreed by either Tony
Latham or Philip Price;
(c) to ensure the functioning of the ITU it was to be independent of the semi-staffed unit in all respects.
If facilities were inadequate to achieve this Tony Latham was to be notified immediately;
(d) to recogntse that passing of cigarettes, messages and other 'goodies' was happening but to reduce it
to an 'absolute minimum';
(e) to provide for specifically worked out and detailed programmes for individuals, These would be
created by Tony Latham and/or Philip Price and were not to be 'deviated from under any circumstances
without their prior approval';
(f) to ensure supervision was as close as possible to reduce absconding, though joint supervision of both
parts of 245 Hartshill Road was recognised as being 'appropriate' at times;
(g) to make specific arrangements for a teenage mother and her baby living in the semi-staffed part of
245 Hartshill Road.
The matters contained in (a) to (g) above were set against the background of a general statement that
`the philosophy behing (sic) the Intensive Training Unit is undermined if the "Rules of the
Establishment" are not strictly adhered to'.
5.54 Document 2 had an appendix entitled 'Basic Programme' This comprised first 'a total loss of all
privileges e.g. television, radio, cigarettes, visitors (other than family and social workers) no nights out'.
Visitors were to be allowed by prior arrangement. Privileges were to be earned through co-operation with
staff and decided upon at specificied review times. Failure to sustain co-operation would automatically
lose the right to privileges and the basic programme would again be enforced. The timetable of the day
shown in the appendix to Document 2 was inconsistent with the earlier part of the document i.e. an hour
shorter, but it showed all meals taken in the resident's room, bath night and morning and what were
described as 'supervised activities and individual sessions'.
5.55 The final section of document 2 was entitled 'Daily Tasks — Intensive Training Unit'. With further
inconsistency, since earlier in the document it stated that all domestic tasks would be carried out by
residents, it listed work to be done daily, weekly and fortnightly/monthly 'either by Intensive Training
Unit residents or by staff on duty'. The lists were a range of mainly domestic tasks, 'neither exclusive nor
exhaustive' and to be 'done properly, not rushed and one (sic) to a resonable (sic) standard'. Reviews
were included as a weekly task each Tuesday. Staff expected to be present would be Tony Latham, Philip
Price, a key worker and/or social worker and parent 'where appropriate'. The last two pages of document
2 were a variant on the tasks list and a variant on the 'instructions'.
5.56 During July and August 1984 the log book entries focussed on a girl who had arrived in the unit in
the early hours of the morning in late June. At times she was on a strict regime, the staff refusing to talk to
her. She tended to shout out in her sleep and had bad nights. During the day she surprised staff by the
amount of interest she showed in books. The log books recorded on 28 July that she had read 'a whole
book' and then taken two more.
5.57 On 23 July 1984 Tony Latham visited 245 Hartshill Road and made a long entry in the log book.
The first part related to entries of matters pertaining to morning meetings, jobs around the building and
reports of visits to children's families. The second part began with an exhortation to staff to sign their own
entries, 'how the hell do I know who wrote that! ! he asked. His own entry then continued (all in capital
letters) 'What a lot of saints we have residents!! All jobs done to perfection, no problems reported from
any residents — does this mean that they please themselves, are never asked to do anything that might
cause a ripple or are they all ready to move to lodgings the little darlins!! Sorry I just can't believe our
programmes are so successful.
No cheek from P.!!
Complete co-operation from G.!!
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R. M. happy and smiling
P. C. full of the joys of spring
Did you not have any stimulating conversation?
No wonder the staff feel so unproductive.'
Log book entries about individual young people painted a different picture from Tony Latham's entry.
5.58 Glynis Mellors wrote in the log book on 2 August 1984 'in which gold mine do you search for cups?
Or is it a matter of 'throwing' your own each morning?' The statutory visitor in August 1984 was P.
Warren who inspected 245 Hartshill Road on 15 August when Glynis Mellors was on duty. He reported
that 'painting/furniture/tidiness (was) generally poor'; there had been only minor restrictions, for
example, loss of privileges as measures of control, but there was no adequate space for an office or for
staff, that 'nearly everywhere (was) bare/uncared for,' and 'most of youngsters rooms (were) depressing
and reflect type of youngsters accommodated — they don't seem to care'. Another statutory visitor, David
Livingstone, who inspected during Philip Price's duty, on 31 August reported 'generally a progressive
extension of work done at The Birches family centre was in evidence'.
5.59 John Aston on 13 August 1984 recorded in the log book that the girl who liked reading had asked
for school work. He 'put J. on domestic science. Cleaning kitchen!!' On 14 August referring to a recent
admission of a working age boy, Aston wrote: `no smoking, radio, television etc. Week of Specail (sic)
Unit rules. (See Yellow Folder with rules in.).
5.60 The reference to the Yellow Folder was the first mention of a stiff yellow ring binder which was
kept in the office of the Intensive Training Unit at 245 Hartshill Road. It was originally put there by Tony
Latham sometime prior to August 1984. There was a white label on the front of the binder with the
following message signed by Tony Latham:
`Intensive Training Unit.
This book is to remain in the Intensive Training Unit office and all staff are asked to make themselves fully
conversant with the contents'.
5.61 Various documents were put in the Folder from time to time. When John Aston first referred to the
Folder it contained document 2 (Routine of the Intensive Training Unit) and probably also a document
entitled 'Code of Instructions — Enclosure to Central Office Circular No 16/79 dated 10th January 1979 Community Homes Regulations 1972 — Regulation 10 — Control'.
5.62 The other documents which were in the 'Yellow Folder' when it was produced to the Inquiry were:
(a) copy letter to Elizabeth Brennan, principal area officer from the director of social services dated 22
November 1984;
(b) copy letter to the director of social services from Elizabeth Brennan dated 25 March 1985 (a follow
up to the letter of 22 November 1984);
(c) copy letter from the director of social services to Elizabeth Brennan dated 9 May 1985 (a further
letter concerning the fire door);
(d) copy letter from the director of social services (Circular 138/86) dated 26 June 1986 and headed
`Restriction of the liberty of children in care', addressed to staff in the child care section;
(e) copy letter from the director of social services dated 25 October 1986 headed 'Community Homes
Regulations 1972, Regulation 10: Control, Secure Accommodation (No 2) Regulations 1982' (sic) and
addressed to certain senior managers (child care) Riverside, Tay-y-Bryn and statutory visitors;
(f) an undated document entitled 'Principles behind the use of the Time Out Unit at 245 Hartshill
Road', and signed `by Chris Walley';
(g) letter from the director of social services to British Telecom, headed '245 Hartshill Road,
Stoke-on-Trent — Installation of additional line' and dated 1 February 1988.

Copies of the documents in the Yellow Folder appear in appendix F under the general heading
document 3. The undated document 'Principles behind the use of the Time Out Unit at 245 Hartshill
Road' probably came into existence in 1989. Although signed in Chris Walley's name it was not, he told
us, written by him or signed by him. Walley was an area officer (children) Stoke-on-Trent until 1988 and
then Juvenile Justice Co-Ordinator, North Staffordshire. The word 'occasionally', however, on page 2 of
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the document was written by him.
5.63 The impact of the contents of the Yellow Folder was not discussed in the log book but entries soon
afterwards display some ill-concealed frustration. On 22 August 1984 John Aston came on duty and found
that information he needed was missing. He wrote `no communication. . . . No review book filled in,
Good management this'. He found himself in disagreement with the admission of a boy to the unit and
after returning from some outside work for which Philip Price provided cover he left a note in the log book
for Price: 'Well Phil. Obviously you don't read log books and programmes'.
5.64 In early September 1984 John Aston was signalling through the log book for more information, this
time about weekend programmes and the use of Duke's Lodge. He recorded a sharp toned agenda of the
issues he hoped to raise at the next staff meeting. A week later he wrote to a colleague in the log book
`have you got the report book, you sod?' The next day he had words with The Birches because the evening
meal did not arrive till 7 p.m. By 22 September 1984 he was recording that the 'washing machine (was) in
. . . a disgusting and dangerous state'. A new arrival came in on 1 October and was 'stripped to his pants
. . . and school work set'. A few days later, 6 October, he recorded that the young people in the unit were
not able to have an evening drink because there were no cups. In addition there were no cereals, no milk
and no bread.
5.65 On 7 October 1984 an entry was made following information from Philip Price. It recorded 'CID.
(police) coming to see T. . . because they think he should not be in here because he has not done
anything'. There were further instances of pyjama discipline at this time and a boy who did not want to
work at Duke's Lodge and made this clear by leaving and returning to The Birches, later received a
`roasting' from Tony Latham, was put in night-clothes and sent early to bed.
5.66 Meanwhile the memorandum which Fred Hill had written to Peter Crockett on 17 February 198413
about what he believed to be breaches of the Community Homes Regulations at 245 Hartshill Road, had
received no written response. In evidence Fred Hill said that although it was addressed to Peter Crockett,
Tony Latham and Philip Price knew about what he was writing because he had informed them at the time.
His purpose had been `to bring to the attention of my superiors some of the things that were going on so
they then could make a decision whether this was OK or whether it needed to be limited'. No one else
appeared to have put the issues in writing before, for example, the issue of wearing nightclothes as a
deterrent to absconding. Hill added that although Elizabeth Brennan might have raised the matter of the
special unit with Peter Crockett 'there (was) no document'. He believed, looking back, that when he
returned from his visit on 16 February 1984, he would have gone to his line manager William Pierpoint
and gained his agreement that he should swiftly put the matters of concern in writing. He had done so the
next day.
5.67 Fred Hill explained that in considering whether there were breaches of the Community Homes
Regulations he had carried out 'a very simple exercise': if pocket money, for example, was able to be
taken as restitution to pay for damage (but not otherwise taken) 'they weren't doing that' and `so if it's not
there (in the regulations) you weren't supposed to be doing it'. The regulations ought to be used in this
way. 'You're not supposed to say, well, let's try and find a way round that.' He saw quite clearly that
removal of a child's clothing was a punishment and felt sure that a child would see it in that way. He had
worked in residential child care himself and in 1984 was concerned that legal requirements should be
respected.
5.68 The first response to Fred Hill's memorandum came at a meeting at The Birches on 11 October
1984. Those present at the meeting were Peter Crockett, William Pierpoint, Elizabeth Brennan, Fred Hill
and Tony Latham. The meeting had been convened in response to a letter from the principal area officer
detailing the use of residential establishments in the Newcastle area and proposals for future
developments. One of the eight main items of discussion was 'Intensive Unit — Hartshill Road' .14 It was
13 See appendix H
14 See appendix H.
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recreation. This would take the form of organised tasks outside the establishment 'usually such things as
gardening or sports under the supervision of staff'. These activities, it was said, took place at weekends.
The measures of control would be 'relaxed or increased according to the child's progress during the period
in the unit which might vary from 24 hours to a few days. All punishments were entered daily in the
measures of control book and all staff had been made aware of the Community Homes Regulation on
control.'
5.75 Hill's memorandum to Peter Crockett next identified the problems which he considered needed
attention. The first and most 'obvious' was the extent to which a child's liberty was restricted in the unit.
He understood that at no time was a child locked in a room even if accompanied by an adult. He believed
that because of what he interpreted as the 'high staff to child ratio' absconding was less likely than from
the family centre where staffing ratios were lower. He quoted the DHSS circular16 on the Secure
Accommodation (No. 2) Regulations in which 'control imposed or implied by staff or other responsible
adults' would not be considered to constitute restriction of liberty, though 'control should always be
imposed or implied in a manner consistent with good child care practice' . His view, however, as expressed
to Peter Crockett was that 'we are obviously sailing close to the wind' (emphasis added) with some of the
arrangements he had described: unless it was 'abundantly clear' that continued staff presence in the Unit
did not have the effect in practice of restricting the liberty of a child any more than it would do in a normal
small staff children's group situation in a residential setting.
5.76 After discussing the individual aspects of practice which he had examined, removal of clothing,
staff sleeping in the close vicinity of children and additional recreation as punishment, staffing, education
and access for statutory visitors, Fred Hill summed up his recommendations, and the conditions which
should be met if, as he hoped, the activities of the Unit were allowed to continue. He saw the Unit as a
`valuable facility in the area' . . which provided 'a positive approach to the problems of non-school
attendance and absconding'.
5.77 Fred Hill's recommendations were that:
`(1) There should be no more loss of liberty in the Unit than that caused by the control imposed or
implied by staff through a manner consistent with good practice;
(2) The practice of removal of a child's clothes and substitution of pyjamas, PE kit etc: should be
discontinued;
(3) The practice of staff sleeping in the same room as children or on the landing outside the room should
be discontinued;
(4) The use of additional recreation when defined as a punishment should be discontinued;
(5) All measures of control taken must comply with the Community Homes Regulations (regulation)
10 on control (sic) and should be recorded in the appropriate book;
(6) The use of the terms special or intensive in reference to the Unit should be discontinued. (Fred Hill
reminded Peter Crockett that at the meeting on 11 October 1984 it had been decided that the beds at
Hartshill Road could be used for short stay preventative work in addition to semi-staffed use. He took the
view that the Unit was providing short stay facilities in line with the family centre concept of flexible use of
resources);
(7) Statutory visitors should be given access as required to the Unit and all parts of the building;
(8) The minimum level of staff cover at 245 Hartshill Road should be Residential Care Officer 2 or
Social Work Assistant 2. If semi-staffed staff (are) used in this respect they should be made fully aware
that their responsibilities include supervision of the Unit from time to time;
(9) Arrangements for the education of non-school attenders should be recognised officially by the
department;
(10) The use of a second sleeping-in member of staff at 245 Hartshill Road should be accepted and
should take place when determined by the needs of the children within the Unit.'
Finally he recommended to Peter Crockett that a letter should be sent to the Newcastle area including the
conditions he had outlined. He also suggested that all principal area officers should be informed that the
practice of removal of a child's clothing to deter absconding should be discontinued.
16 See appendix M.
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agreed that `Mr Hill should re-examine the practices within the Unit to ensure that they fall within the
Community Homes Regulations on control'. The note of the meeting ended with the following statement:
`it was further confirmed that the Area have been given a flexible brief regarding the use of the 10 beds at
245 Hartshill Road and that they can continue to be used for short stay preventative work as appropriate
in addition to semi-staffed use',
5.69 A statutory visit was paid to 245 Hartshill Road on 31 October 1984 by I. D. Cunnott whose report
to the District Advisory Sub-Committee expressed satisfaction with the achievements made in the work
with adolescents. On 1 November 1984 John Aston put together another list of issues he wished to raise at
the staff meeting. They were outlined in the log book:
(1) Young people might get too accustomed to schooling in the unit;
(2) 'Tension — Boredom — Frustration of living here!';
(3) 'Do they know their future short term/long term?';
(4) Food: — from The Birches 'small portions';
(5) Need for shampoo
On Sunday 11 November John Aston also recorded that a group of young people spent all day at Duke's
Lodge cutting and bagging logs.
5.70 On 12 November 1984 Fred Hill wrote a report15 for Peter Crockett of the work he had carried out
in examining the practices within 'the so called Intensive Unit at 245 Hartshill Road'. At that time the
accommodation in use was a bedroom, sitting room, bathroom and toilet in a former staff flat. The rooms
were said to be used to accommodate a maximum of four children although the average number of
occupants at any one time was said to be two. Most of the children accommodated had previously been
resident at The Birches though there were occasional exceptions.
5.71 In Fred Hill's view the purposes of the Intensive Unit were:
(a) for individuals who needed to be removed from the main group at The Birches `so that more
individual care can be offered' or 'whose treatment programme at The Birches breaks down';
(b) for absconders who could not be contained within the main group;
(c) as a 'crash pad' for short term care and for 'a number of children who encounter problems with
non-school attendance'.
Each child was said to have a 'treatment programme' and a 'key worker'.
5.72 Hill found that staff for the unit were drawn from The Birches, the semi-staffed unit at 245 Hartshill
Road and on occasions from social services aides. Overall responsibility lay with the senior member of
staff on duty at The Birches. One member of staff was rostered outside of school hours and an additional
member of staff 'drafted in as required'. Sleeping in 'cover' was provided and on occasions a member of
staff slept in with the children or on the landing outside. The semi-staffed unit sometimes covered
sleeping-in duties, and occasionally additional sleeping in cover was allowed.
5.73 Fred Hill understood that most children in the unit went out to their own schools. If, after
consultation with the school, it was decided as part of a treatment programme that a child should not
attend, alternative arrangements for education were made at 245 Hartshill Road. Children from the
family centre who were not attending school were taught in a separate area of the building at 245 Hartshill
Road. He was informed that school work was provided by individual schools and when appropriate
children were taught by home tutors from Staffordshire education department. 'Additional tuition' was
being provided by a community services worker who had trained as a teacher and support from the Urban
Aid programme was being sought to finance her on a permanent basis.
5.74 The regime in the Intensive Unit started with a child having to wash his/her clothes on admission.
They were not returned 'for periods up to 36 hours during which time the child is clothed in pyj amas or PE
kit'. If appropriate, further measures as part of a plan to modify behaviour were taken. These included
loss of privileges, loss of recreation, imposition of household chores and imposition of additional
15 See appendix H.
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5.78 On 20 November 1984 Fred Hill wrote a further recommendation to Peter Crockett.17 It was
headed '245 Hartshill Road — Special Unit'.. The purpose of the memorandum was to inform Peter
Crockett that since the completion of Fred Hill's report dated 12 November the Newcastle area staff had
transferred the unit from the staff flat to 'the integral ex-staff maisonette' in order to provide more space.
There were now two bedrooms, a kitchen, a sitting/dining room and bathroom/toilet in use. It was still not
envisaged that more than four children would be accommodated at any one time. A copy of Annex B to
the DHSS Circular (LAC(83)18) (see appendix M) was attached to Fred Hill's memorandum and Peter
Crockett's attention was drawn to the fact that it was not permitted to confine a child or children in a
certain section of a home by locking internal doors even when they were accompanied by a responsible
adult or adults. Permission had previously been given by the fire officer to lock one of two doors between
the maisonette and the main establishment to separate the activities in the two areas. Although Fred Hill
was satisfied that there were no fire risks, 'the fact remain(ed) that the locking of the internal door in
question could be seen to have the effect of confining children to a particular area' and he wished to
consult Peter Crockett on this point. In addition he wished to add to his list of recommendations in the
memorandum of 12 November a requirement that no more than 10 children's beds should be used at any
one time in total at 245 Hartshill Road and that a maximum of 4 of the 10 should be in the Unit.
5.79 Peter Crockett responded to Fred Hill's two memoranda in a letter to Elizabeth Brennan, principal
area officer, on 22 November 1984.18 The letter was signed in the name of the director of social services as
was customary but both Peter Crockett's and Fred Hill's references were on it. The letter was written with
specific reference to 'the short stay facilities currently operating in the maisonette at 245 Hartshill Road'.
Peter Crockett said that whilst he fully appreciated the 'positive work in progress' after 'lengthy
discussion on the matter' he had decided `to lay down a number of safeguards for children and staff which
(were to) be adhered to at all times'. He described them as `instructions', and in the main they followed
the recommendations made by Fred Hill, though with two significant exceptions and one only partially
met. The 'instructions' from the director of social services to the Newcastle area were:
(1) Control implied or imposed by staff should at all times be implied or imposed in a manner consistent
with good child care practice;
(2) No more than 10 children's beds were to be utilized at any one time at 245 Hartshill Road, this
number to include a maximum of 4 in the staff maisonette;
(3) The use of the terms special or intensive (to describe the unit) were to be discontinued;
(4) Statutory visitors were to be given access as required to the maisonette and all parts of the building;
(5) The minimum level of staff cover at 245 Hartshill Road was to be Residential Care Officer Grade 2
or Social Work Assistant Level 2. If semi-staffed staff were used in connection with the activities in the
maisonette they were to be made fully aware of their responsibilities in this respect;
(6) In normal circumstances only one sleeping in allowance per night would be paid at 245 Hartshill
Road. If circumstances arose that warranted a second person sleeping in, clearance would have to be
obtained on .each occasion from central office; ,
(7) All measures of control taken had to comply with the Community Homes (Regulations), regulation
10, Control, and were to be recorded in the appropriate book;
(8) The practice of staff sleeping in the same room as children or on the landing outside the room was to
be discontinued;
(9) The use of additional recreation when defined as a punishment was to be discontinued;
(10) No internal doors in the unit were to be locked at any time, including the door leading from the
maisonette to the main establishment.
5.80 These ten instructions met recommendations 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 in Fred Hill's memorandum. His
recommendation concerning sleeping in staff was watered down. The two which were omitted entirely
were the official recognition (and, therefore, need for resources) of educational provision at 245 Hartshill
Road, and Fred Hill's proposal that the removal of children's clothes and substitution of pyjamas or PE
kit to discourage absconding be discontinued, not only at 245 Hartshill Road but throughout the county's
child care establishments. Peter Crockett's response to this latter issue was to tell Elizabeth Brennan that
17 See appendix H.
18 See appendix H.
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the practice fell 'outside the Community Homes Regulations' but that before issuing 'a final instruction'
he wished to give the matter 'more general consideration'. Meanwhile he asked her `to attempt in the
intervening period not to use this practice, pending further guidance'. His letter concluded by asking her
for formal acknowledgment of her receipt of the instructions, and that she would 'ensure that all staff
connected with the unit (were) made fully aware of them'. Mrs Brennan eventually responded on the 25th
March 1985 (see chapter. 6, paragraph 6.8).
5.81 Entries in the unit log book continued to reflect what had become a familiar pattern. On
17 November 1984 John Aston recorded that one of the boys 'didn't have a wash till I kicked him up the
back side'. He then found that the boy was wearing football shorts under his pyjama bottoms and made
him remove them. On 25 November the vacuum cleaner was not working and on 29 November a female
member of staff protested in the log book 'women (are) not just here to wash and iron, hoover etc!' A
number of children at this time were recorded as talking in their sleep. At the beginning of December a
new member of staff recorded that when she had to examine a child's head for nits, she let the child
examine her head in the same way. By contrast a 'regular' member of staff recorded that having put two
girls in Pindown on 10 December he told them 'they would stay in the room until someone came to give
further direction — I added that I didn't know when this would happen, but that Phil/Tony would probably
take their sweet time as the girls had buggered them about'.
5.82 On 11 December 1984 Lynn Allsop, a homes adviser, carried out a six monthly review visit to 245
Hartshill Road. Following her visit she reported that difficulties were arising due to the building being
used for 'intermediate treatment, community service programmes etc! .' She did not refer to the special
unit. Additional problems were being experienced in keeping to normal procedures in respect of
building, equipment and fire precautions, and numerous site meetings had been held with the building
inspector and fire officer 'in an attempt to keep track of developments'.
5.83 Fred Hill making observations regarding her report wrote: 'although this unit is being used flexibly
in line with the family centre concept it has been something of a nightmare for Mrs Allsop to keep track of
continually changing developments. However this has been done in a supportive manner although I do
get concerned the safeguards are occasionally disregarded by the staff in this area'. Written underneath
these comments were the words 'I think our letters protect our position at least'. The initials beside them
were GP (G. Pierpoint).
5.84 On 14 December 1984 the log book recorded that 'Phil arrived . . . has decided that things are a
little too comfortable in here for the kids . has written a work programme . . . for the weekend and said
that staff could add any other nasty little jobs which need &Ding'. On 15 December the vacuum cleaner
was missing, there were fl() bin bags, no mop and the usual equipment problems.
5.85 A statutory visit was paid by R. Pilmore to 245 Hartshill Road on 18 December 1984. The
visit report was not produced to the Inquiry but the note which formed part of a report to the District
Advisory Sub-Committee said that the establishment was generally in need of internal redecoration;
that several measures of control had been recorded in accordance with the Community Homes
Regulations; and that the Unit was fully used with numerous activities taking place, some with the help of
volunteers.
5.86 From 18 December 1984 until 15 January 1985 there were no log book entries and the records show
no children in Pindown.
5.87 During 1984 19 children were subject to Pindown at 245 Hartshill Road.
5.88 — The shortest episode was one day.
— The longest continuous episode was 37 days.
5.89 The total time spent by each of the 19 children in Pindown at 245 Hartshill Road was:
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Length of time in Pindown

No. of children

2 days
6 days
7 days
9 days
10 days
13 days
14 days

1
1
4
1
2
1
3

15 days
20 days
28 days
38 days
60 days

2
1
1
1
1

No. of episodes
2 episodes
2 episodes
1 each
1 episode
1 each
1 episode
1 child — 1 episode
1 child — 2 episodes
1 child — 3 episodes
2 each
1 episode
2 episodes
2 episodes
5 episodes

Four children were not included in the above figures because it was not possible to identify how long they
had been in the Unit,
(c) County Council Financial Policy
5.90 In Staffordshire the Policy and Resources Committee decided budget strategy for the whole
county. Individual spending committees then received allocated targets to be met.
5.91 The 1984/85 budget strategy was decided at a meeting of the Policy and Resources Committee on
12 July 1983. The director of social services reported to his own committee on 7 September 1983 that a
target reduction of £7,000,000 had been set for the county as a whole. The figure which social services had
to meet was £291,000,1 per cent of its total budget. Over the whole social services department in 1984/85
there was growth of £1.7 million, savings of £300,000 and net growth therefore of £1.4 million.
5.92 The director reminded the committee that over successive years 'savings have been made with
every possible attempt to minimise the impact on the services provided to clients'. In 1984/85 he was
proposing to find £262,950 by reducing the county council's contribution to District Council's Sheltered
Housing Schemes and to meet the remaining sum of £28,950 by reducing the number of beds in a home for
elderly people and using part of the building for intermediate treatment.
5.93 The overall impact of savings in 1984/85 on the child care services, therefore, was considerably less than
in the previous year. Nevertheless it was not possible to do more than add a cost of living increase to boarding
out allowances which could with advantage have been raised in real terms. In some other items of expenditure
where inflation-proofing was also not possible, this meant in effect reductions. These had already taken place
in earlier years as well, and were contributing to a continuing decrease in resources and standards.
(d) Social Services Re-Organisation
5.94 1984 was a year of consolidation and review of the 1983 re-organisation.
5.95 The next re-organisation took place in 1985.
(e) The Career of Tony Latham
5.96 Tony Latham continued to develop existing projects during 1984, and also to initiate new ones. A
new day centre was set up in January 1984 and the first steps taken in what was in 1987 to become known
as SHAP, the Supportive Housing Accommodation Project. Tony Latham and Philip Price had found
that there was a serious shortage of suitable accommodation for young people to live in when they left
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residential care.. Much of what was available was unsatisfactory. They decided to negotiate with private
landlords, to guarantee rent and place young people with a volunteer living in the same house initially,
until after several months the young people, usually two or three together, could manage on their own.
Also in 1984, in October, another new enterprise, Forest Enterprises (Staffs) Ltd. was incorporated and
commenced trading in October 1985. Its purpose was to help people leaving the Community Programme
and Youth Training Scheme. It provided work in gardening, clearing rubble and chopping logs.
5.97 During 1984 Tony Latham was closely involved with the development of Pindown and the overall
approach to work with children and families. He told the Inquiry that `time spent in the unit . . . was seen
as a very small part of a much wider process of formulating and developing care plans or contracts with
each young person'. His objectives were to develop 'individually tailored, closely supervised, well
structured and controlled' care plans which would be constantly reviewed 'with the direct participation of
the young person and all significant others'. These others would include, as appropriate, members of the
child's family, social workers and teachers. The vehicle used for review was the 'family meeting', held
both before and during periods of time spent by a child in Pindown. Family meetings were often held in
the late afternoon or evening to accommodate parents in particular.
5.98 Tony Latham's view as expressed to the Inquiry was that 'the review meeting was . . . the most
crucial element in the programme'. Family centres were intended to work more closely with families in
the area, and it was therefore important to encourage their active involvement. He said that 'we had
recognised that often when children come into care, the level of parental contact falls off dramatically'.
5.99 The children in residential care, in his view, were a low priority for area social workers because
they were living 'in a safe arena'. The review meetings, therefore, also had a 'major priority of making
. . . area social workers as responsible for what went on in (residential) care as in the field'. Tony Latham,
therefore, decided to chair the review meetings because he was line manager for the social workers
responsible for children at The Birches and the other homes for which he was responsible. He 'demanded
that the area social worker should be accountable in the same way that parents were also accountable. It
was not fair that Johnny should get a rollicking for failing to perform his part of the bargain if, for
example, the social worker had failed to visit his parents, or on a home visit, he had been put in front of the
T.V. and ignored by his parents'.
5.100 Tony Latham described part of the technique of family meetings as 'positive and negative role
play, with the idea that by creating conflict, people start saying what they think'. He would play a negative
role concerning the young person while another member of staff appealed to him on behalf of the young
person. He would then reluctantly concede that the young person 'should be given a particular privilege
or allowed to visit their parents'.
5.101 The written records for which Tony Latham accepted responsibility were log books, measures of
control books, programme books, residential files and area social workers files. Although decisions from
review meetings were recorded, there were seldom any written accounts of family meetings or reviews
and as we understand it, there was not the kind of preparatory documentation for them which would be
appropriate for a case conference or a statutorily required review. In the measures of control records
there was no information concerning the reason for the measures being used.
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Chapter 6: 1985
(a) National Events.
6.1 During 1985 there were two publications of relevance to Staffordshire's residential child care
service. Both were concerned with research. One was the first study for a number of years of children's
homes." The study covered twenty homes in three local authorities, three voluntary and three private
organisations. Two hundred and thirty-four children (59 per cent boys and 41 per cent girls) were living in
them. Its findings demonstrated not only that residential provision was a positive choice for some
children, particularly adolescents, but that it had an important role to play in keeping siblings together, in
maintaining close links between parents and children, in providing reception functions for children
coming into care and a safety net for fostering failures. The author concluded that 'the quality of
individual care offered in the homes visited was, generally, of acceptable standard and in several
establishments was extremely impressive.' He added that 'most staff were deeply committed to their task
and children were usually appreciative of their residential experience'.
6.2 The second publication' was produced by the Department of Health and Social Security in order to
disseminate the findings of nine research studies which were of importance to good practice in child care.
The studies had been carried out in 49 local authorities and included about 2,000 children. Many free
copies of the publication were sent to directors of social services for circulation within their departments.
Although not specifically about residential child care many of the practical issues highlighted by the
studies were directly related to the work of residential staff as well as field social workers. Examples were:
planning for children in care; statutory reviews; decision making; and family contacts of children in care.
The publication was also the subject of a series of national seminars in which local authority staff and
others were invited to participate.
(b) Staffordshire and its social services
6.3 The records produced to the Inquiry show a gap of time in the occupation of the special unit at 245
Hartshill Road between 18 December 1984 and 15 January 1985. Tworteenage girls and a teenage boy had
gone out in the week before Christmas 1984. Two girls aged fourteen and one aged thirteen came in
during the second half of January 1985. The thirteen year old stayed for 48 days, the other two spent 9 and
15 days respectively in the unit.
6.4 Physical conditions and catering continued to be the subject of complaints by the staff in log book
entries. Problems were experienced in getting medical examinations on admission carried out. Some
entries gave clear indications of staff being overstretched particularly during evenings and overnight,
when supervision of both the Pindown unit and the semi-staffed unit had sometimes to be combined.
6.5 Early in 1984 the meeting of senior staff chaired by Peter Crockett had discussed the possibility of
Riverside (community home with education) making additional staff available to help family centres. At
that time also the opening of two secure units was being planned. These plans, however, did not
materialise as the director of social services informed his committee on 19 February 1985. The secure
units had not met the requirements of the Secretary of State under the provisions of the Criminal Justice
Act 1982 and would not therefore be able to open. The staff who would have been working in them,
instead of being deployed to help family centres, were to be involved in trying to facilitate the movement
of children out of Riverside back to their own homes or into other children's residential establishments.
6.6 During January 1985 Paul Hudson, the director of social services, had decided to take early
retirement as from 28 February. His deputy Barry O'Neill was appointed to replace him from 1 March
1985 and Peter Crockett was appointed deputy director from the same date. Peter Crockett and John
Spurr transferred their functions with immediate effect from mid January 1985, John Spurr becoming
19 Children's Homes — David Berridge, Basil Blackwell Ltd. 1985.
20 Social Work Decisions in Child Care — Recent Research Findings and their Implications — DHSS HMSO 1985.
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senior assistant director when Peter Crockett became deputy director, John Spurr's responsibilities
included chairing the group of senior staff which Peter Crockett had established before 1983.
6.7 When Peter Crockett wrote to Elizabeth Brennan over the director's signature on 22 November
1984, [see Chapter 5, para. 5.791 he asked her formally to acknowledge his letter containing the
instructions concerning the special unit at 245 Hartshill Road. On 11 February 1985 he wrote again
because she had failed to do so: 'whilst I appreciate the need to discuss my letter with relevant staff in your
area, I would ask you to acknowledge receipt and to confirm that all staff concerned with the Unit have
now been made fully aware of the instructions I have laid down'.
6.8 Due to the changes resulting from the director's retirement and Peter Crockett's promotion it was
John Spurr who received Elizabeth Brennan's reply to Peter Crockett's second letter, which she
addressed to the new director Barry O'Neill. Her letter21 was dated 25 March 1985, four months after
Peter Crockett's first letter. In the first sentence she apologised for the delay in replying and then
continued, 'certainly the matter has been discussed with all the relevant staff concerned with the unit and
they are fully aware of the points you have raised'. The word used in Peter Crockett's letter had been
`instructions' a much stronger term than 'points you have raised'. It was also not clear whether 'the
matter' referred to in her letter was the final issue about removal of clothing and substitution of night
clothes or PE kit to deter absconding, or merely a general term to cover the unit and the issues concerned
with it. Elizabeth Brennan did not say whether she had personally discussed the letter with her staff.
6.9 The main point of her letter was concerned with two specific issues in the ten instructions which she
did not accept. The first was sleeping in allowances about which she had obtained a concession from John
Spurr that she need not consult central office on each occasion that additional sleeping in duty was
required. The second was the prohibition on locking at any time the door which divided the unit from the
rest of the house. She asked for reconsideration of this on the grounds that because of other exits there
was not a fire risk, and that the door needed to be locked, not to keep young people in the special unit but
to keep young people from other parts of the house out of the unit.
6.10 When Elizabeth Brennan's letter reached John Spurr he had written a note on it. It read `FH (Fred
Hill) 2 things
1. I'm inclined to agree about the locked door
2. The whole set up is being considered closely and may well be brought to an end v. soon.
JS'
Two versions of this note were seen by the Inquiry. The first was as quoted above. The second was a copy
of Elizabeth Brennan's letter which had had the note written on it but had then been folded and
photocopied so that only the first part of the note appeared.
6.11 The second part of the note might, in the light of the preceding correspondence about
contraventions of the Community Homes Regulations, have implied that the special unit was about to be
closed. John Spurr denied in evidence that this was the intention and could not, in retrospect, remember
what the note meant. He thought it might have referred to the fact that the diversity of activities being
carried on at 245 Hartshill Road were leading to excessive wear and tear on the premises and also to
difficulties with neighbours, and therefore might need to be reviewed. Consideration was being given at
this time to the future of all the semi-staffed units. On 4 March 1985 the meeting of assistant directors and
principal officers had been invited by John Spurr, by this time its chairman, to discuss the matter in
preparation for a report by the director of social services to the Committee on 29 April 1985.
6.12 Before that meeting took place Brendan Sullivan, assistant director (finance), had paid a statutory
visit to 245 Hartshill Road on 10 April 1985. The report of his visit was not produced to the Inquiry but it
had raised issues about which Fred Hill wrote on 5 June 1985 to John Spurr, senior assistant director. One
of the issues was about the level of staff left in charge of 245 HartShill Road. Fred Hill reminded John
21 See appendix
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Spurr that the area staff had been 'instructed' that the minimum level of 'cover' should be social work
assistant level 2, and that social services aides should not be left in charge at any time. He said that he had
been assured by the area officer that this instruction was complied with at all times.
6.13 Brendan Sullivan raised two other issues which were inter-related and also related to the
forthcoming report of the director to the Committee. The first was what was referred to as the 'Time Out
Area' which was another name which was sometimes used for the special unit, We do not know what
Brendan Sullivan had said about this, but Fred Hill's comment to John Spurr implied that Brendan
Sullivan may have thrown doubt on its future continuation. Fred Hill wrote that: am not aware that the
Newcastle Area have any plans to phase out this facility, and on the contrary, they appear to regard it as
an essential part of their resource. As you are aware we have laid down guidelines in respect of this
facility'. The second issue was about semi-staffed facilities about which Fred Hill reminded John Spurr,
who had raised the general issue with senior staff in January 1985, that it was 'hoped eventually to
phase-out the semi-staffed usage at Hartshill Road'. Brendan Sullivan may have commented on the state
of the building because Fred Hill concluded his note to John Spurr by promising `to visit the premises
once again with the Building Inspector to see what improvements, if any, can be effected on the top floor
of the building'. The top floor was where children's bedrooms were situated and where for a
substantial proportion of its existence, the Pindown unit was also situated in a small flat formerly used by
staff,
6.14 Barry O'Neill, the director, had reported at the General Sub-Committee meeting on 29 April 1985
that many of the young people for whom semi-staffed units had been required, had moved on elsewhere
and the need was no longer so great. He suggested that this provided an opportunity for redeployment of
the buildings concerned. 245 Hartshill Road provided ten semi-staffed places, only six of which were
occupied and 'in addition, these premises provide a base for a Community Services Team which organises
a wide range of voluntary services in the locality providing effective support services towards preventative
child care. Part of the premises is also used as an annexe to (The) Birches Family Centre for the occasional
short term care of up to 4 children, and some intermediate treatment activity also takes place there'. The
director told the Committee that the six young people in the semi-staffed accommodation were likely to
move on and 'whilst the premises serve as a useful adjunct to the activities of the Birches Family Centre, I
would like to keep in mind the possibility of finding another locality for these mainly non resident
functions' (emphasis added). If that were possible, he would then wish to make further use of the
residential facilities of the premises, 'possibly as a residential home for mentally handicapped adults'
(emphasis added). The final recommendation to the Committee was that '245 Hartshill Road .
continue to be used for daily activities until alternative centres can be found'.
6.15 The director's report made no reference to the special unit although the correspondence referred
to above was continuing at director and assistant director level at the time of his report. Since Elizabeth
Brennan was a member of the senior staff group which met with Peter Crockett, and later John Spurr, she
would have known about the possible change of use of 245 Hartshill Road. Tony Latham, however, said,
in evidence, that he had no knowledge that 245 Hartshill Road was being considered for another purpose
and had not been consulted about it by anyone.
6.16 The final item in the correspondence which Fred Hill had begun on 17 February 1984 and which
had involved Peter Crockett, John Spurr and Elizabeth Brennan, was the director's response to Elizabeth
Brennan's letter of 25 March 1985. It was drafted by Fred Hill and sent over Barry O'Neill's signature on 9
May 1985.22 It only mentioned the dispute about whether a door between the 'unit' and the rest of 245
Hartshill Road should be locked or unlocked. The letter said: 'I note that the only point . . . you find
difficult is the instruction (point 10) about the door in question'. The letter thus assumes the other nine
points have been accepted. It continued: 'after further consideration . . . I am agreeable to the locking of
this door by the use of the existing yale lock which will enable the door to be opened from the unit side as
required but not from the establishment side'. Elizabeth Brennan was asked to ensure that the key to the
mortice lock on the door was removed.
22 See appendix H.
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6.17 There was no further correspondence and the issue of removal of clothing and substitution of
nightclothes or PE kit as a deterrent to absconding was thus left unresolved. Elizabeth Brennan did not
seek any decision and the director's last words had enjoined her 'to attempt . . not to use this practice
pending further guidance'.
6.18 Further re-organisation was going to take place in the child care service from 1 April 1985 when
area officers (family centres) were to become area officers (children and families) and to be based in area
offices instead of in the family centres. They also were to have responsibilities for field social workers
amongst other additional work. This change was discussed in anticipation by the group of senior staff
chaired by John Spurr. Principal area officers were 'advised to use whatever means was appropriate to
recruit a team of casual staff in order to fill deficiencies' left by the withdrawal of the area officers from
family centres. A list of volunteers was also to be prepared and arrangements made for clearance of their
suitability for work with children.
6.19 During the early part of 1985 the senior staff group chaired by John Spurr met five times in January,
once in February, twice in March and on 1 Apri11985. No further records of any meetings were produced
to the Inquiry.
6.20 Although the documentation of Pindown implied that children and young people would, in the
main be held in the regime for short periods only, the records for 1984 showed that a significant number
were involved for ten days or more and a few spent periods of time between twenty and sixty days in total.
This pattern continued in 1985. It also became clear from the records of 1985 that some young people
came into the regime in successive years as well as more than once in any one year.
6.21 Several young people in 1985 not only went into Pindown more than once, but were in for quite
long periods and had either been in during the previous year, or were to go in in subsequent years, or
both. A boy, P. E. who was admitted from The Birches on 15 February 1985 provides an example. He was
just fifteen years old and had already been in Pindown for two periods of twenty-four and four days
respectively in November and December 1984. The preparatory instruction in the log book about his
admission in February 1985 read: 'room to be stripped . . of everything except sleeping bag'.
6.22 P. E. was brought in at 3-15 p.m. by Philip Price. He had absconded from school and the decision
had been made to re-admit him to the special unit. The entry in The Birches log book read that P. E. had
been 'transferred to Maisie's welcoming arms if not charms!' The term 'Maisie' was derived from the
maisonette in which the unit was located.
6.23 P. E. was taken straight to his room and after tea, bathed and was in bed by 6-30 p.m. The next day,
Saturday, he did school work in his room all day but was described as very unhappy and crying a lot. Log
book entries in the following days record that he was talking in his sleep a great deal and talking to himself
when awake.
6.24 Louise Doherty (then Ogborne), the teacher at 245 Hartshill Road, described him towards the end
of his first week as 'an immature boy of below average intelligence. . . appears to inhabit a world of his
own . . unable,to face reality'. A few days later in the week ending 1 March 1985 she wrote again, in the
log book: 'another week of solitary confinement for (P. E.) has had some rather peculiar effects (emphasis
added). He is talking to himself a great deal and we had tears several times during the course of the week.
Sleeping in staff also report incidents of (P. E.) talking in his sleep. He admits to missing his mother a
great deal and constantly asks when he will be allowed to see her. . . The pitiful part of it all is that he
keeps doing silly things and blotting his copy book — but he can't seem to tie those incidents in with not
being allowed any contact, freedom or privileges'. Amongst the 'silly things' he had done were calling out
of the window of his room and banging on the bedroom door and walls in an attempt to communicate with
two girls who were also in Pindown. His school work was notencouraging but the report said he had
`shown every willingness to do it' and 'obviously tries to do his best'.
6.25 Later in March 1985 he was described as 'an affectionate child' who 'responds well to a degree of
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care (coupled with control)', and Louise Doherty commented now begin to think that P.'s emotional
progress has been affected by a lack of self-confidence, as he responds gratifyingly to encouragement and
praise'.
6.26 By 8 March 1985 he had still not been allowed to see his mother, and was having tearful and
hysterical outbursts, saying that 'he couldn't take anymore' and was 'terrified about his review'. After an
appearance at a juvenile court on 29 March he was given a conditional discharge and allowed to go home,
continuing to come for schooling to 245 Hartshill Road. On 5 April Louise Doherty once more reported,
`after his discharge P.'s behaviour changed quite dramatically. The quality of his work improved and he
was bright and co-operative during the school day'. P. E. was in Pindown for forty-six days on this
occasion and for a further period of fifty-five days during 1985, a total over 1984 and 1985 of one hundred
and twenty-nine days.
6.27 During March 1985 a fifteen year old girl was also re-admitted to Pindown. She was described by
Louise Doherty as 'co-operative . . . helpful . . lively imagination'. Louise Doherty later wrote that 'she
seems to me to have fallen into a pattern of coming in and going out with little meaning being attached to
why'. A truant aged just 16 was admitted on 8 March. The log book recorded that 'he was immediately
stripped down to his shorts, isolated in his room and put on the basic programme'. He was discharged
home on 12 March but by the last- week of March was in Pindown again 'depressed and resigned'.
6.28 The measures of control book for 245 Hartshill Road did not record the isolation or removal of
clothes in these cases or any others. The entries were almost uniformly 'loss of privileges, loss of
recreation, simple chores'. There was an occasional omission of one of the measures or a different order
in the three entered. There were 1146 entries for 1985 relating to 26 children. They were entered under
the headings of date, name of child, measure of control, by whom applied and by whom authorised. There
was no column for information about why the measures of control were applied.
6.29 Many hundreds of entries were made by Louise Doherty. Significant numbers were made by Jane
Walton, Damian Doherty and John Aston. Small numbers were made by S. Lovatt, Glynis Mellors (then
Bonnici), P. Hall, C. Taylor, Janet Daniels, Peter Nicol-Harper and J. Scott. There were some gaps in the
signatures. Tony Latham made four entries and Philip Price one. In the column for the name of the person
who authorised the measures of control there were some gaps and Tony Latham authorized his own and
twenty-nine others. Otherwise the signature throughout was Philip Price's. The impression gained from
many of the entries is that they were signed in batches, probably some time after the event.
6.30 There were no records of statutory visits to 245 Hartshill Road between December 1984 and April
1985 amongst the reports produced to the Inquiry. We read reports of statutory visits to The Birches in
January, February and March 1985. The impression gained by the visitors was that the children were well
cared for though the physical conditions in the home showed the effects of high numbers and inadequate
maintenance. There was recognition of the difficult task being undertaken. Entries under measures of
control showed only four absconders in the three months and only three incidents of additional measures
of control being used. By contrast the log book recorded several children being put into pyjamas for
punishment or following absconding. These were not recorded in the measures of control book. One boy
had been told that if his behaviour did not improve he would have to go to Duke's Lodge to work.
6.31 It was also clear from other log book entries that Philip Price and occasionally Tony Latham were
being used as disciplinarians. After a statutory visit on 19 March 1985 the visitor, Peter Warren, had
stated that 'staff and building' were 'very well organised'. Further admissions from The Birches to
`Maisie' took place shortly afterwards.
6.32 On 15 April 1985 a member of staff who was on night duty at The Birches expressed her feelings in
the log book: 'tonight has been a total waste of time — its not human beings you want working here but
morons who don't have hearts and are without feelings'. Children had been running in and out of
bedrooms and the older children (some of whose names appeared later in Pindown) were behaving in an
`unaccetable' (sic) manner. 'IN THIS BUILDING WE ARE NOT RUNNING A BROTHEL' she
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wrote. 'Their language is gutterish and disgusting'. She recorded that she had had to ring Philip Price
because a boy had a 'quite large dagger knife' which he refused to give her for safe keeping in the office
until the next day.
6.33 The next day, 16 April 1985, Philip Price wrote in the log book: 'I accept that two female staff on
duty together is not a good idea, but occasionally it has to happen to avoid major rota changes. If staff
are in a position to negotiate, an alternative I would be more than willing to discuss, and accept a
compromise'.
6.34 John Aston warned his line managers through the log book on 2 March 1985 that the group in the
unit at 245 Hartshill Road was getting too big and was 'becoming a little pressure cooker'. Shortly after
this date a boy attempted suicide and was admitted to hospital where he remained for six weeks. Later in
the month John Aston put another warning in the log book — seeking to persuade colleagues to restrict
access to the unit.
6.35 Janet Daniels expressed disillusionment with what she described as the '13' treatment she had been
asked to carry out with one child. It 'has backfired' she said 'the whole exercise has been a total failure'.
6.36 'There were also several comments in the log book in April 1985 which gave staff reactions to
Duke's Lodge and the children's involvement. On 4 April Graham Toplass took a girl to work there and
later recorded that she 'worked well all afternoon cleaning out the chickens. Never complaned (sic) about
the smell (it was bloody awful' (sic)). After the chickens, she cleaned out the rabbits', Several days later
Louise Doherty took a group of young people there and later recorded 'the girls mucked out the chickens
. . . D. and I cleaned the duck shed out (pooh!)' During May Louise and some children cleaned up Duke's
Lodge itself, made Tony a stew and fed the rabbits. The log book in May began to refer to visits to Duke's
Lodge as 'day care' and 'evening care'. It also became clear from log book entries that visits there at
weekends sometimes related to shortage of staff at 245 Hartshill Road.
6.37 Most new entrants to the unit came after truancy or absconding but a girl was brought in on 18 April
with the instruction 'she's not here for control. Having communication problems at foster home'. She was
admitted, in fact, for assessment but she was immediately put on the same regime as others in Pindown
and recorded in the same way on the day of entry in the measures of control log book. She was still
retained on this basis on 3 May 1985 when John Aston wrote in the log book to Philip Price 'J. 's thought's
and feelings what (sic) she wrote down opposite. Take the time to read them Phil!' She was still being
retained on the 'loss of privileges, loss of recreation, simple chores' formula which was always entered in
the measures of control log book. On 22 May she was described in the daily log book as 'very upset by
what goes on in the unit' and wanting to get out as soon as possible. The measures of control log book
showed that she remained on the 'loss of privileges etc.' for sixty-four days until 20 June 1985.
6.38 During the time this girl was in the unit there were variations in the regime for her and she went out
to some activities, but the staff records did not discriminate throughout the period, and she was,
therefore, in the position of having to 'earn' basic concessions such as going out to a youth club even
though she was referred for observation and assessment which was one of the functions of the family
centres after 1 April 1983.
6.39 There were two statutory visits to 245 Hartshill Road in June 1985, one by E. W. Roman, senior
assistant, on 19 June and one by H. Miller, senior assistant, on 20 June. Mr Roman under the heading of
control reported that there were no problems. Concerning the building he noted that 'the multi-purpose
utilisation . . . put(s) an unusually heavy demand on the fabric and furnishing. . . For this reason a much
higher level of maintenance should be provided than . . at present to keep up with noticeable wear and
tear, which, quite unfairly, draws the visitors attention away from the valuable contribution the place
makes to a section of young people and particularly in respect of local community collaboration'. Mrs
Miller, under the heading of control reported 'numerous daily records of privileges withdrawn which
involve six children. Aim of staff is to reinforce good behaviour so here is a simple reward/punishment
system in operation to hopefully effect change in the children's pattern of behaviour'.
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6.40 One of the conditions which had been included in the director's letter of 22 November 1984 had
been that there was to be 'a maximum of 4 children in the staff maisonette' i.e. the unit. Numbers in the
unit began to rise at the end of May when there were five residents. By 6 June there were six. June 1985
was a difficult month in 245 Hartshill Road. John Aston spelt out 'that if (MJ) was admitted someone
would have to move out', to Riverside. The mother of a girl who was 'on basic Pindown' called to see her
and the log book recorded: 'Mum says she's schocked (sic) at how things are here. tried to explain that all
we are doing is denying privileges so she won't be bad enough to come back.'
6.41 It was also in June 1985 that Wade Rogers refused one boy contact with his mother and broke down
a door behind which another boy was barricading himself. When the boy behind the door was found to be
wearing his own trousers, they were taken from him. Wade Rogers recorded that 'C. said he had nothing
to live for. Both children very upset (was it something I said?)'. The boy whose trousers were taken away
from him ran away again the next day.
6.42 On 8 July 1985 there was a starred entry in the log book which read 'Keep tidy. Official visit in
morning Mr F. Hill'. Before that note the log book recorded that two girls had been transferred elsewhere
in the building and 'Unit cleaned and locked up'. No record of Fred Hill's visit was produced to the
Inquiry. On 24 July a statutory visit was paid by P. A. Wall, another senior assistant from headquarters.
Under the heading of control his report was 'satisfactory' and in general comment he described 245
Hartshill Road as a 'hive of activity with this establishment playing a big part in the Family Centre concept
for the Newcastle Area'.
6.43 Throughout June and July 1985 there were many days when five or six residents were in the unit
and by August the numbers went up to seven. They remained at five, frequently six and sometimes seven
up till the second week in November when numbers dropped for the rest of the year to three or less.
6.44 On 17 July 1985 the boy P. E. who had been in Pindown for forty-six days earlier in the year was
admitted again. The following day Peter Nicol-Harper recorded that 'P. E. wanted sheets and his dressing
gown. I refused'. Two days later on 17 June John Aston wrote in the log book about P. E 'well (sic) can be
said about this little runt has been said. He has done exactly as he has been told. Willing to complete
anything you set. Either willing or to (sic) scared to say anything'. On 26 July a fourteen year old girl W.
B . was admitted for a 'reception programme' which was described as 'negative programme though not too
heavy'. There was a possibility that the girl might be pregnant. She was also asthmatic. Damian Doherty
recorded that: 'she . . . claims to have asthma, cannot get her breath, need to clarify if she does suffer or if
it is attention seeking. Excuses to come out of her room'. The log book records later the same day that W.
B. was 'too upset' to eat. 'The young girl broke her heart this evening and later asked about how long she
would be in here for.' The following day Damian Doherty recorded about W. B. 'asthmatic again today
after having to write about the problems with her family — poss. (ibly) stress related.' Being asthmatic she
found it difficult to get to sleep. On 30 June, another member of staff recorded that 'she finally got off to
sleep. Around 10-30 she was transferred across the other side because there was a possibility of (a boy)
being admitted'.
6.45 D G. was brought in on 31 July 1985 by Graham Toplass who 'had to carry him to the car whilst he
was screaming and . . . causing all the neighbours curtains to open. . . . He finally cried himself to sleep
around 11-30 p.m. A fifteen year old girl was admitted on 10 August and Jane Walton recorded in the log
book 'N. Q. . . . to have the "fear of God" put into her. No conversation with her at all — from us or kids'.
Regarding the boy P. E. on 7 August 1985 his "programme" refers to "punishment measures" (emphasis
added) . . no TV — remain in bed . . . not to be allowed to look through window or talk to anyone'.
6.46 D. G., who was frequently in Pindown from the age of just eleven years old, was 'very upset' on 12
August and doing 'a good deal of weeping and sobbing'. Over the next few days the following entries were
recorded about him:
— 'he has drove (sic) me mad. . . . At 1-45 I lost my temper, he doesn't know how close to death he
came. I don't think he likes me any more he won't answer or talk to me HA HA HA HA I will have to do it
more often.'
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—'HE NEEDS PINNING DOWN AGAIN' (emphasis added).
—'The same as always driving me mad. . . . If he plays is (sic) cards right I will swing for him never mind
picking on him '
6.47 At the end of August and in early September 1985 'everybody off to Duke's Lodge' was a frequent
entry.
6.48 A fifteen year old girl, S. V., who spent many weeks in Pindown at various times and who had been
described as an intelligent girl who saw little to look forward to in life, was described by Graham Toplass
as 'a pain . . . she needs something that we cannot give her here, like the biggest shock of her life'. The
next day she cut her wrist: 'Blood everywhere, soon setteled (sic) down when I told her it didn't bother me
what she did to herself. As (sic) been a pleauser (sic) to be with this afternoon.' The same day the general
situation in the unit could be seen through the entry Damian Doherty made before going off duty: 'I'm
glad to finish today — something must be done about the ratios (of staff) + numbers + people in this unit
. . . its getting increasingly difficult to contain everybody here — What a bloody night!'
6.49 The staffing problem was also referred to in an entry. by Damian. Doherty on 30 September 1985:
`this place contains too many kids who are becoming more disruptive, rebellious, annoying, disturbed by
the day. I had my worst night on duty ever. A time bomb is all this place is becomming (sic). All I seem to do is
contain to (sic) many kids, in poor ratio, in a small space! Narrowly avoided a full scale rebellion last night.'
(emphasis added). The evidence in the log books sometimes indicated that staff were carrying out night
sleeping in duty alone.
6.50 In October 1985 John Aston asked for 'programmes to be written out is a must! Lots of confusion
around the place'. A girl L. C. was coming in for 'solitary' to do 'lots of very boring school work . . to
remain isolated till she goes home at 9 p.m.' D. G. was brought back to Pindown 'screaming' again,
having tried to dive out of a window to escape. He was put back on 'full Pindown' and work at Duke's
Lodge in between. Damian Doherty stated in the log book concerning a thirteen year old girl, C. A.,
Tindown is doing her no good . . . I feel that it further upsets a deeply disturbed young lady and also
confuses staff roles with her'. This girl, coming in for Pindown during the day only, graduated to
residential Pindown. In the log book Jane Walton wrote: 'Be nasty to her'.
6.51 Duke's Lodge was being used a great deal. Asocial worker complained to Peter Nicol-Harper that
a boy for whom he was responsible was working too late at night at Duke's Lodge to get to college on time
the next morning. The same evening that this was recorded Tony Latham telephoned The Birches to say
the boy would not be back from Duke's Lodge till after 11-30 p.m. The programme for another boy,
during October 1985, read: `Pindown — no — contact — schooling in his room or Duke's Lodge if Tony
requires him' (emphasis added). By November this boy was working at Duke's Lodge three evenings a
week (`evening care') and all day Sunday (`day care') in spite of still being a schoolboy.
6.52 During the last few weeks of the year one child was prevented from going on a visit home as a
punishment, and also had to go to Duke's Lodge though very unwilling to do so. Another child was
referred to a psychiatrist, but she and another girl both took overdoses on the same day before there had
been time for her appointment. Because of insufficient staffing someone on the staff had to be fetched
from their home to stand in with one girl while the other was taken to hospital. The second one went later.
6.53 At The Birches Peter Nicol-Harper who had worked there since 1983 and was later to return as
team leader, left in September 1985 to undertake professional social work training. Jaime Rodriguez who
in 1984 had been seconded for training returned, not to The Birches but to the area office. Numbers of
children at The Birches had been falling during 1985 and there were no entries in the measures of control
record when statutory visits were made on 30 September and 22 November 1985. On 20 December 1985
Mr D. Layton, a principal assistant, reported that 'the general appearance both internally and externally
has changed out of all recognition. . . . The policies followed by the Family Centre have resulted in a
considerable reduction in the large number of difficult to place children which the centre was left with
when it opened under its present function'.
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6.54 No reports of statutory visits to 245 Hartshill Road between 18 June and 31 October 1985 were
produced to the Inquiry. The visitor on 31 October, D. J. Livingstone reported under 'Control' — 'Nil'
absconders since the previous official visit and `several entries of loss of privileges and recreation in line
with Community Homes Regulations'. During the period between June and October 1985 there were 633
entries and even between the end of September and the end of October, there were 154 entries. D. J.
Livingstone signed the book recording these entries on 31 October, the last entry for October. On 15
November I. D. Cunnett also paid a statutory visit and under `Control' recorded 'no attempted
absconding since last statutory visit'. During the interval between D. J. Livingstone's visit and I. D.
Cunnett's one boy had in fact absconded. I. D. Cunnett also recorded `numerous' additional measures of
control, `but all appear within guidelines'. The measures of control book had not been signed. The final
statutory visit during 1985 was made by A. J. Brookes on 17 December. He recorded 'none' in relation to
abscondings since the last visit.
6.55 Also on the 17 December 1985 Jane Walton made an entry on a young boy, J. V., who was coming
into Pindown daily because he was a problem at school. He was nine years old. She wrote: `No problem.
Did exactly what he was asked. Stayed in his room only coming out when given permission. However he
was smiling on his way out to go home, so I had words with him and threatened to make him stay and do
more jobs. He went home crying. Damian gave him a rollicking earlier on, and set him tasks. Consistent,
firm, negative approach maintained'. Another day, this little boy was set to clean windows and polish
woodwork. He was 'caught . . . playing with the spray . . . few choice words. Set him on writing the
alphabet which he couldn't wrote (sic) it out. He can recite up to 'f' with difficulty'. Jane Walton took him
home and was concerned that his mother did not put him to bed at once. She was warned `to make it
quick'. Following this, on another day, he managed to recite to `k' but whilst cleaning the bathroom and
dishes he was smiling again so Jane Walton gave him `a few words about Santa forgets to call in the
Pindown room. Look worried. Taken home. Mum sharp with him i.e. supper/bed soon'.
6.56 During 1985, 22 children were subject to Pindown in 245 Hartshill Road. Some had been in
Pindown in previous years and some returned subsequently. The figures below relate to 1985 only.
— The shortest single episode spent in Pindown was 1 day.
— The longest continuous episode was 84 days.
The total time spent by each of the 22 children in Pindown at 245 Hartshill Road was:
Length of time in Pindown
2 days
3 days
6 days
7 days
8 days
9 days
10 days
11 days
21 days
23 days
41 days
44 days
48 days
101 days
108 days
117 days

Number of children
3
2
1
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Number of episodes
1 each
1 each
2 episodes
1 each
1 each
2 episodes
1 episode
1 each
2 episodes
1 episode
4 episodes
1 episode
1 episode
2 episodes
3 episodes
6 episodes

(c) County Council Financial Policies
6.57 The Finance and Development Sub Committee in Staffordshire met on 18 May 1984 to consider a
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report on the county council's financial position for 1985/86 disclosing the 'serious situation which would
develop in that year unless special efforts were made to curtail expenditure'.
6.58 In preparing 1985/86 revenue estimates spending committees were to be asked to
—(a) make substantial reductions in their base budgets; and
—(b) limit the amount requested for development growth.
6.59 At the social services committee meeting on 10 January 1985, the director of social services and the
county treasurer presented a joint report concerning base budget reductions and limitation of new
developments.
6.60 Over the whole social services department in 1985186 there was growth of £1.2 million, savings of
£600,000 and net growth therefore of £600,000.
(d) Social Services Re-Organisation
6.61 Paul Hudson, director of social services, took early retirement in February 1985 and Barry O'Neill,
his deputy, was appointed as director,
6.62 A major re-organisation within the social services department coincided with this change. There
was no tradition of consultation with staff regarding re-organisations and very little, if any, took place in
1985.
6.63 At headquarters Peter Crockett, who as assistant director from 1982 had combined the work of
three assistant directors pre-1982, became deputy director. John Spurr, who in 1982 had become senior
assistant director, remained in that post until 1986. Responsibility for individual client groups which in
1982 had been unified under Peter Crockett, in 1985 was divided again into disability services, services for
the elderly, and children and family services, each under -an assistant director. This specialisation
corresponded with similar divisions into specialist groups outside headquarters. The direction of
residential services, with the exception of family centres, remained at headquarters in the specialist
groupings. Responsibility for family centres remained at principal area officer level. The assistant
director for children and family services was Audrey Williams. Assistant directors had senior assistants
responsible to them. One of these posts was filled by Fred Hill in the children and families group.
6.64 At area level principal area officers had three area officers corresponding to the client group
divisions at headquarters, and each of these specialist area officers was responsible for groups of social
workers comprising a senior social worker and field social workers. There was also a juvenile justice
co-ordinator responsible for a team of juvenile justice social workers.
6.65 The area officer posts which from 1983 had been based on family centres were removed from the
departmental structure. The area officers for children and families who took their place continued to have
responsibility for the family centres and other children's residential care units, but were based at area
offices and held the wider responsibilities described above. Elizabeth Brennan continued to be the
principal area officer for the Newcastle-under-Lyme area. Tony Latham, formerly area officer (family
centre) became area officer (children and families). Philip Price remained, until he went away for social
work training, as team leader in the family centre.
6.66 The way in which the department was being re-organised resulted in what was described in the
notes of a meeting of assistant directors, principal area officers and senior assistants on 25 February 1985
as a 'wide overlap between the problems of individuals and the pattern of care established within an
establishment which function was the function of central office staff'. This overlap was the subject of
considerable discussion and potential difficulty. Central office remained responsible for appointments of
staff, emergency cover and the emergency duty team. Areas were responsible for social work with clients,
but expected to offer 'interest and associated involvement' in residential establishments, and similarly in
the appointment of staff by participating in interviews.
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6.67 Training matters were to remain the responsibility of the senior assistant director in liaison with the
training officer. Area officers were to consult with the senior assistant director who would initiate agreed
courses.
6.68 Riverside (a community home with education) had had some further reduction in numbers of beds
from 75 to 50. It had also been intended to open two small secure units within it. In 1985, at the 19
February meeting of the Social Services General Sub-Committee, it was decided not to do this because of
lack of funding to bring them up to the standards required by the Secretary of State for approval. Two of
the posts which had been allocated for the secure units 'as a consequence of the re-organisation of the
department' were to be used to establish 'posts of Rehabilitation Co-Ordinator to develop services for
children moving back into the community from Riverside or other residential homes'.
6.69 The semi-staffed residential units in Stoke-on-Trent and Newcastle-under-Lyme were reviewed
for the Social Services General Sub-Committee on 29 April 1985. A number of changes were made in the
use of units no longer needed for young people and further possible changes were recorded for review at a
later date.
(e) The Career of Tony Latham
6.70 During 1984 further re-organisation of child care services was planned and eventually
implemented on 1 April 1985. Area officers (family centres) were to cease to be based on the family
centres and instead to be based in the area offices taking on at the same time increased and more widely
based responsibilities. Their title was to be area officer (children and families). Tony Latham had
received a letter from the director of social services on 16 November 1984, offering him the new area
officer's post for the Newcastle-under-Lyme area. If he accepted the post his new duties were 'to
participate in the management of the department's activities in that . . area . . to take a particular
responsibility for the service to families and children . . . (to) be a member of the principal area officer's
management group and . . . to establish a management group involving officers in charge of residential
and day care establishments and senior field work staff in your special field of activity'. He was also to be
involved in conjunction with the principal assistant responsible for health service contacts in social
services central office, in liaising with health authorities in the Newcastle area in relation to family and
children's services. In due course Tony Latham accepted the post which took effect from 1 April 1985.
6.71 The responsibilities of Tony Latham's new post were much wider than his previous one, and
involved areas of work in which he had no experience. It required not only the full-time commitment
expected in a full-time post but until new experience had been gained to match new demands, it required
extra commitment. At the same time the range of staff expecting leadership and supervision was both
wider and more senior than in his previous post.
6.72 By 1985 Tony Latham's own house, Duke's Lodge, had become 'almost entirely turned over to
projects'. He described what took place: 'the vehicles were largely kept there and repairs carried out
there . . . various equipment was moved (there). . . When the Longton Volunteer Centre closed, the
people working there — The Clerical Group and The Task Force were divided between Duke's Lodge and
Hartshill Road. There was a big increase in the YTS operation in 1984, 1985 and 1986.' His 'front room'
was used for daytime meetings, an upstairs bedroom was occupied by a team of five people running YTS
schemes who came in at 7.30 a.m. Another bedroom was used for papers and filing cabinets. Downstairs
there were five desks, and training sessions for YTS and The Community Programme took place, and the
kitchen was a 'free for all'. A portacabin and a mobile caravan were in the garden. Tony Latham worked
very long hours and he carried out his 'voluntary' work at home, both before and after his paid
employment for Staffordshire.
6.73 During 1985 Tony Latham increasingly involved children and young people from 245 Hartshill
Road with Duke's Lodge. Log book entries record this on many occasions. It is also clear from some of
the entries that boys and girls were working to a significant extent though the terms 'day care' and
`evening care' were used. Some received payment; some received small sums of pocket money; some
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received no money. It is also clear from log book entries that there were occasions, particularly at
weekends, when parties of children went to Duke's Lodge at least in part because the staffing situation at
245 Hartshill Road was not viable for them to stay there. The hours they were there, some of them
undoubtedly for work, were a minimum of three hours in the evenings and six hours on Saturdays and
Sundays, sometimes longer.
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Chapter• 7: 1986
(a) National Events
7.1 Accompanying the Secure Accommodation (No. 2) (Amendment) Regulations 1986 was a
publication, 'Secure Accommodation for Children and Young Persons — Guidance for Local Authorities'
— Department of Health and Social Services Inspectorate 1986: CI(86)8.
7.2 Although focussed on practice in relation to the use of secure accommodation, the contents of the
Guidance for Local Authorities contained much that was directly relevant to the care of children and
young people in Pindown in Staffordshire.
7.3 Within the physical security of an approved secure unit for example the document made clear the
importance of the following: an adequate quality of life; the damaging effects of isolation; and the
developmental needs of children for companionship of other children, for education, recreation, choice
in their environment as far as possible, personal possessions and interesting food attractively presented.
7.4 It was also stressed that active intervention in terms of counselling should be available so that the
child is 'helped to make sense of his experience'. Other important issues discussed were the quality of
social work practice in assessments and decision making; joint decisions between field and residential
staff adequately monitored by senior specialist staff; the need for practice to be child focussed avoiding a
rigid, punitive and impersonal approach; the importance of understanding that a child's view of his
behaviour may be very different from an adult view, combined with 'adequate knowledge of human
growth and development' and 'normal' behaviour.
7.5 In relation to emotional needs the guidance drew attention to 'the sense of loss, isolation and
powerlessness which accompanies placement in a secure unit' . . which combined with 'pre-existing
emotional difficulties and the feelings engendered by being closely confined may lead to an overwhelming
sense of despair and a lack of trust in others'.
7.6 The NHS Health Advisory Service also published a report in 1986 on services for disturbed adolescents.
['Bridges over Troubled Waters' — March 1986] The group responsible for the report represented health,
education and social services. They consulted widely, took evidence from many organisations and individuals
and visited centres of various kinds in England, Scotland and Wales. Amongst the many issues relevant to the
care of adolescents which they discussed, three in particular were relevant to the subject of the Inquiry. They
were punishment and control, complaints procedures and information. In Paragraph 5.21 in relation to
punishment and control they argued that in all institutional settings for children and young people there
should be a general prohibition on 'inhuman and degrading treatment' as well as specific prohibitions on such
`inappropriate sanctions' as physical punishment, deprivation of food and drink, limitations on access to
parents, relatives and friends, imposition of particular dress codes or uniforms, the use of drugs as a restraint,
physical restraints or seclusion'.
7.7 The report argued also in Paragraph 5 in relation to complaints procedures and information that in
all institutional settings for children and young people there should be 'well publicised complaints
procedures, containing an independent element'; and that all young people should be given 'a handbook
setting out clearly their rights, any specific rules of the institution, and how they should set about making a
complaint'.
(b) Staffordshire and its Social Services
7.8 The first entry in the measures of control book for 245 Hartshill Road was on 14 January 1986 when
two fifteen year old boys were admitted to the unit.
7.9 On 16 January when a statutory visit was paid to The Birches there were only seven children
resident.
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7.10 Organisational problems were continuing at 245 Hartshill Road, and there were log book entries,
as in previous years, calling attention to shortages of many staple commodities.
7.11 Early in January there was the first mention of provision of a home tutor, for a boy, P. E., in
constant difficulties in relation to education. She gave him a calendar for his room. A staff member wrote
`he's so pleased. It's sad that he can be so chuffed over such a little thing, poor kid'. The same boy was
reluctant to go to Tony Latham's home, Duke's Lodge, to work so he locked himself behind the doors to
the boiler room. When he refused to open the doors they were kicked in by one of the residential staff,
and he then had to go to Duke's Lodge. The log book recorded 'HE HAD NO CHOICE!' His
programme stated 'To go to Duke's Lodge as and when required.' In addition he was put on 'a heavy
chores programme' to 'continue indefinitly (sic)' until Glynis Mellors decided otherwise.
7.12 Although Glynis Mellors was taking a major role in relation to some children at this time, she was
asked by Elizabeth Brennan to move to Duke's Lodge in January 1986. The North Staffordshire
Voluntary Project which oversaw the running of nineteen voluntary projects set up by Tony Latham
needed work to be done on its accounts and organisation. From January 1986 for most of the year Glynis
Mellors was less involved in Pindown, but she continued to do residential work at The Birches for several
months and her name or signature appeared on various programmes for children at 245 Hartshill Road.
7.13 In February 1986 more than two years after the 'special unit' started, a cook was appointed at 245
Hartshill Road and daily deliveries of milk and bread were at last arranged.
7.14 John Spurr reported to the director of social services on 27 February 1986 following a statutory visit
to The Birches. At that time there were nine children accommodated, four adolescents in the main
building and five younger children in the former staff house. He wrote that: 'the splitting up of the age
groups (has) given the staff an opportunity to work more positively with the separate groups of children.'
7.15 By contrast the wear and tear on 245 Hartshill Road was considerable and in March 1986 a homes
adviser had spent 'Christmas shopping money' to replace seating in the TV lounge, to buy some bedroom
furniture and extra laundry equipment. Commenting on her report Fred Hill, senior assistant, wrote that
`this building continues to take quite a hammering because of the extensive use . . . despite the total lack
of domestic hours conditions appear to have improved.'
7.16 The same month, on 20 March 1986, Brendan Sullivan, assistant director (finance) paid a statutory
visit to 245 Hartshill Road. Since his last visit redecoration work had been carried out and it was 'not the
slum it was this time last year'. He thought that the home gave a favourable impression in terms of level of
activity and the use to which it was being put.
7.17 Brendan Sullivan commented particularly on two aspects of the residents at the home though he
said he 'did not enquire other than with superficial comments as to what was going on'. The first aspect
was 'the use of what was described as a `pindown' unit. Essentially this was one room in which one child was
kept isolated (but the room was not locked) from the rest of the establishment to give him time 'to consider'.
When I called the one boy in this room was working quite happily it appeared on homework. A member
of staff is stationed in the office adjacent to this room and can keep an eye on any visits to the boy or his
movements out of the room' (emphasis added).
7.18 The other aspect on which he commented was 'a mother and baby (who) were resident at the
Home'. At the time the mother was out at work and the baby was being minded by a volunteer. Brendan
Sullivan commented that 'I am not clear about the exact status'. His overall impression of the home was
`favourable' though 'some of the activities did appear to be none-routine!! (sic)' When the report of this
statutory visit reached the District Advisory Sub-Committee there was no mention in it of Tindown'.
Brendan Sullivan had also commented that on measures of control: 'a considerable list of detailed loss of
privileges were recorded'. The report to the District Advisory Sub-Committee stated that 'the control
over the children at the establishment again seems to have improved since my last visit children seem to be
taking more care of their surroundings.'
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7.19 Admissions to the unit at 245 Hartshill Road continued during 1986. In mid February there were
eleven young people in all, some in the unit itself, and others in the rooms on the landing nearby. A boy
whose foster home had broken down was brought in; an eleven year old boy who had been on a form of
daily Pindown, returning home at night, was brought into residence for a 'contemplation retreat . . . in
Pindown room'. Two adolescent girls, one asthmatic and the other with the instruction 'not to be treated
harshly' were admitted in March 1986. The second girl was described by a member of staff only a day
later: 'this place is really cracking her up so I relented and joined the softly, softly approach.'
7.20 In early April 1986 a boy who was almost thirteen was admitted at his own request according to the
record. The log book instructed 'start Pindown . . . no calls, no visits, allowed clothes and shoes, no
school work, to have a few days to think about things.' He had a history of absconding and 'was weepy on
admission . . . obviously re-thinking his ideas of care. MR LATHAM SAYS FIRM PRESSURE.' A
week later he was recorded as 'not enjoying a "negative" approach.' After another week the log book
recorded about this boy 'still shell shocked. I think he will be glad to get home.'
7.21 A thirteen year old boy who had already been in the 245 Hartshill Road unit before was there again
in May 1986. He ran away and was to be put on 'STRICT PIND OWN' when he returned. He telephoned
wanting to know if he could return and what would happen to him if he did. He was told that this was not
known but that it was all right for him to return. The log book entry continued, 'HA HA HA. He returned
5-05 put him in back bedroom. He had a temper tantrum throwing things about (soon put a stop to that)
Dose (sic) not know what he's done wrong. IS HE THICK?' The same day two hours or so later the log
book recorded, 'asked for a drink — but sleeping brats don't need drinks — (therefore) guess the reply?'
7.22 In early June 1986 the same boy was in Pindown again 'until further notice'. His Sundays were
spent at Duke's Lodge. In July he was still at 245 Hartshill Road and one of the staff recorded that 'he is at
times very trying. If he was a horse we would have shot him by now.'
7.23 The fourth Pindown document, a copy of which appears in Appendix F as number 4, originated
some time after July 1986 as part of a report entitled 'Intermediate Treatment in Newcastle, Staffordshire
— Evaluation Report'. The report covered the period from August 1983 to July 1986 and was written by
Glynis Mellors (then Bonnici), intermediate treatment manager. She told the Inquiry in evidence that she
was asked by Tony Latham to prepare the report for Elizabeth Brennan. 'I wrote it and then it would go
for approval to Tony Latham.' She did not remember whether he had amended it but she agreed she had
approved of the final version.
7.24 Tony Latham, in evidence, said that the report was written if I remember rightly, because we were
at a point where we were .
fighting for resources in the Newcastle area . . it was a . . . document
which was used to try and increase that resource provision, . . . it was designed to give Liz a full picture of
the overall intermediate treatment resources, and that means how we were using Glynis as well . . part
of Glynis's role . . . was in the Pindown type of regime.' He agreed that he had approved the document.
7.25 A section of the main report was headed 'Intermediate Treatment — Preventative and
Rehabilitation Work'. It first relates intermediate treatment to the re-organisation of the child care
system in Staffordshire and to 'the ethos behind the Family Centre concept'. Arguing that in the past
aspects of the child care service had been looked at 'in too much isolation' the document goes on to
explain that a 'decision was made to treat both cause and effect simultaneously, not only from within the
Community but also from within the residential setting'. It asserted that 'each child had similar problems
giving rise to similar effects but the causes were identified as being different'.
7.26 It explained that complex individual programmes and contracts were drawn up 'to re-introduce
both child and family into an acceptable environment from which both could operate effectively'. To do
this the programmes had to be removed to a setting `equiped (sic) and designed to cater towards a resolve,
as opposed to operating from a general base where specialist work was impotent'. The reasons why
specialist work was 'impotent' in a general base were held to be:
(a) lack of uniformity of approach;
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(b) demands and interruptions of other children's needs;
(c) adverse effect of more difficult children on others.
7.27 To achieve the objective outlined above 'a unit was set up detached from the main part of the
residential building based at 245 Hartshill Road'. Initially it was referred to as 'the special unit'. At the
time when Document 4 was written it was known as the 'Intensive Training Unit'. The instruction in Peter
Crockett's letter to Elizabeth Brennan of 22 November 1984 that the terms 'special' or 'intensive' were to
be discontinued seemed to have been either not known or overlooked.
7.28 The unit in 245 Hartshill Road, the report continued, 'soon became recognised as the place where
problematical children were placed. Being totally isolated and self contained it enabled its residents to be
observed, assessed, appraised and programmes developed. Above all, it enabled at times hard line
punishment and reward tactics to be adopted without influence, prejudice or inconsistancy (sic)' (emphasis
added).
7.29 The report claimed that as the 'radical' practice of preventative and rehabilitative work was
acknowledged, demand for it grew. Sometimes a family would be catered for, if interaction between
parent and child needed to be assessed. Sometimes the unit was used as a 'crash pad'. The report stated
that: 'it was and still is a pliant and very important tool to use in many cases'.
7.30 Contracts and programmes for children were 'devised as a result of combined expertise and
experience from the area officer, team leader and intermediate treatment manager'. [Tony Latham,
Philip Price and Glynis Mellors.] The term 'contract' was defined as 'a framework of criteria laid down by
which the individual needs to operate to succeed'.
7.31 The report argued that preventative and rehabilitative work should not be used 'solely at the point
of crisis' but that 'steps should be taken well before this point to enable problems to be nipped in the bud'.
`Contracts and programmes would denote punishment and rewards, immediate courses of action, specific
goals, specific expectations, specific sanctions, time limits and controlled disciplines to be enforced by the
appointed person. This enabled sanctions to be exercised . . (emphasis added).
7.32 An essential element in the work described in the document was that 'care is presented as a totally
negative experience' (emphasis added). It was linked in the argument with 'negative I.T. ' Intermediate
treatment, it argued, offered positive or negative experiences. Positive intermediate treatment was 'all
the "nice" things — holidays, camps, visits to places of interest etc:' Negative intermediate treatment was
`ensuring the participant clearly identifies, comes to terms with and works through his problems and is not
allowed to take the easy way out.'
7.33 Examples were given in the report of 'Intermediate treatment residentials'. One girl admitted to
the Intensive Training Unit had a 'programme . . . structured on what was called a 'heavy pin down', her
only privilege being that of being allowed to attend school'. Another girl was in 'intensive Pindown as a
result of constant absconding from the Birches Family Centre, expelled from school, permissive (sic)
behaviour and theft'.•
7.34 In order to promote understanding of what the author of the report and her colleagues were
offering, the report stated that meetings had taken place with local magistrates, and that not only were
individual children's contracts and programmes drawn up for juvenile courts, but also for the social
services department, the probation service, parents and schools.
7.35 'Weekly reviews with the family and/or the individual appraised and evaluated progress and if
necessary new criteria were introduced.' Many meetings were held in the evenings to enable parents to
participate. Children 'earned' benefits and privileges 'away from the scenario of care' which at times of
dispute at home, it was suggested, could appear to be a 'glamourous (sic) option'. To counteract this, as
stated above, 'care is presented as a totally negative experience'.
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7.36 The programmes were recorded in duplicate note books with a page for each child. A number of
these books were produced to the Inquiry. Programmes from 7 August 1985 —end of December 1986 were
examined. There were 272 programmes, or revisions or confirmations of existing programmes. They had
been produced as follows:
Tony Latham
none
Philip Price
34
Glynis Mellors
17
John Aston
52
Louise Doherty
18
Damian Doherty
8
Jane Walton
3
Janet Daniels
1
Jean Scott
1
Unsigned
138
Total
272
7.37 A number of the unsigned programmes included decisions to put, a child in 'basic pindown' which
involved isolation, and on occasions substitution of night clothes or PE shorts for the child's own clothes.
An example of an unsigned programme was one on 11 February 1986: 'A very negative experience of care
required for D.
1. Rise at 7 a.m. Bath
Bed at 7-30 p.m. after a bath
2. No contact with other residents
3. No privileges
4. No smoking
5. No phone calls
6. Not allowed out of room
7. To knock on his door if requires staff attention
8. Will not go out to school for the rest of the week possibly.'
For the same boy on 3 March another unsigned programme states 'Total pin down procedure. Not
allowed out of room even to complete any chores. A hard lesson is required for this young man.' Another
unsigned example dated 25 September 1986 states
`Basic programme
Bedtime 7 p.m.
Rise 7 a.m.
Bath — morning, night
No other contact with other residents
All meals to be taken in room
No visitors
No phone calls.'
7.38 The document gave examples of reports to juvenile courts on children who had been involved in
the programmes and contracts. One of these related to a boy who had been in 245 Hartshill Road in 1984.
The magistrates were told that 'at the beginning of the programme T. was schooled in our Education
Department' (emphasis added). At the time this boy was at 245 Hartshill Road, Louise Doherty (then
Ogbourne) was facing the problem of setting up a schoolroom. She told the Inquiry that 'when I started
off it was made clear to me that there was no budget for it at all, and there certainly wasn't. . . . I didn't
have a pen. There were . . . a few textbooks, but they were very antiquated, . . . I had no resources at all.
So it was very, very difficult for me to work'. She said that there was no communication with the education
department concerning the classroom: 'because it (the unit) wasn't recognised'.
7.39 During the summer months of 1986 statutory visitors reported that The Birches remained
under-populated to the benefit of the children who were there. Discussion however, was going on about
the relationship between The Birches and 245 Hartshill Road. Fred Hill visited 245 Hartshill Road on 29
July 1986 and reported that there was still heavy wear and tear at this establishment. Under general
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comments he said 'most of the Family Centre work is still based at Hartshill. Apparently following recent
contact between Mrs Brennan and Mr Spurr, Mr Spurr has agreed to discuss with the Director on his
return from holiday'.
7.40 Eileen Robinson carried out the August statutory visit to 245 Hartshill Road and reported as
follows: 'pending a decision at Central Office this establishment is continuing to operate as the
"headquarters" of the Family Centre, with the staff house at The Birches providing for younger children'.
Some rethinking was going on and she suggested that 'it may be that alternative proposals will emerge
which will involve bringing The Birches back into use for younger children.' A note was written on this
report by John Spurr saying that since Eileen Robinson's visit Elizabeth Brennan had confirmed that The
Birches 'is reinstated as the Family Centre and the former staff house is not at present being used for
residents. There are still some details to settle about some of the uses made of 245 Hartshill Road, but its
primary use has reverted to semi-staffed for older children' (emphasis added). Written in a different hand
and unsigned there is also a note in capital letters saying 'The Birches is the Family Centre.' The reports of
these statutory visits which went to the District Advisory Sub-Committee contained none of this
information. There was also no mention of the 'Intensive Training Unit' in any of the reports.
7.41 In September 1986 Philip Price was seconded to undertake social work training in Wrexham. He
was not then involved with 245 Hartshill Road or The Birches for the next two years. It had been intended
that he should commence his training in 1985 but he believed there was 'too much to be done' at that time
and it was deferred. When he finally went he told the Inquiry he felt he was 'burned out' by the excessive
hours of work which he had done in the preceding three years.
7.42 The statutory visit to 245 Hartshill Road on 30 September 1986 was carried out by M. D. Willis, a
senior assistant, who in noting '18 instances of children losing privileges and suffering minor sanctions'
since the last official visit, pointed out that 'the measures of control book has no column in which to record
the reason'. In this instance the report to the District Advisory Sub-Committee added new comments. It
said 'that a widely used resource is the provision of family meetings to examine the tension of family
dynamics. In conjunction with contractual work, these resources have been key factors in helping to
prevent children from coming into care.' This visitor had also noted that the staff day room was `no more
than a broom cupboard'. This comment did not reach the committee.
7.43 The last statutory visit in 1986 of which a report was produced for the Inquiry was carried out by
Mrs M. Jupp, a senior assistant, on 20 November. She noted under measures of control that since the last
visit sixty measures had been recorded as 'all loss of privileges and entered each day imposed (sic).' Only
five of the statutory visitors during 1986 signed the measures of control book. The signatures were in
April, May, August, September and November.
7.44 Glynis Mellors had been moved to work at Duke's Lodge in January 1986. In her written statement
to the Inquiry she indicated that she knew Duke's Lodge through her job as intermediate treatment
manager. By 1986, she said that it had 'turned into a dilapidated area. A variety of equipment was stored
there, YTS trainees, Community Programme trainees and volunteers were accommodated . . . Social
workers would borrow minibuses to transport kids every day of the week . . . the phone never stopped
ringing.' She often worked there at weekends as well as long hours during the week. She said that she got
very frustrated at the conditions of work ' . . . I had to go through pools of mud to get to my office and
frequently had chickens flying at me'. She wrote to Elizabeth Brennan on 31st October 1986 and in
consequence was moved back to The Birches, initially for six months.
7.45 Glynis Mellors was upset by the way in which her request was considered. She felt that it was seen
as an opportunity to reduce costs whereas she herself had put in 'literally hundreds of hours of overtime
with no thanks or recognition'. She believed that the social services department was happy to benefit from
the additional resources which she and Tony Latham were making available, but 'were not prepared to
make more than a token gesture to fund those resources'.
7.46 Glynis Mellors moved back to The Birches on 10 November 1986 where she continued to run the
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YTS scheme and also the accounts of all the nineteen companies within the North Staffordshire
Voluntary Project. She remained at The Birches until she moved back to Duke's Lodge in May 1987.
7.47 During October 1986 the log book at 245 Hartshill Road was used as a means of proposing the
conversion of a sleeping in room into an office for the staff. Jaime Rodriguez, who by this time had
returned to residential work again, promised to take the idea to Tony Latham.
7.48 The Birches still had a very small group in residence, but 245 Hartshill Road was so full that
residents were subjected to more than usual bed moving, room changing and consequent lack of security.
A member of staff wrote about one boy, 'this poor lad does not know if he is coming or going. We will
have to find him a bedroom. The times I had to disturb him during the night because he is sleeping on the
landing floor is past a joke.' The next day another member of staff was also moved by his plight: 'very fed
up with the isolation bit and very down about sleeping in the corridor'.
7.49 John Aston, on 1 November 1986, referred in the log book to the arrival of a new boy on 2
November. It was not clear at that point whether he would be residential or coming in by the day. His
future activity, however, was already decided. It was reported that Tony Latham required him 'to wash,
scrub clean 1000 plant pots. To be done in middle laundry. . . . D. can go home when they are all done
perfect. Restocked in the hail ready for collection.' In the middle of this log book entry the following
sentence appeared 'If he (D.) doesn't come in then T. to do them'.
7.50 Two more boys came in during the next few days and by 7 November the log book contained a
complaint about high numbers and the need for more support. The following day, a Saturday, the
member of staff telephoned Tony Latham `to see if he could send some work to keep T. and D. fully
occupied. He suggested boxes of nuts, bolts and screws to be brought up from The Birches to be sorted
out into appropriate piles.' The same day the log book also recorded that a boy C. had not gone to Duke's
Lodge because 'Tony does not need him' (emphasis added).
7.51 On 11 November 1986 a boy who was in Pindown on a number of occasions was in again: 'here for
tea and punishment. To eat in front pindown — no contact with any other lads. Dirtiest, messiestjobs, he is
not to stop until 7-30 p.m. (except for tea)' (emphasis added).
7.52 Early in December 1986 two teenage girls were admitted to Pindown. A member of staff recorded
about one of them, 'this young lady came in on her high horse she soon climbed down when she found out
what was in store for her'.
7.53 During 1986, 27 children were subject to Pindown in 245 Hartshill Road.
— The shortest episode was 1 day.
— The longest continuous episode was 37 days.
The total time spent in Pindown in 1986 at 245 Hartshill Road by each of the 27 children was:
Length of time in Pindown
1 day
2 days
3 days
4 days
5 days
6 days
7 days
8 days
9 days
10 days
11 days
12 days

No. of children
1
2
1
1
1
3
1
2
1
2
1
2

No. of episodes
1 episode
1 each
1 episode
1 episode
1 episode
1 each
2 episodes
2 each
2 episodes
2 each
1 episode
1 each
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Length of time in Pindown

No. of children

16 days

3

18 days
20 days
21 days
35 days
37 days

1
1
1
1
2

No. of episodes

{

1 child — 1 episode
2 children — 2 episodes each
1 episode
1 episode
1 episode
2 episodes
1 each

(c) County Council Financial Policies
7.54 The director of social services and the county treasurer again presented a joint report to the Social
Services General Sub-Committee on 29 November 1986/7. The county council Policy and Resources
Committee had set financial guidelines for spending committees. Over the whole social services
department in 1986/87 there was growth of £1.2 million, savings of £800,000 and net growth therefore of
£400,000.
7.55 In the development proposals put to the committee the only item specifically relating to child care
was the appointment of clerical staff in relation to a child abuse review. In the 1986/87 estimates,
compared with 1985/86, field social work showed some increase; family centres, long stay community
homes and semi-staffed units showed either no increase or a slightly lower figure than the previous year;
and intermediate treatment showed a very small increase. Boarding out expenditure remained almost the
same as the previous year and preventive and support services were identical.
7.56 The savings which had to be made were eventually achieved 'for the most part by transferring
responsibility for the payment of individuals in private and voluntary residential homes from the county
council to the DHSS.' A witness told the Inquiry that it was fortunate that this opportunity was available;
otherwise the situation would have meant not standing still but making substantial cuts.
(d) Social Services Re-Organisation
7.57 A major departmental re-organisation had taken place in 1985 and no further large scale
re-organisation was currently being planned in 1986.
7.58 Changes likely to affect the rest of the residential child care service were, however, being
considered in relation to Riverside (community home with education). The director of social services
presented a report to the Social Services General Sub-Committee on 24 September 1986.
7.59 Staffordshire had, before 1981, had three community homes with education on the premises,
totalling 186 beds in all. In 1981 two were closed and Riverside was adapted to provide 75 community
home with education places, and a 25 place observation and assessment unit. In 1983 the community
home with education was reduced from 75 to 50 places and observation and assessment increased from 25
to 28 places.
7.60 Since 1983 there had been a steady decline in numbers of residents in the long stay part of
Riverside. During 1986 numbers had fallen as low as 20 and were 27 at the time the report was written. In
the observation and assessment unit, however, there had been continually full occupation and greater
demand than could be met. At the same time, the director reported, 'there are a number of children and
young people who cannot be managed in the family centres, or in the community, and who need a period
of residential care in a structured, controlled setting.'
7.61 Riverside was 'at a crossroads'. It cost almost £1,000,000 a year to run and field social workers
had expressed a preference for its functions to be carried out in small units located in centres of
population.
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7.62 The director, however, felt its extensive facilities would be difficult to replace and was therefore
proposing that it should be retained but operate on a different basis. His proposal was for a 50 place
residential unit for girls and boys 'requiring assessment, care and treatment which the area child care
services may be unable to provide. 'The purpose of the unit will be to give comprehensive assessment,
care and treatment on an individual basis to delinquent anti-social and disordered girls and boys in the
11-17 years of age group who cannot be managed in more open settings.' A decision had been made in
1985 not to open the two secure units formerly planned for Riverside: see Chapter 6. para 6.68.
7.63 The aim of the unit, according to the director, would be 'to achieve stability and progress in the
behaviour of children and young people'. The staff structure for 50 children and young people in such a
unit was to consist of six teachers and twenty-eight residential staff of whom one was on a high salary
grade and would be in charge but sixteen would be on salary scales which were unlikely to attract either
experienced or qualified staff. A relatively small domestic staff and a small office group were to complete
the establishment.
7.64 In recommending this re-organisation of Riverside the director told the committee that it was
intended 'that the proposed changes will provide the foundation for creating a skilled source of help for
difficult young people and their families, which the area social work staff will find positive and
imaginatively responsive, while also producing considerable savings on current costs'. He did not explain
how the observation and assessment demand, 'greater than (Riverside) can meet' would be provided in
conjunction with the kinds of care outlined above, particularly taking into account that the full use made
of the observation and assessment unit was due to the numbers of children and young people remanded by
the juvenile courts.
(e) The Career of Tony Latham
7.65 Tony Latham had worked closely with Peter Crockett, currently deputy director of social services,
when he was a social worker in Longton and Peter Crockett was the principal area officer for
Stoke-on-Trent. During that time Peter Crockett had actively encouraged Tony Latham's promotion of
intermediate treatment and associated activities. When Peter Crockett became assistant director (service
delivery) he continued to take an interest in Tony Latham's work.
7.66 Elizabeth Brennan, principal area officer, was Tony Latham's line manager in Newcastle-underLyme from 1 April 1983 and he was one of her most senior members of staff. Particularly when the
changes were made in the responsibilities of area officers, Elizabeth Brennan and Tony Latham worked
closely together.
7.67 Peter Crockett as assistant director (service delivery) had an overview of what was going on at field
level throughout the department and admired what he saw as Tony Latham's initiative and energy.
Elizabeth Brennan told us that `Mr Crockett was the one who used to suggest to the other area officers
that they should be as enterprising as Mr Latham.' Tony Latham was aware of the differences between his
own situation and others in relation to senior managers. He told the Inquiry that whilst it was unusual for
staff at his level to have access to senior managers, the sort of work he was doing constantly brought him
into touch with them. When, for example, he was asked to develop intermediate treatment all over the
Stoke-on-Trent area he became involved with managers other than his own and he told us that he got
`sucked into the next tier of management', partly because of the 'conflict between areas and divisions, and
not a lot of working together between one area and another.' He added that 'as soon as somebody crosses
that border, which is what my work invariably did . . . then somebody else over and above them used to
have to intervene to sort out my position, which is where I got involved with Peter Crockett.' Later, he
believed that, 'there was always a lot of confusion between John Spurr's role and Peter Crockett's role',
and he was aware that this caused frustration to some senior managers. With reference to tasks he
undertook at the request of senior managers both before and after 1983, he told us that he never received
even a temporary upgrading nor any additional status to handle the people and problems involved.
7.68 Elizabeth Brennan became anxious and critical regarding the conflicts created by the demands on
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Tony Latham. His new area office post had increased his responsibilities considerably and separately he
was personally involved and playing a key role in the decision making in a large network of diverse
activities, projects and businesses. She was aware that he was working extremely long hours. She and
Peter Crockett had a discussion with Tony Latham about this and she expressed the view that his area
responsibilities were suffering as the result of his other enterprises. After the meeting she decided to write
to Peter Crockett. The letter dated 11 July 1986 was marked strictly confidential at the time but it was the
subject of discussion at the time of the Inquiry.
7.69 Elizabeth Brennan's letter stated that she could confirm that Tony Latham had mainly carried out
the work of his various projects in his own time. Because, however, of the very close relationship between
the projects and the work of the family centre he still got directly involved in matters at the family centre
which she 'would not normally expect an area officer to get involved with'.
7.70 Elizabeth Brennan explained to the Inquiry that there had been a direct overlap between the work
of the family centre in Newcastle and Tony Latham's Community Programme Scheme. This was because
staff shortages in the residential units had led her and her colleagues to use people from the Community
Programme Scheme as social services aides who then worked as temporary staff in residential child care.
7.71 She went on to write that although Tony Latham was spending more time managing the area office
child care team than he had been formerly, 'it is still far from satisfactory'. Too much responsibility was
being left to senior social workers particularly in relation to child abuse. It has to be noted that the
proportion of qualified field social workers in Staffordshire even at the time of the Inquiry was very low by
comparison with other local authorities. In 1986 the proportion was even lower in this particularly
demanding area of work.
7.72 Elizabeth Brennan wrote to Peter Crockett 'I an aware that Mr Latham works many more hours
than he should for the department, but a lot of this is of his own making. Because of the hours he works he
gets extremely tired and it is having a serious effect on his health. He is also asking to take more time off in
lieu so that he has more time during the day to do his project work'. She told us that she received no reply
to the letter.
7.73 In strict line management terms John Spurr was Elizabeth ,Brennan's line manager, but Peter
Crockett had been concerned with Tony Latham's enterprises and had wished to be involved in the
discussion which preceded her letter. This was not the only occasion when we observed departmental
lines of communication and accountability being bypassed.
7.74 Elizabeth Brennan's perception that her line management role in relation to Tony Latham was not
as clear as she would have liked, was due to her feeling that his work outside his area responsibilities was
being 'sanctioned at a high level'. This put her in a dilemma as his line manager. She was also not sure that
the full implications of the developments for which he was responsible were clearly understood by those,
whoever they were, who were lending him their support.
7.75 Tony Latham told the Inquiry that during the latter end of 1986 he had been to a meeting with Roy
Hudson (a Deputy Clerk), Brendan Sullivan, assistant director of social services (finance) and Peter
Crockett, deputy director of social services. At that time, acting on advice he had been forming
companies in some of his enterprises. At the meeting those present had discussed 'at some length' what
Tony Latham was doing and the risks which he and other social workers in his position were taking in
acting as members of executive committees or directors of companies, and what protection, if any, might
be offered to them by the local authority. Nothing, in fact, subsequently materialised according to Tony
Latham. He told the Inquiry that 'as everything was up and running at the time . . . I just carried on'.
7.76 Some changes began to take place, however, and Longton Volunteer Centre and Longton
Resource Centre Community Programme closed in November and December 1986 respectively.
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Chapter 8: 1987
(a) National Events
8.1 In 1987 Staffordshire was one of six local authorities invited to participate in an inspection of family
centres by the Social Services Inspectorate.
8.2 The previous year a national survey of family centres had been carried out prior to the selection of a
sample of centres for more detailed study. The inspections in 1987 were concerned with the use of family
centres run primarily as an alternative to the more traditional means by which local authority social
services departments have provided services.
8.3 The 1986 survey had identified eight categories of family centres which were divided into residential
and non-residential ones. There were two residential categories: converted children's homes and 'special'
residential family centres.
8.4 Because the House of Commons Social Services Committee in its second report on children in care
in 1984 had been concerned, as noted before in Chapter 4, paragraph 4.4, that family centres based on
`re-cycled children's homes' might become 'an unhappy mish-mash of family centre, playschool, crisis
intervention centre and residential home' the Inspectorate decided to concentrate exclusively in its 1987
inspection on residential family centres based in converted children's homes. Staffordshire County
Council, having been invited to participate, chose The Alders at Tamworth and The Birches at
Newcastle-under-Lyme to be inspected. The report of the various inspections was eventually published in
1988 entitled 'Family Centres — A Change of Name or a Change of Practice'. Insofar as the inspection of
The Birches is relevant to the Inquiry it is dealt with below in paras. 8.33 and 8.40 to 8.45 and in chapter 12
para. 12.74. The visit to The Alders has no relevance to the Inquiry.
8.5 During 1987 the DHSS published practice guidance to social workers under the title 'Reports to
Courts'. In a section under the heading The Child Away from Home' attention was drawn to the
importance of involving residential child care staff in the preparation of reports.
(b) Staffordshire and its Social Services
8.6 The practice of Pindown was in its fourth year when 1987 began. A 14 year old boy who was already
in the unit on 6 January was described by John Aston as 'very quiet, lonely and bored. Need to find
something that we can occupy him with.'
8.7 A thirteen year old girl was admitted on 19 January 1987 'very upset'. The boy described above, on
29 January 'spent a good deal of time sobbing his heart out . . . grieving. Very co-operative and well
mannered.' The girl who had come in on 19 January was described as 'quiet — still looking shocked at
being here — but well behaved'. The following day one of the regular staff working with these two children
recorded in the log book, 'in my infinite wisdom allowed them a book'.
8.8 A statutory visit was paid to 245 Hartshill Road on 21 January 1987 and the visitor noted that some
of the measures of control used since the last visit were related to non-attendance at school. Although
Elizabeth Brennan had told John Spurr in autumn 1986 that 245 Hartshill Road's 'primary use has
reverted to semi-staffed for older children' the Pindown group continued with school age children as well
as older ones.
8.9 On 10 February 1987 a boy of just fifteen was brought in and then jumped out of the bathroom
window and ran away. Later in the day he was brought back. The log book recorded: 'collected him from
home what a performance that was. He just did not want to come back to Hartshill Road, I wonder why?
L. and I convinced him that it was the only place to be. We put him in the Royal Suite it is the nicest room in
the building. Stoke police have been informed that he's back at the Hotel del Doss The next day pyjamas
had to be borrowed for him and at 8 p.m. he absconded in the pyjamas through the bathroom window
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again. The following day his parents decided to keep him at home.
8.10 Two more boys went into Pindown on 20 February 1987 and a third on 25 February. A statutory
visitor on 26 February 1987 recorded in her report that there had been 58 measures of control used since
the last visit. There was no other comment except that they were 'within guidelines'. The member of staff
on duty when the visitor came recorded in the log book that the 'statutory visitor called short and sweet no
problems.'
8.11 At The Birches the numbers of residents had been rising again and a statutory visitor on 18
February noted that 'recent rise in admissions to Riverside from the area had been necessary because of
lack of vacancies at The Centre.'
8.12 In April 1987 Tony Latham began a period of six weeks' sick leave. Before that he had signed the
measures of control book for several days authorizing loss of privileges and other routine measures of
control. The signature authorizing these measures of control had otherwise been illegible since Philip
Price went for training in autumn 1986. It continued to be illegible until almost the end of 1987 when Peter
Nicol-Harper's signature began to appear regularly.
8.13 In April a fourteen year old boy was admitted to Pindown. The log book described how he felt: 'got
very upset and angry at first he hit the wall and cried . . . he clearly is very confused by life and cannot
seem to see any way out of the trap he feels he's in.' The next day another member of staff recorded that
there were `no problems, such a shame. He is a nice lad. Just needs a family'.
8.14 The statutory visit to 245 Hartshill Road on 24 March 1987 was carried out by Mr I. D. Cunnett, a
senior assistant at headquarters. Under 'Control', additional measures since the previous official visit, the
comment was 'J. T. Planned programme of continuous negative care — under review by Officer-in-Charge
weekly' (emphasis added). The report to the District Advisory Sub-Committee under 'control' said
`appears within guidelines'.
8.15 One of the very young children who experienced Pindown, a ten year old, came in on 7 May 1987.
He was described in the log book: 'he's just a little boy EDT (Emergency Duty Team) delivered him at
12-40 . . still crying at 2-30 a.m.' The next day this child was so distressed another member of staff
recorded that he was trying everything to get out. He had attempted to abscond three times 'then tried to
bite himself to death, made himself sick and finally tried to open his tummy up with his finger nails . . .
when everything failed finally went to sleep at 12-00.' Another member of staff the next day recorded that
he was still trying desperately to get out 'he cannot understand . . . why he can't a) see mum b) watch
television c) go outside and play.'
8.16 During May 1987 Glynis Mellors moved back from The Birches to Duke's Lodge. At central office
Audrey Williams, formerly principal area officer, Stoke-on-Trent, was appointed assistant director.
Philip Owen was appointed to take her place in Stoke.
8.17 At The Birches a 'training flat' had been established and a statutory visitor in April 1987
commented that the group of children living there seemed to be getting younger. The statutory visit on 25
June 1987 was at a time when two children had an illness for which they should have been able to be
isolated in one bedroom but this was not possible. The visitor commented that pre-school children and
teenagers were having to share sleeping accommodation which was not desirable.
8.18 On 1 June 1987 Louise Doherty (then Ogborne) wrote in the log book: 'it would be difficult to give
any reader an adequate idea of the atmosphere here tonight. 245 is ticking away like a time bomb. The
majority of residents, notably (then followed a list of names) are demanding, ignorant, selfish,
thoughtless people. I think I would like to work with animals . . . they're much nicer.' The next day
Graham Toplass drew up a list of 'new rules and punishments' which were discussed with 'all residents'. It
was recorded that after some initial resistance they were accepted 'well'.
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8.19 Early in June 1987 the ten year old boy was again in Pindown, so upset that Graham Toplass wrote,
`I am getting very concerned about this little chap, he's off his food, feeling sick all the time. Dr S.- came
to give him his medical, I asked his opinion, he says it could be nerves.' The child's mother did not come to
his review and he was very upset again and said she had let him down. A member of staff 'reminded him
how many times he had let his mother down and how bad it feels.' Three days later he was discharged to
his home.
8.20 The statutory visitors to 245 Hartshill Road for June and July 1987 called when Jaime Rodriguez
was on duty. The report of 9 June noted under measures of control, 'pages of loss of privilege recorded'.
The one in July noted one absconder and forty-one measures of control since the last visit. The District
Advisory Sub-Committee was told in statutory visit reports for June and August 1987 about the work
being done in intermediate treatment and with family meetings but there was no mention of the many
measures of control or the special unit.
8.21 In July 1987 there was a dysentery infection amongst the children at The Birches. By this time there
were thirteen children most of whom were under thirteen years of age.
8.22 In July 1987 a girl of mixed race was in Pindown at 245 Hartshill Road. A member of staff recorded
in the log book that 'this girl talks as if she requires a 5 STAR HOTEL— requesting food that West Indians
eat e.g. swordfish.' Also in July, a schoolboy, D. G. who was in Pindown on a number of occasions,
`decided not to work at D/L (Duke's Lodge) today'. The log book records 'I have put him in the Back
R. . schooling on the landing'. D. G. remained in Pindown
Pindown room, moved B.
B . . to the front, R
till school on Monday.
8.23 The report of the statutory visit of 25 August 1987 was much fuller than usual. It was critical of
physical conditions in kitchens, bathrooms, and toilets, and maintenance in other parts of the building. It
also commented on matters concerning the children: 'this home deals with a small number (one or two) of
children with behavioural problems who stay for a short assessment period. 2 such children have had
privileges withdrawn — one for 4 days, one for 5 days e.g. no television, confined to premises, no late
nights.' The report continued, 'the aim of this unit is to prepare youngsters who are about to leave care for
independence. Facilities are not ideal for this and the building in general is not in good repair. Its rambling
nature makes supervision with limited staffing rather difficult.' In the report to the District Advisory
Sub-Committee there was no reference to these matters. The general condition of the establishment was
noted: 'Some areas are in need of redecoration and will be dealt with in the current financial year.' Under
the heading of 'Control' , the comment was 'satisfactory'.
8.24 In August 1987 Peter Nicol-Harper, who had been seconded for social work training in 1985
returned to work in The Birches. At 245 Hartshill Road there was another new rule, that residents of the
establishment were not to visit residents of halfway houses (SHAP) a number of whom were likely to be
former residents.
8.25 Peter Nicol-Harper was taking a more senior role after he returned from training and began to
organise reviews and staff meetings. He also sorted out regular fire drills, began to promote staff
development opportunities and discussions about difficult issues such as cannabis smoking. Jaime
Rodriguez was also promoting staff development on racial issues.
8.26 In September 1987 one of the girls at 245 Hartshill Road was being transported on Sundays by John
Aston to Duke's Lodge to work at the snack bar there. On 11 and 12 September two staff matters were
recorded in the log book, Tony Latham's leaving party on 18 September on the occasion of his going to
headquarters to work and the marriage of two staff at The Birches and 245 Hartshill Road, Louise
Ogborne and Damian Doherty.
8.27 From September 1987,245 Hartshill Road and The Birches had, for the time being, lost all three of
the team who had worked together so closely initially in 1983 and later, namely Tony Latham, Philip Price
and Glynis Mellors. Tony Latham had become the Voluntary Projects Co-Ordinator, Philip Price was
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away at a training course and Glynis Mellors was working at Duke's Lodge on accounts and
administration. Jane Taylor succeeded Tony Latham as area officer (children and families). Jaime
Rodriguez, as Team Leader and Peter Nicol-Harper, as acting team leader for a time were working at The
Birches and 245 Hartshill Road. Elizabeth Brennan was able, at this point, to hand over a significant
amount of child care work to Jane Taylor who did not play the same kind of role in relation to the
residential units as Tony Latham had done.
8.28 Statutory visitors to 245 Hartshill Road commented in September 1987 on the staff being
`enthusiastic and caring', and in October on the setting up of 'counselling rooms' and a 'semi-independent
living flat' which needed furnishing. Pindown was continuing and two adolescent girls came in during
September. One was described on 24 September in the log book as having no change of underwear and
`keeps asking for her clothes'. There was also no spare dressing gown. Two days later she was 'not coping
with pindown at all'. The same day she ran away but did not get very far before she was caught and
brought back. The log book recorded: `the place is getting to her. She has no power of discription (sic) i.e.
Discribe (sic) your room at home answer "my room is nice"!'
8.29 The provision of education in the unit had deteriorated and in late September 1987 a child who
needed special education was recorded as 'being schooled' in pyjamas by a Community Project worker.
He had run away from The Birches with two girls. He was taken straight to Pindown after being seen by
Jaime Rodriguez. One of the girls was sent to Riverside. The other remained at The Birches.
8.30 In early October 1987 the log book was again used for trade union communications at The Birches,
this time informing staff that they should not co-operate with the piloting of a new departmental filing
system. There was an announcement in the 245 Hartshill Road log book of a staff meeting at which future
policy in relation to the home was to be discussed. There was no record of what took place.
8.31 On 7 October 1987 a girl who was almost fifteen and who was to spend, in total, one of the highest
number of days in Pindown was recorded as coming voluntarily to 245 Hartshill Road to meet her social
worker 'and admit herself to Pindown'. It was clearly a very important event in her life and she wrote a
story about herself entitled 'Decision Time' in which she as the author described what happened to 'a
small girl' who was herself. It portrays the insecurity of a child in an adult world in which changes happen
which she cannot control but as a result of which 'her heart was broken'. The end of the story was when
after losing 'all she ever lived for', she was 'put into care' and realized a 'choice has to be made — her life
rests on her decision'.
8.32 A parent telephoned on 5 November 1987 asking for his ten year old daughter to be admitted to 245
Hartshill Road. The log book recorded that a member of staff 'informed him we were not an HOTEL and
did not take bookings'. Also in early November Louise Doherty who had previously been employed as a
social services aide was appointed as a social worker. She wrote a message on 3 November
`IMPORTANT — EVERYBODY. Tues 10 Nov. 87. DHSS Inspection takes place. Please ensure:
(1) The building is clean and tidy (Marg. is coming in at 11 a.m. on that day to clean)
(2) All files are tidy and up to date
(3) Filing cabinet is tidy
(4) The office is clutter free and as "professional" looking as possible.
(5) Fire book up to date and easy to read
(6) Measure of control book up to date.'
8.33 At The Birches on 2 or 3 November 1987, it is not clear from the entry which date is correct, a
member of staff had used the log book to alert colleagues to the Social Services Inspection on 10
November. The entry read 'DHSS Inspection. Files need to be tidy and up to date. Building to be clean.'
Someone else had written beside it 'Why?' In fact as contemporary correspondence shows the visits by the
Social Services Inspectors on 10 November were arranged 'simply to have seen' the centres and 'met the
officers in charge before December' when the inspection was to take place. Neither log book at 245
Hartshill Road or The Birches mentioned the visit on 10 November. The two weeks which had been
agreed for the inspection were 7-11 and 14-18 December 1987.
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8.34 In late November 1987 a note was written in the 245 Hartshill Road log book, 'Riverside situation —
No child admitted from Riverside to Hartshill Road without permission from Jaime, Jane (Taylor) or Liz
(Elizabeth Brennan). Children from the Newcastle area who would normally be admitted to Riverside
will be admitted here'.
8.35 During November 1987 The Birches transferred three of their group to 245 Hartshill Road. A child
being given a 'fireman's lift' by a member of staff had her eyebrow gashed and had to have stitches in it in
hospital. One of the older girls attacked another girl at school and was suspended. She later ran away
again and after being picked up was placed at 245 Hartshill Road.
8.36 Mr I. D. Cunnett the statutory visitor to 245 Hartshill Road on 20 November 1987 noted in his
report, though it was not included in the report to the District Advisory Sub-Committee, that 'the same
young person since 10.11.87 (was) confined to house in evenings but as a result of absconding from school
is now confined to bedroom (in pyjamas) at time of visit. Family meeting arranged for 23.11.87.' This
entry appeared under the measures of control heading. The boy concerned appears from the records to
have been one who was in Pindown on a number of occasions. Although the visitor recorded '2 residents
at time of visit' and '2 young people receiving intermittent care' he wrote 'none . . . were seen on this
occasion.'
8.37 Two important entries in relation to records were made in the log book at 245 Hartshill Road on 14
and 15 November 1987. On 14 November Graham Toplass drew Peter Nicol-Harper's attention to the
need to enter admissions and discharges to and from 245 Hartshill Road in the register at 245 Hartshill
Road 'as numbers will (otherwise) be wrong when totalled up.' The next day Peter Nicol-Harper
recorded in the log book, 'Graham — Jaime says it is not necessary to admit Birches kids to Pindown here they should stay on The Birches register.' The Social Services Inspection took place at The Birches
between 11 and 17 December. On 24 December a note was written in the 245 Hartshill Road log book all
in capitals, 'ADMISSIONS TO CARE WILL NOW TAKE PLACE AT 245 UNTIL FURTHER
NOTICE.'
8.38 On 2 December 1987 Peter Nicol-Harper recorded in the log book at 245 Hartshill Road, '5 in
Pindown.' The next day he added that he had 'forgotten to put the saucepan on the doorhandle' in
Pindown. On 9 December Peter Nicol-Harper recorded that a letter had been sent to the families who
were to be involved in family meetings which the Social Services Inspector hoped to observe. At just after
midnight on 11/12 December a teenage girl was brought into Pindown by the police having run away from
The Birches. A member of staff wrote on 13 December that she 'must work her short and curlies off and
not stop till she drops'. A boy was moved into the front Pindown room on 13 December. On 14 December
1987 Peter Nicol-Harper recorded about the teenage girl 'L. wants to wash her clothes is this a privilege
she still has to earn?'
8.39 The Social Services Inspectors had started their visits at The Alders in Tamworth ono uecember
1987. On 11 December they paid their first visit to The Birches to meet all the staff. The same day at 245
Hartshill Road the log book has an entry 'Mike Thomas (a social worker) rang. He will be bringing a boy
on Monday afternoon to show him the pindown. Would you lay it on a bit please.'
8.40 The programme of the Social Services Inspectors' visit which was produced for the Inquiry began
on Monday 14 December. The team leader at The Birches, Jaime Rodriguez had drawn it up after
discussion with Elizabeth Brennan. A general discussion was planned on 'philosophy, staffing, rotas,
procedures etc., child care practices, work loads, case work, shared programmes etc, files.' At 2 p.m. a
`general discussion at 245 Hartshill Road (similar to The Birches)' was arranged. At 4 p.m. there was a
meeting with Jaime Rodriguez and Bob Sharp, manager of the community programme, about transport,
intermediate treatment and day care. At 5 p.m.-7 p.m. the Inspectors were invited to attend and observe
family meetings. These took place at 245 Hartshill Road and the Inspectors, in evidence, said they
attended only one. One of the two families did not want observers to be present.
8.41 On 15 December a boy was admitted to 'basic pindown' with 'a member of the Stoke team' who was
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to spend the night there `to babysit him'. A boy who had already been in Pindown was warned that if he
made any contact with the newcomer 'he would be in trouble'. A teenage girl was described in the log
book: `no problems in her behaviour, but her room smells, I hope she's not up to her tricks again.' She was
a bed wetter.
8.42 The Social Services Inspectors' programme for Tuesday 15 December was 'observation of
establishments' routines' in the morning and at 2 p.m. 'general discussion Supportive Accommodation Visit to Houses'. This was the Supportive Housing Accommodation Project which was formally launched
in 1987. From 5-30 p.m. the Inspectors were to observe the activities of an intermediate treatment group.
The Birches log book recorded on 15 December: 'DHSS —Jim and Ian stayed from 5 p.m.-7-30.' Later on
the same day there was another entry 'DHSS men returned at 10-15 and were impressed by the
QUIETNESS'.
8.43 On Wednesday 16 December 1987 the Inspectors' programme included a visit to Duke's Lodge at
10-30 a.m. and a discussion of 'weekend I.T.' The afternoon was for observation and further discussion
with the family centre team leader if necessary. On Thursday 17 December there was a feedback session
with family centre staff before the inspection ended. No formal record was made of this session.
8.44 Elizabeth Brennan told the Inquiry that although she had met the Inspectors briefly at the
beginning of their visits in the Newcastle area she had left the main organisation and contact to Jaime
Rodriguez.
8.45 The Social Services Inspectors had a meeting with the director of social services following the
inspection. No formal record of this meeting was produced to the Inquiry.
8.46 The inspection by the SSI is further considered in Chapter 12, para. 12.74.
8.47 A final statutory visit for the year 1987 took place at The Birches on 15 December. It was carried
out by Peter Warren who was received by Alf Werner, a social worker. Peter Warren's report recorded
that two children had absconded since the last official visit and '21 recorded measures of control where
youngsters lost privileges'. In fact 20 of these referred to one child. No reference to the measures
appeared in the District Advisory Sub-Committee report. The visitor noted that the outside yard was in a
dangerous condition and that the county council could be liable if there were an accident.
8.48 In December 1987 Jaime Rodriguez who had been temporary team leader at The Birches returned
to the Newcastle area office and Peter Nicol-Harper took on responsibility for The Birches and 245
Hartshill Road. Arrangements for Christmas at The Birches included receiving some of the children at
245 Hartshill Road. There was then a gap in the log book for 245 Hartshill Road between Christmas Eve
24 December and 4 January 1988 when Pindown began again.
8.49 During 1987, 30 children were subject to Pindown in 245 Hartshill Road:
— The shortest episode was one day.
— The longest continuous episode was 25 days.
The total time spent in Pindown in 1987 by each of the 30 children was:

Length of time in Pindown
1 clay
2 days
3 days
4 days
5 days
6 days
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No. of children
1
2
2
1
1
3

No. of episodes
1 episode
1 each
1 each
1 episode
4 episodes
1 each

Length of time in Pindown

No. of children

7 days

4

8 days

3

9 days
10 days
12 days

1
1
3

13 days
14 days
17 days
20 days
24 days
25 days
42 days

2
1
1
1
1
1
1

No. of episodes
3 children — 1 each
1 child — 2 episodes
1 2 childr—en1—ep2iseoadceh
1 episode
1 episode
f 2 children — 1 each
1 child — 2 episodes
2 each
1 episode
1 episode
2 episodes
1 episode
1 episode
6 episodes

(c) County Council Financial Policies
8.50 Over the whole social services department in 1987/88 there was growth of £1.7 million, savings of
£500,000 and net growth therefore of £1.2 million.
8.51 A proposal for the closure of Riverside (a community home with education) was included in the
social services budget in a joint report by the director of social services and the county treasurer. The
estimated saving was £237,600 in 1987/88 and subsequent years.
832 Amongst developments proposed for 1987/88 were additional staff for Tamworth family centre
(£7,730) and additional cooking hours for family centres (£10,260).
8.53 Within the overall budget of the county council the social services budget in 1983/84 had
represented 8.8 per cent. In 1987/88 the social services budget represented 10.15 per cent.
8.54 A comparison of Staffordshire's personal social services net spending per head of the population
with the average for shire counties showed that in 1983/84 in a ranking out of 39, Staffordshire was 35. In
1987/88 Staffordshire was 33.
8.55 A comparison of the proportion of gross social services expenditure spent on child care in
Staffordshire compared with the average for English counties showed the following:

1983/84
1984/85
.1985/86
1986/87
1987/88

Staffordshire

Average

12.3
13.4
12.5
12.4
11.9

16.9
16.1
15.7
15.6
15.6

8.56 In the Audit Commission's county council profile for Staffordshire, its personal social services
expenditure was compared with a 'family' of similar local authorities. These were South Glamorgan,
Cleveland, Humberside, Durham, Gwent, Mid Glamorgan, West Glamorgan, Derbyshire,
Nottinghamshire and Lancashire. Expenditure per head was then shown under the headings of elderly,
children, disability, other clients, field work and administration. Comparisons started in 1984/85. In this
comparison child care expenditure in Staffordshire was as follows:
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1984/85
1985/86
1986/87
1987/88

Staffordshire

`Family' average

£

£

4.6
5.2
5.3
5.5

8.6
8.6
9.3
10.4

Staffordshire as %
of 'family' average

53.5
60.5
57.0
52.9

8.57 A similar comparison made by the Audit Commission for expenditure on administration was as
follows:

1984/85
1985/86
1986/87
1987/88

Staffordshire

'Family' average

£

£

3.4
3.4
3.7
4.4

6.2
6.0
6.9
7.5

Staffordshire as %
of 'family' average
54.8
56.7
53.6
58.7

(d) Social Services Re-Organisation
8.58 Some small re-organisational changes took place in 1987 associated with the work which until then
Tony Latham had developed outside the social services department.
8.59 On 6 February 1987 a confidential report was put to the General Sub-Committee of the Social
Services Committee proposing that an existing post at headquarters should be re-designated to take over,
maintain, develop and co-ordinate the voluntary activities which had been developed by Tony Latham.
These were:
(a) The Community and Social Services YTS Ltd. involving 9 centres and projects and 120 young
people;.
(b) North Staffs Resource CP Ltd. which catered for 60 adult staff wanting to enter community or social
work, some disadvantaged adults and some young people. There were 23 projects involved;
(c) North Staffs Voluntary Projects Ltd. the major function of which was to obtain and manage
resources for the other projects;
(d) Community and Social Services Transport Ltd;
(e) Forest Enterprises Ltd.
8.60 The director's report on 6 February 1987 told the committee that these enterprises, which it was no
longer possible for Tony Latham to combine with his post as area officer (children and families) for the
Newcastle area, would be 'a considerable loss to the county if (they) . . . were to fold because of absence
of direction and leadership.' The new post to be known as Voluntary Bodies Co-Ordinator was required
to enable the activities to continue.
8:61 The director also acknowledged that 'a more co-ordinated approach to the development of links
with voluntary _bodies in the county' was required. Discussions with voluntary bodies in Staffordshire
were taking place which it was hoped would achieve this.
8.62 The post of Voluntary Bodies Co-Ordinator was established and advertised. Tony Latham was
appointed on 1 July 1987.
8.63 On 27 November 1987 the director made a further report to the General Sub-Committee of the
Social Services Committee. He explained that the 30 or so companies and projects currently being
co-ordinated by the Voluntary Bodies Co-Ordinator had been regrouped. Because of the scale of the
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responsibilities they represented, exploratory negotiations were taking place with Manpower Service
Commission officials concerning the possible incorporation of two of them within the social services
department. These two were The Community and Social Services Youth Training Ltd. and the North
Staffs Resource CP Ltd. Anticipated changes in the funding of Community Programme Schemes would
mean that a review of this proposal would be required when these were known.
8.64 There were no further re-organisational changes in the social services department during 1987.
Riverside (a community home with education) was being gradually run down but did not close until 1988.
8.65 An important report entitled The Way Forward' was written in 1987 at the director's request by
Audrey Williams, assistant director. It was discussed at a meeting of the social services committee in the
autumn of 1987. The document is undated but internal evidence indicated that it was post August 1987
and it is understood to have been given to the Social Services Inspectorate as background information for
their visits in December 1987.
8.66 It was a review document which provided a detailed overview of the child care service currently
provided and a number of major conclusions and recommendations pointing to the need for development
`for the next 5/10 years.' It did not affect services during 1987.
(e) The Career of Tony Latham
8.67 By the beginning of 1987 Tony Latham and Elizabeth Brennan, principal area officer, had agreed
that he could not maintain his role of area officer (children and families) in Newcastle combined with the
management of so many different voluntary activities and projects. Tony Latham became ill in April 1987
and was away from work for six weeks. There had been other periods of sick leave leading up to what
Elizabeth Brennan saw as a crisis requiring assessment of the whole situation. She told the Inquiry that
after Tony Latham's protracted period of sick leave in April and May 1987 she decided that he should
begin to wind down the enterprises for which he was responsible outside of the social services department
and told him that he must do so.
8.68 As described previously in paragraphs 8.58 to 8.61 Tony Latham was then appointed Voluntary
Bodies Co-Ordinator on 1 July 1987. In his statement to the Inquiry he indicated that 'at the time I
recognised that I was ideally suited to this job although in some ways I felt that I was manoeuvred into it
. . (it was) more an administrative and policy making job than one involving individual social work skills
and I was quite reluctant to take it.'
8.69 Also during 1987 SHAP (Supportive Housing Accommodation Project) was formally founded,
having been started by Tony Latham and Philip Price in 1984.
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Chapter 9: 1988
(a) National Events
9.1 The Wagner Committee report, 'Residential Care — A Positive Choice', was published by
H.M.S.O. in 1988. The report sought to improve the public's perception of the residential sector. It
stressed in particular the importance of the following matters: residential care being a positive
experience; adequate provision of residential accommodation for children; staff being trained and
qualified; and the availability of well-publicised complaints procedures involving independent advocacy.
Also the report emphasised the importance of guidelines on staffing ratios.
9.2 The importance of a formal and well understood complaints procedure was also indicated during
1988 in a report of the Social Services Inspectorate on Youth Treatment Centres.
9.3 The House of Commons Social Services Committee published in 1988 memoranda placed before it
which laid emphasis on the training of residential staff, on family centres clarifying their goals and on the
need for more careful attention to the education and health of children in care.
9.4 An important Home Office circular, 101/1988 entitled Protection of Children: Disclosure of
Criminal Background of those with access to children' was issued: see also Chapter 16, para. 16.22.
(b) Staffordshire and its Social Services
9.5 In January 1988 Pindown was still in continuous use at 245 Hartshill Road although the staff who
initiated it were elsewhere. As noted in the last chapter Tony Latham had moved into a headquarters post
as Voluntary Bodies Co-Ordinator, Philip Price was away at a social work training course and Glynis
Mellors was carrying out an administrative role at Duke's Lodge. The successors to Tony Latham and
Philip Price were Jane Taylor, as area officer (children and families) and Peter Nicol-Harper, who was
acting team leader at The Birches until Philip Price returned. Many of the child care staff, however, were
the same as those who had been working at 245 Hartshill Road and The Birches in 1987. A small
difference in the overall staffing arrangements was that, in the main, there were two overnight staff on
duty in 245 Hartshill Road during 1988.
9.6 Peter Nicol-Harper had had a long association with The Birches, first as a social worker there from 1
April 1983 to Autumn 1985 and then on hiS return from social work training in autumn 1987, as a social
worker again for a short period. He stood in as team leader briefly while Jaime Rodriguez was away in the
autumn of 1987 and then when Rodriguez went to a headquarters post in December 1987 he took on the
leadership of both The Birches and 245 Hartshill Road until Philip Price's return from his training course
in July 1988. He had qualified as a teacher before working in social services.
9.7 Since 1983 the staff of the two establishments had worked at either of them according to need, so
Peter Nicol-Harper had had experience of the Pindown regime on occasions. He was an enthusiastic
supporter of the family centre concept though he said in his evidence to the Inquiry that he was less
enthusiastic about Pindown.
9.8 . Jane Taylor had worked in Staffordshire social services since 1980 as a senior social worker in
Bucknall and then from 1985 in Hanley in the Stoke-on-Trent area. During this period she had no contact
with the family centre in Newcastle. When Tony Latham left the area she took his place in September
1987 and became responsible for field and residential child care work in the Newcastle area. She said in
evidence that at the time of her interview for the post: 'there was no mention of what I later found out to
be a controversial system of child care. Until I walked into 245 Hartshill Road, I knew nothing about the
system known as Pindown.' She was interviewed for the post of area officer by John Spurr, senior
assistant director and Elizabeth Brennan, principal area officer.
9.9 In December 1987, soon after she was appointed as area officer, Social Services Inspectors from the
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Department of Health carried out an inspection of two family centres in Staffordshire, of which The
Birches was one. Jane Taylor said she was involved in taking the Inspectors round, showing them
resources and in the feedback session afterwards. She did not receive a copy of their report but
understood that it had been positive in relation to what they saw. See Family Centres: A Change of Name
or a Change of Practice — Paras. 6.7.8 — 6.7.11; Appendix 0.
9.10 Jane Taylor was questioning in her approach to Pindown and made this clear to Elizabeth
Brennan, her line manager. She was also critical of the inadequate resources provided to the family centre
and other aspects of the child care service. She found that 'The Birches provided care for a large number
of sexually abused children, the youngest of which was a 4 year old who had been horribly sexually
abused.' In the 15-bedded unit they also 'had to provide care for acting out teenagers of 14 or 15 who also
had been sexually abused, and who were promiscuous and demanding.' In the area there was only one
social worker responsible for family placement and the resources for fostering in her view were negligible:
`Most of the children at The Birches had no real prospect of rehabilitation.' In these circumstances she
thought that the staff 'who were asked to cope with too much', saw Pindown as a chance for a child to 'cool
off', as 'an ultimate sanction'.
911 A factor which was influencing the residential child care service in Staffordshire in 1988 was the
gradual run-down of Riverside (community home with education) which had traditionally received a
number of the most difficult adolescents who needed care as well as those on remand from juvenile
courts. Although Riverside was still open in 1988 it was experiencing major difficulties due to internal
re-organisation and the number of beds available had fallen steeply over recent years.
9.12 Shortly after Peter Nicol-Harper took on the leadership role at The Birches family centre which
was inclusive of 245 Hartshill Road for this purpose, he wrote a message to the staff in the log book on 28
January which is quoted in full: Will all staff be aware that a new even harder-pindown can operate from
Sunday. I do not want anyone but the immediate staff group to know where it is. I want the kids to
understand that enough is enough and that we have the resource to pin kids down outside of this building.
If the kids think it is Riverside let them. Will staff be extremely careful to let residents remain ignorant.
Fear of the unknown is better than fear of the known. New Pindown will hopefully make admitted
absconders 'disappear' but the whole effect will be lost is (sic) non Pindown kids find out where new
Pindown is, who works it and what it is like. So do not feel hurt if you are not directly involved and
therefore kept somewhat in ignorance yourself. Your job is to indicate to kids that you do not know who is
pinned down, where and by whom. The longer they are kept in fear of new Pindown the better' (emphasis
added). The 'new Pindown' was to operate in a house in the grounds of The Birches.
9.13 On 8 February 1988 bedtime under the 'old Pindown', 7 pan., was confirmed by Peter
Nicol-Harper in another log book entry and on 10 February he dealt with the issue of admissions to 245
Hartshill Road in a way which indicated greater pressure than formerly. The entry said that Jane Taylor
and he had sorted a policy for admission of: (a) non-Newcastle residents in supportive housing
accommodation; and (b) non-Newcastle 'kids' not in supportive accommodation. Tony Latham and John
Aston were the only people who could request admission, normally to Peter Nicol-Harper. If Pindown
beds were occupied, an alternative was to be made available, files to be brought, entries made in the
admission and discharge register, and 'once admitted no discharge to occur until authorised by a family
meeting'.
9.14 In between the notice to all staff on 28 January 1988 about the 'new Pindown' and the admissions
policy statement outlined above on 10 February, the 'new Pindown' had commenced on 1 February in a
house in the grounds of The Birches called The Laurels, but known also as the 'other house' or the 'little
house'. Over the years it was used for many purposes but between 1 February and 28 March 1988, 29 May
and 7 June 1988 and 8 and 28 November 1988 it was used for Pindown with ten children. Six of those
children also spent periods of time in Pindown in 245 Hartshill Road during 1988.
9.15 A set of Pindown rules, written by Louise Doherty early in 1988, appears on the front cover of the
`Pindown — Other House' log book (see appendix F, document 5). The entry begins with the words 'it is
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essential that each child is made aware of these rules at the time of their admission'. The rules then cover
removal of the child's clothes on arrival along with all personal possessions; bathing and hairwashing on
arrival; wearing nightwear or underwear and dressing gown but no footwear; all meals in the child's room;
no exit without knocking and waiting for permission; no communication with other children; no
television, music, books, magazines, cigarettes, telephone calls or visits except by permission of the team
leader; school work in the child's room, materials removed afterwards; get up at 7 a.m., bath and wash
hair; bed by 7 p.m. after a bath.
9.16 Of the first sixteen staff names which appeared in the log books as on duty with the children in
Pindown at the 'other house' eleven were experienced in the 245 Hartshill Road regime. The tone of the
entries in the first month was immediately recognisable as the tone which was habitual in the 245 Hartshill
Road log books. In addition the same unfriendly environment was reproduced. On 2 February 1988 locks
were put on the Pindown rooms' windows and the children's clothes and shoes locked in the cupboard
under the stairs. Dishes and cutlery were removed immediately after meals, 'nothing for self mutilation'
was to be left. There was an instruction in the log book that the girls who were the first residents were not
to be given any information, and that staff should 'not let them lie in bed during the day, make them sit on
the chair'. In addition the log book said 'give them a drink when you decide, not when they request otherwise they'll request a drink to know that you are downstairs so that they can communicate.'
9.17 The rooms were not warm enough and the girls had to wrap blankets around themselves or ask for
warmer dressing gowns. Materials used for school work were taken away immediately after they had been
used. The meals, recorded in detail, were similar in their inadequacy of interest and content to those
which the residents of Pindown at 245 Hartshill Road were served. Ventilation was a serious problem and
the rooms rapidly became very smelly. There was an instruction to staff to put pots and pans on the door
handles of the rooms at night. Advice to tie door handles together was accepted until someone recognised
the fire risk and counselled against it.
9.18 Peter Nicol-Harper in evidence to the Inquiry explained that 'there were times when the
programmes we were operating with the child . . . meant that one choice . . . (I) had to face as a manager,
was either to speed up or slow down or alter programmes to create a move on and a bed space. . . . and I
took the decision that rather than prematurely alter family meeting decisions . . . as and when needed I
would set up the possibility of a third or, in fact, fourth bedroom which- could be used as part of the family
meetings that we were operating with non residents, . . . children in the community. The staff house
within The Birches grounds had been already cleared for residential use, so I used it.'
9.19 A decision was taken that the measures of control for the 'other house' at The Birches should be
entered in the 245 Hartshill Road record. In consequence The Birches measures of control book
contained no entries from 12 December 1987 until 14 July 1988. Six signatures of statutory visitors or
other official visitors were entered one after the other with no comment in their reports. There was then
one entry on 14 July 1988 followed by seven signatures of statutory visitors again one after the other with
no comment. These included three senior members of the social services department. The next entry was
8 May 1989.
9.20 During February 1988 Audrey Williams, assistant director (children and families) requested
admission of a girl to 245 Hartshill Road. This girl presented a major management problem. She spent
several periods in Pindown.
9.21 A feature of the use of Pindown was the 'El' and '15' tours which were laid on for social workers and
children whom they were finding difficult to manage. These were intended to make children behave
better at home and thus avoid coming into care. An entry in the log book of 245 Hartshill Road on 25
February 1988 recorded an appointment for a social worker to 'bring a young lady . . . for £1 tour of the
building. She's to be given a full tour plus the.full treatment,' The staff member who would be doing this
was asked to 'allow (the social worker) to see how its done, so that she can do it by herself the next time.'
A similar entry appeared on 10 March and another on 17 May 1988.
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9.22 The log book at 245 Hartshill Road continued in March and April 1988 to have entries such as the
one about a teenage girl whose family meeting on 7 April had been inconclusive as a result of which she
was going back into Pindown: 'please make things really uncomfortable for her' and a teenage boy on 11
April 'to be given a really hard time, isolated and perhaps a nasty job to do.' A twelve year old was to be
dealt with on the basis of 'Jaime (Rodriguez) to be the good guy. Peter (Nicol-Harper) to be Mr Nasty.'
On 21 April a boy not yet in care was to have 'either £1 tour or pretend admission.' A member of staff
clearly was critical of some arrangements when he wrote 'N. collected by the level 2 (social worker) skip
driver in central office 9-45 no idea what time he will be returned. What we social workers have to do to
make, a living.' Other entries have a variety of concepts of Pindown: 'basic Pindown', 'stage 2 Pindown',
`nasty Pindown' were examples.
9.23 Although Tony Latham in 1988 was in a different role in the social services department from his
former responsibilities, a number of entries in the 245 Hartshill Road log indicated that he was still
involved in decisions about some children. These were separate matters from the Duke's Lodge activities
in which children were involved. An example of this involvement appeared in the log book for 245
Hartshill Road on 24 May 1988. A girl P. was to be reviewed by her 'social work centre worker' and the
team leader. It was made clear that 'T.L.' did not want a certain outcome for the girl i.e. to go 'back on
landing' the alternative to which was discharge to 'Supportive Accommodation'. The entry continued
`will staff please put it in T.L. pigeon hole as to what should happen P. wise'.
9.24 For a short time in May 1988 an attempt was made by Peter Nicol-Harper, supported by Jane
Taylor, to establish a positive form of Pindown. The log book on 7 May records that 'Therapeutic
pindown kicks in.' The log book records are not sufficiently explicit to identify clearly what 'therapeutic
pindown' was, but in evidence Peter Nicol-Harper told the Inquiry, that 'we attempted to create a positive
version of the negative pindown, in other words all the extra resources, without the taking away of
children's rights. I called it 'Maisie' which was short for maisonette because there's a maisonette opposite
part of 245, basically a flat, in which we theoretically wanted to set up a, for want of a better word,
therapeutic community, for the children using positive re-inforcement. The problems were that whereas
Pindown can be operated by one member of staff, 'Maisie' needed three members of staff on shift' (emphasis
added).
9.25 Peter Nicol-Harper also made, the point that not only were more staff needed, but 'we also wanted
to use our best, most experienced, most caring, rather than controlling, members of staff, but we couldn't
afford to take them away from . . . other parts of 245.' It was not in his view an effective way of running a
positive programme to use the least experienced staff, and as a consequence positive Pindown only lasted
two or three weeks 'and . . . was a disillusioning experience for both of us.'
9.26 During May 1988 entries appear in the log book about one boy N. who although still of school age
was having to spend a lot of time at Duke's Lodge: 19 May, 'N. working for Tony returned 9-45'; on 25
May, 'N. out working till 8-30'. Although not yet sixteen, by July N. was being charged rent at 245
Hartshill Road and on 15 July there was an entry in the log book 'Where is N's rent money for last week?'
The reply was 'No wages, could not pay'. By 9 September when N. was just over sixteen years old another
member of staff wrote 'N. Bill picked him up. Isn't there a law about the amount of hours a child can
work.' On 12 September (a Monday) another entry notes 'N. work before 7 a.m.. Check on return if he's
been paid extra for weekend.' On 23 September N. was taken to see a 'I/2 way house' and by 26 September
he had moved into it. The log book recorded 'N. to be collected for work in future from 245 at 8-30 a.m.'
9.27 A statutory visit was made to 245 Hartshill Road on 27 May 1988 by Mr M.D. Willis who noted
under 'control' that one girl had absconded for two weeks from 26 March and that there had been 124
instances of loss of privileges recorded since the last statutory visit on 31 March. He also made the
following comments: 'Measures of control system seems very odd, with young people starting their
sojourn there with a loss of privileges. The measures of control book does not state the reason.' He
thought the establishment 'bewildering . . . to visit with its separate units and kitchens on different floors
. . general condition . . . rather poor, most things having the appearance of being well worn and the
decoration looking shoddy.' However he was 'impressed with staff/resident relationships and the
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politeness, warmth and trust shown.' In the report to the District Advisory Sub-Committee under
`control' was the one word 'satisfactory'.
9.28 On 3 June the rules for two young people in 'Maisie' were defined in detail: nights out at staff
discretion; 'help' staff to cook; clean whole maisonette; visitors from landing by invitation only; on Video
night they may visit landing from 6-30 — 10-30 p.m. ; to remain in Maisie till 245 Hartshill Road went on
holiday unless either changed their mind meanwhile' A new Maisie log book was started a few days later.
This was not produced for the Inquiry.
9.29 The traditional Pindown continued separately.
9.30 Statutory visitors to residential child care establishments had special forms on which to write their
reports. Other official visitors, such as county councillors were asked to sign a visitors book. The Birches
visitors book dealt with fifteen years in eighteen pages because most visitors only signed their names.
9.31 In July Peter Nicol-Harper decided to revert to being a social worker again. He told the Inquiry
that 'Maisie' had not, in his view, been successful and Philip Price was returning from training. He was
ambivalent, if no more, about basic Pindown as it had been and still was being practised. It was being
used, in his opinion, at least on some occasions, as a form of secure accommodation. He regretted its use,
for example, for a boy who was remanded on a number of occasions and who spent sixty-four days in
Pindown. He said that he had expressed his views to Jane Taylor, his line manager, and to Elizabeth
Brennan, the principal area officer.
9.32 The measures of control book for 245 Hartshill Road has an undated press cutting stapled to the
page recording loss of privileges and other measures taken from 3 July to 20 July 1988. The press cutting
states: 'Care 'Breakthrough'. —A Newcastle Centre for families has been singled out for praise in a report
by The Social Services Inspectorate. The Birches in Sidmouth Avenue has been commended for its
success in helping problem families to stay together. The report said that the family centre was improving
the quality of child care in Staffordshire by helping to contain problems which might result in a child being
taken into care. Social services official John Spurr said the former children's home represented a 'major
breakthrough' in child care. 'The idea is to try to nip problems in the bud' he said. 'The centre is used as a
resource to help families to learn to cope with problems' explained Mr Spurr.'
9.33 Philip Price completed the academic part of his social work training in July 1988 and began to take
up the reins of his job in Staffordshire again. At some stage in July or a little later in 1988 he renewed the
Pindown documentation for staff working in the Pindown unit. (see appendix F, document 6) The
document is undated and consists of eight pages of which all except the first page had been drawn from
other documents contained in Document 3 in appendix F and then re-typed. The first page headed
`Introduction' was new.
9.34 The first sentence of the 'Introduction' acknowledges that 'most people working in the arena of social
work may have difficulty in coming to terms with the working practices of a pindown unit i.e. possible
infringements of rights, civil liberties etc' (emphasis added). The establishment of such a unit, however,
was argued to be necessary within the structure of the '245 Community Unit'. 'Community Unit' was to be
the new name for 245 Hartshill Road under the Juvenile Justices scheme which was being extended to
include residential units. The Introduction continued by explaining that 'past experiences have led us to
believe that it (Pindown) offers a platform to begin some positive work with individuals and is a resource
continually used and requested by other agencies for initial observations of the more difficult individuals'
(emphasis added).
9.35 It was also in July 1988 that Chris Walley, who had previously been principal area officer for the
Stoke-on-Trent area, was appointed Juvenile Justice Co-Ordinator (the post had originally been called
Project Co-Ordinator and was later changed again to Young Persons Service Co-Ordinator). There were
three such posts in the county and the one Chris Walley held related to the principal area officers for
Leek, Stoke and Newcastle. Leek had no residential units which were to be part of the juvenile justice
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scheme, Stoke had two, 100 Chell Heath Road and 245 Hartshill Road, and Newcastle, as the area
formerly responsible for 245 Hartshill Road although it was in Stoke-on-Trent, shared 245 Hartshill
Road. Pembxidge Road also became part of the scheme. The residential units remained the responsibility
of the principal area officers at this time, in the case of 245 Hartshill Road this was Elizabeth Brennan.
9.36 The juvenile justice scheme developments were directly related to the closure of Riverside
(community home with education on the premises) as soon as practicable, and with the development of
locally based schemes for young offenders which would combine the use of field and residential work
resources.
9.37 Philip Price came back to 245 Hartshill Road as team leader, but because of the juvenile justice
scheme was then accountable to Jane Taylor as line manager and also Chris Walley as juvenile justice
co-ordinator. Jane Taylor visited 245 Hartshill Road regularly and developed training opportunities for
staff, but she did not take the role in family meetings that Tony Latham had. Before Philip Price's return
this had been carried out by Peter Nicol-Harper as acting team leader.
9.38 During September 1988 Tony Latham's responsibilities as Voluntary Projects Co-Ordinator ended
and he was appointed a senior assistant (children and families) at headquarters. This brought him
formally back into the child care service within the department.
9.39 A combination of the rundown of Riverside and the lack of alternative resources was leading to
difficulties in a number of family centres, one of which was The Alders at Tamworth. During September
1988 it began to experience major problems with a group of teenagers.
9.40 Throughout 1987 statutory visitors' reports regarding The Alders commented warmly on this
homely, clean, tidy, busy and 'child centred' establishment. Few absconders and very few entries of
additional measures of control were recorded. Foster parent meetings, day care and day nursery work
appeared to be going on in a. well-organised manner and in a good atmosphere.
9.41 During the autumn a group of very difficult teenagers, about eight to ten in particular, began to
become unmanageable. The family centre was not especially well staffed; it was carrying out substantial
day care for older children and the day nursery occupied a significant part of the premises which were not
adapted for family centre purposes. The presence of many tiny children in a centre in which aggressive
teenagers were present made it more difficult for the staff to manage a deteriorating situation. A call for
help from the family centre to headquarters led to two workers coming from Burton and Stafford to help.
They agreed with The Alders' staff that the group of teenagers needed to be split up. Two of them were
placed elsewhere for a few weeks but when they returned the difficulties began again. One of the girls,
who the centre admitted on little advance information, proved to have been in prison for offences which
involved violence. Other young people with very serious problems, including remands awaiting court,
had to be admitted because The Alders served the whole Tamworth area and was expected by senior
management to cope with its own problems. Staff at the family centre doubled their shifts voluntarily to
help each other but became over-tired and demoralised.
9.42 By October 1988 Philip Price was fully involved in 245 Hartshill Road again. Peter Nicol-Harper
had been appointed team leader at The Birches. The statutory visitor's report on 12 October was written
by Patrick Phillips. Under the heading of control he noted that two children had absconded together on
three occasions since the previous official visit. He then wrote the following: 'A daily record "Loss of
Privileges..." is made for each young person placed in the "pin-down" accommodation amounting to 102
entries since 22 August 1988. Otherwise each resident's level of privileges etc. is determined at each case
review and recorded on a case sheet, together with special measures of control' (emphasis added).
9.43 When this report was presented to the District Advisory Sub-Committee the wording was:
`Control — A strict regime here for young people who have become beyond control of their parents and
other residents are also subject to careful programmes of care and control, using family meetings as part
of the process.' The general comments said that the establishment was in a transitional stage of staffing
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and function as a result of the introduction of the new Juvenile Justice System but seems to be coping with
a continuing residential group of young people.'
9.44 From mid-October a few written contracts were made with children and these continued into the
following year when a few children from other family centres in difficulties were brought to Pindown at
245 Hartshill Road.
9.45 The last period of Pindown in The Birches 'other house' ended in November 1988.
9.46 The measures of control book for 245 Hartshill Road had 752 separate entries for 1988.
9.47 During 1988, 40 children were subject to Pindown in 245 Hartshill Road.
— The shortest episode was 1 day.
— The longest continuous episode was 64 days.
The total time spent in Pindown in 1988 by each of the 40 children in 245 Hartshill Road was:
Length of time in Pindown

No. of children

1 day
2 days

5
3

3 days

3

4 days

3

5 days

2

6 days
7 days
8 days

1
1
3

9 days
13 days

2
2

14 days
16 days
19 days
20 days
21 days
22 days
24 days
25 days

1
1
1
2
1
1
1
3

27 days
44 days
55 days
64 days

1
1
1
1

No. of episodes
1 each
2 children — 1 each
1
2 cehilidr—en2ep
episodes
liseoadeh

f
f
t

f

1 child — 2 episodes
1 child — 1 episode
2 children — 2 each
1 cehild
d — 21 episodes
3 episodes
1 episode
2 children — 1 each
1 child — 2 episodes
1 each
1 child — 3 episodes
1 child — 4 episodes
1 episode
2 episodes
5 episodes
4 episodes each
1 episode
3 episodes
4 episodes
1 child ---2 episodes
2 children 3 each
1 episode
5 episodes
5 episodes
1 episode

9.48 During 1988, 10 children were subject to Pindown in The Birches:
—The shortest episode was 1 day
—The longest continuous episode was 29 days. The total time spent in Pindown in 1988 by each of the 10
children in The Birches was:
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Length of time in Pindown
1 day
2 days
3 days
4 days
5 days
11 days
21 days
34 days
47 days

No. of children
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

No. of episodes
1 episode
1 each
1 episode
1 episode
1 episode
2 episodes
2 episodes
4 episodes
2 episodes

9.49 6 of the 10 children who were subject to Pindown at The Birches were also subject to Pindown at
245 Hartshill Road during 1988. They are included as well in the figures for 245 Hartshill Road for those
episodes.
(c) County Council Financial Policies
9.50 The guidelines set, by the county council for the social services committee in its preparation of
estimates for 1988/89 did not require savings to be made.
9.51 The net growth for 1988 was £1.3 million. The social services budget represented 10.34 per cent of
the total county council budget compared with 10.15 per cent in the previous year.
(d) Social Services Re-Organisation
9.52 Re-organisation was a major issue in social services in 1988.
9.53 The future of Riverside (a community home with education) was under consideration. A revised
form of organisation at Riverside had already been operating since 1 April 1987 when numbers were
reduced to 50. There had, however, been substantial problems in the high rate of absconding and threats
of violence to staff by young people.
9.54 The director acknowledged in a confidential report to the social services committee on 12 January
1988 that Riverside was still unsettled following changes made in 1987 and that placing young people on
remand in the same groups as other children had caused difficulties of control. Two senior members of
staff, Bernard Ramsay and Tony Latham, had been asked to go into Riverside and advise. Meanwhile
admissions had been curtailed.
9.55 A further confidential report 'Alternatives to Care and Custody through Community Social Work'
was presented to the Social Services General Sub-Committee by the director on 30 March 1988. The
proposals entailed the closure of Riverside and redeployment of its staff, as well as changes of use in some
other existing residential establishments.
9.56 The 'more effective alternative' proposed was to use the staff resources available from closing
Riverside in conjunction with intermediate treatment officers and area social workers to create 'teams of
community social workers' throughout the county. Three main projects would integrate field and
residential workers in North, Mid and South East Staffordshire. Each would have a project co-ordinator
who would relate to a senior assistant at headquarters responsible for advice, policy, direction and
monitoring. The senior assistant would be responsible to the assistant director (children and family
services).
9.57 The elements within the projects would include an intermediate treatment centre and education
unit, a community unit with residential facilities, a support unit providing a 'high degree of residential
supervision', fostering placements, independence units and family centres. 'Secure accommodation in
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the sense of facilities to lock up young people' would be sought outside the county. The details of the
proposals were fully described. It was estimated that overall a net saving of £30,000 could be made.
9.58 Two of the residential establishments affected by the proposals were 245 Hartshill Road, described
in the report as a semi-staffed unit, and 100 Chell Heath Road, a family centre. Both would become
`community units' under this scheme.
9.59 The proposals were agreed and minuted, and described as 'exciting, decisive and major new
initiatives in the development of community social work and crime prevention.' It was also noted that 'in
relation to secure accommodation . . . the county council did not, and had never had, any secure
accommodation . . . where (it) was required the situation would continue as at present i.e. use would be
made of units operated by other local authorities.'
9.60 The director reported to the Social Services General Sub-Committee on 21 July 1988 on the
re-organisation of the YTS scheme and other related activities of the Voluntary Bodies Co-Ordinator.
There had been considerable difficulties in consequence of changes in Manpower Services Commission
funding and although the scheme and related activities were regarded as valuable the original proposal to
absorb the scheme into the social services department might need to be reviewed.
9.61 The Social Services General Sub-Committee received a further report from the director on 25
November 1988. This dealt with the termination of the Community Programme Scheme and the impact of
that on the services managed by the Voluntary Bodies Co-Ordinator.
9.62 The Employment Training Scheme which had replaced nationally the Community Programme
made it impracticable to continue to provide staff for a range of services after Christmas 1988. Those
which had to be urgently reviewed included intermediate treatment in the Newcastle area and the
Supportive Housing Accommodation Project.
9.63 The major re-organisation proposals in 1988 were contained in a report to the Social Services
General Sub-Committee on 25 November 1988, 'Looking forward to the 1990s — a Design for Service.'
The proposals set out by the directors would, he wrote, 'create a structure which will absorb strains,
incorporate new requirements and allow growth and flexibility.'
9.64 The main proposals were:
(a) to discontinue nine principal area teams;
(b) to discontinue central management of residential and day care services;
(c) to establish 19 social services districts with a district manager responsible for residential and day
care services, and social work and community care services;
(d) to group the 19 districts under 3 social services divisions, each of which would have district teams of
social workers for hospitals and clinics and team managers at family centres/juvenile justice projects.
9.65 The advantages of the new structure would be:
(a) a comprehensive team approach to integrated local services;
(b) maximum authority for district managers in operational decisions and use of resources;
(c) freedom of headquarters staff to concentrate on strategic planning, development of services, policy
formulation and performance monitoring and control.
9.66 The director advised that the earliest date for implementation of these proposals would be July
1989.
(e) The Career of Tony Latham
9.67 Toward the end of 1987, as indicated above in paragraph 9.54, Tony Latham was carrying out work
related to problems of control at Riverside (community home with education). Following the completion
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of this work he wrote, at the beginning of 1988, as we understand it, a report for the director of social
services making proposals for the future use of Riverside as a county resource.
9.68 Changes in Manpower Services Commission funding created major problems in supporting a
number of the projects during 1988 and subsequently.
9.69 The work of Tony Latham and his team was warmly acknowledged by the director of social
services. When, however, he reported to the social services committee in July 1988 he had to warn them
that reductions in funding might lead to the necessity of bringing some schemes to an end.
9.70 Tony Latham was appointed to post of senior assistant (children and families) at headquarters in
September 1988.
9.71 By November 1988, the Community Programme having ended two months earlier, it was
necessary for the director to tell the committee that staff could not be provided for a range of services after
Christmas 1988.
9.72 As a consequence of ending a number of projects because of loss of funding, Fundwell Ltd. no
longer had the same justification, and it was agreed that it would be wound up over the next few months.
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Chapter 10: 1989
(a) National Events
10.1 The Children Act 1989, major reforming legislation, received the Royal Assent on 16 November
1989. A few of its provisions are already in force. The remaining provisions of the Act will come into force
on 14 October 1991: see The Childrens Act 1989 (Commencement and Transitional Provisions) Order
1991 (S.I. 1991 No.828). Part VI of the Act, sections 53 to 58, deals with community homes. Paragraph 4
of Schedule 4 to the Act empowers the making of regulations in respect of community homes. These may
provide, for example, for the 'control and discipline of children in such homes'. (see also chapter 12
paragraph 12.50)
(b) Staffordshire and its Social Services
10.2 In 1989 plans for the re-organisation of the management structure of the social services department
came to fruition and changes within the child care service also took place, particularly in relation to
provision for young offenders and adolescents with special problems.
10.3 Riverside. (community home with education) finally closed in January 1989. This resulted in there
being pressure on the family centres to take almost all the children, including those remanded from
juvenile courts, who would normally have gone to Riverside.
10.4 In the north of the county 100 Chell Heath Road and 245 Hartshill Road had been redesignated
`community units' in the juvenile justice re-organisation but their facilities were limited and did not
absorb the full impact of the loss of places at Riverside. In Tamworth, after Riverside was closed, the area
only had The Alders as residential provision for all purposes.
10.5 Problems had already been experienced at The Alders during the winter of 1988 and John Spurr,
deputy director of social services, had been involved. The statutory visitor on 22 December 1988 had
noted that 'teenagers who have recently disrupted the family centre have now been moved and the centre
is now back to normality. . . . The day nursery was a hive of activity.' The next statutory visitor a few days
later on 6 January 1989, however, thought the overall physical conditions had deteriorated since a
previous visit eighteen months earlier.
10.6 It was not only the lack of places in residential establishments which was a problem in 1989 but also the
lack of social work time, continuity and team collaboration. Residential staff were frustrated at not receiving
adequate information themselves to do their work effectively, but also complained of having to watch the
young people in their care suffer from the uncertaintly, anxiety and frustration caused by insufficient
information, lack of planning and lack of consultation with them about plans for their future. The residential
staff believed that some of the bad behaviour of young people could legitimately be attributed to their anger
and fear of the future caused by unco-ordinated and poor quality work on their behalf.
10.7 There had also been signs of trouble in late 1988 at Heron Cross House, Stoke-on-Trent, due to
having to accommodate children from other units on a temporary basis during departmental changes in
connection with the juvenile justice re-organisation. Peter Wall, the statutory visitor for November 1988
had attributed difficulties to 'remands from courts and detention centres'. The residents of Scotia House,
another residential home, had also temporarily had to be accommodated. The physical environment at
Heron Cross House had been deteriorating and the last visitor of the year had used the phrase 'there was
no feeling of warmth or happiness'. By 10 February 1989 K. Tempest, another statutory visitor, reported
that 'Heron Cross (was) badly in need of repairs following destructive behaviour of offenders recently
accommodated at the home. General atmosphere of despondency . . flat roof, lot of rubbish thrown
through windows by children.' Changes were understood to be in hand.
10.8 Philip Warrilow had been appointed area officer for Tamworth in March 1988 and had been
involved in the problems of The Alders as they developed. He told the Inquiry in evidence that he had
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been asking for assistance for the home from October 1988, particularly that they might have some
redeployed Riverside staff. When Margaret Spooner had been appointed principal area officer in
November 1988 he had complained to her about the needs of The Alders and she had communicated with
headquarters in the social services department.
10.9 The juvenile justice co-ordinator responsible for the Tamworth area, Mark Roberts, was not in
post until March 1989. Philip Warrilow saw this as another factor in The Alders' problems because not
only were the former resources of Riverside no longer available, but the new resources were not either. A
group of young people were increasingly challenging staff and acting together to intimidate other
children. Six of them had run away after an outburst of aggression on 19 February. They returned on 20
February. Philip Warrilow had a meeting with them and they agreed to stay in and gradually earn back
evenings out by good behaviour; but such co-operation was shortlived.
10.10 Staff at the family centre were being called upon to carry out work for which they had received no
training and staffing levels were so poor that they were 'reduced to one at times'. The regular rota sheets
which at The Alders were stuck into log books never showed more than two people on duty at a time.
10.11 The Inquiry was told that when The Alders team leader had telephoned asking for help, a senior
manager had responded 'that now we know what Riverside had to put up with'. A letter which a group of
staff wrote expressing their concerns was intended to go to central office but they were told they could not
send it and were very frustrated.
10.12 The log book at this period contained entries about incidents inside and outside The Alders which
gave cause for serious concern.
10.13 Various meetings took place about the family centre during March 1989. It is not clear exactly who
was involved but by 9 March the team leader at The Alders, Sylvia Dennis, left a message in the log book for
`All Staff. There is a meeting 11 a.m. Monday — with Tony Laytham (sic) and Co.' — This was to be on 13 March.
There is no record of the meeting in the log book, or in any other papers produced for the Inquiry.
10.14 On 15 March 1989 the log book carried an instruction to staff that if two adolescent girls who had
run away, returned they were not to be admitted 'until next week, not for food, washing, are (sic)
anything at all. All staff are to stick to this there his (sic) no backing down.' The next day Margaret
Spooner, principal area officer, was reported in the log book as haying said we must let them in they are
on care orders and cannot be turned away'.
10.15 Meetings then took place involving Chris Walley, Tony Latham and Philip Price after Philip
Warrilow, area officer, had asked for help. John Spurr was telephoned. A meeting also took place with
the team leader at The Alders, Sylvia Dennis. Members of the staff met Tony Latham. It seemed to be
commonly agreed that eventually Peter Crockett, deputy director, had asked Tony Latham to go to The
Alders `to assist and advise wherever necessary'. Philip Warrilow who had been working closely with The
Alders told the Inquiry he was not part of the decision making process, but was told that Tony Latham was
coming.
10.16 The name Glynis appeared in the margin of the undated log book entries just before 20 March
1989 with no comment. Glynis Mellors had been working at Duke's Lodge, Tony Latham's home and
projects centre, during 1988, carrying out administrative office work. By February 1989 she was no longer
required there because the enterprises concerned had ceased or been transferred.
10.17 lir her written statement to the Inquiry she said that Tony Latham had been asked to go to
Tamworth 'and identify the problems . . . there and he asked Phil Price and myself to form a task force to
do this. I spent all my time from March 1989 to July 1989 at the Centre.'
10.18 The Latham team came in on 20 March 1989 and held a family meeting about a girl who was
subsequently put in the Pindown unit they established on the top floor of The Alders. Some of the details
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of how the first resident in the unit was handled and how the unit was operated are described in Pindown
Profile No 7 in Chapter 11.
10.19 The Inquiry received evidence that the staff of The Alders felt pushed on one side by Tony
Latham's team. The team were said to have described themselves as 'senior representatives on behalf of
headquarters'. The team leader at The Alders told the Inquiry in evidence that it was suggested to her she
should go on holiday, but she was not prepared to do that, After a few days she decided, however, that it
might be in the children's interests to take them on holiday and took them to Clacton with another
member of staff on 23 March for about a week.
10.20 A specific Pindown log book was started at The Alders on 20 March 1989. It contains records of
seven children having been put in the Pindown unit between 20 March and 2 October 1989. Two of them,
both boys, absconded within hours of being in the unit and did not return to it. Three boys and one girl
were there for four days each. The first girl was in Pindown, apart from two days when she absconded,
from 20 March to 12 April 1989.
10.21 The area social workers were not happy about the Pindown unit. They found that decisions were
made about children for whom they were responsible with no consultation and that their role in relation to
the children was not taken into account. The social worker for the first girl in the unit found her attempts
to visit the girl blocked. Glynis Mellors described her in the log book as 'surly' with the family centre staff
concerning a meeting arranged at very short notice about one of the other children on her caseload.
10.22 One field social worker who had spent a significant amount of time working in The Alders, told
the Inquiry that the area social workers were so concerned they tried `to find out what the rights that
prisoners were allowed to have as a basic right for either getting out of a room or having exercises because
intitially they (the children in Pindown) were there twenty-four hours a day'.
10.23 Another area social worker told the Inquiry that in March 1989 'we heard from a member of staff
that there was going to be such a thing as Pindown introduced because of the behaviour of the children
. . the family team know nothing of what this Pindown was or what it entailed or who it was going to be
. . who was going to be actually in it'. At a team meeting Philip Warrilow had told them it was going to
happen. They expressed their concern. He had explained 'this room was going to be used to control the
children . . . and (one girl) was going to be put into this room because she was seen to be the culprit, the
big trouble causer who led the other children astray'. The room that was used was a former storeroom.
When the social worker had worked at The Alders and had asked if it could be converted into another
bedroom: 'they said no because the floors were unsafe. . . . There was no fire escape and the only way
down was down one set of stairs to the fire exit' on the lower floor. The window was very small and later
after the girl who was put into this Pindown room got out of it, it was nailed up with perspex and there was
then 'no ventilation . . . and . . . hardly any light.'
10.24 The family meetings which were held at The Alders were also a cause of concern among the social
workers in the Tamworth area. A social worker said that she 'used to go in with butterflies in my stomach
and feeling really worried and I really don't know what the child felt.' She decribed to the Inquiry the role
play: 'they would have one person who would play big baddy and would be still carrying on being critical
whether the child had done nothing wrong or not . . . another member of the group would play Mr Nice
Guy.' She found it 'very difficult not to get angry with the team during the meetings'. This perception was
supported by other social workers. One who had worked in a secure unit under another local authority
described the family meetings as `brutal', for parents and children.
10.25 A further social worker remembered that 'nothing positive was said about the child, all the bad
things . . he had been naughty but every single thing he had done badly was brought up and it was
brought up in totally derogatory terms, the language was appalling'. When asked what language was used
the example he gave was 'You're fucking useless.' Philip Warrilow confirmed in his evidence that social
workers 'did not like some of the language used in meetings.'
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10.26 During March and April 1989 the log books for 245 Hartshill Road and The Birches showed no
exceptional events. Fred Hill visited Heron Cross House at the end of March 1989 and reported that the
situation was more settled though there were still signs of damage and vandalism.
10.27 The statutory visitor to The Alders for March 1989 recorded that he spoke to 'Mrs Mellors who is
the former manager of the Social Services Youth Training Scheme and who is helping out at the Centre for a
temporary period until she is offered permanent alternative employment' (emphasis added). The report to
the District Advisory Sub-Committee said 'There have been problems of control with some of the
children but the staff are working through the difficulties and the Centre is operating
satisfactorily'.
10.28 In April 1989 Laurence Pountney who had been principal officer, child protection, at
headquarters since leaving Tamworth in September 1988, was promoted to assistant director (children
and families). Elizabeth Brennan was appointed to his former post and left Newcastle after six years as
principal area officer. Chris Walley, juvenile justice co-ordinator showed Laurence Pountney round 245
Hartshill Road soon after he was appointed assistant director. During April and May 1989, as far as can be
seen from the records, there was only one child at a time in Pindown and for relatively short periods of
time.
10.29 On 5 April 1989 Peter Crockett called in briefly at The Alders in the course of visiting the
residential establishment next door which was being used for accommodation of mentally handicapped
adults. During April 1989 the area social workers tried on a number of occasions to arrange a meeting
with Tony Latham. Meetings were arranged and then cancelled. On one occasion the staff were sitting
together waiting when Philip Price told them Tony Latham was not coming as arranged. On 15 April the
meeting was cancelled again. There were further cancellations but eventually a meeting took place on 9
May with the area staff, family centre staff and Tony Latham. Staff witnesses recalled the critical attitude
taken towards them.
10.30 In May 1989 Jane Taylor who had been area officer in the Newcastle area was appointed a child
protection co-ordinator at headquarters. The statutory visitor for The Birches on 3 May was Fred Hill,
senior assistant, who reported that he had had a long discussion with the team leader Peter Nichol-Harper
and that the centre was still feeling the effect of withdrawal of the back up facilities formerly provided by
Tony Latham's enterprises, particularly transport. The statutory visit reports provided for the Inquiry on
245 Hartshill Road did not include any from October 1988 to April 1989. The report for 12 April 1989
described it as 'a unit . . . for young people on remand or who have recently been through the courts, with
some longer term cases.'
10.31 The statutory visitor for May 1989 at Heron Cross House found there were still signs of damage to
furniture and fittings. He commented 'the design of this unit is not conducive to the creation of a homely
environment. Rooms are hexagonal, walls are bare, there are too many open passages, and not enough
carpeted areas to create a softer 'lived in' atmosphere.'
10.32 There were gaps in the statutory visits reports produced to the Inquiry for The Alders and there
was no report for May 1989. At 245 Hartshill Road an entry on 21 May 1989 records the admission to
Pindown of an eleven year old boy. In the handwriting of a member of staff who had been working at the
unit for a long period there was a note 'How on earth do we implement Pindown with an 11 yr. old',
although children as young as eleven had been there before.
10.33 On 30 June 1989 the log book at 245 Hartshill Road recorded a note to staff that they would be on
strike from midnight one day to midnight the next, although two members 'per session' were exempt,
except in relation to manning the office. Glynis Mellers was still at The Alders but there was no record of
any child in Pindown. The official visitor at The Alders in June 1989 reported that the children were
present when he was there: 'fair relationships with staff were evident . . . efforts had been made to retain
a reasonably comfortable physical environment with personalised bedrooms etc. A shortfall of domestic
staff was evident . . . staff on duty when I visited appeared weary.'
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10.34 The departmental re-organisation took place in July 1989. Amongst some of the many changes of
personnel which took place as well as structural changes, Tony Latham became senior assistant (children
and families); Philip Owen became the new divisional manager for the north of Staffordshire; Philip
Warrilow, area officer for Tamworth, became district manager for Lichfield; Margaret Spooner, who had
been principal area officer in Tamworth since October 1988, became district manager there.
10.35 Many witnesses heavily criticised the re-organisation which took place. Communication seemed
less clear than previously. Small district teams felt isolated and were too small in some instances to be
viable. Some people found themselves accountable to more than one line manager.
10.36 A feature of the re-organisation was that management of all residential facilities devolved to
district officer level which, whilst providing local accountability and concern, also meant that as far as
children's residential services were concerned, a service in crisis was in the hands of relatively
inexperienced managers.
10.37 In July 1989 we were told that 100 Chell Heath Road 'had a bout of one week where basically
anarchy ruled . . . where the residents were totally out of control'. A meeting about the situation then
took place attended by amongst others: Peter Crockett (deputy director), Philip Owen (divisional general
manager), David Heath (assistant divisional general manager), Laurence Pountney (assistant director),
Philip Price and Tony Latham. Philip Price told the Inquiry that before this meeting he had been asked to
take on the management of 100 Chell Heath Road; he was at the time managing 245 Hartshill Road. He
declined but agreed to 'work alongside' the team leader, Morris Lyons. The meeting then decided that as
from 1 August 1989 Philip Price and Glynis Mellors would join the Chell Heath Road Team 'in an effort to
resolve some of the problematic areas'.
10.38 In the event Tony Latham and Glynis Mellors were primarily involved for several weeks during
August and early September 1989. The team leader of 100 Chell Heath Road at that time described what
happened: 'They operated a way of setting up family meetings, centering these . . . around a powerful
personality Chairman'. Those which took place in 100 Chell Heath Road were chaired by Tony Latham
and minuted by Glynis Mellors. Morris Lyons, the team leader, thought they were 'conducting a kind of
in-service development as they saw it' for him and other staff.
10.39 The most intense meetings took place in relation to one boy who was moved from 100 Chell Heath
Road into Pindown at 245 Hartshill Road where Dave Allen, Glynis Mellors and other staff provided
twenty-four hour contact. David Allen, in particular, spent many hours working with this boy whilst he
was in Pindown. The boy had a quite different experience from the established pattern because he had so
much personal attention.
10.40 Witnesses from 100 Chell Heath Road acknowledged the value of some new ideas and help from
Tony Latham's team in tackling their problems. They did not appreciate the lack of consultation, which
they regarded as typical of the department's manner of operation, and they were strongly opposed to
Pindown as a method of confronting the problems of young people. We are satisfied that Pindown was
never operated at 100 Chell Heath Road. We were told however that it was suggested to staff that they
might want to use it. They firmly declined. The Latham team. left 100 Chell Heath Road in early
September because they apparently had other priorities.
10.41 During August 1989 Peter Nicol-Harper, who had worked at The Birches and 245 Hartshill Road
and trained as a social worker on secondment from Staffordshire, completed his two years subsequent
service requirement and went to work elsewhere. Sally Rees had become district manager responsible for
The Birches in the re-organisation.
10.42 On 10 August Philip Price wrote an internal memorandum to Chris Walley, Fred Hill and Dave
Heath. He described it as his 'personal views of residential child care practice at the present time'. It was
written from a 'constructive viewpoint' and he hoped he would have an opportunity to discuss its
contents. Some of the issues raised in the paper were as follows:
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(a) disillusionment through lack of direction in policy and effective, gatekeeping;
(b) no clear statement on development of alternatives to residential care;
(c) no clear direction for individual units;
(d) disjointed and individual management approaches in areas;
(e) little concept of client need.
10.43 The memorandum urged:
(a) development of clear structure and line management systems on divisional, not district, bases;
(b) an effective staffing policy with encouragement of a professional approach;
(c) management of units in negotiation with clients;
(d) skills development, especially in handling aggression;
(e) care plans for individual clients;
(f) specific management structure for children and residential services.
Currently the service was seen to be expensive but at times counter productive in relation to the client.
Major problems were:
(a) inappropriate distribution of resources;
(b) inadequate staffing;
(c) lack of sense of direction;
(d) no forward plan;
(e) ill defined management structures;
(f) poor understanding and acceptance of residential work in the overall social work process.
10.44 Philip Price wrote that consultation with those responsible for the work was needed and a system
of supervision and staff appraisal. He believed that other team leaders shared his views and warned that
the department was 'taking a backward step into the 90s under our current structures and that unless some
major change takes place there will be no one left prepared to even go into the 90s' (emphasis added). It is not
known whether any discussion of this paper took place.
10.45 Heron Cross House was continuing to experience difficulties. A statutory visitor on 30 June 1989
had found that 'at present a group of disruptive children are causing problems, particularly for night staff
sleeping in. Staff are woken during the night to deal with problems, resulting in them being exhausted
when on duty the next day. . „ Staff morale appeared low.' The report carried a handwritten note by
John Spurr saying that urgent assessment and remedy was being sought. The report to the District
Advisory Sub-Committee under the heading 'Control' stated 'satisfactory'. On the back of the visitor's
report were notes dated 24 July from David Heath, assistant divisional general manager, saying that the
problem of waking night staff had been resolved but that disruptive children were causing some
problems.
10.46 The following month the statutory visitor at Heron Cross House was A. Carney. His report went
further than the previous report. Five girls had absconded since the last statutory visit and although there
were no entries in the measures of control book, two children had recently been transferred to 'support
units' (the name for juvenile justice units) one for vandalism, the other for 'uncontrollable' behaviour. In
his general comments the visitor reported `the very poor standards of decoration, furnishing, tidiness and
preservation of the interior living space, create a sad and worrying impression of this family centre. Its
treatment by past and present residents has been severe and its maintenance and upkeep lacking in
urgency. This must have a disconcerting effect on staff morale, and a cumulative effect on vandalism by
residents'. The report to the District Advisory Sub-Committee on this occasion indicated that there were
considerable problems in this establishment.
10.47 A residential worker at Heron Cross House told the Inquiry that the closing of Riverside 'was the
beginning of the loss-of the family centre . . . because we had to take children on remand and they had to
mix the children who were there who had problems at home. . . . They had to be in the same building as
the boys from Risley (remand centre).'
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10.48 Peter Crockett, a deputy director, after a series of meetings then asked Tony Latham and his
colleagues to intervene at Heron Cross House in early September 1989. A witness described what
happened when the Latham team arrived: 'They moved everything about and moved into that wing, into
what they call a structured unit . . . it may sound funny but they just came in and we were . . . taken over
and swamped'.
10.49 The pattern of intervention by the Latham team seemed to have been similar to the process at 100
Chell Heath Road. Initially there were family meetings, reviews and attempts to confront problems
through discussion. We were told that after about two weeks, however, a boy who had been difficult to
manage earlier 'was still not conforming . . . and that was when the Pindown' unit was set up'. Three
children were put in it during the short period it operated. One of them went out to school but when she
returned each day changed into night clothes. The Pindown unit operated from 26 September to 2
October 1989.
10.50 The unit was set up in a wing of the hexagonal building, with an intervening glass panelled door
screened with brown paper to prevent children on either side seeing each other. All meals were taken
there; there were daily meetings with each child; and the other Pindown rules about bathing, bed times
and night clothes, subject to personal variations at staff discretion, were carried out. No education was
provided by a teacher but some occupation was allowed and the general atmosphere of the unit appeared
to have been more relaxed than at 245 Hartshill Road.
10.51 A girl at Heron Cross House refused to co-operate, or to stay at Heron Cross House. In
consequence she was taken to 245 Hartshill Road where she jumped out of a window. She became a ward
of court.
10.52 While the Latham team was working in Heron Cross House in September 1989 social workers in
the Tamworth area were drawing attention to the 'dangerously low level of social work cover presently in
operation'. Seven members of the area team jointly signed a letter to Margaret Spooner on 21 September
headed 'Staffing levels in Children and Families Team, Tamworth'. They identified the following
problems:
(a) for several months no social workers had been able to be allocated to children on matrimonial
supervision orders, some care orders, or voluntary supervision preventive work;
(b) because no ongoing support was possible crises were more severe leading to avoidable family
breakdown;
(c) there was no time for planning long term for children or for assessment.
Team members were exhausted, were 'lurching from one crisis to another' and there was a real danger of
grave mistakes being made.
10.53 Staffing levels in the Tamworth area team had been reduced from the full time equivalent of 9
posts on 1 January 1989 to 5 on 18 September 1989. At this level 'the team is barely functioning', the letter
said. Professional standards in report writing, reviews, preparation of care proceedings, assessments,
counselling, spending time with children and parents were having to be lowered. On 6 October 1989 two
more staff were to be lost. Details were provided of the impact of these losses and it was made clear that
the directive to involve members of other teams was impossible to act upon in Tamworth since there was
only .one other qualified worker, 'dangerously overloaded', in the building. The letter ended with an
appeal to management to recognise.
(a) that Tamworth was a high risk area on a par with Birmingham and Telford; and
(b) that there was a serious staffing problem.
10.54 Margaret Spooner sent this letter to Reg Saunders, divisional general manager, on 21 September
1989. On 16 October she wrote again requesting an early reply. She referred to more losses in staffing, to
telephone calls explaining their difficulties and ended by saying 'this level of service is hardly carrying out
the Director's aim which, I understand, was to provide better services for the local community. At no time
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in my social work career have I been in such a situation for disaster {emphasis added). I would welcome your
views.'
10.55 Subsequently, a senior social worker and a senior colleague wrote to Barry O'Neill saying that a
service was not being offered to Tamworth because staff were not available to provide it. The response to
that, the senior social worker told the Inquiry, was that a meeting took place with the social workers and
decisions were made on what cases they should close, and what work did not need doing. The social
workers did not support a number of the judgments made. Since then the situation had, in their view,
deteriorated.
10.56 After the Latham team had left The Alders, Tamworth, in August 1989 Tony Latham had had a
meeting with the staff and children asking for information as part of the background to providing the
director of social services with a report on the team's intervention at The Alders. The final report was
signed by Tony Latham on 12 September 1989: see appendix F, document 7. In evidence Tony Latham
told the Inquiry that he handed the report to senior managment shortly after 12 September 1989. Nobody
could recall seeing it until at least October 1989.
10.57 This long report broadly dealt with:
(a) an analysis of problems leading up to the use of Pindown at The Alders;
(b) problems and issues identified in meetings in March 1989 with residents and in meetings with staff
members before and after the presence of the headquarters team at The Alders;
(c) recommendations for improving the role of team manager at The Alders;
(d) individual care plans and programmes for residents and available resources to promote family
centre concepts;
(e) individual children's reviews and client centred approaches;
(1) the use of 'the special unit';;
(g) supervision of family centre workers.
10.58 During September and October 1989, 100 Chell Heath Road reverted to being a family centre;
Heron Cross House ceased to be a family centre; 245 Hartshill Road ceased to be a community unit and
began to become a centre for child protection and fostering. Also in September 'juvenile justice schemes'
were renamed 'services for young people'.
10.59 On 28 September 1989 the statutory visitor for The Birches noted under the heading of 'Control'
that there were 'numerous recorded instances of minor punishments' since the last statutory visit; 40 in
all. This number was without precedent in the measure of control book for ten years. At 245 Hartshill
Road the statutory visitor for 5 October 1989 recorded that six young people had absconded on a total of
ten occasions. There were also numerous entries in the measures of control book 'but none refer to any
breach of discipline. This record is more in keeping with maintaining a record of privileges earned and
there is no conventional measures of control book.' At The Alders although the central office team had
departed, the measures of control book records for 25 September 1989 one boy on 'full Pindown' for
continually absconding from the centre. The only other Pindown entry was in the special log book from 28
September to 1 Odober when a girl was in the Pindown room following a number of incidents involving
alcohol. An official visitor in September expressed concern at staff shortages and pressure on staff, but
found them to be giving 'the loving care to the children for which they are noted.'
10.60 The end of Pindown came in early October 1989. On 2 October as noted already in Chapter 1,
paragraph 1.1, while John Spurr was in the Newcastle divisional office- a local solicitor, Kevin Williams,
telephoned to say that he had been appearing in court on behalf of a girl in care about whom he was very
concerned. She had been in Pindown. He was proposing to take wardship proceedings. Over the course of
3 and 4 October further discussions took place between John Spurr and Kevin Williams and it became
clear that the Pindown unit was seen by Kevin Williams to be 'a matter of public concern'. John Spurr had
already heard from the director of social services that the chairman of the social services committe knew
of Kevin Williams' concern about the unit.
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10.61 There was a meeting of the North Staffordshire divisional management group on 4 October 1989.
The minutes of this meeting, Minute 14(b) recorded that `Mr Owen (divisional director) said that with
effect from last night (3rd October) there is no 'pin down' facility at Hartshill Road and Heron Cross'.
Subsequently the girl who was the subject of Kevin Williams' telephone call on 2 October and a boy were
made wards of court and High Court injunctions were obtained on 13 October to prevent any further use
of Pindown and any employment of a child in care of school age in school hours other than in
circumstances agreed in consultation with the Education Welfare Service.
10.62 On 13 October 1989 the 245 Hartshill Road log book contains the following communication from
Philip Price: 'Note to all staff pending meeting — High Court on Friday. — Will discuss in more detail at
special staff meeting with C. Walley A.S.A.P.
1. No more Pindown operations to take place on any child.
2. Normal regulations within Community Home Regs 10
3. Restriction of Liberty not to take place outside such regulations
4. Children working with Bill not allowed without approval of Education Welfare Service as from today
5. Bill's role to be defined
6. Other issues but mainly of a legal nature
Will hold a group meeting on Monday when all children are here.
Well done everyone for working through this, I am confident at the end of the day an official approval and
improved staffing regime throughout residential will come out of this. Phil.'
10.63 Two further documents relating to Pindown were produced during the period October/November
1989. The first was entitled 'Principles behind the use of the Time Out Unit at 245 Hartshill Road'. It appears
in Appendix F document 3, at page 223. The origin of the document was a request to Chris Walley, Juvenile
Justice Co-Ordinator responsible in that capacity for 245 Hartshill Road, by a member of the legal
department to provide information for the court in the wardship applications in October 1989 about the
principles and practice of the special unit. It gave a description of the unit, the philosophy behind the concept
of Tindown', the alternatives, and the framework of operations which included information about 'sanctions
and rewards', confrontation methods, meetings, and the routine of bathing, knocking on a door to obtain
exit, wearing of night clothes, meals in the young persons room, tasks, and earning of privileges. It concluded
with a note about family meetings and the role play of negative and positive relationships. At the end of the
document the words 'by Chris Walley' appeared but they were not in his writing. A note against the item of
information on wearing of night clothes said 'specifically not allowed' and was identified by Chris Walley as
his writing, as were two other words correcting the typing of the draft document.
10.64 The other document (see appendix F, document 8) was written by Tony Latham and much of it is
identical in wording with the Time Out document referred to in paragraph 10.63.
10.65 At the meeting of the Social Services General Sub-Committee on 30 November 1989 the director
presented a report on 245 Hartshill Road. It was minuted under exempt minutes. It reported on the court
cases concerning two young people and 'a system, developed within the home as a means of responding to
and dealing with young people in care who were not amenable to ordinarily accepted means of control.
The system was to use part of the unit as a crisis intervention unit, variously described as a "time-out unit"
or a "pin down unit"'. The main weakness of the project was said to be that it had never been incorporated
into the department's approved practices i.e. as an additional means of control under the Community
Home Regulations 1972. The system, the Committee was told, had been discontinued at the beginning of
October 1989 having been operating since 1983. The director stated that in his view 'it has not been
harshly repressive and has not entailed ill-treatment. It has been aimed solely and directly for the good of
the young person.'
10.66 Barry O'Neill, the director of social services, also on 30 November 1989, wrote to Philip Owen,
divisional general manager for North Staffordshire. The letter was headed 'Department's involvement
with Fundwell and Skip Hire'. Referring to past 'legitimate involvement of the department with these
companies', he made the policy for the future clear. This was that:
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(a) staff should not be involved in any capacity with private commercial enterprises during working
hours, and only outside working hours with the consent of the chief officer;
(b) children in care or under supervision should not be involved with the private sector, unless they
were on approved training schemes;
(c) Mrs Mellor and Mr Tomlinson, formerly legitimately involved in the companies were no longer
authorized to be so involved and placement of young people was also no longer approved.
The divisional general manager was asked to monitor the situation and advise the director accordingly.
10.67 During 1989, 18 children were subject to Pindown in 245 Hartshill Road. (No children were put in
Pindown at The Birches.)
—The shortest episode was 1 day
— The longest continuous episode was 27 days.
The total time spent by each of the 18 children in Pindown at 245 Hartshill Road was:
Length of time in Pindown

No. of children

1 day
2 days
4 days

4
1
5

5 days
6 days
9 days
11 days
14 days
17 days
21 days
27 days

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

No. of episodes

f

1 each
1 episode
4 children — 1 each
1 child — 2 episodes
1 episode
1 episode
1 episode
1 episode
1 episode
3 episodes
3 episodes
1 episode

10.68 During 1989, 7 children were subject to Pindown in The Alders.
—2 children were in for a few hours and then absconded
—The longest continuous episode was 21 days
The total time spent by each of the 7 children in Pindown at The Alders was:
Length of time in Pindown
1 day
4 days
21 days

No. of children
2
4
1

No. of episodes
1 each
1 each
1 episode

10.69 During 1989, 3 children were subject to Pindown at Heron Cross House
—The shortest episode was 4 days
—The longest continuous episode was 8 days
The total time spent by each of the 3 children in Pindown at Heron Cross House was:
Length of time in Pindown
4 days
8 days

No. of children
1
2

No. of episodes
1 episode
1 each

One of the 3 children was also subject to Pindown at 245 Hartshill Road during 1989. The child is also
included in the figures for 245 Hartshill Road for that episode.
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(c) County Council Financial Policies
10.70 The revised revenue estimates for 1988/89 and the draft estimates for 1989/90 were again
presented to the committee in a joint report of the director of social services and the county treasurer.
Over the whole social services department in 1989/90 there was a growth of £2.3 million, savings of
£1.3 million and net growth therefore of £1 million.
10.71 We were given information that indicated that the county council were aware that additional
income was likely to be generated by transferring residents in homes for the mentally handicapped to
hostel benefit status rather than Part III minimum charge status and this accounted for the bulk of the
savings in this year.
10.72 The social services net budget for 1989/90 was £50.3 million. This represented 10.94 per cent of
the whole county council budget compared with 10.34 per cent in the previous year 1988/89. A
comparison of Staffordshire's net spending on social services per head of the population with the average
for shire counties showed Staffordshire spent £48.73 against an estimated average for other counties of
£57.05 and ranked 32 out of 39 counties. Expenditure on children within the social services budget as
estimated for 1989/90 showed that English counties on average spent 15 per cent of the social services
budget on children. Staffordshire spent on average 11.6 per cent.
10.73 Within the Audit Commission's 'family group' the 'family' average spending on personal social
services was £67.20; Staffordshire's was £48.70. Spending on children by the 'family group' averaged
£11.80; Staffordshire spent £6.70, 56.8 per cent of the 'family' average.
(d) Social Services Ile-Organisation
10.74 There had been fears in 1988 that national changes in funding for the YTS schemes due to the
change from the Manpower Services Commission to the Training Agency might lead to the schemes
having to be discontinued.
10.75 On 10 January 1989 Barry O'Neill, the director of social services, put a report to the committee
`Review of the Youth Training Scheme'. He explained that, in spite of negotiations, the MSC, later to be
replaced by the Training Agency, would not be able to assist the Staffordshire County Council YTS
scheme to continue; that the social services department would not be offered an opportunity to run an
Initial Training Scheme; and that while the MSC would welcome social services assistance in YTS Initial
Training Schemes because their skills and knowledge were recognised, they would not be able to
contribute toward the cost of such involvement.
10.76 At the Social Services General Sub-Committee meeting on 2 May 1989 the director of social
services recommended a change of use of the Voluntary Bodies Co-Ordinator's post. The Social Services
YTS Scheme had ended in February 1989 and the complementary voluntary intitiatives managed by Tony
Latham, the post holder, had been run down or were being managed by the social services department.
The director therefore proposed that in view of Tony Latham's previous experience and the 'very positive
comments about the Newcastle-under-Lyme family centre' made by the Social Services Inspectorate in
their study of family centres, he should be re-designated Senior Assistant to work in the children and
families headquarters section. There he could 'help to plan and monitor the development of the family
centres and the • . . juvenile justice packages/intermediate treatment.' This was agreed and Tony
Latham's new post commenced from 1 July 1989.
10.77 The director also reported to the General Sub-Committee on 2 May 1989 on the report of the
Social Services Inspectorate's survey of family centres' A Change of Name or a Change of Practice.' The
inspection of The Birches and The Alders had taken place in December 1987. A short version of the
national report had been placed in the members' library.
10.78 On 1 July 1989 the new departmental structure was put into operation. There were two deputy
directors: Peter Crockett, responsible for research, development and monitoring at headquarters, and
John Spurr, for operational services in three divisions. Audrey Williams, formerly assistant director
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(children and family services) at headquarters, retired and was replaced by Laurence Pountney. In each
division there were two or three assistant divisional general managers, each with special responsibilities.
District officers had team managers accountable for client group teams of social workers. Each division also
had a principal administrative officer, a juvenile justice co-ordinator and a child protection co-ordinator.
10.79 At a meeting of the Social Services General Sub-Committee on 30 November 1989 exempt
minutes of a meeting on 29 September were confirmed. They contained the following decisions:
(a) that following questions from a member of the committee the director gave assurances that secure
accommodation in other local authorities would be used when needed and that disruptive children would
not be deprived of education; (emphasis added).
(b) that the term juvenile justice be discontinued and be replaced by the term 'services for young
people';
(c) that 100 Chell Heath Road, Stoke-on-Trent, cease to be a 12 place community unit in the juvenile
justice system and revert to being a 15 place family centre;
(d) that Heron Cross House, Stoke-on-Trent, cease to be a 15 place family centre and become a 15
place County Young People's Centre from 1 April 1990;
(e) that the staff of 245 Hartshill Road and Heron Cross House be redeployed at the new Heron Cross
House establishment;
(f) that arrangements be made with the district health authority for psychiatric and psychological input
and the Chief Educational Officer for educational services including teachers for Heron Cross House;
and
(g) that 245 Hartshill Road cease to operate as a 10 place community unit and become the base for the
North Staffordshire Child Protection Unit and Family Placement Unit.
10.80 The report contained two other matters affecting organisation of services. One was a major
review of boarding out allowances and payments for placements of 'particularly disturbed adolescents'.
The other was the official end of Pindown. It was minuted as follows: '245 Hartshill Road, Stoke-on-Trent
— Care and Control: criticisms were recently made in the course of legal proceedings about the form of
care received by two young people resident at 245 Hartshill Road, Stoke-on-Trent. The system which has
operated since 1983 but has now been discontinued was introduced as a method of making an impression and
getting a positive response from young people who are normally hard to reach and influence' (emphasis
added).
10.81 Related to the decisions above was a report to the committee entitled 'Review of residential
services for children and young people'. This examined the county provision in considerable detail.
Important points for the future of child care residential work were:
(a) family centres would continue but would mainly accommodate children up to the age of thirteen
years;
(b) long stay homes would be kept to a minimum;
(c) the new unit at Heron Cross House would be the main resource for young people requiring
specialised care;
(d) it would also be expected to provide an advisory and support service to units elsewhere in the
county.
(e) The Career of Tony Latham
10.82 During 1989 Tony Latham was asked by Peter Crockett, deputy director of social services, to
intervene in three residential establishments which were experiencing problems in controlling young
people in care. These were: The Alders at Tamworth, 100 Chell Heath Road and Heron Cross House at
Stoke-on-Trent. In each instance Tony Latham was assisted by Philip Price and Glynis Mellors. A
Pindown unit was established in The Alders and Heron Cross House but not at 100 Chell Heath Road.
10.83 From the late autumn of 1989 Tony Latham was on extended sick leave from his employment with
Staffordshire County Council.
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PART 3: The Pindown Experience
Chapter 11
Pindown Profiles
11.1 The following seven individual accounts cover children, both boys and girls, of differing ages, who
came into care for varying reasons, but who all experienced the rigours of Pindown. They have each been
given a pseudonym. Though the details are not exhaustive, the essential features of their Pindown
experience are identified.
(1) Jane
11.2 Jane was born in 1972. She is the youngest of a family of four children, having an older brother and
two sisters. Each of her parents suffered from a psychiatric illness. When Jane was almost three years old,
all four children went into the care of Staffordshire County Council because the parents were unable to
look after them. All were subsequently made the subject of care orders granted by a juvenile court and
remained in care until the age of 18.
11.3 Initially Jane was placed with one of her sisters at a nursery. The other two children were placed in
a children's home. Eventually the four children were re-united and remained in the same foster home
between 1976 and 1983.
11.4 In 1983 as a result of serious difficulties in the relationship between the foster parents and Jane's
brother, he was moved elsewhere. Ultimately an adoption application by the foster parents in respect of
the three girls was not pursued and the children were moved to a new foster placement when Jane was 11.
She told the Inquiry that she was given no warning or explanation of the move. She was deeply affected by
it. .
11.5 About 18 months later in 1985 Jane's eldest sister, who was then 15 years old, was moved after
disagreements with the foster mother. Jane was very unhappy in the foster home and in particular missed
her sister. She told the Inquiry that she ran away from the foster home one night wearing only her
nightdress. She attempted to cut her wrists. The police returned her to the foster home. A doctor was
called and she received sedation.
11.6 The following day she was moved to 245 Hartshill Road and put straight into Pindown. She was
then aged 13. She was given a nightdress to wear and her clothes and shoes were taken away in a black
plastic bag. She was placed in the back Pindown room which had in it a bed, a table and a wardrobe. She
was told not to go out of the room and if she wanted anything she had to knock on the door. This included
wanting to go to the toilet. The room overlooked a first floor flat next door.
11.7 The morning after her admission to Pindown she was taken out of the room to a meeting with three
residential workers. In her own words: was informed that I had done wrong by running away from my
foster parents and that I had lost all my privileges. To regain these privileges I had to prove that I could be
good by doing what the staff told me. I had to sign a "contract" that I would keep it, if I disobeyed anyone
on this contract a privilege would be taken away'. She was then placed back in the Pindown room.
11.8 On admission to the unit the programme written for Jane in the 'Intensive Training Unit'
programme book included the following: 'foster breakdown — very loose programme'. She was to attend
school and 'allowed visitors/phone calls/letters'. She was to rise at 7-15 a.m. and have a bath. Her bedtime
after a bath was 9 p.m.
11.9 A month later the programme recorded: 'to reside in back room crash pad'. She was to be up at 7
a.m. and have a bath. Her bedtime was altered to 7-30 p.m. , after a bath. There was to be 'no contact . .
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Pindown scheme but not to be nasty to her — sympathetic pindown'. There was added 'close supervision
against self abuse — schooling in room for one week'.
11.10 Five days later the programme stated: 'Remains on pindown . . no clothes . . . work programme
in Unit over weekend period.'
11.11 Four days later the entry in the 'Intensive Training Unit' book included: — 'Allowed school. Bedtime 8
p.m., allowed visitors — family only. No nights out. Chores as usual. Weekend work programme'.
11.12 Because records were inadequately kept or missing it is not possible to follow through what
precisely happened to Jane. In addition her social work file is incomplete and in disarray. She thought that
she was actually in the Pindown room for about 4 weeks. The programme clearly varied over a period of 3
months and for a part of her time her isolation was broken by being 'allowed' attendance at school, being
permitted to go out of 245 Hartshill Road, and by receiving visitors. She also ran away on occasions. Her
view of what happened to her is that 'it was a degrading experience . . I ran away a lot because I got so
frustrated at not being allowed to see anyone and not being allowed to talk to anyone, my only friend in
(there) was a woman who lived in the flats by the side of 245, I could look into her kitchen from the back
Pindown unit. After either going back to 245 or being taken back by the police you were put back into the
Pindown room and told to write what you'd done . . . I remember being really upset one night and going
out of the Pindown room because I needed to talk and I got dragged back in.'
11.13 During some of the times that Jane was allowed out of the Pindown room she would be given her
clothes back and have a meal with the other children. After the meal she was returned to the Pindown
room and her clothes were taken away from her and put back in a black plastic bag. She was given back
her nightdress.
11.14 Jane said that 'After I'd worked my way out of the Pindown room, I was so depressed, and
frustrated that I took an overdose. I was taken to hospital semi-conscious . . . I mean that's the only way I
got out of 245, if I hadn't of done that I'd of probably still be in there.' Jane was detained in hospital
overnight. Staff also recorded removing a razor blade from her possessions. It was noted that 'she keeps a
razor . . in case of emergencies . . . because she hates it here.' Jane told the Inquiry that the Pindown
system had a very destructive and negative effect on her life: 'when I was in Pindown I was really messed
up, after being in (there), I was in trouble with the cops and had tried to kill myself, I meant it did more
harm than good.'
11.15 Jane added that she had felt frightened when she was in Pindown. She had had no exercise and the
only conversation she had with anyone was when her meal was brought. She had no books or magazines,
and no television or radio. The door was not locked. Outside the door a chair was put next to it or pots and
pans hung on the door handle: 'It made you feel everyone was against you, you were always in the wrong,
no-one would listen, it made me very depressed. It makes you hard, a loner, I don't trust people anymore,
it makes you distrust all sorts of authority.'
11.16 Jane moved from 245 Hartshill Road to another children's home and eventually moved into
independent accommodation when she was 17.
(2) Susan
11.17 Susan, who was born in 1976, was put into Pindown when she was 9 years old.
11.18 At the beginning of 1986 Susan, her half-sister aged 13, and her mother were living with the
maternal grandfather. Her half-sister is the child of her mother's former marriage. Susan's father was one
of her mother's subsequent boyfriends.
11.19 Over a period of about a month, in early 1986, the mother contacted Staffordshire social services
on a number of occasions requesting help with coping with Susan's behaviour. Susan was said to be mixing
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with older girls and smoking, stealing and upsetting her grandfather who did not want her to remain in his
home.
11.20 Susan was then received into care and placed at 245 Hartshill Road.
11.21 She went straight into Pindown. The first entry in the log book was as follows: `(Susan) admitted —
very basic programme be very nasty to her' (emphasis added).
11.22 Susan was required to wear pyjamas and kept in a sparsely furnished room. She was not allowed
contact with other children or non-Pindown staff and was not permitted to attend school. She was
required to knock on the door before going to the toilet. She remained in Pindown for a week and then
returned home. Subsequently five 'family reviews' were held at The Birches at about weekly intervals
before social services contact with the family ceased and the case was closed.
11.23 Immediately after Susan's admission to Pindown an entry in the log book at 245 Hartshill Road
recorded a residential worker's conversation with her headmaster: he was concerned that she was in care
because she was no trouble at all in school being a good attender, well-behaved, and a hard worker. She
was also in his view very bright.
11.24 Further entries in the log book during her week in Pindown included:
—'wants to go to the toilet a lot, soon put a stop to that. Had harsh words twice. Once for calling through
the bedroom wall (to another child in Pindown).'
—'will try anything to get out of her room, after several tellings offs (sic) she stopped trying.'
—'she thinks I'm room service, hasn't anyone told her its not an hotel.'
— 'the little knocker has not knocked so much tonight, when I go in I usually look for a tip as I feel like a
waiter.'
11.25 On the evening of Susan's third day in Pindown a 'review' wasrheld. Neither the log book nor the
social services file on Susan records who was present. `Susan's problems' were 'highlighted'. It was noted
that the grandfather would not allow her back and her mother was prepared to move out of his home. It
was 'agreed that (Susan) remain in care'. It was recorded in the log book that 'mother saw her 2 mins.
Cried a little. Then later cried wanting to go home. Was her mother still here. Explained review system.
Spoke to her about contract and may well come back if she breaks rules. Bath, bed. Toilet a lot still. First
sign of hope for her, maybe!!!'
11.26 Susan is twice recorded in the log book as 'working hard'. What she was doing in the Pindown
room is not specified.
11.27 A further 'review' was held after Susan had been in Pindown for 7 days. It was agreed that she
should 'return home' on various conditions, one of which was that she should write a letter of apology to
her grandfather.
11.28 Susan returned to the home of her grandfather. Soon afterwards she and her mother and
half-sister were re-housed.
11.29 Just over a year later, the mother again brought Susan, then aged 10, to the social services office.
She said that she had been having problems with Susan's behaviour for some considerable time. She
would not do what she was told, called her mother unpleasant names and embarrassed her in public. The
mother said that she had eventually lost her temper and attempted 'to strangle' Susan. She could not look
at Susan without wanting to attack her and Susan was unrepentant about her behaviour. There were also
problems with the mother's boyfriend who was living in their home and about whom Susan complained.
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11.30 Susan was again received into care and placed into Pindown. The entry in the log book at 245
Hartshill Road records that `(Susan) admitted to pindown after family meeting . . . she is an extremely
naughty and manipulative little girl: so much so that she has driven her mother to the point of violence.
Basic Pindown — plenty of schoolwork.' Later on the day of admission to Pindown it is recorded that 'if she
knocked on the door once, she knocked ten thousand times. Other than that no problems, she did not eat
much tea, had a bath at 6-30 tucked up in bed 7 p.m.'
11.31 Three days later the following entry was made in the log book: `(Susan) reviewed this afternoon.
She fully expected to go home. When she realised that this wasn't going to happen she became very upset.
Cried off and on until 8-30 — at times becoming hysterical. She will go to school on Monday; she
understands that this is a privilege and is the only one she will be given for some time to come.'
11.32 After ten days of Pindown it was noted by the child's social worker in the social services file that
`there are no complaints about (Susan's) behaviour at Hartshill Road but she is in no position to
misbehave as she is restricted'.
11.33 Subsequently the mother recognised that 'problems can only be resolved at home' and Susan
spent some of her time at home and some in Pindown at 245 Hartshill Road. It would seem that she
actually spent some 20 days in Pindown before being transferred to The Birches.
11.34 After spending about 3 months at The Birches during which time she spent regular weekends at
home, Susan was moved to another children's home. She eventually went home at the beginning of 1988,
some six months after being received into care for the second time. More recently further problems
occurred and Susan was placed in a foster home.
11.35 Susan at 9 years of age was one of the youngest children placed in Pindown. During her two spells
in care in 1986 and 1987 she spent at least 27 days in the unit.
(3) Michael
11.36 Michael first went into Pindown in 1984 when he was 11 years old. He then had further spells in
the unit on at least two occasions in each of the next four years. In total he was in Pindown on not less than
twelve occasions and for about ten weeks in all.
11.37 He was born in 1972. His mother had herself been brought up in residential care from the age of 8.
In 1975 she gave birth to twin boys. In the following year social services were notified that Michael's
behaviour was uncontrollable. At the time his mother was suffering from post natal depression and his
father working away from home. Michael's behaviour subsequently improved for a time but there were
further referrals to social services in the next four years.
11.38 There were reports of violence between Michael's parents which were witnessed by him. In one
incident his nose was broken. A psychiatric report on Michael at the age of 9 suggested a placement at a
school for maladjusted children. This appears not to have been followed up. His parents separated and
both remarried. Michael and his twin brothers remained with their mother. A half-brother was born in
1981. Michael's relationship with his mother and step-father deteriorated and eventually in 1983, when he
was 10 years old, he was received into care by Staffordshire County Council and placed at The Birches.
The previous day he had run away from home and his mother had refused to have him back.
11.39 Within hours of coming into care he absconded and went to his father. The following day he was
returned to The Birches. At the beginning of 1984 there were problems with Michael's behaviour at school.
He was taken from school in February 1984 by a residential worker from 245 Hartshill Road and shown over
the Pindown unit. He was threatened with admission to Pindown if his behaviour did not improve.
11.40 He subsequently lived with his father and step-mother for a short time but then ran away to his
mother who kept him overnight but was not prepared to offer him a home. As a consequence he was
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admitted to 245 Hartshill Road and to the Intensive Training Unit. The reason recorded for his entry into
Pindown was that it was 'an attempt to work through a few of his feelings and his understanding of the
current situation.'
11.41 Michael told the Inquiry that he was taken up to the back Pindown room and told to remove his
clothes. He refused to do so. He was then held down on a bed in the room and stripped. He was made to
have a bath and given a pair of pyjamas to wear. In addition to the bed the room contained a table and a
chair. There were no reading or writing materials. He was not allowed to communicate with any other
children. The worst aspect of Pindown, in his view, was the boredom and the isolation: 'it was doing my
head in.' Michael spent ten days in the unit before being returned home to his father and step-mother with
an arrangement for weekly review meetings at 245 Hartshill Road.
11.42 Later in 1984 he moved to live with his mother and step-father. He was subject to a matrimonial
supervision order to Staffordshire County Council. His behaviour varied over the next year. Regular
`reviews' were held at 245 Hartshill Road. One review in mid-1985 decided that there had been no
improvement after a spell of bad behaviour. Michael's parents were asked to leave the review and
Michael under protest was made `to write down all the misdemeanours he was involved in over the past
weeks.' This process apparently took over three hours.
11.43 A refusal to co-operate with an 'evening care programme' at 245 Hartshill Road led to Michael
being taken from his mother's home and being admitted to care in August 1985 at 245 Hartshill Road,
where he remained in Pindown for three weeks. He was then re-admitted in September for about nine
days. He was permitted to attend school, but otherwise confined to his room. He went to bed at 7-30 p.m.
11.44 In October 1985 he was again re-admitted to Pindown because he was beyond his mother's
control. It was said by staff that 'he needed a spell at 245'. He absconded and went to his father's home.
He was subsequently returned to 245 Hartshill Road by the police. He was then put on what was recorded
as a basic Pindown Programme for some six days. He was required to work at Duke's Lodge, the home of
Tony Latham, during the programme. He again absconded, got into trouble with the police and was
rejected by his parents. He was returned and put into Pindown: 'reside in front bedroom crash pad. Full
PIN-DOWN; 7 a.m. up bath; 7 p.m. bath, 7-30 p.m. bed; no communication, no family contact; To go to
D/L (Duke's Lodge) or schooling in room. No cloths (sic) allowed.' Five days later the programme was
amended to 'Remains on Pin-Down; allowed clothes; allowed work based program (sic) over the Top
Landing (when other kids are out); During Wk/End to remain in room; school program; allowed to speak
to family on the phone; no phone calls out; T.V., radio etc; family may visit; Bed 7 p.m. — Rise 7 a.m.;
Bath morning and evening.' A few days later he was found in a state of collapse on the floor of his room.
He was taken to hospital where no obvious cause for his condition was found. It was suggested that what
had happened to him may have been stress related.
11.45 In December 1985 Michael returned to live with his mother at her request although apparently
against the advice of the residential staff. He was back in residential care in April 1986. He was suspended
from school on a number of occasions before being permanently excluded. He committed a number of
criminal offences and spent a period in a Detention Centre. He continued in residential care until 1989.
After April 1986 he went into Pindown on at least seven further occasions for a total period of about four
weeks. He absconded from care between 1986 and 1989 on not less than fourteen occasions. He was
known to associate with experienced criminals. He was heavily involved in solvent abuse. Between 1983
and 1988 social work records disclose over fifty 'reviews' or 'meetings' concerning Michael. There are few
actual records of these occasions or of any expert help sought or details of any decisions taken. He is now
unemployed, has an extensive criminal record and moves between various addresses. As the unfortunate
victim originally of a broken family, he told the Inquiry that the care system 'has messed my life up.'
(4) Simon
11.46 Simon at 9 years of age was one of the youngest boys put into Pindown. He went into the unit on
two separate occasions in 1986 for a total period of not less than eight days and probably much longer.
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11.47 He was born in 1976 the third of four illegitimate children. His mother had become pregnant for
the first time at the age of 17 whilst in care herself. By the age of 5 Simon had been received into care on a
number of occasions at the request of his mother who experienced continual difficulties in coping with the
children.
11.48 At the beginning of 1982 Simon was again received into care and eventually placed at The
Birches. He was described as a difficult child to control being extremely active, mischievous and accident
prone. He also displayed very aggressive behaviour towards other children.
11.49 Simon returned home at the end of 1983. Despite frequent co-operation between his school and
social services his behaviour deteriorated further. He was excluded from school on a number of
occasions. Special teaching was provided for him. He failed, however, to respond to special teaching
programmes provided by an educational pyschologist. He regularly bullied other children and was
accused of assaults of a sexual nature against both boys and girls. He also indecently exposed himself on a
number of occasions.
11.50 In 1985 a programme was organised at 245 Hartshill Road to provide evening and weekend care.
It had only limited success. It involved Simon being picked up daily from school by a member of staff of
245 Hartshill Road and being put in a form of Pindown until 8-30 p.m. when he was returned home having
had a bath and worn pyjamas in the residential home. At weekends he would remain at 245 Hartshill
Road between 10 a.m. and 8-30 p.m. each day.
11.51 The programme for Simon outlined in the log book at 245 Hartshill Road provided for 'a totally
negative approach to be adopted . . plenty of stern looks and tellings off to make him glad to go home
. „ He will be based in the back pindown room and will eat in there . . • under no circumstances is he to
communicate with other children . . . he is to perform tasks . . of a negative kind . . if it appears that he
is enjoying a task stop him and make him do something else.'
11.52 In February 1986 Simon was sent to The Birches from school after being involved in fighting and
swearing at the teachers. At The Birches, in the late afternoon, he was told to put his pyjamas on. He was
then taken outside and put in a van. He was wearing underpants, pyjamas and slippers. He was not told
what was happening or where he was going. His clothes were put in a black bag in the front of the van. He
was driven to 245 Hartshill Road. On arrival he was put in a room, which he thought was then locked, and
his slippers and pyjama trousers were taken away. The room contained a chair, a desk and a bed with a
mattress, a sheet and a blanket. There were no books or writing materials in the room. He was told that he
had to stay in the room because he had been `pratting around' at school. After knocking on the door he
was allowed out only to go to the toilet and to have a bath. During his stay in Pindown meals were brought
to his room and he was not allowed contact with other children.
11.53 Soon after being put in the Pindown room he was allowed to go to the toilet and he opened a
window in the bathroom, climbed out on to the roof and down a drain pipe and ran off in his underpants
and a pyjama jacket. He was not wearing any footwear.
11.54 After being returned to Pindown the regime appears to have been gradually relaxed and he was
given some schoolwork of a basic kind and eventually allowed to watch television. He was then returned
to The Birches. Whilst in the Pindown unit he had been very frightened after seeing another boy from an
adjoining room who had just slashed his wrists.
11.55 It would seem from the records that Simon spent a further short spell in Pindown towards the end
of 1986. Social work records contain comments that the use of Pindown produced no positive results and
that, if anything, his behaviour became worse. Ultimately, he was transferred to a special school.
(5) Sophie
11.56 Sophie, who was born in 1971, is one of six children. Her father is a Nigerian who returned to
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Africa some years ago. Her mother is English. From the age of 8 Sophie lived with her maternal
grandmother and two of her half-sisters and a half-brother. Sophie had behavioural problems from an
early age. By the age of 11 she was said to have been stealing from neighbours and to have made a false
allegation that she had been raped and had become pregnant. At the request of her grandmother she was
received into care in 1982.
11.57 Sophie was placed in a children's home. About six months later she absconded and went to her
grandmother who, against social work advice, discharged her from care.
11.58 Towards the end of 1983 the grandmother had a stroke and was hospitalised. Sophie's behaviour
deteriorated rapidly and she had to be admitted to an adolescent psychiatric unit. Opinions varied: she
was described as having an identity crisis based on a traumatic childhood and was said to be obsessed with
babies. Another view was that she was a gross hysteric having little appreciation of the boundaries of
fantasy and reality. On discharge from the unit Sophie, aged 12, came into care and was admitted to The
Birches. She absconded on several occasions from The Birches and was excluded from school. She was
again recorded as claiming to be pregnant.
11.59 Whilst away from The Birches Sophie located her mother and they both expressed the wish that
Sophie should be discharged from care and live with her. The view was taken that the mother had major
problems which precluded the possibility of rehabilitation. Around the middle of 1984, Sophie was
admitted to the Intensive Training Unit at 245 Hartshill Road after having again absconded. She was
recorded in the log book as having been admitted and 'off all priviledges (sic)'. Her clothes were taken
away and she was given a nightdress.
11.60 The following morning she tried to abscond. A residential worker recorded that 'somehow she
had obtained some of her clothes . . went straight away to (Sophie) and asked her to take her clothes
off and get back into her nightdress. She refused to do this so I started to undress her.' Sophie then took
off her clothes but locked herself in the bathroom. The door was forced and she was told to get into bed.
Her mother was then allowed to visit her. Later in the day `a review' was held and it was decided that in
respect of Sophie it was 'no change pindown situation'. Four days later she is again recorded as being 'in
pindown situation'. She then absconded. The police were informed and they returned her the following
day. She told the police that she had been hiving intercourse and was pregnant. This was later confirmed
by a doctor.
11.61 After 10 days in Pindown Sophie was tranferred to The Birches. She was, however, re-admitted to
the Intensive Training Unit a fortnight later. Within two hours she had absconded and gone to stay with
her mother. The following day the police brought her back to 245 Hartshill Road. Five days later she
absconded again.
11.62 In the period of three months after she was first put into Pindown Sophie absconded on about nine
occasions. Confusing and often contradictory records preclude a wholly accurate picture from emerging.
Entries in the relevant records, however, point to her having spent a total of 58 days in Pindown in four
separate spells during the three months. At the end of the period she had just turned 13.
11.63 Sophie was eventually transferred to another establishment from which she absconded on a
number of occasions. She was also found guilty by a juvenile court of a number of offences of dishonesty.
Ultimately she was placed in an (authorised) secure unit outside Staffordshire. Her pregnancy had ended
in a miscarriage. After being in the secure unit she was transferred to an open unit from which she
absconded. For almost all of 1986 her whereabouts were unknown. She was eventually found living with
her mother and again pregnant. After a further miscarriage she again went missing.
11.64 In 1987 Sophie aged 15 was arrested for shoplifting and remanded into the care of Staffordshire
County Council. She was again placed at 245 Hartshill Road but not put into Pindown. Subsequently she
was sentenced to a period of youth custody.
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11.65 Sophie told the Inquiry that she was put into. Pindown originally because she kept running away.
When she arrived at the unit her clothes were taken away and she had to wear a vest and pants. She made
no mention of a nightdress. She was in the back Pindown room. She had to knock on the door if she
wanted to go to the toilet. It often 'took ages' before someone came along. The room only contained a
bed, a table and a chair. She had to do schoolwork every day. She was not allowed out of the room except
to go to the toilet and also to have a bath. She thought that she was initially in Pindown for about 4 weeks
and a review was held each week. She was not allowed to attend but was told what had been decided. On
the second occasion and subsequently when she went into Pindown she was allowed to wear a dressing
gown as well as her vest and pants. She thought that she had been locked into the Pindown room because
she had to knock on the door.
11.66 Sophie told the Inquiry that she has 'always thought that Pindown should never have been
allowed'. She added that 'the only person I was hurting by running away was myself because I could easily
have been murdered or anything, running through country lanes. I never thought of that because wherever
I am running to is better than what I am running from.' She now lives in a flat with her baby daughter.
(6) Peter
11.67 Peter was one of the first three boys to be put into Pindown in 1983.
11.68 He was born in 1967. Together with his older brother and younger sister he was taken into care by
Staffordshire County Council in 1971 when his mother, who was separated from his father, said that she
was unable to cope with the children. Subsequently a juvenile court granted care orders despite the
mother's objection at that time. In the following months the mother twice unsuccessfully tried to revoke
the orders.
11.69 After ten months in care the three children were returned to the mother. Two months later the
family became homeless and Peter was placed in a foster home with his sister. The placement quickly
broke down and Peter lived in a succession of children's homes. He remained in contact with his mother
and grandmother. At the age of 11 he became involved together with his brother in a number of episodes
of petty theft. In the following two years Peter had contact with various relatives but none of them were
able to provide a suitable home for him.
11.70 Peter was moved to The Birches when he was 15. He was already glue sniffing, truanting from
school and involved again in stealing. He told the Inquiry that '1 was skiving school and usually that turned
into us running away. I didn't run away much and we ran away this one time and they caught us, the Old
Bill caught us and they took us back to The Birches and we went into the front room and then we were
undressed'. This occurred at the beginning of November 1983.
11.71 Peter told the Inquiry what happened next. Together with two other boys both aged 14 he was
taken to 245 Hartshill Road. Each was wearing only his underpants and no footwear. Peter was terrified:
he did not know where he was going or what was happening.
11.72 When the boys arrived at 245 Hartshill Road they were told to try and break through a locked
door into the part of the house where they were to stay. A key to the door was then found and the boys
were all put into a room together. They moved a table and chairs into the room and then had to take a cold
shower and do some 'keep fit' exercises. Later they were moved into another room and slept on
mattresses on the floor with no. other bedding. A residential worker was also sleeping in the room. The log
book recorded that they were to have `no privileges'.
11.73 The following morning the boys were required to do 'bunny hops' around a concrete square
outside the building in their underwear for about twenty minutes. Peter described what happened: 'we
were bunny hopping round and (a residential worker) had a stick and he was standing there in the middle
and we had nothing on, just our underpants still, nothing on our feet, and we were bunny hopping around
and he was saying move over and he was whipping us, he is mad, but I was laughing, so I was getting it and
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he was taking it worse because I was laughing'. He added that some `Fundwell workers' were watching
what was happening and 'they thought it was hilarious.' The residential worker has denied hitting him.
11.74 On the third day Peter was returned to The Birches 'to see how he performs', according to the log
book. During his stay in the 'Special Unit' at 245 Hartshill Road he had been kept isolated from everyone
else except the other two boys. They were, however, stopped from speaking to each other after 6 p.m. For
part of the time they were occupied doing schoolwork, moving furniture and being made to do physical
exercises.
11.75 Peter was returned to the unit three weeks later after having been excluded from school. He
remained at 245 Hartshill Road for a further eleven days in all.
11.76 Peter remained in care until he was a few months short of his eighteenth birthday. A report in his
social work file observes that his 'spell in the intensive unit was a clear failure'. He now has a serious drink
problem and has served a term of imprisonment. He is married and in contact with his family.
(7) Sheraz
11.77 When Sheraz went into Pindown in March 1989 at The Alders in Tamworth she was aged 15,
having been born in October 1973.
11.78 Her father is of Bangladeshi origin and her mother English. She is the only girl in a family of four
children. Her father left the matrimonial home some years ago and then had no contact with the children.
One child was adopted and Sheraz' mother remarried in 1983.
11.79 The family has been well-known to social services for many years. In June 1988, when she was 14,
Sheraz was committed into the care of Staffordshire County Council in care proceedings. The Juvenile
Court found that she was beyond the control of her parents. She had run away from home on two
occasions. She was placed at The Alders family centre. Initially she is reported to have settled down, with
no wish to return home.
11.80 After a few months her behaviour began to deteriorate. She is noted as having been abusive to
staff, truanting, and absconding for short periods. She was then suspended from school.
11.81 General control problems developed at The Alders and events eventually came to a head with a
serious disturbance in which Sheraz was alleged to have taken part and threatened a member of staff with
a weapon. As a consequence she was transferred to another children's home for about a month, returning
to The Alders just after .Christmas 1988.
11.82 During the next three months some of the residents continued to cause trouble and the staff had
considerable difficulty in managing the situation. In March 1989 Tony Latham, Philip Price and Glynis
Mellors arrived at The Alders in order to attempt to restore order. They introduced a Pindown unit to
achieve their aim. They were known at this time as 'The Hit Squad' or 'The A Team'.
11.83 Sheraz was put into the newly established Pindown unit: a room _ at the top of the house
- approached by a winding staircase. Apart from absconding on two occasions for brief periods, she
remained in the unit for about three weeks.
11.84 Sheraz told the Inquiry about her introduction into the unit. She had absconded from the home
and then telephoned in order to talk to the staff. Sheraz was then picked up in a car which contained her
mother and brother and a residential worker. When they returned to The Alders she was taken into a
meeting. At about 4-15 p.m. she was told that, apparently with the agreement of her mother and brother,
she was going to be put into Pindown. The log book records what happened next: 'very reluctant to stay at
F/C (Family Centre). Physically and verbally abusive to staff — had to be escorted by several staff to
bathroom, where she was stripped of clothing and placed into the bath — kicking, screaming and lashing
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out at staff . . . Eventually got into pyjamas and escorted to top floor pin down. Refused tea initially but
decided to eat later — had nothing to eat during the day. A little stroppy at times but no untoward
behaviour at this point. Gave her a pen and paper to write down what she sees in her future and what she
needs to achieve to "get out of here".'
11.85 Sheraz was placed in the Pindown room which contained a bed, a table, a chair and a small electric
wall heater. There was a portaloo in a cupboard. She was later allowed to go to the toilet after knocking on
the door. The two windows had been boarded up. At 9 p.m her mother was allowed to visit her for a short
time. A residential worker recorded that `Sheraz initially resentful to Mum but later changed to pleading
with her to take her home for the night and to bring her back tomorrow. Mother did not relent. Sheraz
threatening to kill herself and/or jump through the window . . . started to shout . . attempted to take
wood from window.'
11.86 The following morning the log book record is as follows: `(Sheraz) refused to get up when called at
7 a.m. Woke up stroppy got stroppy attitude back — tipped out of bed and bed covers removed. Said 'I
want some clothes I'm freezing. I'm not staying in here all clay waiting for those bastards to come.'
(Sheraz) asked if she wanted breakfast — she said she didn't so she didn't get anything. No food to be given
until lunch time at 12-30. Because of (S's) stroppy attitude heavier tactics needed — i.e. please/thank
you/may I's etc. otherwise nothing to be given . . . upstairs rooms and landing is cold. Fuse has been taken
out of fire in (S's) bedroom. Perhaps consideration fot this to be returned after this afternoons meeting.'
11.87 Two days later Sheraz was again tipped out of bed and the bed covers removed. The residential
worker recorded that she 'became very angry and she thumped me by left eye (upper). So was restrained
. . . mattress removed.' Fifteen minutes later Sheraz 'pulled the boarding off the window went out on to
the roof across the roof and down the fire exit and ran off. Collected by police . . . returned to unit.
Kicking and shouting put into the opposite room until window can be board(ed) up again.' Later it is
recorded that she was 'iti her old room window closed. One staff sat in room with her another in hallway.'
Then 'work' was set for her.
11.88 On the fourth day in Pindown in respect of a visit by Sheraz' mother, it was noted in the log book
that 'Muni totally abided by rules of pindown and has said that she has welcomed this intervention.
(Sheraz) also feels that though the initial response was aggression she is beginning to see and understand
the reasons for this exercise.'
11.89 On the ninth day in Pindown Sheraz, suffering from an ear infection, was taken to see a local GP.
A residential worker recorded that she was 'very well behaved I think she thought it strange seeing
daylight, maybe she realises the freedom she was having and hopes to have again soon (sic).'
)

11.90 After fourteen days Sheraz absconded with another girl. Two days later they were picked up by
the police and returned to the home at 8 p.m. Sheraz 'went quietly to Pin Down Unit, and straight to bed
and lights out'.
11.91 During Sheraz' third week in Pindown, a residential worker assessed the 'written work' Sheraz
had been given: 'Having read through all the "guff" (Sheraz) has produced what do we know that we did
not know before? O.K. she's got nice handwriting, is articulate and can use the written word as a useful
form of communication. However what are we trying to achieve? Sure it occupies her time and keeps her
quiet, she is not a management problem — so what?'

11.92 After three weeks Sheraz was allowed into the main part of the house and to see and talk to other
children. She told the Inquiry that she hated Pindown because she had no-one to talk to unless her mother
visited. She thought that Pindown was simply a punishment. She regarded being forced to write about
herself as upsetting and futile. She thought that her experience of Pindown had probably made her worse.
Soon after leaving Pindown her social worker found her a foster placement.
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PART 4: Analysis
Chapter 12
Pindown
12.1 We have traced in earlier chapters the pre-November 1983 influences and events which, in our
view, contributed to some extent to the general conditions that permitted the appearance of Pindown. In
addition we have set out in some detail the history of its practice before it was summarily terminated at the
beginning of October 1989. In the last chapter the seven profiles of children who underwent the Tindown
Experience' are an attempt to encapsulate its reality in human terms. We consider now the specific
matters that we have to deal with in the light of the Terms of Reference23 and in particular paragraphs 1, 4
and 8.
The Nature of Pindown
12.2 When considering events in the past the bonus of having a wealth of contemporary documents is
considerable. In the case of the practice of Pindown there is available, amongst other documentation,
almost a complete set of log books and measures of control books together with Pindown unit books
(under various titles) and books of so-called programmes. In addition the main practitioners of Pindown,
Tony Latham and Philip Price, together with Glynis Mellors who played a significant part, have set out at
various times between 1983 and 1989 their accounts of the 'philosophy' and practice of Pindown.24 There
are also contributions by others which, for example, refer in detail to the 'rules' of Pindown. In respect of
the various books of records kept in the residential units there is, as will have been noted from the
numerous quotations in earlier chapters which speak for themselves, an extraordinary frankness and
clarity in the vast majority of the entries relating to Pindown and the children who were put into the
various units.
12.3 We also have had the advantage of hearing evidence from very many witnesses who could throw
considerable light on the true nature of what took place over a period of almost six years. These included:
children, adults who as children were in Pindown, parents, social workers, residential workers,
managers, politicians, members of the public who lived near to residential units, and a number of
distinguished experts. We also had the benefit of written evidence put in by many people. Our views
based on the extensive evidence we received are set out below.
Documentation
12.4 The true nature of Pindown, in our view, emerges clearly from the writings of its practitioners.
Prior to August 1984, Tony Latham and Philip Price produced 'Routine of the Intensive Training Unit'.
This is set out in appendix F as document 2 and has been considered in detail earlier in Chapter 5,
paragraphs 5.49 to 5.55. The message, in our view, is crystallised in the words 'DO AS IS TOLD' and in
the observation on page 2 of the document, 'the philosophy behing (sic) the Intensive Training Unit is
undermined if the "Rules of the Establishment" are not strictly adhered to'. It is made clear that
`privileges are to be earned through co-operation with staff and decided upon at specified review times.
Failure to sustain co-operation will automatically lose the right for privileges and the basic programme
will again be enforced.' One notes that throughout the Pindown era such matters as communicating with
other children and/or the staff, going to school, taking exercise, having reading and writing materials,
wearing ordinary clothing as opposed to night wear, being allowed to have visits, and going out of a room
to go to the toilet without knocking on the door first and being given permission, are categorised and
treated as 'privileges' which have to be earned.
23 See appendix B.
24 See appendix F, documents 1-8
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12.5 About two years later, some time after July 1986, Glynis Mellors (then Bonnici) produced
`Intermediate Treatment in Newcastle Staffordshire Evaluation Report'. Parts of the document appear in
appendix F as document 4 and we describe the Report at length in Chapter 7, paragraphs 7.23 to 7.35.
Tony Latham approved the document which we were told was sent to Elizabeth Brennan, the principal
area officer, who could not herself recall seeing it. Under a heading 'Intermediate Treatment Preventative and Rehabilitation Work' Glynis Mellors wrote that, 'a unit was set up detached from the
main part of the residential building based at 245 Hartshill Road. In those days it was referred to as the
`special unit' (currently, known as the Intensive Training Unit). This section of the building soon became
recognised as the place where problematical children were placed. Being totally isolated and
self-contained it enabled its residents to be observed, assessed, appraised and programmes developed.
Above all, it enabled at times hard line punishment and reward tactics to be adopted without influence,
prejudice or inconsistency' (emphasis added). Glynis Mellors referred to the unit as having this 'so called
"radical" practice of preventative and rehabilitation work'. Some attempts were made at the Inquiry to
persuade us that the words quoted did not reflect the reality of the practice. We have, however, no doubt
after considering the totality of the evidence that in the vast majority of cases the children perceived
Pindown with its supposed panoply of meetings, reviews, contracts and attempts to establish a structure
of understanding and trust, as a narrow, punitive and harshly restrictive experience. We think that their
perceptions were correct.
12.6 On page 6 of her document Glynis Mellors wrote that 'care is presented as a totally negative
experience'. What she referred to as 'negative LT.' (Intermediate Treatment) was 'ensuring the
participant clearly identifies, comes to terms with and works through his problems and is not allowed to
take the easy way out'. On page 8 of the document, Glynis Mellors referred to a girl whose 'programme
was structured on what was called a "heavy pin down", her only privilege being that of being allowed to
attend school'. It should be noted that, as far as we are aware from the evidence, no contact was ever
made with the relevant education department in respect of the use as a sanction of preventing children in
care from attending school.
12.7 At the beginning of 1988, nearly two years after Glynis Mellors' Report, a set of 'rules' of Pindown
was written down on the front cover of the Pindown — Other House' log book at The Birches (see
appendix F, document 5 and Chapter 9, paragraph 9.15). The 'rules' are in the handwriting of Louise
Doherty, a residential worker, who was acting on the instructions of Peter Nicol-Harper, who was in
charge of The Birches. Four years after it commenced Pindown in its traditional form is documented
again: removal of clothes and personal possessions on admission; baths; wearing of night wear,
underwear and dressing gown and 'no footwear of any description'; meals in the room; knocking on the
door for permission to 'impart information' or go to the bathroom; no communication with other
residents; no television, music, magazines, cigarettes or telephone calls; visits from social workers or
parents are permitted 'by arrangement with team leader'; during the day any school work set should be
completed and 'all books and writing materials should be removed after 4 o'clock; and rising at 7 a.m. ,
bed 7 p.m. after having a bath'. The 'rules' are headed by the instruction 'it is essential that each child is
made aware of these rules at the time of their admission'.
12.8 In the middle of 1988, after returning from a training course, Philip Price renewed the Pindown
documentation (see appendix F, document 6, and Chapter 9, paragraph 9.33). Some awareness of the
legal implications and the basic nature of Pindown is apparent from the opening words 'while I recognise
that most people working in the arena of Social Work may have difficulty in coming to terms with the
working practices of a pin down unit i.e. possible infringements of rights, civil liberties etc. it has become
necessary to devise such a unit within the structure of the 245 Community unit'.
12.9 Tony Latham after leaving The Alders, Tamworth, in August 1989 produced a report on the
establishment (see appendix F, document 7 and Chapter 10, paragraph 10.56). It eventually came into the
hands of senior management. It was dated 12 September 1989 and dealt with the use of Pindown. On
pages 12 and 13 of the document, Tony Latham wrote as follows: 'following the successful introduction
some years ago of a specialised unit at 245 Hartshill Road, the profound problems being created by
certain youngsters at Tamworth promoted an introduction of this case in Tamworth. Special unit with all
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its mystiques basically challenges the concept of positive care ideals and consequently is often
misinterpreted and has been quoted as a lock up job!'
Basic Philosophies
12.10 Tony Latham then described the 'basic philosophies' of the special unit: 'The isolation of a young
person to a room away from the main care of the building, where loss of privileges are asserted. The young
person is supervised 24 hours a day under a contract basis whereby issues, problems and relationships can
be confronted. Care is presented as a totally negative experience initially ensuring that the participant can
clearly identify their problems, come to terms with them through counselling and time out sessions with
appointed staff, and is encouraged to work through the problems by not being allowed to take the easy
way out. To ensure that work with the children on these lines is planned and clearly structured, it needs to
include family contact, participation and agreement to the sanctions employed (where applicable) and
the opportunity for the child to learn how privileges are earned and how co-operation brings rewards.'
12.11 In respect of the unit's use, Tony Latham wrote that the 'special unit should seldom be used. It
should be a last resort and not be used liberally to exert heavy handed discipline or sanctions to children.
Family Centre staff have worked with its philosophies and have seen what rewards and changes it brings in
children when all else fails. Area Office Social Workers generally do not agree with its operation but are unable
to offer alternatives, save secure units' (emphasis added).
12.12 The actual use of Pindown, in our view, wandered far from its so-called 'philosophy'. Whilst a
very few children who were in Pindown for a very short time were said to have benefitted from it, almost
all who were in Pindown over the years suffered in varying degrees the despair and the potentially
damaging effects of isolation, the humiliation of having to wear night clothes, knock on the door in order
to 'impart information' as it was termed, and of having all their personal possessions removed; and the
intense frustration and boredom from the lack of communication, companionship with others and
recreation. To many Pindown must undoubtedly have appeared as 'heavy handed discipline'. It is not
insignificant, in our view, that at the beginning of November 1983 when one of the first children was
transferred from The Birches to 245 Hartshill Road to go into Pindown, the entry in the log book stated:
`R is at the secure unit at Hartshill'. Later on the 9 November 1983 John Aston recorded in the Hartshill
log book: 'Tony please note . . . to keep the impression of a specail (sic) /secure unit going means no
allowance of preveleges (sic) as it would defeat our "face" to other members of The Birches'. When Peter
Nicol-Harper, who was an experienced practitioner of Pind own and who had tried to introduce a
`positive' form of it in early 1988 at The Birches, gave evidence he expressed the view that the Pindown
unit had been used, at least on some occasions, as secure accommodation.
12.13 There are many references in the records to children being 'detained in the special unit' and to
`solitary confinement'. One particular example, noted in an earlier chapter, is not, in our view,
unrepresentative. A boy, just fifteen years old, had 'absconded' from school and was put in the unit in
early 1985 in 245 Hartshill Road. A log book entry states: 'another week of solitary confinement for (P.E.)
has had some rather peculiar effects. He is talking to himself a great deal and we had tears several times
during the course of the week. Sleeping in staff also report incidents of (P.E.) talking in his sleep'
(emphasis added),
Definition
12.14 Pindown is referred to in many different ways in the documentation we received. The following is
a list of some of the descriptions: 'Basic Pindown'; 'Total Pindown'; 'Full Pindown'; 'Heavy Pindown';
`Strict Pindown'; 'Negative Pindown'; 'Nasty Pindown'; 'B-Plan Pindown'; 'Stage 2 Pindown';
`Semi-Pindown'; 'Partial Pindown'; 'Relaxed Pindown'; 'Sympathetic Pindown'; 'Positive Pindown';
`Therapeutic Pindown'; and 'Maisie'.
12.15 With some exceptions, the names in the main give a clue as to the approach used in the practice of
Pindown. What, however, are the minimum criteria which qualify the practice as Pindown? It is almost
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impossible to be absolutely precise but we decided that four features were usually present: firstly,
isolation for part of the time in a part of a children's home cordoned off as a 'special' or Pindown unit;
secondly, removal of ordinary clothing for part of the time and the enforced wearing of shorts or night
clothes; thirdly, being told of having to earn 'privileges'; and fourthly being allowed to attend school or a
`school room' in the unit, and changing back into shorts or night clothes after returning from school.
12.16 'Full' or 'Total' Pindown, in our view, must have the following features: firstly, persistent
isolation in a part of a children's home cordoned off as a special or Pindown unit; secondly removal of
ordinary clothing for lengthy periods and the enforced wearing of shorts or night clothes; thirdly,
persistent loss of all 'privileges'; fourthly, having to knock on the door to 'impart information', for
example, a wish to visit the bathroom; and fifthly, non-attendance at school, no writing or reading
materials, no television, radio, cigarettes or visits.
12.17 The place in which Pindown was practised was variously called, 'the special unit', 'the Intensive
Training Unit'; 'the structured unit'; the 'sculptured unit', the 'secure unit'; the 'time out area'; or 'the
crash pad'.
12.18 As noted in chapter 1, the origin of the word Pindown' was said to be the use by Tony Latham of
the words, 'we must pin down the problem' whilst he gestured with his forefinger pointing towards the
floor. The children began to speak of 'being in Pindown'.
The Regime
12.19 Tony Latham informed the Inquiry that `the regime of Pindown which developed was based on
the principle that we were re-establishing control of the young person. By taking away all privileges from
that person for a short period we felt that we would firstly force the young person to face up to his or her
difficulties, and secondly provide the mechanism for negotiation with that person since by taking
responsibility for their actions they could earn the privileges previously denied to them, and by active
participation in family meetings could have a say in their future'. He added that 'the Pindown unit was
designed to concentrate on the specific issues to be addressed. The time spent in the unit, however, was
seen as a very small part of a much wider process of formulating and developing care plans or contracts
with each young person'. He pointed out that 'when the regime was first used it was a form of crisis
intervention to deal with three particularly difficult youngsters at The Birches. However in order to avoid
the intake of children coming into care inappropriately the model increasingly evolved into a preventative
mode. . . . This model of intervention was never envisaged as a punishment to young people but merely a
method of containment for disruptive youngsters.' Tony Latham further indicated that 'the model was
never a deliberate attempt to damage the children in any way or to restrict their liberty. No doors (were)
ever locked, and the young people were always free to walk out of the building if that is what they chose to
do albeit we would have tried to dissuade them from doing so.'
12.20 We were informed by Tony Latham that the review meeting 'was undoubtedly the most crucial
element in the programme and they were often heated and charged with emotion by the young person and
his or her family'. He encouraged accountability for everybody who attended the meeting. He
acknowledged that 'by forcing people in a confrontational way to keep their part of any contract, I was not
terribly popular amongst some of the area social workers'. Tony Latham chaired the meetings until
September 1987. He also 'encouraged positive and negative role play with the idea that by creating
conflict, people start saying what they think'.
12.21 A number of witnesses at the Inquiry told us that in their view the family meetings were an ordeal
not only for parents and children but also for the social workers. They were centred on 'a powerful
personality chairman' and one social worker, as noted in Chapter 10, told us that she 'used to go in with
butterflies in my stomach and feeling really worried and I really dOn't know what the child felt'. Others
were offended by the bad language deliberately used. A child, for example, was told 'you are fucking
useless'. Overall we formed a critical view of what we heard of the meetings. No proper documentation
was apparently produced for the meeting and in the main no proper or any record kept of it. A great deal
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of play-acting by the Pindown practitioners appeared to be the order of the day. Additionally we heard
that children often attended in their night clothes and girls who were wearing short night dresses felt very
embarrassed and humiliated. Regarding 'contracts' and 'programmes', those produced to the Inquiry
appeared to be extremely basic. Meetings in the early days of Pindown took place apparently once a
week. Later at 245 Hartshill Road it would seem that they were not as frequent or as regular. At Heron
Cross House and The Alders, however, during the short existence of Pindown in those establishments,
there were frequent meetings.
12.22 Staff Contact and Nature of Engagement
Lack of sufficient staff and lack of qualified and experienced people dictated the kind and quality of the
contact with children in Pindown. The laudable aim of saturating the child with attention was in effect a
pipe-dream. We formed the view that in the main staff in fact spent very little time with the Pindown
residents. Complaints about the excruciating boredom of being alone without any means of recreation were
legion. Other complaints related to being given such tasks as writing out a telephone directory or answering in,
writing very personal and difficult questions. Many examples are recorded in the log books of the occasions
and the manner in which staff rebuffed attempts by the children to communicate with them. The instruction to
staff in very many cases was 'strictly isolated no contact at all'. There were examples, however, of staff who
literally took pity on the isolated child and broke the rules to speak to him or her. Our impression was that this
was very much the exception rather than the rule. For those permitted some contact, some members of the
staff seem to have made efforts to build up a kind of relationship with the child. The log books, however, are
littered with examples of disparaging remarks by staff about individual children. One example catches the
flavour of many: 'this little runt' wrote one residential worker.
Variation in the practice of Pindown
12.23 Pindown was in existence at 245 Hartshill Road, Stoke-on-Trent between November 1983 and
October 1989; at The Birches in 1988; and at The Alders, Tamworth and Heron Cross House,
Stoke-on-Trent in 1989. We set out the precise dates below. We are of the view that over the period of
almost six years there was no real variation in Pindown. In May 1988 an attempt was made to introduce, in
the words of Peter Nicol-Harper, 'a positive version of the negative Pindown, in other words all the extra
resources, without the taking away of children's rights'. It was called 'Maisie' which was short for
maisonette 'because there's a maisonette opposite part of 245, basically a flat, in which we theoretically
wanted to set up a . . therapeutic community for the children using positive re-inforcement'. Peter
Nicol-Harper, as noted already in Chapter 9, paragraph 9.24, pointed out that 'the problems were that
whereas Pindown can be operated by one member of staff, "Maisie" needed three members of staff on
shift'. 'Maisie' could not be pursued.
12.24 Philip Price, an enthusiastic supporter of Pindown, returned from a training course in July 1988 to
245 Hartshill Road. He told the Inquiry that he was uneasy about what Pin down had become and the way
it was used as a matter of course 'contrary to how it had originally been envisaged'. He also thought it was
different from when he left it in September 1986 because it was not being used solely as 'a single element in
a planned programme' and 'it did not invariably follow family meetings and involvement. It had become a
practice for youngsters to be admitted to the unit either from police custody, remand or another family
centre'. Having had the benefit of carefully sifting the evidence concerning Pindown over the period of
almost six years we differ from his views. The application of Pindown, in our view, had already become
almost a matter of administrative routine before 1986 and was not dependent in many cases upon being
part of a wider programme or being used after a family meeting or involvement.
Places and Periods over which Pindown used
Places
12.25 As we have indicated above, we are quite satisfied that Pindown was used at four Staffordshire
residential establishments: 245 Hartshill Road, Stoke-on-Trent; The Birches, Newcastle-under-Lyme;
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The Alders, Tamworth and Heron Cross House, Stoke-on-Trent. (Photographs appear in appendix J)
12.26 The evidence for the above view is overwhelming. Amongst other matters there are
contemporary documents recording the practice of Pindown and oral and written evidence about
Pindown from numerous witnesses who carried out the practice or witnessed it in action.
12.27 We considered also the following establishments: Pembridge Road, Wood Street, and 100 Chell
Heath Road, all in Stoke-on-Trent; Moorview, Leek; Riverside which closed at the beginning of 1989;
and Lytnewood, scene of some YTS activities. We received evidence in respect of each of these
establishments. Pindown, in our view, was never in existence at any of them. We were initially concerned
about the position at 100 Chell Heath Road because Tony Latham and Glynis Mellors had gone there in
August 1989 immediately after using Pindown at The Alders. Later, in early September, they went on to
Heron Cross House where they also used Pindown. After hearing witnesses, including some from 100
Chell Heath Road, considering the documentation and visiting the unit, we reached the conclusion that
Pindown was not introduced there in any of its manifestations. One boy for whom Pindown was
prescribed by the Latham team was sent to the unit at 245 Hartshill Road.
12.28 The precise locations in the establishments were as follows:
—245 Hartshill Road
It would appear that Pindown began in a former staff flat on the second floor of the establishment. It
contained two rooms, and a bathroom and toilet. The two rooms were used for Pindown. What eventually
became known as 'Back Pindown' was a room overlooking an adjacent block of flats. 'Front Pindown'
was a room overlooking the main road. The back room measured approximately 11 feet by 9 feet and the
front room 11 feet by 11 feet. Within a year the practice of Pindown in the 'special unit' had been
transferred to what was described as 'the integral ex-staff maisonette' on the other side of the building. It
was partly on the first floor and partly on the second floor. It consisted of two bedrooms, a kitchen, a
sitting/dining room and a bathroom/toilet. The bedrooms on the second floor were used for Pindown.
They measured 8 feet by 11 feet and 10 feet by 12 respectively. Eventually Pindown was transferred back
to the original site of the former staff flat.
—The Birches
Pindown was used in a house in the grounds of The Birches called 'The Laurels', but known also as the
`other house' or the 'little house'. Two bedrooms, as we understand it, were used for Pindown.
—The Alders
The Pindown room was on the top floor of the establishment in a former storeroom approached by a
winding staircase. The room measured approximately 14 feet by 16 feet but wide shelves reduced the size
of it. It had a small window.
—Heron Cross House
The Pindown unit was set up in a wing of the hexagonal building which contained two bedrooms, a
bathroom and a toilet.
12.29 Periods of Time over which Pindown used
- 245 Hartshill Road: Pindown commenced on 3 November 1983 and ceased on 2 October 1989. The
use of Pindown was not continuous and an indication as to the gaps in its use can be gleaned from the
earlier chapters tracing the history in some detail. There was, for example, no use of Pindown between 9
November 1985 and 14 January 1986, and between 26 February 1987 and 21 April 1987.
—The Birches: Pindown was used at The Birches only in 1988 in the following periods:
1 February to 28 March; 29 May to 7 June; and 8 November to 28 November.
—The Alders: Pindown was used at The Alders for one period only between 20 March 1989 and 2
October 1989.
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— Heron Cross House: Pindown was used at Heron Cross House for one period only between 26
September 1989 and 2 October 1989.
12.30 Advice concerning the practice of Pindown
No psychiatric, psychological or educational advice of any kind was obtained before or after Pindown was
brought into existence. In addition no formal legal advice was sought at any time regarding Pindown. We
consider the legal context below.
12.31 Written Procedures
No consistent written procedures were specifically applicable to Pindown as such. Log books and
measures of control books were completed in the normal way and some 'programmes' relating to
Pindown were recorded in a separate book. A separate Pindown log book came into existence
spasmodically alongside the normal log book. Specific documents relating to the 'philosophies' and
practice of Pindown which have been referred to above and in earlier chapters, are set out in appendix F
as documents 1 to 8. These include references to the 'rules' of Pindown to be followed: see, for example,
document 5.
12.32 Children subject to Pindown
Using all the sources of evidence available to us, we are of the view that not less than 132 children went
into Pindown between 3 November 1983 and 2 October 1989. This is probably a conservative figure. The
records available leave a great deal to be desired in many cases and we have erred, if at all, on the cautious
side. Figures concerning the children are set out on a yearly basis at the end of each chapter from chapters
4 to 10 inclusive. The following summarises the position:
— Total children: 132
— Boys:
81
51
— Girls
— Longest continuous period: 84 days
— Longest overall period: 129 days (4 episodes)
— Most times in Pindown: 12 (a girl between the ages of 11 and 14)
— Youngest boy: 9 years
— Youngest girl:
9 years
17 years
— Oldest boy:
17 years
- Oldest girl:
— It should be noted that some children experienced Pindown in more than one establishment and
were in Pindown in more than one individual year. Therefore the yearly totals at the end of each chapter
(chapters 4 to 10) will add up to more than 132.
Impact of Pindown
12.33 There is no doubt that Pindown was intended to have an impact on the children subjected to its
regime. In Tony Latham's words, as noted above in paragraph 12.19 `(Pindown) was based on the
principle that we were re-establishing control'. The whole approach, including the meetings, was
confrontational and intended to cause conflict because then 'people start saying what they think'. As we
have indicated above, no professional advice was taken either before or after the introduction of
Pindown. The following list of the apparent reactions of children in Pindown is taken from numerous
entries in the log books of the establishments: 'anger', 'depression', 'weeping', 'sobbing', 'anxiety',
`talking in sleep', 'talking to self', 'staring into space', 'lost confidence in people', 'frustrated', 'bored',
`banging on wall', 'loneliness', 'desperation', 'despair', 'could not eat', 'frantic attempts to get out',
`temper tantrums', and 'absconding'. In addition there were incidents of wrist-slashing and the taking of
overdoses.
12.34 The extent, if any, to which the reactions listed above, and indeed any long term effects, were
triggered wholly or partly by Pindown may well be the subject of debate in each particular case. A
commonsense approach, however, in our view, can only point to the likely negative effects of the use of a
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regime intrinsically dependent on elements of isolation, humiliation and confrontation. The absence of
professional advice in dealing with many children who were disturbed, depressed and in despair can only
be described as inexplicable. More, than one consultant psychiatrist later told us of the risks of some
children suffering from post traumatic stress disorder.
Opinions on Pindown
12.35 We were greatly assisted by a number of recognised experts in various fields who assessed the
practice of Pindown. We also received most helpful evidence from a number of organisations and
individuals. We were particularly helped by submissions from the Official Solicitor to the Supreme Court.
It has to be said that the evidence was all one way: it amounted to varying degrees of criticism. Some
extracts are set out below.
12.36 Professor Norman Tutt has a formidable range of experience to draw on from having been
variously a psychologist, a civil servant, a professor of applied social studies, and being presently a
director of social services. We asked for his views on a range of topics concerning Pindown. He was
surprised that as Pindown developed 'there did not seem to be any differentiation between the children,
in terms of the reasons they came into care. Everybody got treated the same, even though some of the
children had obviously come in for non-criminal behaviour, or, indeed behaviour that was not of their
making but their family and their parents making . . . it seemed to apply a blanket regime to the children,
without any regard to their reasons for admission to care, their legal status, even age and understanding.
Having said that, my next impression was that there are two explanations. One was that this was a rather
malevolently intended regime and I dismissed that, and assumed that it was more likely to be a very naive
implementation of an ill-digested understanding of behavioural pyschology . . . I could not discern any
very clear theoretical basis for this. It seemed to me that somebody had understood that you needed
control, and then implemented it in a very rigid, inflexible, unthought-through way, with some elements
of behavioural psychology in the language, but none of the conceptual understanding behind it'.
12.37 With regard to the Pindown 'rules', Professor Tutt was 'appalled that there were children coming into
residential care and being given a bath immediately. The implications of that are actually quite serious.
Stripping the child of their identity. The implication that they are bringing in filth from their own home.'
12.38 Professor Tutt considered that Pindown was in effect a case of 'hidden custody'. It 'had all the
makings of a secure unit, without the physical design for a secure unit and the oversight by the proper
bodies'.
12.39 Dr David Foreman, a consultant and Senior Research Fellow in child and adolescent psychiatry,
was unable to recognise any clear theoretical framework for Pindown. He told us that 'it appears to
include elements of the "time out" system of stimulus reduction in behaviour therapy, the "seclusion" of
difficult patients in hospital, and the "anamnestic" approach to offenders used in secure therapeutic
communities, where offenders are encouraged to describe in detail their offences. However Pindown
differed from "time-out" in that it was used to forestall rather than respond to behaviour, and in its
extremely long duration. It differed from hospital based "seclusion" in that the criteria of "dangerous" (to
staff, self or others) did not appear to be included in the assessment criteria, and that the decision to
remove a child to Pindown did not appear to be the subject of continued frequent review while in
Pindown. It differed from 'anamnestic' therapy in that, though the child was required to write down the
reasons that brought (him or her) into the home, these were not discussed with the child until after the end
of Pindown.'
12.40 Dr Foreman thought the possible harmful effects of Pindown were that: firstly the child might
become fearful of admission to a children's home; secondly, the child might develop an adversarial
relationship to some or all members of social services; and thirdly, the child might develop a post
traumatic stress disorder showing itself either as a deterioration in already existing difficulties, or the
appearance of new problems. He thought that aside from Pindown being potentially harmful, 'the
manner of its implementation and supervision, if employed in a medical setting, would be regarded both
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as bad professional practice and as unethical'. Dr Foreman told us that Pindown 'managed to combine the
dangerous aspects of almost all the groups of therapies they have drawn on without including any of the
safeguards in any of them'.
12.41 Dr Edna Irwin, a distinguished and highly qualified retired NHS consultant psychiatrist told us
that a child who had been in Pindown might develop anxiety symptoms which could best be described as
an irrational fear of being alone in a sparsely furnished room. In addition a child's trust in social workers
might be dented or further dented. To what extent the presence of anxiety symptoms would handicap a
child in the future would depend to a large degree on the nature of the stresses encountered over the
following few years.
12.42 The British Association of Social Workers (`BASW') put in written evidence and Gail Tucker, its
Advice and Representation Officer, and Christopher Andrews, a member of its Children and Families
panel and a former General Secretary of the Association, gave oral evidence. It was pointed out to us that
in recent years 'there had been a massive run-down of residential care facilities for young people. More
and more of them are either placed with families or are kept out of care altogether. The residue left in
residential care tend to be the most difficult and disruptive, and even in small numbers they are extremely
difficult to control . . Staff in children's homes therefore face a daunting task. Violence in
some establishments is endemic, staff can feel terrorised, and the balance of power between residents and
staff can quite easily be tipped in favour of the residents. And yet residential care staff tend to be
unqualified and under-trained, to lack support and professional supervision, and to be thin on the
ground'.
12.43 Nevertheless BASW noted that 'those who embarked on developing Pindown as a front line
strategy for dealing with young people displaying extreme difficulties must have been aware of the power
they were exercising and of the potential for abuse'. It was regrettable in the view of BASW that 'they did
not construct a system of independent review, both for individual young people and for the operation of
the system as a whole'.
12.44 BASW added that 'the system might be said to be based upon a behaviourist philosophy, but
"conditioning" which is grounded upon such a negative and punitive approach can never be called
therapeutic. The worst elements of institutionalism (baths, special clothing, strict routine, segregation,
humiliation and depersonalising practices, bed-times appropriate to a much younger age-group etc.)
seem to have been introduced, apparently in direct contravention of the stated objectives of
individualised programming and of developing life and social skills'.
12.45 Michael Hurley, a national development worker with the National Association of Young People
in Care (NAYPIC) put in a written submission to the Inquiry and gave oral evidence. He wrote that 'I
look at "Pindown" in one way. It is a repressive regime of control'.
12.46 The National Association for the Care and Resettlement of Offenders (NACRO) put in a written
submission to the Inquiry. NACRO's view r, as that Pindown 'appears to be based loosely upon a form of
behaviour modification but the main focus is on control. The formal process outlined in the (Pindown
Documents) suggests a deliberate effort to "depersonalize individuals". Admission procedures,
compulsory bathing, the changing of clothes, lack of communication with others, and the earning of
privileges are all examples of institutional control. There is little evidence that these approaches are
effective and they run counter to generally accepted child care practice'.
12.47 The Official Solicitor to the Supreme Court represents a small number of children who have been
made wards of court as a result of having been in Pindown. He put before us full written submissions and
Michael Nicholls, a solicitor in his department, attended the Inquiry to assist us with legal and other
aspects. He helpfully drew our attention, in particular, to The Naval Detention Quarters rules 1973 (S .1.
1973, No. 270) and The Imprisonment and Detention (Army) Rules 1979 (S .1. 1979, No. 1456). Aspects
of Pindown: the lack of medical supervision, the wearing of night clothes, the control on communication
with staff and other children and the placing of children in the equivalent of 'close confinement' compare
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unfavourably with military measures. We consider further the submissions of the Official Solicitor under
the heading 'The Legal Context' below. Overall the Official Solicitor considered the general nature of the
regime of Pindown to be 'harsh and oppressive'. It could not in his view 'have benefitted the children who
were subjected to it'.
The Legal Context
12.48 During the period Pindown was in existence, 3 November 1983 to 2 October 1989, the care of
children in community homes was governed by the Community Homes Regulations 1972 (S.I. 1972 No.
319).25 Regulation 10 was concerned with measures of control. Regulation 10(1) specified that control in
a community home 'must be maintained on the basis of good personal and professional relationships'
between the staff and the resident children. Regulation 10(2) provided that additional measures of
control could be used only if approved by the local authority on the basis that it considered them necessary
for the maintenance of control in the home. The conditions under which the measures could be used had
also to be approved by the local authority. Regulation 10(3) specified that any approval had to be given in
writing and regulation 10(4) provided that full particulars of any measures used and the circumstances in
which they were used had to be recorded in a permanent form by the person in charge of the home and the
record kept at the home.
12.49 Regulation 10 was revoked by regulation 3(3) of the Children's Homes (Control and Discipline)
Regulations 1990 which came into force some four months after Pindown ceased. Regulation 2 (`Control
and discipline') replaced regulation 10 of the 1972 Regulations. It is interesting to note that it is expressed
in different language: The responsible body shall ensure that control of the home is maintained in
accordance with sound management, good professional practice and on the basis of good personal
relationships with the children in the home': (regn 2(1)). Regulation 2(2) provides a list of prohibited
sanctions. Included in the list is 'any restriction or refusal of any facility for a child to receive visits and
communications from and to communicate by telephone or post with': (amongst others) his parents, his
relatives, a statutory visitor, his or her social worker, or any solicitor acting for the child or whom the child
wishes to instruct. A further prohibited sanction is 'requiring a child to wear distinctive or inappropriate
clothes'. In respect of the recording of sanctions, the particulars must now include 'the individual
circumstances in which a sanction is used': regulation 9A of the 1972 Regulations inserted by regulation
3(2) of the 1990 Regulations.
12.50 The advent of the Children Act 1989 means that a further set of regulations will be made: see
paragraph 4 of Schedule 4 to the 1989 Act. It is understood that these will be published shortly.
1231 As indicated above, the 1972 Regulations applied during the whole of the period covered by the
Inquiry. DHSS Circular No. 78/1972 provided guidance when the Regulations first appeared. Under
`Control' it was indicated that regulation 10 was concerned with 'the maintenance of control in the
community home, and not with punishment as such'. Regarding the actual wording of regulation 10 the
Circular stated that 'in the nature of things, good personal relationships in the home will come from respect
for the individuality of the children in it; while good professional relationships will involve the application of
those special skills which enable the staff to cope with the problems associated with the child's removal from
home, whether by recognising and dealing sympathetically with behaviour attributable directly to the
child's separation from his family, or by supplying a degree of support and encouragement, and where
necessary control, which is in the best interests of the child and the community' (emphasis added). It was
hoped that 'in the great majority of community homes the need to have recourse to additional measures
will rarely arise'.
12.52 Commentators criticised some of the wording of regulation 10 as being vague and the boundary
between what constituted good personal and professional relationships and what was an additional
measure of control as uncertain (see the reports of Committees of Inquiry into Besford House, Salop 1976
and Moorfield, Salford 1977; and paragraphs 37 and 129 of 'Control and Discipline in Community
25 See appendix L
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Homes', DHSS 1981). Underpinning regulation 10, in our view, was the application of good child care
practice which may, of course, be a matter for reasonable disagreement in some areas.
12.53 Staffordshire was not approved by the Secretary of State to use secure accommodation. Under
regulation 2 of the Secure Accommodation (No. 2) Regulations 1983 secure accommodation is defined as
`accommodation provided for the purpose of restricting the liberty of children' DHSS Circular LAC (83)
18 relating to the 1983 Regulations provides guidance (in paragraph 4 of Annex B) as to the definition of
restriction of liberty of children in care. It states that 'control imposed or implied by staff or other
responsible adults will not be considered to constitute the restriction of liberty, though control should
always be imposed or implied in a manner consistent with good child care practice.'
12.54 Staffordshire social services committee reviewed its measures of control in 1982 and 1986.
Following both reviews it was pointed out to staff by way of circulars that 'penalties can be applied, with
the prior agreement of the Officer-in-Charge, in the form of the temporary denial of privileges or the
imposition of an unwelcome chore.'
Conclusions regarding the Legal Context
12.55 Pindown, in our view, whether 'Total Pindown' or 'Sympathetic Pindown' involved elements of
isolation, humiliation and confrontation to varying degrees. There was no satisfactory evidence before
the Inquiry that doors were actually locked when children were in a Pindown room, although we accept
that on at least one occasion at 245 Hartshill Road a door handle was probably removed and placed in an
office drawer over night. We are quite satisfied, however, that saucepans and other objects were put on
door handles as a warning signal; that staff remained and slept outside rooms in order to deter children
from coming out; and very many children simply accepted that their liberty was restricted in that they had
to knock on the door and make a request to leave the room .Some clearly demonstrated their
understanding of the restraint by jumping out of the window of a Pindown room or attempting to do so.
We have no doubt that children were humiliated in many ways, by, for example, being made to wear night
clothes all the time, having their personal possessions removed and being denied any normal recreation.
In addition during confrontational 'meetings' numerous children were harangued and referred to in
grossly abusive terms.
12.56 Whilst one must, of course, be cautious about applying the same standard to all of the 132 children
who experienced Pindown because of their varying experiences, we nevertheless are firmly of the view
that Pindown in all its many manifestations was intrinsically unethical, unprofessional and unacceptable.
It falls, in our opinion, decisively outside anything that could be considered good child care practice.
Accordingly we consider that it was used in breach of regulation 10 of the 1972 Regulations. It is implicit
in our view, of course, that it could not lawfully have amounted to an additional measure of control.
12.57 Rachel Hodgkin, on behalf of the Children's Legal Centre, submitted to us that if a child was
prevented from leaving a room, not by locks or bolts, but by, for example, a staff presence outside the
room, that could amount to a restriction of liberty. Accordingly if a child was confined for hours or days
against their will, as opposed to a purely temporary restraint, this would bring the accommodation used
within the provisions relating to secure accommodation. The situation, in her view, would not be within
the definition given by way of guidance in Annex B to Circular LAC (83) 18 (see paragraph 12.53 above):
`control imposed or implied by staff . . . will not be considered to constitute the restriction of liberty,
though control should always be imposed or implied in a manner consistent with good child care practice.'
12.58 The Official Solicitor supported this view. He pointed out that the test is not whether the door is
locked, but whether liberty is restricted. Pindown, in his submission, constituted placing children in
accommodation provided for the restriction of their liberty and could only be regarded as a method of
`control' subject to the secure accommodation provisions (see section 21A of the Child Care Act 1980).
12.59 It was argued, in particular, on behalf of Tony Latham, Philip Price and Glynis Mellors that the
definition in Annex B to Circular LAC (83) 18 should be 'interpreted narrowly'. It was said that it was
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provided to make clear that only the worst abuses should be caught and 'it was not intended to apply to
marginal cases'. We have considered carefully the full written and oral submissions made to us.
12.60 We agree with the submissions of the Children's Legal Centre and the Official Solicitor. Pindown
involved the cordoning off of parts of children's homes and the imposition of a regime within a particular
unit designed to confine and control a child for significant periods. It did not involve merely momentary
or purely temporary restraint. It could not, as we have indicated earlier in this chapter, amount in our
view, to good child care practice. Consequently the secure accommodation provisions applied.
Staffordshire did not have the necessary approval of the Secretary of State to provide such
accommodation.
12.61 It seems to us that the law regarding 'control' of children in residential homes needs some further
clarification. It is not satisfactory, in our view, that crucial decisions upon whether or not a child's liberty
has been restricted should have to rest on a definition in a circular giving guidance rather than being spelt
out in clear language in a statute or in accompanying regulations.
12.62 Police Investigations
Staffordshire police, as we understand it, conducted a full investigation into allegations concerning
various residential homes. Ultimately, on the 25 February 1991, it was announced that 'it is the opinion of
the Director of Public Prosecutions . . that there is no evidence to warrant proceedings against anyone.'
12.63 Civil Claims
Regarding possible claims that may arise out of events relating to Pindown, we were informed that at least
one writ had been issued. It is anticipated apparently that more writs will be issued in clue course. In the
circumstances we consider it inappropriate to survey the wider legal position. It is, in our view, a matter
properly left to the respective civil court if and when the claim or claims proceed.
12.64 We should add that we heard in evidence some allegations of assault made against a few members
of the staff of residential homes. The allegations were strongly denied and were, as we understand the
position, looked into during the police investigation. Having carefully considered the likelihood of
possible claims it would, in our view, be unwise to offer any comments.
The Professional and Managerial Oversight of Pindown
12.65 As we indicated above no psychiatric, psychological or educational advice was obtained either
before Pindown was first used or during its active life. In addition no legal advice of any kind was sought at
any time.
12.66 During 1984 and part of 1985 the social services department at the instigation of Fred Hill, a senior
assistant, actually focussed on the running of the 'special unit' or 'Intensive Training Unit' at 245 Hartshill
Road (see Chapter 5, paragraphs 5.22 to 5.25, and paragraphs 5.70 to 5.80) Fred Hill expressed the view
that certain practices were apparently in contravention of the Community Homes Regulations 1972 on
control. Some months later he thought that the department was 'obviously sailing close to the wind'. Even
allowing for the benefit of hindsight, we can only register our surprise that the very senior members of the
department who were appraised of the situation never sought any legal advice then or thereafter.
12.67 Pindown received no professional oversight.
12.68 Managerial oversight has to be considered at three levels. Firstly those in charge of the day-to-day
running of Pindown; secondly middle management; and thirdly, senior management.
12.69 Those who ran Pindown in the main gave it their uncritical attention and enthusiasm. Peter
Nicol-Harper, with the assistance of Jane Taylor, in May 1988 attempted unsuccessfully to introduce a
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`positive' form of Pindown (see Chapter 9, paragraph 9.24) because of a concern with the normal
`negative' Pindown. Others provided no oversight or evaluation whatsoever of Pindown. When the
Latham team went into The Alders and Heron Cross House in 1989 they, in our view, unceremoniously
pushed aside the regular staff.
12.70 Tony Latham as area officer from 1983 until September 1987 was the architect and prime practitioner
of Pindown. He was wholly and uncritically, in our view, involved in it. Jane Taylor succeeded him and, whilst
having reservations and attempting to introduce 'positive' Pindown, permitted the regime to continue.
Elizabeth Brennan, as principal area officer during the major periods of Pindown exercised, in our view, no
critical faculty and accepted in evidence that she should have visited the unit more often.
12.71 Senior management was informed about the special unit, as noted above, in 1984 and exercised
some oversight. However it is clear from the documentation available that the early interest shown
petered out and major potential issues were unresolved. Both deputy directors, Peter Crockett and John
Spurr, approved the sending of the Latham team into The Alders and Heron Cross House in 1989. If they
were in fact unaware of the nature of Pindowri, as they claim, then it seems to us that that fact itself is a
serious indictment of senior management. Indeed John Spurr accepted in evidence that ignorance of
Pindown over six years could only reflect a serious flaw in managerial oversight.
Statutory Visits
12.72 Regulation 3(2) of the Community Homes Regulations 1972 provides for statutory visits of
inspection to residential child care establishments. A group of senior managers visited in rotation 245
Hartshill Road, The Birches, The Alders, and Heron Cross House. Even though oddities about the
measures of control books were noted and occasional questions raised about the care and treatment of
children, the system, in our view, wholly failed to bring to light the practice of Pindown and the very
serious failings associated with it. We noted that on occasions critical comments made by a statutory
visitor on the forms used would be missing from or couched in more anodyne language in the report which
was later sent to the district advisory sub-committees.
12.73 The forms used by the statutory visitor appear in appendix K. We consider that they should be
amended to highlight the question of 'control' and to allow for specific and detailed comments in respect
of the subject.
Social Services Inspectorate Visit
12.74 It was put to us in evidence by Tony Latham and others that when the Social Services Inspectorate
visited Staffordshire in December 1987 they in effect gave the 'green light' to Pindown (see Chapter 8,
paragraphs 8.39 to 8.45). This, it was said, followed because the Inspectors visited 245 Hartshill Road and
said nothing about Pindown in their eventual report. We heard from the Inspectors and from Jaime
Rodriguez who showed them round the establishment. Jaime Rodriguez helpfully attended at the Inquiry
on three occasions altogether so that all the points arising could be clarified.
12.75 We are quite satisfied that the Inspectors were not told about Pindown and its workings or shown
a unit in action. Had they been told we cannot believe that they would not have investigated further and
fully reported on the Pindown unit With hindsight it is clear that there were a number of clues available,
particularly in log books and measures of control books, to alert them to something out of the ordinary.
The nature of their visit, however, as part of a general survey of family centres did not involve the level of
detailed inspection normally carried out.
RECOMMENDATIONS
12.76 Arising out of the matters considered in this chapter we make the following recommendations.
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12.77 We recommend that social services departments regularly scrutinise the measures of control used
in residential child care establishments.
12.78 We recommend that those appointed in social services departments to monitor regularly the
measures of control used in residential child care establishments should liaise closely with the legal
department of the local authority.
12.79 We recommend that social services departments ensure that log books in residential child care
establishments are completed in such a way (a) that they disclose who is on duty on the day on which
entries are made; (b) that all entries are written in appropriate and clear language; (c) that all entries are
signed with the name of the signatory clearly identified; and (d) that all entries are clearly dated.
12.80 We recommend that social services departments ensure that measures of control books in
residential child care establishments are completed properly in compliance with the relevant Regulations
and that entries are dated and signed with the name of the signatory clearly identified.
12.81 We recommend that the forms used by statutory visitors to residential child care establishments
should highlight the question of 'control' and direct the visitor to make specific comments regarding
measures of control used.
12.82 We recommend that prior to a visit to a child care establishment by a statutory visitor, there is
made available to him or her the previous visitors' completed forms over a period of at least six months.
12.83 We recommend that statutory visitors' reports should go unaltered to the appropriate committee.
12.84 We recommend that statutory visits should be made without advance notice being given to the
residential home.
12.85 We recommend that the law regarding the 'control and discipline' of children in residential
establishments is amended so that definitions of the circumstances which amount to the restriction of a
child's liberty appear in legislative provisions and are not left to the language of guidance in circulars.
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Chapter 13:
Fundwell
13.1 We were asked to consider five specific areas in relation to the participation of children in the
activities of undertakings known as Fundwell. The five areas were:
(a) the nature and extent of the organisations;
(b) the nature and extent of the children's participation;
(c) the number of children involved;
(d) the benefits or disadvantages of the children's participation;
(e) the managerial and professional oversight of the children's participation.
The Nature and Extent of the Organisations
13.2 From the mid-1970s until 1987 Tony Latham set up and developed a network of voluntary
organisations and private companies which in some instances contracted their services directly back to the
social services department and in other instances were concerned with intermediate treatment and other
activities in which children and young people were involved in a variety of ways: see Chapter 3,
paragraphs 3.47 to 3.56.
13.3 The network was constantly changing and developing and parts of it were significantly shaped by
the availability of financial resources from the Manpower Services Commission through the Community
Project and the Youth Training Schemes (YTS). Tony Latham continued to be the mainspring of the
organisations after he became area officer in Newcastle-under-Lyme in 1983 and later area officer
(children and families) in 1985. By 1986 it was becoming clear that the responsibilities of his Staffordshire
County Council appointment and the organisations he had set up were too much for one person: see
Chapter 7, paragraphs 7.68 to 7.76.
13.4 Barry O'Neill, who became director of social services in 1985 following the retirement of Paul
Hudson, indicated in his written submission that he was 'horrified by the range of things that had
developed' and recognised 'there were potential conflicts in (Tony Latham's) joint role'. He decided that
the situation had to be changed. Subsequently Tony Latham was appointed as Voluntary Bodies
Co-ordinator in September 1987. `Fundwell Ltd.' was formed at approximately the same time to draw
together and rationalise the many organisations and activities.
13.5 In his written submission to the Inquiry and in his evidence, Tony Latham gave information about
the organisations and activities in which children and young people in care were involved and which had
been known as Fundwell. In addition the Inquiry took evidence from a number of witnesses, including
young people who had been in care, and examined log books and other documentation.
13.6 Precise records were not kept about much of what took place and it is not possible over such a long
period of time and with the involvement of so many different adults and children to give an exact picture
of the nature and extent of the activities of the Fundwell organisations. Philip Price told us in evidence
that the YTS and intermediate treatment and young people in care 'are all so inter-linked even I can't
actually break them apart'. Tony Latham himself told us 'there is absolutely no way I could give any figure
or indication or proportion'. His legal adviser added 'we are not able to give you a clear . . . list that might
have given you . . a starting point'. It was said in evidence that it was 'extremely difficult to untangle one
group of children from another'. Tony Latham did, however, provide valuable material which has
contributed to our findings.
13.7 The following is a list compiled within the limits explained above of organisations and activities
which involved children in care, in some instances as recipients of a service, in some as people involved in
providing a service and in others as people carrying out various kinds of work:
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(a) North Staffs Resource Co. Ltd. — involved young children in activities and provided some
intermediate treatment opportunities for older children and young people;
(b) Playbus — provided a service for children under 5, while young people in YTS, some of whom may
have been in care, assisted as part of their training;
(c) North Staffs Activities Project — young people in care were occasionally involved in delivering
equipment etc.;
(d) Voluntary Youth Project — was an approved unit for intermediate treatment;
(e) Com. unity Social Services YTS Ltd. — amongst the many young people involved were some who
were in care;
(f) Forest Enterprises (including the animal project) — involved young people in YTS or intermediate
treatment, or because of general interest. Some would have been in care;
(g) Vehicle repairs and maintenance — young people in YTS and intermediate treatment. Some were in
care;
(h) Gardening and allotment — most young people in YTS, some in intermediate treatment. Some were
in care;
(i) Woodwork (including construction and maintenance) — young people in YTS and some in
intermediate treatment. Some would have been in care;
(j) Community Warehouse — mainly young people in YTS, some in intermediate treatment. Some
were in care;
(k) Painting and decorating — mainly young people in YTS, some of whom were in care;
(1) Transport, which included a number of Land Rovers and minibuses — these were driven by
Community Project adults, volunteers and staff but young people often participated in an activity and
some were in care;
(m)Skip hire, which was for a time part of Transport and Fundwell — young people in YTS and
intermediate treatment assisted with the Skip hire and some were in care;
(n) North Staffs Voluntary Projects Ltd. (including day centres for elderly people) — young people in
YTS and in intermediate treatment, some of whom were in care;
(o) SHAP (Supportive Housing Accommodation. Project) — young people in YTS and some who were
in care were involved in decorating and preparing houses, as well as in some instances living in them;
(p) Cycle and motor cycle building — young people from various sources, some of whom were in care;
(q) Practical jobs at Duke's Lodge—part time work and activities, often involving young people in care,
sometimes for pocket money, sometimes for activity purposes only.
13.8 Some of the locations in which these activities and organisations operated included a number of
day centres for elderly people, a former hospital building called Lymewood, 245 Hartshill Road,
Stoke-on-Trent, The Birches, Newcastle-under-Lyme, a garage at Pittsburgh House, Hilverston Hall
gardens, Olditch fishing club, an allotment, Duke's Lodge and a number of houses which were within the
SHAP scheme. This list is not exhaustive. Some activities, such as the collection and delivery of furniture
and skips, took place on the move and on a supply and demand basis.
The Nature and Extent of the Children's Participation
13.9 Some children and young people were involved as recipients of services in, for example, the
Playbus for under fives and traditional intermediate treatment activities such as outings and play schemes
for older children. YTS work, intermediate treatment and work or activities outside of YTS and
intermediate treatment were difficult, if not impossible, to differentiate precisely as can be seen from the
list outlined in paragraph 13.7 above. YTS schemes in which young people in care were involved
contained various forms of work which were accompanied by some teaching and other educational
opportunities. Intermediate treatment was intended to be preventive in relation particularly to juvenile
offending, but official policy encouraged local authorities and others to interpret it widely and flexibly. In
Staffordshire almost everything involved in the organisations and activities outlined above seemed to
have been, at some time, deemed to be intermediate treatment. There was, however, also a range of
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activities in which a number of children in care were involved when they were in Pindown. These were
sometimes identified as intermediate treatment but were often part of the programmes designed for the
children by the staff, particularly at 245 Hartshill Road. The log books indicated that these activities at
Duke's Lodge were also, at times, a way of circumventing staff shortages at 245 Hartshill Road.
13.10 The young people in YTS schemes, whether in care or not, were registered within those
schemes as YTS trainees and received payments on a national scale. They also received the education
which the schemes supplied. The schemes were subject to inspection and monitoring by officials
of the Manpower Services Commission who visited the sponsors, such as Tony Latham, and also the sites
and personnel where the young people were employed. The Inquiry took evidence from two of these
officials.
13.11 A number of the young people in care had experienced more than one YTS scheme and in some
cases, because of their personal difficulties and their school history, were not able to benefit from more
conventional, achievement oriented YTS schemes. The scheme which Tony Latham sponsored, which
later became part of Staffordshire social services, had been organised, and clearly identified by the MSC
to cater for young people who found work and achievement more difficult than some of their
contemporaries. The young people in it participated in the Fundwell organisations as well and the two
concepts were, in practice, interlocked.
13.12 The kinds of activities in which young people, some of whom were of school age, were engaged
included the following list, which is not exhaustive but is based on the records which were presented to the
Inquiry and the evidence of both former young people in care and adults who were concerned with them:
(a) work on the allotment and cleaning yards;
(b) growing plants and selling them;
(c) selling fruit and vegetables;
(d) feeding chickens, collecting and washing eggs and selling them and doing cleaning jobs;
(e) feeding ducks and rabbits and exercising a goat;
(f) mowing lawns;
(g) cutting up, splitting and chopping logs (some from railway sleepers);
(h) bagging, distributing and selling logs;
(i) removals from house to house and collection of furniture, clothes and other gifts from the public;
(j) breaking up furniture;
(k) keeping the furnace at Duke's Lodge going;
(I) fence repairing;
(m)ditch digging;
(n) woodwork;
(o) building work;
(p) helping with skip hire and collection;
(q) working in day centres for older people;
(r) serving at a snack bar at Duke's Lodge;
(s) serving at a hot dog stall at Duke's Lodge.
13.13 The young people in care who were living in SHAP houses were apparently licencees
and not tenants. The financial aspects of the use of SHAP houses were amongst the matters which the District
Auditor agreed to investigate. Young people in care at various times lived, usually with one or two other
young people in care, in any one of nineteen different houses. These houses were situated in Staffordshire in
Hanley, Cobridge, Longbridge Hayes, Etruria, Northwood, Tunstall, Fenton and Lichfield.
13.14 The great majority of children who participated in the organisations which were the subject of the
Inquiry, did so either as recipients of a service, as employees, as trainees, for the purpose of gaining work
experience, or as licencees in SHAP houses. There were also a small number of children who, in our view,
on the evidence, were required to carry out certain tasks, usually at Duke's Lodge, associated with the
overall programmes in Pindown. There is little doubt that some of the children considered that they were
being punished.
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13.15 Listing all the Children
It is quite impossible to compile a list of the children because there are no records on which such a list
could reliably be based. In relation to the YTS scheme alone, as Tony Latham put it 'we are talking about
huge number of youngsters . . not necessarily . . . all in care.' He added, concerning the children as a
whole, 'we are scanning a very large period of time and it's almost impossible for me to identify age or
anything else'.
The Benefits or Disadvantages of the Children's Participation.
13.16 The former manager of programmes for the Manpower Services Commission in the Staffordshire
area gave evidence to the Inquiry. He made it clear that for some young people it was necessary for there
to be a 'considerable degree of rehabilitation before training was embarked on' in a YTS scheme. The
YTS scheme which was later associated with Fundwell was, as we understand it, well regarded by the
MSC though it had a considerable element of manual labour and was seen more as an introduction to
work than specific work training.
13.17 The scheme was under relatively close supervision by the MSC although selection of staff was the
scheme's own responsibility. We understand that if any complaints had been made to the MSC they would
have investigated them. Because of subsequent re-organisations and changes, no records were available
so as to be able to check whether complaints were made or not.
13.18 Some of the witnesses at the Inquiry were very critical of the arrangements made for training on
the YTS scheme. Specific complaints included: inadequate attention to health and safety at work matters
such as safety boots, non slip ladder feet, scaffolding, other protective clothing and safety of
woodworking machinery; lack of shelter on open work sites such as the allotment and ditch digging;
inadequately heated premises at Lymewood Centre for YTS; lack of educational materials and tools; no
budget to buy teaching materials; lack of planning and precision in activities; unsafe and unsuitable
locations for teaching such as garages and open sites. Minutes of staff meetings at Lymewood YTS centre
showed clearly that working conditions were a cause for complaint.
13.19 Tony Latham in evidence said that advice and guidance was sought from the Health and Safety
Executive inspectors and a copy of the Woodworking Machinery Regulations was available at Duke's
Lodge where the woodworking machinery was kept and used. We were told that protective clothing was
purchased from time to time, that no young person was allowed to operate power driven woodworking
machinery and that scaffolding was scarcely ever used and when it was, that it conformed to safety
requirements. Concerning open sites, at times a caravan was available for shelter and at the allotment
there was a but from which we were told the young people had been banned because of bad behaviour.
They then used a motor vehicle for shelter. The premises at Lymewood had been standing empty for a
long time and young people helped in getting them ready for use by the YTS scheme. Tony Latham stated
that there was some heating on these premises. Regarding educational materials and tools, for example,
we understand that the budget was always limited and it was not unusual for workmen to have to use their
own tools and for teachers to provide some of their own materials in schools.
13.20 A number of the arrangements made for the YTS scheme were, in our view, likely to have been
very makeshift and lacking in the careful organisation, planning and provision which might have been
desirable. On the other hand we also recognise that the young people for whom the scheme was provided
presented, in some cases, difficult educational and disciplinary problems. The MSC staff felt that staff on
the scheme needed and often had special understanding of the young people's problems.
13.21 Our view that the scheme suffered a number of disadvantages was supported by the fact that when
the terms of reference of the YTS schemes changed and schemes had to apply for accredited training
status in about 1986, this presented difficulties to the scheme for which Tony Latham had been
responsible. In depth monitoring found the scheme wanting. Although initially it obtained provisional
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approval, it was later re-monitored and, after the social services department had stepped in in 1987/1988,
it did not achieve accredited training status. Eventually as a result of this and changes in national funding
for YTS schemes, the Staffordshire social services YTS scheme closed down.
13.22 It was put to us that the children benefitted from their involvement in Fundwell activities because
they had an introduction to work and learned certain simple skills such as the planning of collections and
deliveries, receiving money and giving change, and looking after animals. The wide variety of activities
was also, it was said, an opportunity to try different types of occupational experience. It must be
recognised, however, in our view, that a number of children were engaged in repetitive labour which
sometimes had an element of risk and was often quite heavy and at times unpleasant work. Some children
had to work during the evening and at weekends. This was on occasions for small sums of pocket money,
£2 or £3, and sometimes for nothing.
13.23 Some of the children were still of school age and worked at Duke's Lodge during school hours as
well as working there at other times of the day. We were told in evidence by Bill Tomlinson who worked at
Duke's Lodge as works manager that 'the youngsters that came there were probably in the last few
months of school . . . probably kicked school into touch . . rejected it'. Some had been excluded from
school. The Inquiry was told by the Chief Education Officer of Staffordshire that the social services
department had not asked for permission to occupy children excluded from school in this way, and that in
fact it was not permissible save in exceptional circumstances. Occasionally a boy or girl who had been
excluded from school in Staffordshire was allowed, for individual reasons, to enrol at a college of further
education, but the employment of school age children was governed by Staffordshire County Council
Education Committee Byelaws (see appendix N).
13.24 Glynis Mellors who was managerially responsible for the YTS at Lymewood and who also worked
at Duke's Lodge and in a number of other capacities in relation to children in care, said in evidence that
some school age children worked at Duke's Lodge. She referred to 'one or two that were school refusers
. . . some youngsters wanted to do part-time work who technically should have been at school and I
actually got a copy of the byelaws'. She thought one or two might have been involved after discussion with
an official from the education welfare department, but 'obviously there were employment regulations for
anyone at school . . . I was aware of this.'
13.25 Some of the children in care who worked in the organisations and activities listed in paragraph
13.7 may, of course, have benefitted from their involvement and enjoyed it. This seemed to be true of
children, usually in YTS, who worked, for example, in day centres for older people. In 1988 when the
director of social services was making proposals about the future of the YTS scheme, he was anxious that
the committee should appreciate its value, and drew attention to the fact that at that time amongst the
trainees were 17 on care orders, 2 in voluntary care, 7 on supervision or probation orders, 2 on remand
and 2 on voluntary supervision. He also stated that the scheme provided support in a variety of ways
for young people excluded from school and for whom day care in a family centre may not have
been appropriate. The work of `Mr Latham and his team' was warmly acknowledged in the director's
report.
13.26 A number of other children however, including some of school age and above school leaving age,
either did not wish to be involved in work activities or actively resisted involvement. The evidence from
log books, as well as personal evidence from children and other witnesses, clearly indicated that while
some who did not wish to take part did not have to, there were others who were required to go. The level
of pressure was such that in one or two instances the word coerced is not too strong.
13.27 Duke's Lodge was being used a great deal, for example, in the autumn period of 1985. An entry in
the log book at 245 Hartshill Road indicated that a boy, C. I., came back 'very dirty and smelly after his
day at Duke's Lodge'. On 14 October 1985 another boy, P., did not want to go to Duke's Lodge, partly
because he had 'backache'. He later had hospital treatment for this condition. The next day John Aston
passed on a message which was recorded in the log book that 'P. MUST ATTEND DUKE'S LODGE
tonight . . . unless he is dying!' A girl was also recorded as not wanting to go, but had to go. A boy who
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was recorded as having refused to go to Duke's Lodge, was then put in Pindown for the rest of the
weekend. Another boy was recorded as having barricaded himself behind the boiler room door at
245 Hartshill Road in order to avoid going to Duke's Lodge. The doors were broken through and he was
taken to Duke's Lodge. The log book recorded 'No Choice'.
13.28 Much of the work, in our view, was not educational or generally beneficial in other respects. Some
of the young people who were interviewed by the Inquiry resented being used as a 'general dogsbody' and
working very hard for little or no reward and without any choice.
The Managerial and Professional Oversight of the Children's Participation.
13.29 The organisations and activities which Tony Latham created and developed were widely known in
the social services department to involve children.
13.30 The former director of social services, Barry O'Neill in his written submission to the Inquiry in
relation to the 'Latham enterprises' said that 'up until my appointment as director there was a clear policy
decision to let him (Tony Latham) get on with it and not to interfere as long as he "produced the goods"'
There were many ways in which the interests of Tony Latham and people involved with him were known
to be associated with what was later called Fundwell. These included printed letter heads, and accounts
submitted to the county treasurer's department from other parts of the social services department. It was
clear, however, from the evidence presented that a number of staff and councillors were not fully aware of
the status of the activities and the interests of Tony Latham and others in them. In our judgment that was
less his fault than failure of communication at a variety of levels within the social services department and
the county council as a whole.
13.31 Elizabeth Brennan, principal area officer for the Newcastle-under-Lyme area, was Tony
Latham's line manager from 1 April 1983 to September 1987 when he became Voluntary Bodies
Co-ordinator at headquarters. During that time she wrote to Peter Crockett, deputy director, about the
conflict between Tony Latham's job as area officer and the demands of the many organisations he was
running (see Chapter 7, paragraphs 7.68-7.72).
13.32 Elizabeth Brennan gave some additional impetus to the winding down of some of the
organisations from 1987 onwards. Barry O'Neill in his written submission acknowledged some of the
problems in managing Tony Latham. He said that 'I have no doubt . . that his responsibility for
Fundwell, together with his unique commitment, energy and undoubted talent in working with young
adults in an innovative way, made him a difficult and unusual member of staff to supervise'.
13.33 Tony Latham and Glynis Mellors, who worked alongside him in much of the work related to the
organisations and activities known latterly as `Fundwell', both worked extremely long hours and with
enthusiastic commitment. Tony Latham also involved his own home in the activities going on at Duke's
Lodge in a way which was unusual. They were both involved in a wide range of activities. From the
children's point of view this sometimes meant that there was scarcely any aspect of their lives which was
not under the control of Tony Latham and those working closely with him.
13.34 There was, in our view, no adequate supervision by senior management of what happened in
relation to children and Fundwell as distinct from supervision of accounts and some other financial
matters. Recruitment of staff appeared to be mainly left to Tony Latham and Glynis Mellors and although
a number of the staff recruited for YTS were qualified teachers, for example, some other staff recruited
first as volunteers or social aides or community project workers and then promoted to be unqualified
social workers, seemed to us to be less happy choices. We were told in evidence that Tony Latham did not
often make use of such limited training opportunities as there were to provide staff with the important
development of knowledge and skills. Training was, we were told, regarded as unnecessary and
irrelevant. The former director, Barry O'Neill, confirmed that training had a very low priority in the
department as a whole.
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13.35 The education department appears not to have been consulted about the legal and educational
aspects of school age children involved in Fundwell activities. The situation in relation to other
Professional oversight was the same as with Pindown. There was none.
13.36 Some of the conditions in which people, including children, worked were so unfavourable that as
noted earlier, Glynis Mellors asked to be transferred elsewhere (see Chapter 7, paragraph 7.44). Apart
from the official visits of MSC personnel and a visit on one occasion by Elizabeth Brennan to Duke's
Lodge no evidence was presented of any other managerial or professional oversight of Fundwell.
Arising out of our consideration of FundWell we make the following recommendations.
13.38 We recommend that there should be a named person at senior management level with
responsibility (a) for ensuring that care and attention is given to the education, career development and
working life of children in care, and (b) for the consideration of any policy or practice issues.
13.39 We recommend that the named person referred to in paragraph 13.38 should provide an annual
report on the matters for which he has responsibility giving particular attention to
(a) educational achievements of children in care;
(b) changes in the schools they attend as a consequence of care placement;
(c) special educational needs;
(d) involvement in further education;
( e) work undertaken by school children; and
( f) the employment of children above school age.
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Part 5: The Protection of Children
Chapter 14:
Residential Establishments and the Protection of Children
14.1 On 5 October 1990 our Terms of Reference were amended by the addition of the following:
`To consider whether children and young persons in Staffordshire child care establishments were
appropriately protected, as may have been required, from any of the individuals who were subsequently
convicted in the summer and autumn of 1989 of sexual offences against children and young persons; and
to make any appropriate recommendations.'
14.2 The matter of the protection of children referred to above is totally separate from our investigation
and consideration of Pindown.

Concerns
14.3 In July and November 1989 a number of men were sentenced at Worcester and Stafford Crown
Courts respectively for their part in what has been described as a gay sex circle preying on young boys. We
were told in evidence that there were concerns that some of the men had, before they were arrested, been
visiting Staffordshire children's residential homes and taking out children from them, or arranging to
meet the children, for sexual purposes. In addition there was concern that some social work staff may
have been aware of what was occurring. As part of the Inquiry we heard a number of witnesses relating to
these concerns and we considered such relevant documentation as exists.

Visits
14.4 We were satisfied from the evidence we received that two of the men who were sentenced had each
quite separately visited on various occasions a children's residential establishment in Staffordshire,
though not the same one. In the case of the first man we heard evidence that he had visited Riverside, a
community home, on a number of occasions. He confirmed in writing to the Inquiry that he had been to
Riverside on about six or seven occasions in the company of the parents of a boy who was residing in the
home. The purpose was to visit the boy or take him out for the day with the parents. We have concluded
on the totality of the evidence that we took into account that the concerns referred to in the previous
paragraph have not been substantiated in respect of this man.
14.5 We do not think that the concerns have been substantiated either in respect of the second man. His
name appears on a number of occasions in a log book at a residential establishment at 245 Hartshill Road,
Stoke-on-Trent in the period between October 1988 and January 1989. He indicated in writing to the
Inquiry that he had visited the establishment because he knew one of the residents. Because of the
particular circumstances relating to this man, we trace his movements in some detail in the next chapter
and make some recommendations arising out of his contacts with the residents and the staff.
Chapter 16
14.6 In Chapter 16 we consider the quite distinct matter of safeguards relating to the provision of
accommodation by members of the public for children in care. This arises as a result of our discovery
during the Inquiry of what we consider an unfortunate state of affairs concerning some children in care in
Staffordshire and a particular convicted sex offender who was not, however, connected in any way with
the sex circle referred to in paragraph 14.3 above.
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Identities
14.7 We consider it of importance that the identities of the children involved in the matters we have
considered are not revealed. As a consequence it is inappropriate to identify the men mentioned above
and in the following two chapters. We are well able to consider whether the children were appropriately
protected and make recommendations without the necessity of revealing identities. As elsewhere in the
report we have defined 'children' as being anyone under 18 years of age.
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Chapter 15:
The Visitor to 245 Hartshill Road
15.1 In July 1989, X, then aged 31, was convicted of various offences including buggery and indecent
assault and sentenced to a term of imprisonment. Prior to these convictions X had a number of other
convictions recorded against him including ones for indecency with children, indecent assault and
burglary.
15.2 We are satisfied that for a short time at the end of 1988 he was known to some of the staff at the
children's residential home at 245 Hartshill Road, Stoke-on-Trent as a visitor to the premises and to a
specific resident.
15.3 As we indicated in the last chapter, in paragraph 14.5, we are satisfied on the evidence we received
that X was not visiting the establishment in order to involve any of the residents in sexual activities. We
are of the view, however, that he is not the sort of person in any event who should have been permitted
access to the establishment. His movements in regard to 245 Hartshill Road in October and November
1988 highlight some of the problems relating to the regulation of a residential establishment and the
protection of the residents in it. We make a number of recommendations at the end of this chapter.
245 Hartshill Road
15.4 At the end of October 1988, from the somewhat imprecise records kept it would appear that 245
Hartshill Road had 10 children, 4 boys and 6 girls, resident on the premises. One of the boys was C, then
16 years of age.
15.5 Regarding the circumstances of X's visits to the home, we heard evidence from a number of
members of the staff and we were able to examine entries in the relevant log book for the period in
question. X wrote to the Inquiry in answer to a questionnaire sent to him. In addition he spoke to a
member of the Inquiry team on terms of confidentiality. C, who was resident at 245 Hartshill Road, was
also interviewed.
Log Book Entries
15.6 We found entries referring to X in a log book from the home. There are two entries in October 1988
and thirteen in the following month. There are further entries on 19 December 1988 and 1 January 1989.
No further entries appear afterwards. On the 11 January 1989 X was arrested and kept in custody. As
noted above he was eventually sentenced to imprisonment in July 1989. His name is linked in the log book
to C, the 16 year old resident.
15.7 From the oral and documentary evidence we received the following facts emerge. On 26 October
1988, it is recorded in the log book that a parent telephoned the home to say that his son had absconded
from home with two other boys, one of whom was C, and that they were in the company of a man, X, who
was a child molester. This information, it was noted in the log book, was passed on to the police. Prior to
31 October C returned to 245 Hartshill Road.
15.8 On 31 October 1988, a member of the staff, Graham Toplass, recorded in the log book: `C— a most
unsavoury character visited him tonight, lots of whispering going on (I could not hear a thing I was most
annoyed)'. On the following day he added in the log book, `C — his new found friend's name is (X)'.
15.9 When Graham Toplass first set eyes on X he was 'sneaking into the back door of Hartshill Road'.
Graham Toplass left Wade Rogers, another member of staff who had just come on duty, to deal with him.
Wade Rogers saw him downstairs in the maisonette in the home and noted that he was much older than
the residents and 'he was extremely scruffy . . . he was talking about breaking into various places.' Wade
Rogers told us that, 'my immediate response to X horrified me in terms of he just looked not the sort of
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. we didn't have a policy, I don't think, of keeping out adults
person C ought to be communicating to
. . because sometimes they would offer a resource . . . but it was clear that this guy was not going to be a
de facto foster parent,' Eventually he told X that he did not want him in the building. He thought that he
would be a bad influence on C. He told us that he would have no control over C outside the building
because he would just do whatever he wanted. On 1 November 1988 Wade Rogers made the following
entry in the log book: 'Spoke to X said he was to (sic) old to visit our kids — if he wanted to continue he
must see Phil Price and pass (sic) fill in clearance form. He said O.K. Have said to (C) if he visit (sic) he
must do so outside on the forecourt'. Philip Price, the officer in charge of the home, was on leave until the
7 November.
Further Entries
15.10 The following entries then appear in the log book:
1 November 1988: `(S) entertained . . . C and X in maisonette. . .
3 November 1988: 'C— a peculiar evening for C. His "friend" phoned early evening. At about 8 p.m. the
doorbell rang, C went to answer it and disappeared. Returned an hour later.'
4 November 1988: `. . . allowed visit of X + 2 friends. All sat in lounge. . . Pleasant evening. X — IS
ON A MEGA EGO TRIP.'
5 November 1988: 'Allowed X to visit (C), I did it to find out what the relationship is between them. I'm
sorry to say its beyond me. Says he's got nothing to do.'
6 November 1988: (three entries)
`X here, keeping all the children fully occupied mending cars. Working their little "cotton socks" off
`Police called for any news. X passed on all info he knew on (S).'
`. . . C.I.D. called to speak to X re (H.) thought he was resident!! . .
The Video
15.11 Also on 6 November 1988 X appeared on a video made by one of the residents inside the home.
He appears to have got into the home with C and a video cainera, which was used quite frequently by staff
and residents, was used to record him 'laughing along with the kids', according to a member of staff.
Return of Philip Price
15.12 On 7 November 1988, Philip Price returned to duty after ten days leave. No one person deputised
for him in his absence. The senior person on duty each day was considered apparently to be in charge of
the home. Philip Price told us that he noted what had been happening and decided that X would not be
allowed to visit. In addition he said that he spoke to C and told him of his decision and pointed out to him
that if X wanted to visit he would have to come and see him and be cleared as 'a volunteer' with 'medical
clearances, police references and other references because we couldn't allow him to have access to the
building'. Wade Rogers also, it would appear, returned from leave at this time and telephoned a contact
in the police force to check up on X. He was told that, 'he's done a bit of time . . . he's all right, he's okay,
he's not that bad.' The 'bit of time', according to the police officer, had been done for burglary. There was
no reference to any sexual matters.
15.13 X did not go and see Philip Price. On the day of Philip Price's return to duty, 7 November, the
following entry appears in the handwriting of a member of staff, Louise Doherty: `(C) — Phil permission
for night out 7-10 p.m. X collected him . .'. When asked about this during her evidence to the Inquiry,
Louise Doherty said that she was aware of the position regarding X but she was unable to stop him
collecting C.
Enquiries
15.14 Louise Doherty had herself made some thorough enquiries about X. She tracked down his
probation officer and learnt that he had a conviction for indecent assault and was the associate of two men
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who had recently been convicted of serious sexual assaults. She related this information to Philip Price
and entered it in capital letters in green ink in the log book on 8 November 1988 under the heading
`important'. The context made it clear that X was not to be allowed on the premises.
15.15 Further entries then appear as follows:
16 November 1988: 'Very loud noise of car horn outside announced arrival of X (C) and S were down
the stairs and outside before I could protest, they spoke to him briefly from just inside the building, he
remained in his car outside. Just in case we ever need it the reg. no. is (it is set out) • .'
17 November 1988: `(C) waiting patiently for his chum (Mr X) who did not turn up . .
15.16 On the 21 November 1988, C absconded from the home and was missing until the 10 January 1989
when he was arrested by police and apparently admitted twelve offences. X's name appears twice more in
the log book on 19 December 1988 and 1 January 1989. Both are passing references in the context of C's
continued absence.
15.17 X in response to a request wrote to the Inquiry that he had visited 245 Hartshill Road in 1988-89
because C was there. He added, 'I pick him up on meny time (sic) and we ended up in court for theft and
burglary.'
Staff Evidence
15.18 A number of members of staff from the home gave evidence to the Inquiry. It was pointed out to
us that X was picked out at once as being an undesirable visitor; that it was impossible to control entry to
the building because of the numerous entrances and exits; that he was supervised as far as possible; that he
was very popular with the young people because he promised them money and rides in his car and it was
not easy without causing a disturbance to get him out of the building; that his appearance on the video was
entirely innocent; that the police saw him at the home and sought information from him; and that nothing
could be done to stop C associating with him outside the home. In addition we were informed that the
social services department provided no guidance on the overall problem of undesirable contacts and it
was just left to individual initiative: Wade Rogers and Louise Doherty, for example, had made some
enquiries about X.
15.19 We were also told that in October and November 1988 X frequently telephoned the home. We
have no reason to doubt that this was so.
Conclusion
15.20 Having carefully considered all the evidence given to the Inquiry, we have formed the view that
X's specific purpose in visiting 245 Hartshill Road was not to involve the residents in sexual activities.
There was no evidence of any such activities. The facts point, if anything, on the balance of probabilities
to X's aim being to take C out for the purpose of burglary. This is, of course, hardly a happy situation in
any event. There is no question, in our view, of any member of the staff having been in any way a party to
X's activities. It would be unrealistic, of course, to dismiss entirely the element of risk to the children from
X's presence in view of his character.
- Concerns
15.21 It is necessary to consider the concerns that arise from the above events in a little detail. They are
matters that are not necessarily restricted to Hartshill Road or Staffordshire but may well have a much
wider application.
15.22 Once X was spotted as an undesirable character there was, to use the words of Philip Price's legal
representative, 'a muddled approach to the situation'. He added that, 'it is, perhaps, no coincidence that
this occurred whilst the manager was away'. It should also be noted that Staffordshire social services had
not issued any written material concerning access to children in care. In the words of Barry O'Neill, the
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then director, to the Inquiry, 'reliance has been placed on the promotion of good practice by the managers
of the children's homes.' We understand that a draft document is now in existence for consultation and
discussion. We were also informed that the Department of Health does not provide specific guidance on
the vetting of general visitors to residential homes but, in the light of events in Staffordshire, they are now
going to consider the matter.
Protection
15.23 It is trite to observe that the residents of a children's home are entitled to protection against those
who seek to harm them, whether for sexual purposes or otherwise by, for example, involving them in
criminal activities. We consider that, included in the measures taken by way of providing protection,
some written guidance on this important topic should be provided to the staff of establishments by the
social services department. This should encompass such matters as: the regulation and vetting of visitors
to the premises; the maintenance of reasonable control of entries and exits in the residential units; the
availability of reliable information concerning antecedents in respect of those who are reasonably
suspected to be possible sex offenders and a danger to children; and the keeping of proper records
concerning visits to the residential establishment.
15.24 Arising from the matters we have considered in this chapter, we make the following
recommendations:
Recommendations
15.25 We recommend that in any residential unit for children someone on the staff should be designated
to deputise in the absence of the officer in charge. Wherever possible this should be the same person each
time, and this responsibility should be clearly defined in their job description and recognised financially.
15.26 We recommend that a record should be made each day of all visitors to the children in a residential
unit. This record should be available to be seen by all members of staff, for example, by being contained in
the daily log or diary.
15.27 We recommend that there should be a method available for social services staff who may need
information about possible sex offenders to check with a designated source at any time.
15.28 We recommend that social services and the police should reach agreement and reduce into writing
the following:
(a) that members of social services staff who may need information about possible sex offenders who
pose a risk to the children for whom they are responsible may telephone or otherwise contact a designated
police information source at any time; and
(b) that social services will specify the staff who, save for exceptional circumstances, will be actually
communicating with the police information source: for example, the officer in charge of a residential
establishment or the designated deputy.
15.29 We recommend that consideration should be given by social services, if appropriate in
conjunction with the fire service, to the best means of maintaining reasonable control over entrances and
exits in residential units for children; and that clear instructions in writing should then be circulated to the
relevant staff.
15.30 We recommend that social services departments should issue written guidance to staff dealing
with the topic of the protection of children in residential establishments and, in particular, covering the
regulation and vetting of general visitors to such establishments.
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Chapter 16:
The Sex Offender as Landlord
16.1 In early 1989, G a boy then aged 16 was charged with offences of dishonesty and remanded on bail
to a local authority residential home in Stoke-on-Trent. He was assigned a trainee social worker by social
services. He had in the past been in the care of Staffordshire County Council and there was an existing
supervision order in force. He was admitted to the residential home and recorded as having been of no
fixed abode.
16.2 The following day a number of social workers attended a meeting to discuss G's situation. It was
decided that G should be encouraged to take up a YTS scheme and should be found outside bed and
breakfast accommodation. A residential worker at the meeting suggested the local address, telephone
number and name of a landlord who could provide such accommodation. He said that this
accommodation had been used in the past when children in the care of the local authority had been placed
in the community.
16.3 On the same day as the meeting had taken place G and the trainee social worker went to the
accommodation, a large house divided into 'flats' and 'bed-sitters', and met the landlord, a man in his
fifties. He did not impress the social worker. She found him to be 'creepy' and contrary to what he had
said previously over the telephone, the room was not a single one but a shared twin bedded room. G was
keen, however, to move in and duly did so. The landlord resided on the premises.
Reservations
16.4 The trainee social worker reported her reservations to the residential worker and to her senior.
Later her senior had her own serious reservations after being told by a probation officer that the landlord
had a conviction for a Schedule 1 offence (Schedule 1 of the Children and Young Persons Act 1933
contains details of offences against children and young persons with respect to which Special Provisions of
the Act apply). G was offered alternative accommodation but chose to remain where he was. Within two
months the landlord committed buggery in respect of G and was subsequently convicted of the offence
and sentenced to a substantial period of immediate imprisonment. It emerged that one of the landlord's
previous convictions was also for buggery of a teenage boy some years before. For that offence he had
received a non-custodial sentence.
16.5 No one in social services inquired into how his accommodation had become acceptable to the local
authority. We thought it of sufficient importance to initiate an investigation ourselves at the Inquiry. We
had become aware of the matter when we were looking, for a different reason, at G's spell in care
previously. As we indicated in Chapter 14, paragraph 14.6, the landlord had no connection with the
members of the so-called sex circle.
The Background
16.6 From the evidence we subsequently received the following facts emerged. In about 1985 the
landlord offered his accommodation to the Probation Service in Staffordshire. He was interviewed by an
accommodation officer and some ex-prisoners were subsequently placed at his house. The referrals,
however, ceased quite soon when there was dissatisfaction with conditions in the accommodation and the
landlord's involvement in criminal matters. No record exists of any formal check by Staffordshire social
services with the Probation Service as to the suitability of the accommodation for social services clients.
16.7 It would appear on the balance of probabilities that the landlord was approached about the
accommodation by a member of the social services department by telephone during the period between
1986 and 1988. At the end of 1988 the staff at 245 Hartshill Road were looking for accommodation for a
teenage boy. We were told by Graham Toplass, a member of the staff, that Tembridge Road (a
residential unit) had forwarded this addreSs of (the landlord)'. He added that 'Phil Price (the officer in
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charge of 245 Hartshill Road) gave me the address and he said, "this has come from Pembridge Road . . .
and (they) have told me they've used it and I do believe Probation have used it as well".'
16.8 Graham Toplass told the Inquiry that 'I went to view the accommodation with this young lad but it
was unsuitable inasmuch as it was too far away (for him) . . . it was just a bed-sit. It wasn't too bad, you
know, considering some of the accommodation I've viewed with kids.' He said that if it had been suitable,
`my next step, I would have had it checked (to see) if it had been police cleared . . . Pembridge had said
they had used it.' He would have gone to his line manager, Philip Price, to see if it had been cleared also by
the social services department.
16.9 At the beginning of January 1989 Wade Rogers, another member of the staff at 245 Hartshill Road,
was looking for accommodation for a girl who would shortly reach her eighteenth birthday. He was given
the landlord's address by Graham Toplass who told him about his recent visit to it. The girl moved in
about a week before the care order in respect of her ceased to have effect. An entry in the log book at 245
Hartshill Road refers to her new landlord as 'a little strange'.
16.10 Philip Price said that he had got the landlord's address from the team manager at Pembridge Road
who he thought had got it from a list at the social services office at Unity House in Hanley. Philip Price had
viewed the premises himself. He described it as 'not brilliant but it was passable.' He added that 'basically
the normal procedure would be that in placing anybody in accommodation in the past we've always gone
through a vetting process, which is again not dissimilar to, I suppose, a volunteer process. Well, having
received the address from another unit having had that address given to them from Unity House with .
an assumption that youngsters had been placed there before: . . . my assumption was that this address
was a legitimate address'. As far as the girl approaching eighteen was concerned, he thought that she
`could make her own decisions'.
16.11 On 17th March 1989, as indicated above in paragraph 16.2, Philip Price produced, at the meeting
at Pembridge Road, the landlord's address again as a suggestion for accommodation for G. After meeting
the landlord on the same day, Elaine Goodier, G's trainee social worker, reported her reservations about
him and the proposed arrangements to a senior social worker, Susan Swinhoe, who was supervising her at
the time. She also expressed reservations to Philip Price. She told the Inquiry that she did not feel that the
landlord was a trustworthy, responsible person.
16.12 Co-incidentally, on 17 March 1989 the landlord wrote to the Director of Social Services
complaining about money owing to him by the girl who was placed by Wade Rogers in his premises.
Eventually, he was paid a sum of money by the girl which was sent to him in April 1989 by Philip Price.
16.13 Subsequently, the senior social worker, Susan Swinhoe spoke to a probation officer who told her
that the landlord had a Schedule 1 conviction and that he had reservations about him acting as a landlord
for young people. About the same time another social worker, Michael Thomas, who was preparing a
court report on G, visited his accommodation and formed a very unfavourable view of the landlord.
16.14 Susan Swinhoe spoke to her area officer, Jane Taylor, about the situation. As G was insisting on
remaining at the accommodation they considered applying for a Place of Safety Order, which in Susan
Swinhoe's view was the only action open to them; Jane Taylor had no recollection of the events. No action
was taken.
The Report
16.15 G appeared in the Juvenile Court at the beginning of May 1989 in regard to the outstanding
charges of dishonesty. A report from Michael Thomas was before the Court. He referred to the
supervision order being in force. Regarding accommodation, he wrote 'he shares his present address with
. He states that he is quite satisfied in these lodgings and refuses to
a number of young men.
consider suggestions of alternative accommodation at present.' We note with some surprise the absence
of any mention of the information in the hands of the social workers and their concern. Michael Thomas
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said in evidence that it might have assisted matters if the court had been aware of the actual
situation.
16.16 Shortly after the court appearance it would appear that the landlord's offence against G came to
light and he was moved to a residential home.
The Approved List
16.17 We were unable to discover from the social services department the circumstances in which the
landlord's accommodation had got on to an approved list in the first place. We saw the details written on
an accommodation card kept at Pembridge Road. We were told eventually that the details may have
come from a card kept at social services offices at Bradeley. We heard from Jill Edge who had been a
part-time accommodation officer based at Bradeley between 1 March and December 1989. She told us
that 'I started the job and I felt like, I'm on my own, I've got to find these names and addresses from out of
fresh air, . . and I looked in the newspapers, I asked other agencies. There was a woman who had done
this sort of work as a side line before and she had got a list but most of them were "do not use under any
circumstances", names of places, but you know, as far as teenage accommodation goes . . . there's
nothing worth sending any teenager to.' She recalled visiting the landlord's house. She told the Inquiry
that later she used it as a means of deterring a teenager from having his own accommodation. She said that
the landlord's 'creepy, the place is cold, it's cluttered, they are all in and out of each others bedrooms and
it is not a pleasant place at all.'
16.18 The details of the accommodation were already on a social services list at Pembridge Road well
before Jill Edge took up her job. She thought that she had visited the premises in April 1989 or later. It is
perhaps a sign of the disarray concerning accommodation that firstly, at about or around the time the
matters concerning G were proceeding, two quite separate and unco-ordinated parts of the social services
department, one being the actual accommodation officer, were considering the landlord; and secondly,
until the Inquiry over a year later, no investigation of any kind had been contemplated or carried out into
the disturbing sequence of events.
16.19 We were not surprised to hear from one social services witness that 'I am still, even now . .
unclear if there is a policy on accommodation and vetting or whether there isn't. Since I have been to
this Inquiry and various other people have been to this Inquiry there is certainly a lot of searching for a
policy.'
16.20 A senior member of the social services department, asked to investigate by the director of social
services, informed the Inquiry that the finding of lodgings for children in the care of the local authority is
`a sub facet of boarding out. As such the Department's advice, policy and guidance to social workers is
based on the Boarding Out Regulations.' He added, 'local practice (regarding approved lodgings) in
relation to police checks have, over a period of time, varied. In many cases the check has simply been
contact with the local police station to gather knowledge on the informal network which clearly exists in
relation to this kind of matter. This appears to represent the majority of people on the various lists of
approved lodgings of localities within the County . . . other people have appeared on the list from sources
that I am not fully able to track down, but who appear to be people who have been vetted by other agencies and
particularly by the Probation Service' (emphasis added). We were told that future policy will be based on
the boarding out procedure.
16.21 Social services, as noted above, were unable to explain the circumstances in which the landlord's
accommodation found its way on to an accommodation list. Three social workers, Elaine Goodier (a
trainee), Susan Swinhoe and Michael Thomas, each held serious reservations about the landlord but no
decisive action was taken regarding G. An opportunity to enlist the assistance of the Juvenile Court who
had granted G bail on conditions was ignored. No formal check at any time was attempted regarding the
landlord's antecedents. In the light of these facts we would hope that the social services department will
speedily develop a policy and a practice towards accommodation of the kind which G was placed into that
is clear, efficient and well-known and co-ordinated with police practice where necessary.
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Police Checks
16.22 The matter of police checks raises some difficulties. There is no specific reference in Home Office
Circular 101/1988 (Protection of Children: Disclosure of Criminal Background of those with access to
children) or in the later circular 58/1989 to persons offering 'supported lodgings'. It is not easy to bring a
resident landlord in the private sector within any of the groups of people connected with the local
authority as suggested in the circular: 'directly engaged individuals, whether employees, or paid or
unpaid volunteers who have substantial access to children'. We would hope that the Home Office and the
Department of Health would clarify or extend, if necessary, the present arrangements so that a local
authority considering an agreement with a private sector landlord would be able without difficulty to
make an appropriate police check. In addition the consent of the person subject to the check is required.
It was pointed out that checks take time and the accommodation may no longer be available by the time
the result is known.
16.23 We recognise that a distinction may have to be made between a landlord resident on the premises
and a non-resident one. In respect of the time taken for police checks, we were interested to note that in a
Home Office survey of Police Force areas in 1988, Staffordshire Police reported a response time of only 5
days to local authority requests and that initial difficulties .in the administration of the procedures had
been overcome.
16.24 Arising out of the sequence of events regarding G, we make the following recommendations.
Recommendations
16.25 We recommend that in respect of the placing of children in care in lodgings or similar
accommodation, social services should in all cases ensure that:
(1) there is circulated a clear written procedure covering the vetting of such premises;
(2) the premises are inspected and a written record made in respect of them;
(3) the landlord is interviewed where practicable and always in the case of a resident landlord, and a
written record made;
(4) where appropriate, and always in the case of a resident landlord, the landlord's agreement is
obtained to make a police check (and such further checks as may be considered prudent);
(5) the relevant information obtained and any further facts about the premises, and the respective
sources of the data, be recorded in an accommodation register.
16.26 We recommend that the Home Office and the Department of Health clarify or extend, if
necessary, the present arrangements concerning the disclosure of the criminal background of those with
access to children, so that a local authority, considering an agreement with a private sector landlord in
respect of a child in care, is able without difficulty to make an appropriate police check.
Schedule 1 Offenders
16.27 During the course of our consideration of the events concerning G and the landlord we looked at
the present arrangements for local authorities to be notified about the movements of Schedule 1 offenders
(see paragraph 16.4 above). The landlord received a non-custodial sentence in respect of his earlier
conviction for buggery of a teenage boy (a Schedule 1 offence) and would not therefore be within these
arrangements: see Department of Health circular, LAC(78)22, which relates to 'Release of Prisoners
convicted of offences against children in the home' (emphasis added). He did not serve a prison sentence
or a 'young offender' custodial sentence and in addition his offence was not in the home. Consequently
the local authority would not have been informed after the earlier offence of his whereabouts if he had in
fact been returning to or moving to Staffordshire.
16.28 From 1965 arrangements existed under which prison authorities notified local authority social
services departments of the release of men convicted of incest. These arrangements were extended in
1975 to the release on parole of men and women convicted of offences against children in the home. Later
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in the same year the Report of the Committee of Inquiry into the Provision and Co-Ordination of Services
to the Family of John George Auckland (11.M.S . O.) recommended (paragraph 251) that 'where a
prisoner is discharged who has been serving a sentence for an offence against a child . . . more
information (should be) passed to agencies outside the prison so that they may be aware of any potential
risk and take steps to .guard against it.' This recommendation and others were implemented in circular
LAC(78)22 from the DHSS in 1978. It defined offences against children 'in the home' as being 'in or of the
family home or place of residence'.
16.29 The arrangements, therefore, have meant that local authorities have not been alerted by any
formal means to the possible or impending discharge to their area of a prisoner convicted of offences
against children which were not committed in the prisoner's home or place of residence.
16.30 This situation, in our view, cannot now be justified in the light of local authorities' statutory duties
regarding the protection of children, and the guidance given to them.
16.31 We consider that the arrangements should be further widened to include all those convicted of
offences against children irrespective of how they were dealt with by the court. The argument that the
risks are limited to those who have received an immediate custodial sentence is, in our view,
unsustainable. Local authorities should be notified of all convictions occurring of those who are resident
or intending to reside in their area. We appreciate that this will involve a considerable increase in
administrative action. We believe, however, that it is fully justified in the interests of the protection of
children; We think that the one agency involved consistently and with experience of such a process, the
Crown Prosecution Service, should be responsible for the notification rather than the court convicting the
person.
16.32 We are very aware of the sensitive issues arising out of the notification we propose to local
authorities. We would hope that the Department of Health will consider it appropriate to issue some
guidance on civil liberties and other relevant issues relating to the discretionary use by the local authority
of the information.
Recommendations
16.33 We recommend that revised arrangements are made for local authority social services
departments to be notified of all convictions occurring for offences against children by persons residing or
intending to reside in their area, irrespective of where the offences were committed and the nature of the
disposal by the court.
16.34 We recommend that the notification to local authority social services departments of all
convictions occurring for offences against children by persons residing or intending to reside in their area,
be undertaken by the Crown Prosecution Service.
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Part 6: Professional Issues
Chapter 17:
Management
17.1 Staffordshire social services department in the 1980s was providing services of many kinds to a
population of over a million people. By 1989 its budget was £57,000,000 and it employed over 4,000 paid
staff. It spent over £6,000,000 on children's services, though this figure was well below the average for the
`family' of local authorities assessed by the Audit Commission.
17.2 Between 1983 and 1989, the period covered by the Inquiry, there were three major
re-organisations which affected the child care service. These were in 1983, 1985 and 1989. Management
within the social services department thus had to address the additional problems which re-organisation,
however desirable, always creates. Financial policies over the years from 1983 to 1987 also required
economies which were a major part of the reasons for re-organisation.
17.3 To operate effectively within such dimensions, particularly when resources were traditionally
lower than many other local authorities provided, good management was essential at all levels. During
the Inquiry we received evidence from witnesses at all levels of management, and from county councillors
and the chief executive. We also received evidence from witnesses who were being managed. Amongst
them were field and residential social workers and staff in non social work posts.
17.4 From the comprehensive evidence presented to us we are firmly of the view that management in
the social services in Staffordshire was inadequate for its task and lacked many of the essential
characteristics required to ensure good services to the public.
17.5 We found that there were many staff at all levels who worked extremely hard, in some cases much
harder than was desirable for them or for the people they were serving. Vision, leadership, commitment
to quality services, and recognition of the need for adequate knowledge, training and skill in the care of
children were all seriously lacking.
Senior Managers
17.6 In a large organisation the most senior managers cannot and should not be involved with day to day
affairs which have been properly delegated to the next level of senior managers and to the middle and line
managers accountable in turn to them. It is important, however, that staff at all levels know who the most
senior managers are, their roles in relation to each other and other managers, and that they convey their
overall aims and objectives clearly to staff who need to feel valued within the whole organisation. The
evidence we received portrayed the most senior managers, including the director, as remote, seen only
when, as one witness put it, 'something very, very bad had gone wrong and when somebody had to do
some telling off, or . . had a big complaint'. One member of staff graphically described the director's
situation as being behind 'double glazing' which filtered the noise outside.
17.7 Witnesses said that they perceived the most senior managers as neither involved with staff nor with
people who needed services. There was a sense of lack of support for staff from the top levels of
management. Councillor Beech, a management consultant, said that 'there seemed a lack of . .
management support . . . everything seemed to happen at a great distance . . no dynamic management'.
He said that, with reference to residential staff in particular, they 'don't . . . get the management support
in communication and direction'.
17.8 The most senior management was perceived as making decisions in isolation, without adequate
consultation or information gathering either inside the department or outside. In consequence they were
ill-informed about the likely effects of their policy decisions. The closure of Riverside (community home
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with education) without adequate research was seen as one example and the 1989 re-organisation as
another.
17.9 The failure to consult was described by one witness as 'the Staffordshire way' which led to
managers having responsibilities and tasks 'imposed' upon them and they in turn 'imposing'
responsibilities and tasks upon those accountable to them.
17.10 Barry O'Neill, the former director, looking at the situation in Staffordshire from his own
perspective, told us in evidence that he felt let down by middle management. Other witnesses, however,
made it clear that they thought that there was a need for clear definition of roles at all levels. They did not
know of any procedure for making special reports to higher management.
17.11 John Spurr, deputy director responsible for operations, had weekly meetings with divisional
directors, but they also met separately, weekly, with the director. Peter Crockett, the other deputy
director, had similar meetings with assistant directors and there were occasional meetings with district
managers and team managers. John Spurr had been surprised when eighteen team managers had written
on 5 November 1990 to the director of social services. The letter, a copy of which was sent to the Inquiry,
listed as areas of great concern:
(a) lack of structure, direction or any coherent philosophy within the department;
(b) inability to follow child protection procedures because of insufficient staffing;
(c) lack of resources to carry out effective work with families;
(d) apparent lack of communication at senior management level;
(e) inadequate training offered to staff dealing with 'this complex area of work';
(f) 'extremely low level of morale . . . across all districts/disciplines. Staff are left feeling totally
unsupported by our senior managers.'
17.12 The letter concluded: 'The Team Managers wish to express their complete lack of confidence in
the senior managers of the department'.
Communication
17.13 The director and John Spurr met the staff subsequently. During the course of the Inquiry we were
told of similar communications from social workers and others which had been sent to the director and to
senior staff at operational level. The responses had, we were told, not been positive and had not, from the
staff's point of view, dealt adequately with the problems articulated.
17.14 There was a strongly expressed feeling based on experience, and voiced not only by staff, that it
was almost impossible to get through the layer of middle management to communicate with top
management. When communications were sent upwards, there was often no response, at least in writing.
Correspondence presented to us by NALGO witnesses indicated considerable difficulty in obtaining a
response from the director of social services in relation to issues arising from the Cleveland Inquiry. A
letter dated 21 December 1988 had been followed up without success and was eventually referred to the
chief executive in November 1990.
Complaints Procedure
17.15 The absence of a complaints procedure was raised by a number of witnesses and also by the
director of social services in his submission to the Inquiry. Until September 1988 there had been no
written guidance available in the department. The director stated that until then it was part of the work of
social workers and carers to respond to complaints from children or others on their behalf. If they were
unable to do so adequately the complaint might proceed to district or area level, and to headquarters if the
nature of the complaint exceeded the scope of the more local staff. There was no regular procedure,
however, for recording complaints nor were they filed separately from case files unless they were referred
by county councillors, MPs or the Ombudsman.
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17.16 A written general complaints procedure was considered by the social services committee in
September 1988 and approved subject to discussion with the trade unions. At the meeting, however, the
committee considered the language in which the children's procedure was written was not appropriate for
their use. A small working party was set up and a revised version submitted in November 1989. That was
approved but not implemented until July 1990 because further deliberations about its suitability were
going on. Team managers had been asked to discuss the procedure with staff and children. The
effectiveness of the document was to be further reviewed towards the end of 1990 or beginning of 1991.
17.17 In his original paper to the committee the director envisaged that complaints might be about staff
attitudes, manner or abuse; alleged harassment or discrimination; a decision by a member of staff or
panel; a committee policy; an assessment; provision of a service due to lack of resources, ineffective
management or professional judgment; failure to deliver a service, or to provide information. In spite of
these possible complaints it was not proposed that anyone external to the department should be involved
in hearing or deciding on a complaint or helping the complainant.
Management Failure
17.18 Management of the social services department was seen by a number of witnesses to have failed
both children and staff by their response to identification of poor physical standards, lack of essential
resources, and shortage of staff, and by their unwillingness to confront the reality of unmet need. One
witness referred to 'sticking plaster' financial policies. We heard that staff who articulated these issues
were told to manage their affairs the best way they could and were seen to be ineffective managers if they
persisted in speaking out. The problem of inability to allocate cases through lack of staff to allocate them
to, was met with a negative response. Unqualified social workers were carrying not only heavy caseloads
but also a high proportion of cases such as child abuse, or adoptions, which required a much higher level
of skill than they possessed. There was no departmental guidance on workload management. One
manager said in evidence that 'the ethos is if you have problems you are not managing properly. So you
(stand) back and evaluate your own management style and maybe you reach the view that its not you but
something outside'.
17.19 A number of examples have been referred to in Chapters 4 to 10 of problems such as: very low
staffing ratios; buildings which were not adapted for the new tasks they had to accommodate; staff who
were not trained for new, or any other, tasks; lack of written objectives or guidelines; and unrealistic
expectations. In addition there seemed, at times, to be no real sense of client commitment and a
willingness to leave staff to cope with no support, often no information, and totally inadequate resources.
17.20 The Social Services Inspectorate had carried out inspections in 1987 of family centres at The
Alders, Tamworth and The Birches, Newcastle-under-Lyme which included a visit to 245 Hartshill Road,
Stoke-on-Trent. In their report, 'Family Centres, a Change of Name or a Change of Practice', they were
critical of Staffordshire social services department's management of the initial re-organisation when
family centres were established and subsequently. Some of the main points of their criticism were:
(a) the lack of overall central guidance on how the centres should develop;
(b) delegation of management of the centres to the areas did not include control of the maintenance
budget and repair work which continued to be channelled through the city works department;
(c) the manner of introduction of family centres meant that there was little opportunity to match
resources to perceived need at the outset;
(d) lack of written guidance or sustained training input for staff;
(e) staff of centres knew little of each others work and grappled alone with problems which applied
throughout the department;
(f) isolation of family centre team leaders and their ignorance of how other centres functioned;
(g) absence of standardised procedures and practice guidelines within the department.
17.21 Social services department management appeared to be related more to crises than careful and
well-informed planning. There was little sense of direction and little evidence of professional aspirations.
More than once we heard evidence of a dismissiveness towards training and research.
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17.22 Recruitment policies and practice clearly indicated that filling gaps was more important than
obtaining the services of qualified and experienced staff. Some of the holders of unqualified social work
posts had, in our opinion, inappropriate experience and education for such work and should not have
been expected to carry it out. They had been in some cases volunteers or casual staff who had been
`insinuated' into social work posts, as one senior officer described it.
17.23 The effect of so many re-organisations had served to exacerbate many of the problems already
noted and others which were associated with them. The former director, Barry O'Neill, made it clear that
re-organisations had taken place largely in relation to cost cutting. Lack of adequate intelligence and lack
of consultation with staff caused damaging and destructive results in many respects. Potentially good
ideas about aspects of the family centres, for example, were overwhelmed by the sheer pressure of
too much happening at once coupled with inadequate staffing in terms of numbers, experience and
training.
17.24 The last re-organisation in 1989 was ill-understood. It was clear that district client teams were in
some cases too small and isolated to be viable. There were many inexperienced managers; too many
districts for the management of residential work; and divisional general managers had considerable new
commitments with no additional resources. There appeared to have been greater devolvement from
headquarters to divisions. It was said, however, in evidence that power still rested at headquarters,
although there was greater responsibility at divisional level.
17.25 The excessive tinkering with the structure which characterised 1983 to 1989 was not accompanied
by realistic statements of aims, objectives, methods, defined information needs, agreed targets or
evaluation.
17.26 One newcomer to the department from another local authority described it as 'like travelling back
in time'. There was a lack of policies on specific issues and services. It was clear from some of the witnesses
that they were working on a verbally transmitted, impressionistic understanding of the department's
policies. A senior manager taking up a new post told us that 'I've had major problems in finding
documents to work off'. In addition meetings were held without minutes or any adequate minutes being
taken.
17.27 Many managers in Staffordshire social services department had worked in the department for
long periods and had been promoted, in some cases, several times. There was said to be an 'inward
lookingness', as one witness described it, and resistance to experience and ideas from outside.
Offers of help, for example, from the Social Services Inspectorate following critical reports of
inspections, were not always welcomed and we heard that members of staff who expressed aspirations to
high standards were termed 'naive'. Open debate and opportunities for staff to meet informally were not
encouraged.
17.28 Evidence from both county council and staff witnesses suggested that so long as there was no
trouble, a blind eye was turned to some practices.
17.29 Management Training
Although some management training was undertaken this appeared not to be a requirement for a
manager, and it was not easy to obtain secondment for it.
17.30 District Advisory Sub-Committees
One of the elements in the social services committee structure was district advisory sub-committees.
These committees, as we understand it, had some members who were county councillors, others who
were not. Councillor Austin, leader of the Council, explained that 'basically they get local people
involved' but 'they have no voting powers. . . . All their opinions are put before the main Committee for
discussion'. He felt, however, that although they had been intended to be a 'communication link' this had
not been as effective as had been hoped: 'they are looking at the bricks and mortar. . . . They don't talk
about the real problem, which is the children.'
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17.31 Statutory Visits
Statutory visits of inspection have already been considered in Chapter 12, paragraph 12.72. The statutory
visitors used to provide material for the district advisory sub-committees. This means of providing
information was mostly ineffective, however, because reports were limited in scope and style.
17.32 Elected members of the county council also paid visits to residential child care establishments.
They concentrated more on bricks and mortar than on 'the effectiveness of the home' as a form of care for
children.
17.33 Evaluation
We did not receive any evidence that services provided by the department were evaluated. Records which
might have facilitated evaluation were poorly maintained and seriously inadequate.
17.34 Radical Change
The evidence that the Inquiry received about the management of Staffordshire social services department
contained numerous negative elements. Radical change is needed, in our opinion, if the department is to
be more effectively managed in the future. Staffordshire is not, in our view, however, without able and
committed people in its social services department. We hope that they will be given an opportunity in the
future to work towards the better provision of services to children and their families. It should always be
remembered, in the words of Sir Walter Monckton K.C. , that 'the "fit person", local authority or
individual, must care for the children as his own: the relationship is a personal one. The duty must neither
be evaded nor stamped' (see the O'Neill Report, paragraph 46, HMSO Comnd 6636, May 1945).
17.35 We make the following recommendations.
Recommendations
17.36 We recommend that each residential establishment should have a written statement of its agreed
role.
17.37 We recommend that adequate consultation should take place with staff in advance of
organisational changes.
17.38 We recommend that precise job descriptions should be provided for all professional posts.
17.39 We recommend that a system of caseload management is installed as soon as possible.
17.40 We recommend that a systematic monitoring and evaluation system should be introduced within
the social services department.
14.41 We recommend that more posts should be advertised nationally, and in particular senior and
managerial appointments.
17.42 We recommend that there should be an agreed staff recruitment policy to attract qualified and
experienced staff.
17.43 We recommend that a complaints procedure for staff, foster parents and children should be
implemented without delay, and should contain an independent element.
17.44 We recommend that team managers or their equivalents should have regular opportunities
to meet with a senior manager who should represent their views at the most senior level of the
department.
17.45 We recommend that the preparation of estimates should be carried out in consultation with staff at
all managerial levels.
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17.46 We recommend that the relationship and channels of communication between the social services
department and the social services committee should be the subject of a review in order to ensure that the
committee receives clear and full information.
17.47 We recommend that the role and membership of the social services advisory committees should be
examined in order to ensure their effectiveness in the future.
17.48 We recommend that residential homes advisers with appropriate experience and training be
appointed to provide professional support to residential child care staff.
17.49 We recommend that a member of the social services department is specifically made responsible
for liaison with the legal department in order to review jointly, on a regular basis, matters which may
require specific consideration and advice from the legal department.
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Chapter 18:
Supervision
18.1 Supervision is one of the most important links between policy, management and good practice. It
also provides an essential service to the social worker who is face to face with the deep needs and tragic
circumstances of many people who are consumers of social services. This is particularly so regarding
children.
18.2 Supervision is, of course, concerned with establishing that social workers have the necessary
knowledge and skills to carry out their tasks. It must also be concerned to ensure that the work load
carried by an individual is such that he or she can be expected to maintain good professional standards and
achieve whatever positive results are possible. However experienced a worker may be it is possible to
become anxious, confused, even frightened by problems and potential difficulties. These feelings can be
greatly increased by fatigue through lack of resources and isolation due to lack of support. Good
supervision can help to mitigate such difficulties, particularly when combined with positive
acknowledgment of good work.
SSI Reports
18.3 The Social Services Inspectorate's report on their inspection of The Alders and The Birches in 1987
was critical of some of the arrangements for supervision of staff in the family centres. They carried out
further inspections of residential child care units in July 1990. In relation to supervision they found that as
`no clear guidance had been provided in relation to staff supervision, team managers had responded
inconsistently to the development needs of their staff. Although when available staff found supervision
sessions helpful, they were not aware of the "Staff Supervision Policy and Guidelines" document which
had recently been developed by senior managers.'
18.4 The Social Services Inspectorate 'considered that individual supervision was not only essential to
the development of a largely unqualified staff group, but also provided opportunities to monitor work,
provide feedback, identify areas of stress and give advice and guidance to staff'. Supervision
opportunities were found to be seriously handicapped by staff shortages and conflicting demands on
senior staff.
18.5 We noted that the Social Services Inspectorate's report on their inspection of child protection
services in Staffordshire in May 1990 also contained similar criticisms to those made in the context of
residential work: 'The quality of supervision was dependent upon the skills and other demands made
upon individual team managers'. A number had not, until very recently, received any preparation OT
training for their management role and 'consequently the model or style of supervision adopted by each
. tended to "mirror" the best of examples drawn from their own experience of being supervised.' In
addition supervision sessions were said to be scheduled from one session to the next and some workers
were unclear when their next supervision would take place.
Supervision Document
18.6 We were told in evidence that until the production of the staff supervision document referred to
above, the department had never had one. In 1980 a document entitled 'Casework with Children in
Community Homes — notes of guidance for residential staff' was produced. We understand that it also was
the first one of its kind and no later document was produced to the Inquiry. This document which was 'to
inform staff of the department's casework policy in matters affecting the life of children in residential
care,' had as its last item in the contents 'consultation'. It merely consisted of two three line paragraphs
which instructed that decisions concerning the care of a child should be discussed with the social worker
and at review meetings, or direct with the senior assistant (casework) — child care. There was no
suggestion of any supervision on a regular and individual basis.
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18.7 The evidence we received about supervision was as critical, if not so extensive, as the evidence on
management. One of the explanations given for tolerating the setting up of Pindown at one residential
unit was that staff were lacking adequate supervision and support to help them in their very demanding
tasks. They became exhausted and depressed and 'clutched at something they thought might help'. One
witness described some of the supervision which was available as 'the blind leading the blind'.
18.8 Another witness who was experienced in both field and residential work told us that the 'general
level of supervision was poor'. A manager in the area organisation said that residential staff got no
supervision at all, and middle managers received none from senior managers.
System of Supervision
18.9 The evidence we received points unequivocally to the urgent need for a properly regulated system
of supervision throughout the social services department.
18.10 The system would involve supervisors at different levels and the expectation would be that
supervision would be available to all staff including managers. Some preparation for the task involved
would be needed by those who carry it out unless they have already received such training. It is important
that the nature of the task is understood and not interpreted as merely 'doing what comes naturally'. It
needs more than encounters in corridors and coffee breaks or an 'open door' policy by managers.
18.11 The process of supervision will include a systematic approach to the worker's responsibilities,
allowing for the worker's priorities to be fully considered but not allowing them to set the whole agenda.
In the case of fieldwork this would involve working through a caseload so that all elements are examined
within a reasonable space of time. With a residential worker it would include an examination of not only
the children for whom the worker is particularly responsible but the facets of the job as a whole. All
elements of a manager's responsibilities would be considered.
18.12 The supervisor's role will be to help the supervised colleague to relate the realities of the workload
to professional standards, departmental requirements, the resources available or needing to be obtained,
the needs of the person who is a consumer or the group being managed and the social worker's own ability
and understanding. The supervision discussion will include time scales, priorities, written records,
thoroughness of approach, interaction with other colleagues, specialist advice, action to be taken, and
accountability.
18.13 Other features of supervision will be the clarification of issues, planning and setting targets,
considering action, and reviewing and evaluating action already taken.
18.14 The role of supervisor requires a degree of independence, a capacity to help the supervised
colleague to stand back and take stock, a sympathetic understanding of stress and its effect, and a firm
commitment to good standards in services.
18.15 We make the following recommendations.
Recommendations
18.16 We recommend that the social services department should put in place as a matter of urgency a
system of supervision,
18.17 We recommend that after a period of one year following the establishment of a system of
supervision a review should take place to evaluate the system.
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Chapter 19:
Training
19.1 The former director of social services, Barry O'Neill, in his written submission to the Inquiry told
us that when he was appointed in 1985 'the percentage of relevantly qualified staff . . . was unacceptably
low.' In the day and residential sections of the department a 'relevant qualification was an exception
rather than the rule and the percentage of qualified staff in fieldwork settings was well below 50 per cent'.
19.2 Since 1985 Social Services Inspectorate reports on Staffordshire social services department have
drawn attention to a continuing shortage of qualified, or even trained staff. As the former director
pointed out to us there was such a longstanding and difficult situation that 'in the short to medium term it
was difficult to see how this could be changed'. Training, other than the secondment of thirteen staff a
year to CQSW courses had been given a very low profile. In-service training was 'virtually non-existent'.
One member of staff in 1985 was carrying out such training function as there was for 6,000 employees.
19.3 Since then there has been a welcome injection of central government funding particularly since the
Cleveland Inquiry. Some additional staff and resources have been made available to promote the changes
of attitudes and skills needed to meet the requirements of the Children Act 1989. The training staff of the
department provided information for the Inquiry which included the proposals put forward by
Staffordshire to the Department of Health under the Social Services Training Support Programme (Child
Care) and the Training Strategy and Review report for 1990/1991.
19.4 It was encouraging to note from the Training Strategy and Review report that the importance was
recognised of underpinning very specific training such as child abuse training with basic child care
knowledge, principles and practice. It was also encouraging to see courses being arranged for supervision
and management.
Spending
19.5 There was an increase in spending on children and families training from about £4,000 in 1988/89 to
£92,000 planned for the year from 1 April 1989. It has to be said, however, that this is very small scale for a
county the size of Staffordshire which has a major problem. Larger scale remedies are likely to be needed
to deal with it.
19.6 A major change is required, in our view, in the attitude towards the need for training at all levels of
the social services department and in the committee.
19.7 We were told that the social services department did not have a tradition of respect for academic
qualifications. Until very recently no financial recognition of them had been made. It was also very
recently that concessions had been made to allow officers to study for degrees in order to enable them to
do research within the department.
19.8 We found that people were waiting years to be seconded for full time training. In residential work,
because of very poor staffing levels, people did not even have the opportunity to go on the infrequent
training events.
Dangers
19.9 Mark Fisher M.P. was deeply concerned by what he saw as the dangers of untrained staff. He spoke
of having been told by Philip Price how Pindown staff were 'taking the children back to the moments of
crisis in their lives' to 'help them to come to an understanding of the critical moments'. He commented
that in his view 'it seemed to be hideously dangerous for untrained people to be doing that'.
19.19 Training is an essential element in the provision of a service for children in care. It can no longer
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be regarded as something for the few senior staff who oversee what large numbers of untrained staff offer
to the children. It is also necessary in order to retain existing trained staff and recruit others.
19.11 We make the following recommendation.
Recommendation
19.12 We recommend that a strategy of training for the next five years is developed as a matter of
urgency with a particular aim being to increase the numbers of trained and qualified staff in residential
care without delay.
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Chapter 20:
Staffing
20.1 The quality of child care work in a social services department depends on the quality of the staff and
their availability to provide for the children's needs. This is particularly true in residential homes where
the task is not only social work but also nurturing and where the contact between the children and the staff
is closer than in any other aspect of the child care service.
20.2 Providing a quality service requires an understanding of the children's needs, the demands made
upon the staff by those needs, and the kinds of resources and supports which are essential to meet them.
Some of these issues have already been examined in Chapters 18 and 19 on supervision and training.
20.3 The problems in Staffordshire social services department which led to the Inquiry were in no small
measure due to poor staffing policies and practices. These showed little understanding of what was
required in an adequate service. They included restrictive advertising, inadequate staff selection
procedures, low staffing ratios, dependence on untrained staff, over use of volunteers and casual staff,
lack of training, lack of supervision, absence of career structures for residential staff and inadequate
budget support.
20.4 Advertising
We understand that there was a tradition of not advertising posts outside the department until they had
been advertised internally. Staffordshire is not alone in this kind of arrangement. It reinforced, however,
the inward looking nature of the social services department and hindered a healthy flow of new ideas and
different experience which candidates from other local authorities and voluntary child care organisations
would have brought.
20.5 Promotions
Internal promotions were another aspect of this practice. Whilst the length of time which people stayed in
the department gave an element of stability, it also led to an atmosphere of resistance to innovative
thinking, however tentative.
20.6 We were told that because people became well known in the department in consequence of this
practice, selection procedures for jobs and for promotion were not as rigorous as would have been
desirable. A number of witnesses commented critically on the interviewing process which they believed
was often merely a formality. They were also aware of the inevitability of references being drawn from the
internal sources in such a situation.
20.7 We were concerned from our own study of personnel files to see how lengthy the process of filling
vacancies often appeared to be. Some witnesses also commented on this. It seemed not uncommon in
some cases for a period of six months to elapse between an application for a post and a letter of
appointment. In these circumstances if the post was in a residential setting and was vacant, there were
long periods when an already small staff group was further depleted for long periods of time.
20.8 Qualifications
A further feature of the recruitment of staff which was mentioned in evidence was the readiness, if
qualified candidates were not immediately available, to appoint unqualified people even if the post was
designated as requiring a qualified person. As noted elsewhere in the report (see Chapter 19, paragraph
19.7) training until recently has not been valued in Staffordshire social services and this has in turn led to
lack of respect for some of the standards and skills associated with a professional approach. Unhelpful
tensions have existed between field social workers, a proportion of whom have been qualified, and
residential, less than five per cent of whom have been qualified. Even amongst field social workers the
proportion of qualified staff has been much lower than in most other local authorities and in such
circumstances individuals attempting to raise standards have sometimes encountered unhelpfully
dismissive responses.
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20.9 The lack of expectation based on sound professional standards has allowed practices to persist
which might in different circumstances have been resisted. One of these has been the long standing
understaffing of family centres. When the centres were first established the staffing allocated for the task
was unrealistic, (see Chapter 3, paragraph 3.43) and it was not long before the shoe began to pinch. Not
only were there insufficient child care staff, but also insufficient domestic staff. Centres were classified as
having fifteen beds and given a staffing establishment which even for that number was inadequate. They
then had to accommodate twice as many children and try to carry out a large number of other family
centre tasks as.well. The result was predictable and although, in our view, Pindown could not be justified
in any circumstances, it must not be forgotten that the situation at The Birches in autumn 1983 was
extremely difficult for the reasons explained above (see Chapter 4, paragraphs 4.25-4.38).
20.10 The same phenomenon could be seen in action at The Alders, at 100 Chell Heath Road and at
Heron Cross House. In the main untrained staff, too few in number, lacking any adequate outside
support, were trying to cope with changes about which they had not been consulted and for which
they had been given no preparation and no additional resources. At The Alders staff voluntarily
doubled their shifts to help each other, but became over a period of time exhausted to the point that
some clutched at Pindown because it appeared to bring a respite.
20.11 There were times when the residential establishments with which the Inquiry was concerned were
left in the charge of one member of staff, sometimes a young woman inexperienced and unqualified. In
our view, even if she, or he, had been experienced and qualified, they should not have been on duty alone.
In evidence we heard accounts of the dilemma a member of staff faces if something goes wrong in these
circumstances. Illness, an accident, someone having a temper tantrum, someone taking an overdose,
even just a very distressed child who needs comforting, leaves a member of staff on duty alone with
impossible choices. They may not even be able to make a telephone call to obtain help.
20.12 The staffing ratios of the family centres were not improved in the light of experience, no doubt for
budgetary reasons. What happened instead was that volunteers, community proj ect workers and the area
`bank' of social services aides hours were used piecemeal in a desperate effort to 'cover' the lack of
appropriate staffing. They were also much cheaper methods than full time staff. There was
correspondence about the minimum level of staff to be left in charge at 245 Hartshill Road, and an
undertaking was given by Tony Latham that a social services aide would never be left in that situation. It is
not possible to know whether this requirement was always carried out, but the impression gained from log
book entries was that it may not always have been. At times the level of staffing available was clearly not
adequate. There was also a great deal of change. In the first six months from when Pindown started at 245
Hartshill Road sixteen different people worked within the unit.
20.13 A consequence of the heavy dependence on community project workers, social services aides and
volunteers was that a number of them, after a period of lime, began to be appointed as temporary social
work assistants. Later they became social work assistants moving on into social worker posts for which
they had had no training. They also had no experience of the work except in the particular setting or
settings in which they had originally acted as relief. This, in our view, is an undesirable policy.
20.14 Social Work Grades
Two administrative decisions seem to have increased the staffing problems in the residential homes. The
first was the decision to put staff in family centres on to social worker grades. This had the cosmetic effect
of equating them with area social workers. The less desirable effect, however, was to make it impossible
for them to earn overtime, however many hours they worked. This point was made in evidence on a
number of occasions. As one witness said 'We live on TOIL' — time off in lieu. Since, however, there were
often not enough staff to allow time off in lieu to be taken, it became a problem of accumulating time for
which no payment was made and which could not be properly absorbed by the system or the individual
member of staff.
20.15 Night Duty
The other issue was related to staff on night duty. We were told in evidence that the number of beds in
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establishments had been set at a point where waking night staff would not be needed. The implication was
that in another way the service was being, as several witnesses put it 'run on the cheap'. Some of the staff
who came and slept in at a residential unit like 245 Hartshill Road or The Alders, were carrying out other
jobs during the day. They understandably did not welcome disturbance during the night and may not have
been the best choice to handle the getting up and breakfast routine in an establishment with emotionally
upset teenagers.
20.16 In the situation which has been noted above, which was long standing and not the subject of
review at the time of the Inquiry, staff were not assisted by having little guidance available, poor
communications with management, isolation from other establishments, no systematic quality control
and little opportunity for staff development or training. One witness referred to the staff themselves as
`victims . . untrained, unqualified, under-resourced'. We were told that morale was low and that
residential staff felt under-valued.
20.17 Structure
Within, the residential units the structure was not helpful. A team leader post was supported by a small
group of staff but with no deputy, or deputy role available. This point has been discussed in Chapter 15,
paragraph 15.12. Not only did this mean that there was an inadequate system for undertaking
responsibility, but there was no encouragement to individual staff members to do so.
20.18 There was, in fact, no career structure for residential staff. Acquiring a qualification, if an
individual was fortunate enough to be seconded for training, was likely to provide a passport out of
residential work.
20.19 We were not inquiring into the work of area teams of social workers, but their position was
described by some witnesses. They too were gravely under-resourced with unqualified staff carrying cases
for which greater knowledge and training were required. Caseloads were heavy. Staff protested but found
it difficult to obtain a hearing. In some instances they found arbitrary decisions being made about children
for whom they were responsible, because of the authority which appeared to be vested in Tony Latham.
They too had not been consulted about major changes organisationally which increased their isolation in
some cases and made it difficult to operate a team support system.
20.20 In spite of the many handicaps and difficulties inherent in the way the child care service was being
run, there were a number of committed people in it who knew that there were better methods and would
have welcomed opportunities to use them. Two proposals were made in evidence from residential staff.
One was that there should be a system of staff appraisals throughout the department, which would include
appraisal of training needed by each individual. The other was that there should be a group of residential
support staff, homes advisers, who would give professional support and assist staff in practice matters.
This point is the subject of a recommendation in Chapter 17, paragraph 17.48.
20.21 It was clear to us from a study of the log books, financial information, committee papers and the
evidence of witnesses that staffing policy in relation to residential child care in Staffordshire required
urgent examination and radical improvement in all the matters referred to in this chapter. Such an
examination will probably reveal others. Children whose own homes cannot for the time being provide
them with the care they are entitled to expect must be cared for well and sensitively by the local authority.
To do such a demanding job as caring for children in need, staff themselves need to be valued and
supported.
Recommendation
20.22 We recommend that an urgent review of the social services department's staffing policy should be
undertaken. The review should, as a minimum, cover the matters raised in this chapter.
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Chapter 21:
National Implications
21.1 The Inquiry has raised a number of issues which have, in our view, national implications. They are:
(a) The control of children in residential care;
(b) Residential care for children;
(c) The education of children in care;
(d) The health of children in care;
(e) Provision for children in care of 16 years of age or over;
(f) The protection of children in care from sex offenders.
21.2 Control of Children in Residential Care
A combination of circumstances, certain individuals and a lack of effective safeguards brought
fundamental problems to the surface in Cleveland and Rochdale. The same process, although in respect
of a quite different problem, occurred in Staffordshire leading to the emergence of the unacceptable
practice of Pindown. The kinds of difficulties disclosed are not resolved, however, by Inquiries and cases.
We hope that those involved with the control of children in residential care, whether inside local and
central government or outside, will maintain a heightened vigilance and concern in the future in the light
of the events we have spent many months considering in Staffordshire.
21.3 Residential Care for Children
It is important, in our view, that residential care for children should be focussed on their needs and
wishes. The Children Act 1989 places an added emphasis on these aspects. Some children and parents will
choose residential care for a variety of good reasons. Residential child care should, in our view, be
recognised as an essential part of a range of methods for providing for children whose needs are varied
and changing. It should be resourced, staffed, supported and managed accordingly.
21.4 The Education of Children in Care
Chapter 13 contains recommendations about the education and careers of children in care and the need
for them to receive more attention in future. The abilities of children in care range, of course, from the
very able to those with special educational needs. Their educational needs and achievement have tended
to take second place to social and family needs, often to their detriment in later life. This area of child care
work should be given, in our view, a much sharper focus nationally.
21.5 The Health of Children in Care
The log books which we examined during the Inquiry revealed ample evidence that the health needs of
children in care did not receive in certain residential establishments the attention they required. Medical
arrangements for the homes appeared to be patchy and information available on individual children's
health was inadequate. Children came into Pindown with potentially dangerous conditions such as
asthma, suffered from chest conditions, back pain and stomach disorders, were suspected of epilepsy or
had fits, and suffered many minor infections. The staff were slow to call a doctor or ask for advice, and
seemed to rely, when they were available, on household remedies which they used on their own initiative.
There were occasions when there were no remedies of any kind and staff brought medicines from home.
21.6 Arising from the evidence in the Inquiry and from research which supports it we consider that the
health of children in care is an aspect which should receive more attention nationally.
21.7 Provision for Children in Care of 16 years of age or over
A large proportion of the children in Pindown were fourteen and fifteen years old. Some, however, were
sixteen and a few seventeen. We formed the view from the evidence we received that the care of children
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of sixteen and over lacked any coherent approach to their needs as prospective young adults. Some
workers were uncertain about whether a sixteen year old in care on a voluntary basis was in fact still in
care. Children of sixteen were put out into lodgings with very little regular support or visiting.
21.8 The needs of those who are 16 or over have, in our view, been inadequately met in the past and
there is ample evidence that this is a problem on a wide scale.
21.9 The Protection of Children
In Chapter 14, 15 and 16 we have examined some of the risks presented to children by sex offenders and
made recommendations. The issues considered in these chapters have, in our view, a national dimension.
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Part 7: Conclusions and Summary of Recommendations
Chapter 22:
Conclusions
22.1 We set out below our conclusions (some of which are repeated from the previous chapters) on the
various matters we were asked to consider. A reference, where appropriate, is given to the chapter in
which the individual topic is considered.
22.2 Pindown
(i) After considering the totality of the evidence we consider that the vast majority of children who
underwent the regime perceived Pindown as a narrow, punitive and harshly restrictive experience. We
think that their perceptions were correct (see Chapter 11 and Chapter 12, paragraphs 12.2 to 12.21);
(ii) The children who were in Pindown, in our view suffered in varying degrees the despair and the
potentially damaging effects of isolation, the humiliation of having to wear night clothes, knock on the
door in order to 'impart information' as it was termed, and of having all their personal possessions
removed; and the intense frustration and boredom from the, lack of communication, companionship with
others and recreation (see Chapter 11 and Chapter 12, paragraphs 12.2 to 12.21);
(iii) Pindown contained the worst elements of institutional control: baths on admission, special
clothing, strict routine, segregation and isolation, humiliation, and inappropriate bed-times (see Chapter
12, paragraphs 12.44 and 12.46);
(iv) Pindown, in our view, is likely to have stemmed initially from an ill-digested understanding of
behavioural psychology; the regime had no theoretical framework and no safeguards (see Chapter 12,
paragraphs 12.36 to 12.40);
(v) No psychiatric, psychological or educational advice was obtained before or during the time
Pindown was used (see Chapter 12, paragraph 12.30);
(vi) We regard the absence of professional advice in dealing with many children who were disturbed,
depressed and in despair as inexplicable (see Chapter 12, paragraph .12.34);
(vii) No legal advice was ever sought by social services despite the fact that in 1984 senior management
were aware that some of the practices in the 'special unit' at 245 Hartshill Road, Stoke-on-Trent appeared
to be in contravention of the Community Homes Regulations 1972 (see Chapter 5, paragraphs 5.22 to
5.25 and paragraphs 5.70 to 5.80);
(viii) We consider that one of the aims of the so-called 'philosophy' of Pindown, to saturate the child
with attention, was never to any significant extent put into practice; and was in any event a pipe dream due
to lack of sufficient staff and lack of qualified and experienced people. We are of the view that in the main
staff spent very little time with the children in Pindown (see Chapter 12, paragraph 12.22);
(ix) In the words of Tony Latham, the architect and prime practitioner of Pindown, the regime 'was
based on the principle that we were establishing control'. The impact on the children was, in our view,
likely to be wholly negative and was so in that the regime imposed was fundamentally dependent on
elements of isolation, humiliation and confrontation (see Chapter 12, paragraph 12.34);
(x) Pindown, in our view, falls decisively outside anything that could properly be considered as good
child care practice. It was in all its manifestations intrinsically unethical, unprofessional and unacceptable
(see Chapter 12, paragraph 12.56);
(xi) We consider that Pindown was used in breach of regulation 10 of the Community Homes
Regulations 1972 (see Chapter 12 paragraphs 12.55 and 12.56);
(xii) The Pindown units, in our opinion, came within the secure accommodation provisions.
Staffordshire obtained no approval to provide such accommodation: see regulations 2 and 3 of the Secure
Accommodation (no .2) Regulations 1983, paragraph 4 of Annex B to Circular LAC (83) 18 and section
21A of the Child Care Act 1980 (see Chapter 12, paragraphs 12.53 and 12.57 to 12.61);
(xiii) Pindown was used in four Staffordshire residential establishments: 245 Hartshill Road,
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Stoke-on-Trent; The Birches, Newcastle-under-Lyme; The Alders, Tamworth; and Heron Cross House,
Stoke-on-Trent (see Chapter 12, paragraphs 12.25 to 12.29);
(xiv) Pindown was used at 245 Hartshill Road between 3 November 1983 and 2 October 1989; at The
Birches in 1988 only: 1 February to 28 March; 29 May to 7 June; and 8 November to 28 November; at The
Alders between 20 March and 2 October 1989; and at Heron Cross House between 26 September to 2
October 1989 (see Chapter 12, paragraph 12.29);
(xv) Between November 1983 and October 1989 we do not consider that there was any real variation
in the practice of Pindown, save that in May 1988 for a few weeks an attempt was made to introduce at 245
Hartshill Road a so-called 'positive Pindown' (see Chapter 12, paragraphs 12.23 and 12.24);
(xvi) No consistent written procedures were specifically applicable to Pindown as such. Some
`programmes' relating to Pindown were recorded and a separate Pindown log book came into existence
spasmodically alongside the normal log book. Specific documents relating to the 'philosophies' and
practice of Pindown came into existence between 1983 and 1989 (see Chapter 12, paragraph 12.31 and
appendix F);
(xvii) We are of the view that not less than 132 children went into Pindown between 3 November 1983
and 2 October 1989. Because the available records leave a great deal to be desired in many cases, this is
probably a conservative figure. The number of boys was 81 and girls 51. The longest continuous period in
Pindown was 84 days and the longest overall period was 129 days. A girl, between the age of 11 and 14,
went into Pindown on the most occasions, twelve in all. The youngest boy put into Pindown was 9 years
old and the youngest girl was of the same age (see Chapter 12, paragraph 12.32);
(xviii)There was no professional oversight-of Pindown (see Chapter 12, paragraphs 12.65 and 12.66);
(xix) Senior management focussed on the 'special unit' or 'Intensive Training Unit' at 245 Hartshill
Road during 1984 and part of 1985 (see Chapter 5, paragraphs 5.22 to 5.25 and paragraphs 5.70 to 5.80).
The concern about the unit then petered out and major potential issues were unresolved. The name
Pindown was referred to in documentation circulating apparently in the department in 1986, 1988 and
1989. In 1989 senior management sent Tony Latham's team into The Alders and Heron Cross House. We
were told by the two deputy directors, Peter Crockett and John Spurr, that they had had no detailed
knowledge of the nature of the Pindown regime until October 1989. In view of the events of 1984 and 1985
and later 1989 and the prominence of Tony Latham and his work we were somewhat surprised to hear of
their ignorance. We consider, however, that if they were not aware of what was actually happening over a
period of almost six years, it can only reflect a most serious flaw in the management of the department.
John Spurr in his evidence to the Inquiry frankly conceded this fact. The responsibility for this state of
affairs must ultimately lie with those at the very top of the department;
(xx) Middle management has, in our view, much to answer for in respect of Pindown. Elizabeth
Brennan was principal area officer responsible for 245 Hartshill Road and The Birches between 1983 and
1989 and, in our opinion, was quite aware of Pindown. She told us that she did not know of all its aspects.
She accepted that she should have visited 245 Hartshill Road more often. Jane Taylor, who succeeded
Tony Latham as area officer in September 1987, expressed her concerns about the confinement of the
children to Elizabeth Brennan. Jane Taylor was quite conversant with Pindown and indeed attempted
with Peter Nicol-Harper in May 1988 to introduce a variation of it termed 'Positive Pindown'. Regarding
The Alders and Heron Cross House in 1989, the inspiration for the intervention of the Latham team came
from senior management;
(xxi) Tony Latham bears responsibility for the creation of Pindown and the use of it between
November 1983 and September 1987 and in 1989. He was, as we have indicated above, its architect and its
prime practitioner. We have traced in the early chapters of this report the background factors that we
believe led to the conditions which provided fertile ground for what occurred in late 1983. We are
prepared to accept that Tony Latham, with an excess of enthusiasm and energy, hoped to control those he
saw as difficult adolescents by the use of a system designed to provide individualised programming and
the development of life and social skills. The grim reality, however, was quite different. As BASW
pointed out to the Inquiry (see Chapter 12, paragraph 12.44) wliat occurred directly contravened the
stated objectives. The evidence from contemporary documents, including thousands of pages of log
books unequivocally, in our view, demonstrates the unacceptable nature of the regime introduced. We
can only think that Tony Latham, a person of drive, energy and ability, who had contributed much in
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other areas to Staffordshire, lost sight of those minimum standards of behaviour and professional practice
which are essential to a fair and sympathetic approach to children in care. Philip Price for much of the time
was his enthusiastic and admiring assistant. We consider that he was, and is, very much under the
influence of Tony Latham. Nevertheless he must bear a significant responsibility also. The third member
of the team in 1989, Glynis Mellors, also rendered substantial assistance;
(xxii) It is a matter of regret, in our opinion, that so many were prepared to be enthusiastic
practitioners of Pindown. We would hope that the frank and explicit nature of the records and comments
in the log books only represent a temporary aberration on their part. One cannot, however, erase the
knowledge that the active life of Pindown was within a month of six years. We must, however,
recognise that the residential staff were carrying out difficult work without being provided by their
employers with adequate supervision, support, resources or even proper understanding in many cases of
their tasks;
(xxiii) It was said to us that many outside the department were aware of, and by implication,
condoned Pindown: magistrates, the police, teachers, probation officers and specifically in December
1987 the Social Services Inspectorate (`SSP). We deal in Chapter 12, paragraphs 12.74 and 12.75 with the
SSI's visit in December 1987. We do not consider that they were informed about Pindown. The evidence
we received about the other groups points to some individuals knowing the term Pindown' and
something of its practice. We are not satisfied to what extent they appreciated the true nature of the
regime. One particular document, for example, which we saw, went before -a magistrates' court as a
report and did not, in our view, disclose the reality of Pindown;
(xxiv) We do not consider that the system of statutory visiting in Staffordshire is an effective one (see
Chapter 12, paragraphs 12.72 and 12.73);
(xxv) Those who ultimately brought Pindown to the attention of the wardship court performed, in
our view, a considerable public service. We would also like to pay tribute to those witnesses who came to
the Inquiry and gave evidence despite having been harassed by various means by as yet unknown people.
We are also happy to note that social services has within its department many able and committed people.
We hope the future lies in their hands;
(xxvi) The politicians, in our view, must accept some responsibility for the events we investigated. It
is the duty of the elected members of Staffordshire County Council to ensure, to the best of their ability,
that public services required to be provided by legislation are available for those who need them at a level
which is acceptable in the light of current knowledge and professional standards. It appears to us that
there was insufficient vigilance on the part of the politicians and too much willingness to accept, without
question, what appeared to be cheap remedies for problems. It must, however, be noted that they were
not over-supplied with information by the managers;
(xxvii) It has been suggested 'that "Pindown" by any other name. probably exists the length and
breadth of the country, and is probably more prevalent than anyone would officially care to admit' .26 We
received no such admissions in evidence. The practice of Pindown has ceased in Staffordshire. If it exists
under any other name elsewhere it should, in our view, be summarily terminated;
(xxviii) We make a number of recommendations arising out of our consideration of Pindown (see
Chapter 12, paragraphs 12.76 to 12.85 or Chapter 23, paragraphs 23.2 to 23.10).

22.3 Fundwel127
(i) On 30 August 1990, day 24 of the Inquiry, we recommended to the Local Authority that the purely
financial matters concerning Fundwell should be the subject of an investigation by the District Auditor.
Our recommendation was accepted and the District Auditor subsequently commenced work (see
Chapter 1, paragraph L20);
(ii) We consider the nature and extent of the Fundwell organisations in Chapter 13, paragraphs 13.2 to
13.8. The organisations and the activities which involved children in care are listed in paragraph 13.7 and
also paragraph 13.12;
26 See M. Lindsay 'Secure Accommodation: a children's rights perspective on the practice of locking up children within the
public care system', Journal of Child Law, volume 3, no.2 (1991).
27 The name of one of Tony Latham's companies but also a word used to encompass all the activities.
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(iii) Because precise records were not kept about much of what took place over a period of a decade or
more it is not possible to give an exact picture of the nature and extent of all the activities;
(iv) In essence from the mid-1970s until 1987 Tony Latham set up and developed a network of
voluntary organisations and private companies which in some instances contracted their services directly
back to the social services department and in other instances were concerned with intermediate treatment
and other activities in which children were involved in a variety of ways (see Chapter 3, paragraphs 3.47 to
3.56);
(v) The great majority of children who participated in Fundwell did so either as recipients of a service,
as employees, as trainees, for the purpose of gaining work experience or as licencees in SHAP houses.28
There were also a small number of children who were required to carry out certain tasks, usually at
Duke's Lodge (home of Tony Latham), associated with the overall programmes in Pindown. There is
little doubt that some of the children considered they were being punished;
(vi) It is quite impossible to compile a list of the children participating in Fundwell activities because
there are no records or no reliable records from which to do so;
(vii) It was put to us that the children benefitted from their involvement in Fundwell activities because
they had an introduction to work and learned certain simple skills such as the planning of collections and
deliveries, receiving money and giving change, and looking after animals. The wide variety of activities
was also, it was said, an opportunity to try different types of occupational experience. It must be
recognised, in our view, that a number of children were engaged in repetitive labour which sometimes had
an element of risk and was often quite heavy and at times unpleasant work. Some children had to work
during the evening and at weekends. This was on occasions for small sums of pocket money, £2 or 13, and
sometimes for nothing;
(viii) Some of the children in care were still of school age and worked at Duke's Lodge during school
hours as well as working there at other times of the day. The Inquiry was told by the Chief Education
Officer of Staffordshire that this was not permissible. Even if they had been excluded from school,
specific permission would only be given in exceptional circumstances (see Chapter 13, paragraphs 13.23
and 13.24);
(ix) Whilst some of the children in care may have benefitted from their involvement in Fundwell
activities, others did not wish to be involved or actively resisted involvement. The evidence from log
books, as well as personal evidence from children and other witnesses, clearly indicated that while some
who did not wish to take part did not have to, there were others who were required to go. The level of
pressure was such that in one or two instances the word coerced is not too strong;
(x) Much of the work at Duke's Lodge was not educational or generally beneficial in other respects.
Some of the young people resented being used as a 'general dogsbody' and working very hard for little or
no reward and without any choice;
(xi) The organisations and activities Tony Latham created and developed were widely known in the
social services department to involve children. There was a policy in the department up to 1985, in the
words of the former director, Barry O'Neill, 'to let him get on with it and not to interfere as long as he
"produced the goods"'. A number of staff and councillors were not fully aware of the status of the
activities and the interests of Tony Latham and others in them. That, in our view, was, less his fault than
failure of communication at a variety of levels within the social services department and the county
council as a whole (see Chapter 13, paragraphs 13.29 and 13.30);
(xii) Tony Latham and Glynis Mellors, who worked alongside him in much of the work related to
Fundwell, both worked extremely long hours and with enthusiastic commitment;
(xiii) There was, in our view, no adequate supervision by senior management of what happened in
relation to children and Fundwell as distinct from supervision of accounts and some other financial
matters (See Chapter 13, paragraph 13.34);
(xiv) There was no professional oversight;
(xv) We make recommendations arising out of our consideration of Fundwell in Chapter 13,
paragraphs 13.38 and 13.39 or Chapter 23, paragraphs 23.12 and 23.13.
28 Supportive Housing Accommodation Project
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22.4 The Protection of Children
(1) The details of our additional Terms of Reference are set out in Chapter 14, paragraph 14.1;
(ii) The specific matters relating to the protection by staff of children in residential homes from
members of the so-called sex ring are dealt with in Chapters 14 and 15;
(iii) We were satisfied from the evidence we received that two men who had been sentenced as part of
the sex ring had each, quite separately, visited on various occasions a children's residential establishment
in Staffordshire, though not the same one. We do not consider that the concerns expressed, taking
children out of the residential homes or arranging to meet the children resident for sexual purposes have
been substantiated in either case (see Chapter 14, paragraphs 14.2 to 14.5);
(iv) We were satisfied that one of the men who visited 245 Hartshill Road, Stoke-on-Trent on a
number of occasions should not have been permitted entry to the establishment (see Chapter 15,
paragraphs 15.1 to 15.23);
(v) Procedures relating the vetting of visitors to 245 Hartshill Road were not, in our view,
satisfactory;
(vi) In addition the procedures relating to the availability of reliable information regarding those who
may be reasonably suspected of being sex offenders and a danger to children, are not, in our view,
satisfactory (see Chapter 15, paragraphs 15.25 to 15.30 or Chapter 23, paragraphs 23.15 to 23.20, for
recommendations arising from our consideration of the above matters);
(vii) We also considered a quite separate matter unconnected with the sex ring. This concerned the
protection of a child who was placed in lodgings in respect of which the landlord was a sex offender and a
danger to children (see Chapter 16, paragraphs 16.1 to 16.23);
(viii) The procedures relating to the vetting of such accommodation were not, in our view, satisfactory
(see Chapter 16, paragraphs 16.25 and 16.26 or Chapter 23, paragraphs 23.22 and 23.23, for
recommendations in respect of the procedures);
(ix) We also considered the arrangements relating to the notification of the movements of Schedule 1
offenders to local authorities (see Chapter 16, paragraphs 16.27 to 16.32);
(x) We make recommendations relating to our conclusion that some of the arrangements relating to
the notification of the movements of Schedule 1 offenders to local authorities could be improved (see
Chapter 16, paragraphs 16.33 and 16.34 or Chapter 23, paragraphs 23.24 and 23.25).
22.5 Professional issues
(i) Management
Management in the social services department in Staffordshire was inadequate for its task and lacked
many of the essential characteristics required to ensure good services to the public (see Chapter 17,
paragraphs 17.1 to 17.34 and for recommendations: Chapter 17, paragraphs 17.35 to 17.49 or Chapter 23,
paragraphs 23.27 to 23.40);
(ii) Supervision
The evidence we received points unequivocally to the urgent need for a properly regulated system of
supervision throughout the social services department (see Chapter 18, paragraphs 18.1 to 18.14 and for
recommendations: Chapter 18, paragraphs 18.16 and 18.17 or Chapter 23, paragraphs 23.42 and 23.43);
(iii) Training
A major change is required, in our view, in the attitude towards the need for training at all levels of the
social services department and in the committee (see Chapter 19, paragraphs 19.1 to 19.10 and for a
recommendation: Chapter 19, paragraph 19.12 or Chapter 23, paragraph 23.45);
(iv) Staffing
An urgent review of staffing policies should, in our view, be undertaken (see Chapter 20, paragraphs 20.1
to 20.21).
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Chapter 23:
Summary of Recommendations
23.1 Chapter 12
23.2 We recommend that social services departments regularly scrutinise the measures of control used
in residential child care establishments (paragraph 12.77).
23.3 We recommend that those appointed in social services departments to monitor regularly the
measures of control used in residential child care establishments should liaise closely with the legal
department of the local authority (paragraph 12.78).
23.4 We recommend that social services departments ensure that log books in residential child care
establishments are completed in such a way:
(a) that they disclose who is on duty on the day on which entries are made;
(b) that all entries are written in appropriate and clear language;
(c) that all entries are signed with the name of the signatory clearly identified; and
(d) that all entries are clearly dated (paragraph 12.79).
23.5 We recommend that social services departments ensure that measures of control books in
residential child care establishments are completed properly in compliance with the relevant Regulations
and that entries are dated and signed with the name of the signatory clearly identified (paragraph 12.80).
23.6 We recommend that the forms used by statutory visitors to residential child care establishments
should highlight the question of 'control' and direct the visitor to make specific comments regarding
measures of control used (paragraph 12.81).
23.7 We recommend that prior to a visit to a child care establishment by a statutory visitor, there is made
available to him or her the previous visitors' completed forms over a period of at least six months
(paragraph 12.82).
23.8 We recommend that statutory visitors' reports should go unaltered to the appropriate committee
(paragraph 12.83).
23.9 We recommend that statutory visits should be made without advance notice being given to the
residential home (paragraph 12.84).
23.10 We recommend that the law regarding the 'control and discipline' of children in residential
establishments is amended so that definitions of the circumstances which amount to the restriction of a
child's liberty appear in legislative provisions and are not left to the language of guidance in circulars
(paragraph 12.85).
23.11 Chapter 13
23.12 We recommend that there should be a named person at senior management level with
responsibility (a) for ensuring that care and attention is given to the education, career development and
working life of children in care, and (b) for the consideration of any policy or practice issues (paragraph
13.38).
23.13 We recommend that the named person referred to in paragraph 13.38 should provide an annual
report on the matters for which he has responsibility giving particular attention to:
(a) educational achievements of children in care;
(b) changes in the schools they attend as a consequence of care placement;
(c) special educational needs;
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(d) involvement in further education;
(e) work undertaken by school children; and
(f) the employment of children above school age (see paragraph 13.39)
23.14 Chapter 15
23.15 We recommend that in any residential unit for children someone on the staff should be designated
to deputise in the absence of the officer in charge. Wherever possible this should be the same person each
time and this responsibility should be clearly defined in their job description and recognised financially
(see paragraph 15.25).
23.16 We recommend that a record should be made each day of all visitors to the children in a residential
unit. This record should be available to be seen by all members of staff, for example, by being contained in
the daily log or diary (see paragraph 15.26).
23.17 We recommend that there should be a method available for social services staff who may need
information about possible sex offenders to check with a designated source at any time (paragraph 15.27).
23.18 We recommend that social services and the police should reach agreement and reduce into writing
the following:
(a) that members of social services staff who may need information about possible sex offenders who
pose a risk to the children for whom they are responsible may telephone or otherwise contact a designated
police information source at any time; and
(b) that social services will specify the staff who, save for exceptional circumstances, will be actually
communicating with the police information source: for example, the officer in charge of a residential
establishment or the designated deputy (paragraph 15.28).
23.19 We recommend that consideration should be given by social services, if appropriate in
conjunction with the fire service, to the best means of maintaining reasonable control over entrances and
exits in residential units for children; and that clear instructions in writing should then be circulated to the
relevant staff (paragraph 15.29).
23.20 We recommend that social services departments should issue written guidance to staff dealing
with the topic of the protection of children in residential establishments and, in particular, covering the
regulation and vetting of general visitors to such establishments (paragraph 15.30).
23.21 Chapter 16
23.22 We recommend that in respect of the placing of children in care in lodgings or similar
accommodation, social services should in all cases ensure that:
(1) there is circulated a clear written procedure covering the vetting of such premises;
(2) the premises are inspected and a written record made in respect of them;
(3) the landlord is interviewed where practicable and always in the case of a resident landlord, and a
written record made;
(4) where appropriate, and always in the case of a resident landlord, the landlord's agreement is
obtained to make a police check (and such further checks as may be considered prudent);
(5) the relevant information obtained and any further facts about the premises, and the respective
sources of the data, be recorded in an accommodation register (paragraph 16.25).
23.23 We recommend that the Home Office and the Department of Health clarify or extend, if
necessary, the present arrangements concerning the disclosure of the criminal background of those with
access to children, so that a local authority, considering an agreement with a private sector landlord in
respect of a child in care, is able without difficulty to make an appropriate police check (paragraph 16.26).
23.24 We recommend that revised arrangements are made for local authority social services
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departments to be notified of all convictions occurring for offences against children by persons residing or
intending to reside in their area, irrespective of where the offences were committed and the nature of the
disposal by the court (paragraph 16.33).
23.25 We recommend that the notification to local authority social services departments of all
convictions occurring for offences against children by persons residing or intending to reside in their area,
be undertaken by the Crown Prosecution Service (paragraph 16.34).
23.26 Chapter 17
23.27 We recommend that each residential establishment should have a written statement of its agreed
role (paragraph 17.36).
23.28 We recommend that adequate consultation should take place with staff in advance of
organisational changes (paragraph 17.37).
23.29 We recommend that precise job descriptions should be provided for all professional posts
(paragraph 17.38).
23.30 We recommend that a system of caseload management is installed as soon as possible (paragraph
17.39).
23.31
We recommend that a systematic monitoring and evaluation system should be introduced
within the social services department (paragraph 17.40).
23.32 We recommend that more posts should be advertised nationally, and in particular senior and
managerial appointments (paragraph 17.41).
23.33 We recommend that there should be an agreed staff recruitment policy to attract qualified and
experienced staff (paragraph 17.42).
23.34 We recommend that a complaints procedure for staff, foster parents and children should be
implemented without delay, and should contain an independent element (paragraph 17.43).
23.35 We recommend that team managers or their equivalents should have regular opportunities to
meet with a senior manager who should represent their views at the most senior level of the department
(paragraph 17.44).
23.36 We recommend that the preparation of estimates should be carried out in consultation with staff at
all managerial levels (paragraph 17.45).
23.37 We recommend that the relationship and channels of communication between the social services
department and the social services committee should be the subject of a review in order to ensure that the
committee receives clear and full information (paragraph 17.46).
23.38 We recommend that the role and membership of the social services advisory committees should be
examined in order to ensure their effectiveness in the future (paragraph 17.47).
23.39 We recommend that residential homes advisers with appropriate experience and training be
appointed to provide professional support to residential child care staff (paragraph 17.48).
23.40 We recommend that a member of the social services department is specifically made
responsible for liaison with the legal department in order to review jointly, on a regular basis, matters
which may require specific consideration and advice from the legal department (paragraph
17 . 49) .
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23.41 Chapter 18
23.42 We recommend that the social services department should put in place as a matter of urgency a
system of supervision (paragraph 18.16).
23.43 We recommend that after a period of one year following the establishment of a system of
supervision a review should take place to evaluate the system (paragraph 18.17).
23.44 Chapter 19
23.45 We recommend that a strategy of training for the next five years is developed as a matter of
urgency with a particular aim being to increase the numbers of trained and qualified staff in residential
care without delay (paragraph 19.12).
23.46 Chapter 20
23.47 We recommend that an urgent review of the social services department's staffing policy should be
undertaken. The review should, as a minimum, cover the matters raised in chapter 20 (paragraph 20.22).
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Appendix B: Terms of Reference
STAFFORDSHIRE CHILD CARE INQUIRY
Terms of Reference
General Terms of Reference
1. To review the treatment and care of young persons at 245 Hartshill Road, Stoke-on-Trent, at
"The Birches", Newcastle-under-Lyme, and at any other location where the practice known as
"pin down" may have been used.
2. To consider any participation by young persons in care in the activities of undertakings
not owned by the County Council and known as "Fundwell" and to consider the need for any
further investigation of the general activities of such undertakings and their relationship
with the County Council and to recommend or carry out such investigation as may be required.
3. To ensure that complaints received relating to the matters mentioned in paragraph 1 are
thoroughly investigated and considered and are seen to have been so investigated and
considered.
4. To draw out the strengths and weaknesses and legality of the practice and procedures in use
in relation to the matters mentioned in paragraphs 1 and 2.
5. To reach conclusions and to make any recommendations necessary to allay public concern and
maintain public confidence in the Social Services Department and its protection of the
interests of children and young persons and of the public.
Particular matters for consideration
6. The establishment of methods of working which take full account of the need to obtain full
and accurate information on all matters under review, whilst at the same time ensuring
necessary consideration and protection of the interests of children in care, complainants and
staff.
7. The collection, collation and consideration of all items of written evidence including
court records, case papers, records of residential establishments, reports of visits to homes
and management records of the Department and Council.
8. In relation to the practice known as "pin down":(a) The nature of the practice, the amount of staff contact and the nature of engagement,
and the way the practice varied over the period it was used.
(b) The places and periods over which the practice was used.
(c) The nature and extent of any psychiatric, psychological or educational advice obtained
before or after the practice was established.
(d) What written procedures were applicable.
(e) What children were subject to "pin down" with information about age, sex and length
of time in "pin down".
(f) How far it is possible to assess any impact of "pin down" on those children and
the nature of that impact.
(g) The managerial and professional oversight of "pin down".
9, In relation to participation by young people in care in the activities of undertakings not
owned by the County Council and known as "Fundwell".
(a) The nature and extent of the organisations generally known or associated together as
"Fundwell" and in which children and young persons participated.
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(b) The nature and extent of the participation by young children and young persons in
these organisations whether as employees, trainees on work experience placements, as
tenants or licencees or otherwise.
(c) A list of all the children participating with information about age, sex and length
of participation.
(d) The benefits or disadvantages resulting from the participation of children and young
persons in these activities including any educational implications.
(e) The managerial and professional oversight of such participation and any conflicts of
interests of staff which might have arisen in connection with such participation.
10. Any associated matters of concern to the Inquiry, including the adequacy or otherwise of
the complaints procedures in use within the department.
11. Whether at any point in the Inquiry the panel consider that the method ofworking adopted
is inadequate for the issues at stake and should be substituted by a Public Inquiry or any
other method of procedure.
12. Whether at any point in the Inquiry the panel consider;that they have established matters
which should be reported to the County Council as requiring immediate disciplinary action and
any subsequent effect on the working of the Inquiry.
13. To note the County Council's intention to make public the full report of the Inquiry and
to provide the Secretary of State for Health with a copy.
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John Taylor, Treasurer's Department, Staffordshire County Council
P. J. Hunter, Chief Education Officer, Staffordshire
Staffordshire social services department:
David Allen
Susan Arnold
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Elizabeth Brennan
Alan Carney
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Organisations and Individuals:
Gail Tucker
Christopher Andrews

British Association of Social Workers (BA.SW)

William Bottomley
Martin Westward
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Manpower Services Commission (MSC)

John Allen
Andrew Standon

National Association of
Local Goverment Officers (NALGO)

Michael Hurley
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Richard Clough M.B.E.
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Ian Milner
James Stewart
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Dr.David Foreman, consultant psychiatrist
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Sarah Lasenby, guardian-ad-litem
Professor Norman Tutt, director of social services, Leeds City Council
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Appendix E:
Documentary Evidence (selected)
(1)

STAFFORDSHIRE

(a)

Documents from residential homes:
Log books
Measures of Control books
Admissions and discharges registers
Daily record sheets
Accident books
Visitors books
Residential establishments files
Menu books

(b)

Other Documents:
Personnel files
Children's case records
Selected social services committee papers and reports 1980-1990
Financial information and budget papers 1977-1990
Information on training programmes and budgets
Fundwell accounts and other papers
Some notes of senior staff meetings
Children and Families Departmental Procedures {1980)
Child Protection Departmental Procedures (1990)

(2) REPORTS, PAPERS ETC:
The O'Neill Report by Sir Walter Monckton K.C. HMSO, Cmnd 6636 (1945);

—

The Auckland Report by P. J. M. Kennedy Q.C. and others, HMSO, 1975;

—

Home Office Memorandum on the Conduct of Children's Homes, HMSO, 1966;

—

Report of the Committee on Local Authority and Allied Personal Social Services, HMSO Cmnd
3703, 1968;

—

Community Homes Design Guide, Advisory Council on Child Care. DHSS, HMSO, 1971;

—

Care and Treatment in a Planned Environment: A report on the Community Homes Project,
HMSO, 1970;
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Absconding from Approved Schools: A Home Office Research Unit Report, HMSO, 1971;

Residential Task in Child Care: The Castle Priory Report edited by B. Kahan, G. Banner, second
edition 1972;

Violence — edited by N. Tutt. Social Work Service Development Group HMSO, x1976;
Locking up Children: Secure provision within the child care system K. Hosie, Saxon House, 1978;

Millharn, R Bullock,

Behaviour Modification: Report of a Joint Working Party to formulate ethical guidelines for the
conduct of programmes of behaviour modification in the National Health Service—Royal College of
Psychiatrists, Royal College of Nursing, British Psychological Society, HMSO, 1980;

Control and Discipline in Community Homes: Report of a Working Party, DHSS, 1981;
The British Psychological Society —Professional Affairs Board: Comments on the Report of a joint
Working Party to formulate Ethical Guidelines for the Conduct of Programmes of Behaviour
Modification in the National Ikalth Service, 1981;
Mental Health Act Commission: Guidance for Responsible Medical Officers Consent to Treatment
— Enclosure to DDL(84)4, 1984;
Behaviour Modification More or less intervention? B. Hudson Childright No. 6 April 1984;

Committee to examine the application of Behaviour Modification at Nyandi — Report
to the Director, Department of Community Welfare, Western Australia, 1984 (see alSo 1987
post);
Second Report from the House of. Commons Social Services Committee Session 1983-1984:
Children in Care vol .1 1-1MS0 360-1 .
L

2

-,

A" Code of Conduct for Psychologists: The Bulletin of The British Psychological Society 38, 41-43,
(1985);
Inspection of Community Homes, SSI, DHSS, September 1985;
Social Work Decisions in Child Care: Recent Research findings and their implications DHSS,
HMSO, 1985;
Children's Homes, David Berridge, Blackwells, 1985;
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—

Young People under Pressure: Runaways and Others, Briefing Paper, No. 1 (The Children's
Society), 1986;

—

Staff . . . Finding them, Choosing them, Keeping them. Edited by B. Kahan, SCA

—

Secure Accommodation for Children and Young Persons – Guidance for Local Authorities, DHSS
and SSI, 1986;

—

Bridges over Troubled Waters – NHS Health Advisory Service, 1986;

—

Children in Custody: G. Stewart & N. Tutt, Avebury, 1987;

—

The `Karinga' Adolescent and Parent Community Support Unit: A Programme Evaluation, A.
McMullan and J. Duffy, Nyandi, 1987;

—

Young People under Pressure: Somewhere to live, Briefing Paper, No.2

—

Juvenile Justice Project Report No.2: The Route from Care to Custody, Prison Reform Trust, 1988;

—

The Characteristics of Young People in Youth Treatment Centres, Dartington Social Research
Unit, 1988;

—

Family Centres – A Change of Name or a Change of Practice, SSI, Departme it of Health, 1988;

—

Inspection of Youth Treatment Service Overview, Report, SSI, Department of 1kalth, 1988;

—

Residential Care – A Positive Choice: Report of the Independent Review of Residential Care,
chaired by G. Wagner, HMSO, 1988;

—

Young People under Pressure: Juvenile Justice, Diversion from Custody, Briefing Paper No.3.
(The Children's Society), 1988;

—

The Potteries – Portrait of a City: Stoke-on-Trent – The past, present and future, Erie Hambroo
Penrhos Publications, 1989;

—

A Sense of Direction: Planning in Social Work with Children A Review of Social Services
Inspectorate Reports, SSI, Department of Health, 1989;

—

The Care of Children: Principles and Practice in Regulations and Guidance, The Children Act 1989,
Department of Health, HMSO, 1989;
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—

Child Care Research, Policy and Practice - edited by B. Kahan, Hodder and Stoughton, 1989;

—

Accommodation of Children (Charge and Control) Placements: Handbook of Guidance,
Department of Health and Welsh Office, 1989;

—

The experiences and careers of young people leaving the Youth Treatment Centres Dartington
Social Research Unit, 1989;

—

Alternative Care Careers: The experience of very difficult adolescents outside youth treatment
centre provision, Dartington Social Research Unit, 1989;

—

The British Psychological Society Division of Clinical Psychology: Guidelines for the professional
practice of Clinical Psychology, 1990;

—

Management Development: Guidance for Local Authority Social Services Departments, SSI, 1990;

—

The Power to Care in Children's Homes - N. Baldwin - Avebury, Gower, 1990;

—

Report of Inspection of Child Protection Services in Staffordshire, SSI, Department of Health,
1990;

-

NACRO Briefing - Juvenile Crime Section - Unruly Certificates: Implications for Practice, 1990;

—

Child Care Policy: Putting it in writing D. Robbins, CRESEP, University of Bath, HMSO, 1990;

—

SSI/HMI Inspection of Children's Homes in Staffordshire, SSI, Department of Health, 1990;

—

SSI Inspection of Children's Homes in Staffordshire - Supplementary Report, Department of
Health, 1990;

—

Staffing in Residential Care Homes: A Handbook of Guidance on the Calculation of Staffing
Establishments and the Deployment of Staff for Managers, Proprietors, Employers and Trade
Union Officers, Wagner Development Group, NISW, 1990;

—

Report of a Review by Her Majesty's Chief Inspector of Prisons for England and Wales of Suicide
and Self Harm in Prison Service Establishments in England and Wales, Home Department, IIMSO,
Cm 1383, 1990;

(3) WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS TO THE INQUIRY
—
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John Allen, NALGO (Staffordshire);

—

Dr Susan Bailey, consultant forensic psychiatrist;

—

British Association of Social Workers;

—

Elizabeth Brennan, Staffordshire social services;

—

The Children's Legal Centre;

—

Roy Hudson, Deputy Clerk, Staffordshire County Council;

—

Michael Hurley (NAYPIC);

—

IRCHIN (Independent Representation for Children in Need);

—

Tony Latham, Staffordshire social services;

—

Dr Lowenstein, psychologist;

—

Glynis Mellors, Staffordshire social services;

Professor S. Millharri, Dartington Social Research Unit

John Mytton solicitor Staffordshire County Council
National Association for the Care and Resettlement of Offenders (NACRO

Official Solicitor to the Supreme Court;
Pauline Oliver, director of social services, Lancashire County Council;
—

Barry O'Neill, Staffordshire social services;

—

Philip Price, Staffordshire social services;

—

Bernard Ramsey, Staffordshire social services;
Robert Smith, Staffordshire social services;
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—

John Spurr, Staffordshire social services;

—

Jane Taylor, Staffordshire social services;

Professor Norman Tutt, director of social services, Leeds City Council;

David Walton Chief Probation Officer, Staffordshire Probation Service;
Lady Wagner National Institute for Social Work;
Nicholas White so licitor Staffordshire County Council.

(4) LEGAL REFERENCES CONSIDERED DURING THE INQUIRY
The Bill of Rights 1688;
Children: aid Young Persons Act 1933, First Schedule;

Children and Young Persons Act 1969;
Local Authority Social Services Act 1970;

Child Care Act 1980;
Children Act 1989, Part VI and the Fourth Schedule;

The Prison Rules 1964 (S.I. 1964, No.388);
The Community Homes Regulations 1972 (S.1. 1972, No.319);
— The Naval Detention Quarters Rules 1973 (S.T. 1973, No.270);

The Imprisonment and Detention (Army) Rules 1979 (S.I. 1979, No.1456);
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—

The Secure Accommodation (No.2) Regulations 1983 (S.I. 1983, No.1808);

—

The Children's Homes (Control and Discipline) Regulations 1990 (S.I. 1990, No.87),

—

DHSS Circular No.78/1972;

—

Local Authority Circular LAC(83) 18, Annex B;

—

Children Act 1989: Consultation Paper, No.1: Secure Accommodation (Guidance and
Regulations) Department of Health, 1990;

—

Children Act 1989: Consultation Paper, No.18: Homes Guidance and Regulations) Department
of Health, 1990;

—

R v Northampton Juvenile Court, Ex p London Borough of Hammersmith [1985 FLIZ. 193;

—

Weldon v Home Office [1990] 3 WLR 465 C.A;

—

Middleweek v Chief Constable of Merseyside [1990] 3 WLR 481;

—

European Convention on Human Rights.
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Appendix F: The Pindown Documents
Appendix F, Document 1

The concept of any rota is to meet the needs of client groups, achieve
maximum output from staff during the working week, plus job satisfaction.
This needs to include the very primary tasks, plus good residential
practice to clients. All staff need to work to this end.
The rota currently devised is to achieve and maximise all the things
I see important in developing and fathering an lareadY exciting family
centre concept_
To generalise re the rota on a day to day basis:1.) Sleeping in duties are to be covered in the main by senior staff, 0
satisfy the out of hours cover for the total family centre. This by no
means is to deny the fact that assistants are not capable, as:ye all
know they are and have been covering this for some time satisfactoriIyi:bUt
with the emphasis on onesleeping in staff, I see assistants being the:second
sleeping in for special cases etc. or relief during holiday sickness etc..
I also envisage assistants covering a lot of the outside support work,
possible development of evening care of non residents, as well as rota
stn rt to clients resident.
2.)

On average, staff covering sleeping in duties will cover 6 a month
which is a 20% reduction on the current rota. It also means there should
be time available for those with a demanding workload to plan their workload
more effectively.
3.) The opportunity for casework records etc will be available one day a
week whichwillt be on their 9®5 day being at The Birches where telephone,
plus hopefully4coneiusive enviroment to work on cases, will be available,
plus effective planning of ones working week.
4.) (12:30
8:30) days will initially have staff meeting times Friday
(12:30 - 2:30) after which plans to cover outside visits to clients
should have been made where necessary.
hder no circumstances should staff plan outside visits when on sleeping
in --attics at Hartshill Road, as this is likely to effect the possitive
running of the unit which will be dealing with approximately 8.10. elients
at any time to begin with who will be working to individual programmes (some
yet to be devised) and require maximum support from all staff involved. If
this is not the case, and 50% of the team are missing, the whole programme
will become inconsistent, fail to be a possitive developing experience and
cause considerable pressure to staff remaining on duty.
5.) Duty Days (7:15 - 1:15) will be a day when staff will attend morning
management meeting, plus individual casework discussion (could this be
supervision) 9:15 - 11:15.
I will be an expectation that a case per morning or development
session will take place during this time (and be up to date).
After 11:15 it may be possible for the opportunity of client visits
until end of rota, but one must also consider the fact that a support to the
schooling programme may be required for difficult individuals who may need
isolation from the schoolroom, also lunch time support.
(12:30 - 1:15).
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i.) This is only a brief outline of why the attached rota format has been
deVised. It is likely to change as initial problems are resolved and
after all staff & myself have had the benefit of seeing it work for a
few weeks.
( 245 HARTSHILL ROAD)
)ver the past eighteen months we have seen considerable changes in our
tealings with clients. The move to Hartshill Road is to bring together the
,taff team in following this concept through. Some staff members have an
advantage due to the fact that they have been based there and running it
(:)x- some time. But with an increase in numbers and a further use of other
)arts of the building everyone will be facing new challenges.
Generally there will be six seperate areas within the building offering
variety of different approaches requiring different handling techniques:
Main landing will be for those children who have developed to a point
f help skills but require firm consistent handling with a possitive
do operate from, plus possitive relationships.
Flat downstairs will accomodate 2 residents who have reached a reasonable
stage in their development requiring less staff input and more decision
iaking.
Special unit to be treated seperately from all other units at all
,imes wath very specially devised plans which should be adhered to at all
,Imes aria not changed without approval of review.
It is envisaged that all residents will receive a weekly review some
Tith family, oIlibrs with sociai workers ete.

Schoolroom - adjacent to main kitchen will operate..o the following
Imes. Monday to Friday 9:00am to 4:00pm
Breaks

10:30-10:45
12:30-1:15
2:30 2:45

-

Louise
Louise & staff
Louise

iodise will have responsibility for the daily schooling programme and the
etting of any school work for outside clients or special unit residents.
Dining area will be adjacent to schoolroom where all main meals shOuld
.e taken except for those on special self help programmes
The Flat Currently occupied by Amanda will become a flexible resource
s d in any way seen appropriate by myself or area officer.

o

staff n duty at a 1 times except for sleeping in one
'here should be
eing a seni°1".
The emphasis of the unit should he on working with the clients
ossitivelY where appropriate to achieve the aims 0I irialViduta Pa'ugrammes
genii Planning
Budgetting
Washing, ironing, mending
Cleaning of bedroom
CouAcelling
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I do not wish to find the little office as a. congregating point as it
.s unnecessary. What I want to see develop is staff alongside clients
ichle ving and striving towards the individuals programme.
1 see no need for any staff to be based in the little office unless
)y special arrangement to oversee the special cases within special unit.
uld this will be identified in morning management meeting.
The morning management meeting will also involve a represenative from
;he community programme based in Hartshill Road, but they will not be
,he responsibility of duty staff, they will remain a sePerate entity.
The daM to day running and routine needs to be discussed and finalised
iitbin the staff meeting to obtain everyones point of view.

Defining boundaries
! Support workers cook & cleaner
) Clothing
Day to day . upkeep
buildin
) Finances
Mealtimes
Bedtimes
-j V' itors
1 ePhone
-0.BquiPment
Etc etc etc
feel discussions on how to put a total package together will help resolve
laxly of the anxieties that are facing the total staff team in making this
brork.
I see the move as another exciting development and hope that all staff
-nvolved will use their usual enthusiasm and commitment to help put together
)0sitivelY the next stage of family centre concept.
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Appendix F, Document 2

ROUTINE CF TAE I7:TENSIVE TRAINING UNIT
ON •ADVISSION ALL RESIENTS WILL SE EXPECTED TO BATH AND HAVE A HAIR WASH
DEFENDANT UPON THE STATE OF THEIR CLOTHES (WHICH IN NEARLY ALL CASES
WILL NEED ATTENTION) THE RESIDENT WILL BE EXPECTED TO WASH AHD DRY
ALL CLOTHING (THE EXCEPTION. WILL BE TART IF ADMITTED OVERNIGHT THAT
THIS TASK SHOULD BE COMPLETED FOLLOWING MORNING).
AT THE EARLIEST POSSIBLE TIME RESIDENTS WILL BE EXPLAINED THE "RULES
OF THE HOUSE" WHICH ARE:
NO WANDERING AROUND MAIN SEMI-STAFFED BUILDING WITHOUT PERMISSION
AND/OR SUPERVISION.
NO ;SMOKING WITHOUT PERMISSION.

NO TELEVISION WITHOUT PERMISSION.
NO RADIO WITHOUT PERMISSION.
NO MAKING „Texmcs WITHOUT PERMISSION.

NO COMMUNICATING OUT OF -WINDOWS. WITHOUT PERMISSION.
IS TOLD,
The training part of the unit will be linked to social and life skills,
behavidural and educational and so the individual programmes will
co ntain aspects of ;each,

Residents will be expected to provide for themselves by carrying out
all domestic tasks themselves i.e., cooking, washing, ironing, hoovering et,
Staff will be involved throughout a residents stay in observing and
assessing the individual and the programme of training will slowly
expand to trust and responsibility.
The early part of a programme will usually consist of pre-set "getting
up" and '!bedtimes" as follows:

RISE AT 7.00am.

BEDTIME 8.00pm.

The individual programme will be in every case constantly overseen by
Tony/Phil and one if not both, will be regularly involved at least
every two days in a review with the resident, this enabling the
programme to be modified as needs arise.
All staff should keep an accurate daily log of events and observations.
In cases where "punishments" are imposed these should be carried out
strictly in accordance with the community home regulations and recorded
accurately.
Leave will be granted according to progress, co-operation and achievement in respect of the residents individual training programme.
Details of the approved leave will be completed on the leave form
(copy of which is included in these guidelines) the leave form can
only be completed and authorised by either Tony or Phil.
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TO LL STAFF, SEMI-sTpFFED - 245 HARTSHILL ROAD
FOR PARTICULAR NOTICE TO ALL STAFF IN THE MAIN SEMI-STAFFED BUILDING
IN THE INTENSIVE TRAINING UNIT
PLEASE NOTE THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS:
1.

SEMI-STAFFED RESIDENTS SHOULD NOT AT ANY TIME BE ASSOCIATING WITH
RESIDENTS IN THE INTENSIVE TRAINING UNIT.

2.

SEMI-STAFFED RESIDENTS SHOULD AT NO TIMB,BE MAKING OR RECEIVING
CALLS ON THE SEMI-STAFFED OFFICE TELEPHONE. CALLS TO SOCIAL
WORKERS AND PARENTS CAN BE MADE AT STAFF DIScRETION - BUT THESE
SHOULD BE LOGGED DOWN ON EVERY OCCASION IN THE BOOK PROVIDED BY
THE TELEPHONE. ON THE OCCASIONS. WHEN THE PHONE. IS PERMITTED THE
PHONE IN THE STAFF SLEEPING IN ROOM SHOULD BE USED

3.

IN THE EVENT OF AN INCOMING CALL FOR A SEMI -STAFFED RESIDENT

(WHICH SHOULD ONLY BE FROM SOCIAL WORKERS, PARENTS OR AT STAFF
DISCRETION) THESE CALLS SHOULD BE TAKEN ON THE TELEPHONE . IN THE
SLEEPING
ROOM AND NOT IN THE OFFICE.
NO INCOMING CALLS SHOULD BE ALLOWED FOR RESIDENTS IN THE INTENSIVE
TRAINING UNIT UNLESS AGREED PREVIOUSLY BY ToNY OR PHIL.
4.

SHARON SHOULD UNDER NO CIRCUMSTPNCES BE'ILLOWED IN THE INTENSIVE
TRAINING LNIT AND THE BABY ALARM WILL BE FIXED PERMANENTLY TO
PREVENT THE NEED FOR THIS TO HAPPEN.

5.

RESIDENTS IN THE INTENSIVE TRAINING UNIT SHOULD NOT BE FOUND
WANDERING WITHOUT SUPERVISION IN THE MAIN PART OF THE SEmI -STAFFED
UNIT.

THE PHILOSOPHY BEHING THE INTENSIVE TRAINING UNIT IS UNDERMINED IF THE
"RULES OF THE ESTABLISHMENT" ARE NOT STRICTLY ADHERED TO.

RESIDENTS SHOULD BE ABLE TO FUNCTION IN THE:INTENSIVE TRAINING UNIT
WITHOUT HAVING TO USE FACILITIES OF THE MAIN. SEMI-STAFFED UNIT - i-e

WASHING, BATHING, COOKING, WASHING UP ETC.; ETC. IF FACILITIES ARE
INADEQUATE TO ACHIEVE THIS I WOULD ASK STAFF TO NOTIFY ME IMMEDIATELY-

'HE PASSING OF CIGARETTES AND MESSAGES AND OTHER "GOODIES". : IS OBVIOUSLY
-EGULARLY HAPPENING AND THIS HOULD BE REDUCED TO AN. ABSQ41J.TIN.T.N
THE PROGRAMMES FOR INDIVIDUAL- RESIDENTS AT THE INTENSTVEIRAINING UNIT
IS WORKED OUT SPECIFICALLY AND IN DETAIL BY TONY/PHIL' An SHOULD:NOT
BE DEVIATED FROM UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES WITHOUT THEIR:PRIOR APPROVAL.
TONY AND PHIL SHOULD BE CONTACTED AT HOME IF ANY POINTS REGARDING
RESIDENTS NEED SOME CLARIFICATION:
TEL. NO. - TONY - 644805 or 658751

PHIL - 615985
OBVIOUSLY IT IS EASY FOR THE RESIDENTS OF THE INTENSIVE. TRAINING UNIT
TO ABSCOND IF LEFT UNSUPERVISED AND I WOULD THEREFORE ASK THAT THE
OCCASIONS WHEN THEY ARE LEFT UNSUPERVISED BE CUT TO THE MINIMUM TO
AVOID THIS SITUATION ARISING. IN THE MAIN SUPERVISION OF THE INTENSIVE
TRAINING IS ACHIEVED SEPERATELY FROM THAT OF THE MAIN SEMI-STAFFED UNIT
BUT OBVIOUSLY THERE WILL BE TIMES WHEN JOINT SUPERVISION IS APPROPRIATE.
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APPENDIX 1.
BASIC PROGRAMME

A total loss of all privileges e.g. television radio
(other than family and Social Workers) no nights out
7.00 a.m.

Rise and bath

7.30 a.m.

Breakfast to be taken in

8.00 a.m.

Supervised activities and individual sessions

12.30 p.m.

Lunch to be taken in room

1.00 p.m.

Supervised activities

5.00 p.m.

Evening meal to be taken in room

6.00 p -m •

Bath

7.00 p.m.

Lights out and bed

Visitors to be allowed by prior arrangegien
Privileges are to be earned through co-operation with staff and decided upon
Failure to-::sustain co-operation will automatically
at specified review times.
lose the eight for privileges and the basic programme will again be enforc.-.eci
e.g. later bedtimes taken off - cigarettes withdrawn etc.
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DAILY TASKS -

TRAINING UNIT

These jobs are to be done either by Intensive Training Unit residents
or by staff on duty:- carpets to be hoovered morning and night,
- dishes to be washed after each meal and put array,
- bins to be emptied and washed out,
- rooms to be dusted and kept tidy,
- corridors to be kept clear at all times,
- bath, sink and toilet to be cleaned daily including bathrOoM floor;
- beds to be made on getting up,
- underwear to bewashed daily and changed,.
- cleaning of shoes (where appropriate),
- ashtrays washed and emptied (where appropriate).
WEEKLY TASKS

- reviews will be done each Tuesday, it is expected that the staff on
duty will be preserit together with the Area Officer, Team Leader
Keyworker and/or Social Worker, parent where appropriate,
all washing to be done e.g., washed, dried and ironed, including
towels, teacloths,.sheets etc., no clothes to be worn un-ironed
- cleaning of windows,
- washing down of paintowrk window leda
oor frames ski ting
boards, window frames. etc
bedding to be topped and bottomed,
- nightwear to be changed,
- hoovering under beds and all other furniture in room
- polishing oL all wooden furniture.
OTHER TASKS

:FORTNIGHTLY/MONTHLY

wasning down of walls,
washing of light shades,
washing, drying and ironing of all curtains,
cleaninF of cutlery e
knivel forks spoons

supervised)

These lists are not exclusinve nor exhaustiVe and staff are remind ed
`to ensure that these jobs are acne properlt- not rushed na one to a
resonable standard.
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jfk.H.1 TA:311.3.
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TO ALL. STAFP 245 HARI7HILL ROAD
FOH.PARTIcuLAR NOTICE oF ALL sTAFF ON TEE NA L: LANDINc

tt!.)

THO C

IN THE

PIN DOWN UNIT.
PTEAv NoTri. THE FOLLowING INSTRUCT.7.0Ns.
r.45 RESIMNTS SHOULD N.ar

A3:

ANY TI:.2 BE ASSCCIATINC

RESIDENTS IN THE P.T.N

DOWN UNIT.
245 RESIDENTS SHOULD AT NO TIM: BE NAKINo OR RECEIvINC CALLS ON THE DUTY OFFICE
TELEPHONE. CALLS TO S)CIAL WORKERS AND PARENTS Cp 13 HAD AT STAFF DISCRETION
DUT THES SHOULD DE LOGGED DOWN ON EVEHy OCCA3ION

Flo: BOOK PROVIDED Zr THE

TELEPliONE. oN THE OCCASIONS wHEN THE PHONZ Is PERmITTED THE PHONE IN 1HE STAFF
SLEEPING IN ROOM SHOULD DE USED.
IN THE EVENT OF AN INCOMING CALL FOR A REsIDENT (WHICH sHouLD ONLY BE FROM.SOCIAL
WCRKERS, PARENTS OR AT STAFF DISCRETION) THESE. CALLS SHOULD BE TAKEN ON THE TELEPHONE
IN THE SLEEPING IN ROCM AND NOT IN THE OFFICE.
'0 INCOMT= CALLS SHOULD BF ALLOWrD FOR RESIDENTS IN THE.UNIT UNLESS.AGREED
PRE'; TOUSLY BY THE TEAM LEADER.
RESIDENTS IN THE :IN DoWN UNI'l SHOULD NOT BE FOUND WANDERING vITHOUr suPERVISIoN
IN TRE MAIN PART OF THE 245 UNIT.
THTPHTLOSOFHY BEHIND THE PIN DOW N UNIT TS UNDERMINED

IF THE "RULES OF TEE

ESTABZISHMENT" ARE NOT STRICTLY ADHERED TO.
RESIDENTS 3H,,q.,0 BE ABLE TO FUNCTION IN THE UNIT WITHOUT HAVING TO USE FACILITIES:
OF THEE MDT UNIT - i.e., WASHING,BATHTM:;,. IF FAOTLITIES AR INADEQUATE TO ACHTEvE
ASH Is I WOULD ASK STAFF TO NOTIFY HE_INmCDIATELY.
THE PASz5NC OF cIcARFTrEs AND OTHER ME1rAGE!.; AND
TH

Roc, mm475 FOR 7NDItrrnuAL RF.snENTS

OT"77)

"GOODIES"LMST NOT HA9°EN.

Ti-::

UNIT TO WORK:2, OUT SPZOIPICALLy
AND rU WTAIL BY TEAM LEADER AND SHOULD NOT BE DEvIATED FRO :4 uNCER ANY cIRcJmsTrtf=
trflir2.41f
,

PRIOR APPROVAL.

OBVIOUSLY IT IS EAST FOR THE RESIDENTS 017 THE PrN WWN UNIT TO ABSCOND

LEFT

Wtrz;;PreavIEED AND I WOULD THEREPoRE ASK 7d AT V.F.. OCCASIONS :11{77EY ARE LES'''.
UNSUP3RVISED 'RE CIE TO THE MINIMUM TO AVOID THIS SITUATION ARISING. IN THE VAIN
SUramvisioN o 'iii?' IliT.SOZIVE TRAINING IS ACHIEVED STPERATLY 'FF.0;1

OF THE: MAIN

uNIT BUT OBVIOUELY 7-m1E WILL BE TIMES MEN JOINT SUFERVISIONYI AFPROPRIATR.
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TO ALL STAFF, SEMI-STAFFED - 245 HARTSHILL ROAD
FOR PARTICULAR NOTICE TO ALL STAFF IN THE,MAIN SEMI7STAFFED BUILDING
IN THE INTENSIVE TRAINING'UNIT:*
PLEASE NOTE THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SEMI-STAFFED RESIDENTS SHOULD NOT AT ANY TIME BE ASSOCIATING WITH
RESIDENTS IN THE INTENSIVE TRAINING UNIT.
SEMI-STAFFED RESIDENTS SHOULD AT NO TIME BE MAKINGOR RECEIVING:
CALLS ON THE SEMI-STAFFED OFFICE TELEPHONE. CALLS TO SOCIAL
WORKERS AND PARENTS. CAN BE MADE AT STAFF DISCRETION
SHOULD BE LOGGED DOWN ON EVERY OCCASION IN THE BOOK PROVIDED
THE TELEPHONE. ON THE OCCASIONS WHEN.:: HE PHONE IS TERMITTEDTHE

PHONE IN THE STAFF SLEEPING IN ROOM SHOULD BE USED.:
'
3. IN THE EVENT OF AN INCOMING CALL FOR A SEMT-7STAFFEDRESIDENT
(WHICH SHOULD ONLY BE FROM SOCIAL WORKERS, PARENTS OP AT 'BTAFF
DISCRETION) THESE CALLS SHOULD BE TAKEN ON THE TELERHONE::IN THE
SLEEPING
ROOM AND NOT IN THE OFFICE.

NO INCOMING CALLS SHOULD BE ALLOWED FOR RESIDENTS IN THE INTENSIVE
TRAINING UNIT UNLESS AGREED PREVIOUSLY BY TONY OR PHIL.
4. SHARON SHOULD UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES BE ALLOW►ED IN THE INTENSIVE
TRAINING [NIT AND THE BABY ALARM WILL BE FIXED PERMANENTLyTo:
PREVENT THE NEED FOR THIS TO HAPPEN.
5.

RESIDENTS IN THE INTENSIVE TRAINING UNIT SHOULD NOT BE FouND::.
WANDERING WITHOUT SUPERVISION IN THE MAIN PARTOF THESEMISTAFFED
UNIT.

THE PHILOSOPHY BEHING THE .INTENSIVE TRAINING UNIT IS u.NBERmIND.JP -T4E ,, .
"RULES OF THE ESTABLISHMENT" ARE NOT STRICTLY:ADHEREDW.

RESIDENTS SHOULD. BE. PLE. TO . TIINOTIoN JN THE INTENSIVE"TRAINING. 1111I
WITHOUT HAVING TO..V$EYAULTTIES.oF..TuyAIN sEmISTAFEEDVNIT;
WASHING, BATHING, .COOKING, VAsSING..HP ETC ., ;ETC. IF FA CI LI T IES ARE

INADEQUATE TO ACHIEVE .' THIS I':WOULD.ASK:STAFF:TO•NOTIFY-ME .IMMEDTATELY.

THE PASSING OF CIGARETTES AND MESSAGES AND OTHER "GOODIES" IS OBVIOUSLY
REGULARLY HAPPENING. AND THIS HOULD BE REDUCED TO AN ABSOLUTE MINIMUM.
THE PROGRAMMES FOR INDIVIDuAL- REsIDENTs AT THE INTENSIVE TRAINING UNIT
IS WORKED OUT SPECIFICALLY AND IN DETAIL BY TONY/PHIL AND SHOULD NOT
BE DEVIATED FROM UNDER A NY CIRCUMSTANCES WITHOUT THEIR PRIOR APPROVAL.
TONY AND PHIL SHOULD BE CONTACTED AT HOME IF ANY POINTS REGARDING
RESIDENTS NEED SOME CLARIFICATION:
TEL. NO. TONY - 644805 or 658751

PHIL 615985

OBVIOUSLY IT. IS EASY FOR THE RESIDENTS OF. THE INTENSIVE TRAINING UNIT
TO ABSCOND IF LEFT UNSUPERVISED AND I WOULD THEREFORE ASK THAT THE
OCCASIONS WHEN. THEY ARE LEFT UNSUPERVISED BE CUT TO THE MINIMUM TO
AVOID THIS SITUATION ARISING. IN THE MAIN SUPERVISION OF THE INTENSIVE.
TRAINING IS ACHIEVED SEPERATELY FROM THAT OF THE MAIN SEMI-STAFFED UNIT.

BUT OBVIOUSLY THERE WILL BE TIMES WHEN JOINT SUPERVISION IS APPROPRIATE.
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ON ADMISSION ALL RESIENTS WILL BE EXPECTED TO BATH AND HAVE A HAIR WASH
DEFENDANT UPON THE STATE OF THEIR CLOTHES (WHICH IN NEARLY ALL CASES
WILL NEED ATTENTION) THE RESIDENT WILL BE EXPECTED TO WISH AND DRY
ALL CLOTHING (THE EXCEPTION WILL BE TART IF ADMITTED OVERNIGHT THAT
THIS TASK SHOULD BE COMPLETED FOLLOWING MORNING).
AT THE EARLIEST POSSIBLE TIME RESIDENTS WILL BE EXPLAINED THE "RULES
OF THE HOUSE" WHICH ARE:
NO WANDERING AROUND MAIN SEMI-STAFFED BUILDING WITHOUT PERMISSION
AND/OR SUPERVISION.
NO SMOKING WITHOUT PERMISSION.
NO TELEVISION WITHOUT PERMISSION.
NO RADIO WITHOUT PERMISSION.
NO MAKING DRINKS WITHOUT PERMISSION.
NO COMMUNICATING OUT OF WINDOWS WITHOUT PERMISSION.
DO AS IS TOLD.

The:trsining4art:pf the unit will be linked to social and life skills,
behaviouraland 'educational and so the individual programmes will
contain aspects of each.
Residents will be expected to provide for themselves by carrying out
all domestic tasks themselves i.e., cooking, washing, ironing, hoovering et
Staff will be involved throughout a residents stay in observing and
assessing the individual and the programme of training will slowly
expand to trust and responsibility.
The early part of a Programme will usually consist of pre-set
up" and ”bedtimes" as follows

The individual programme will be in every case constantly overseen
Tony/Phil and one if not both, will be regularly involved at least
every two daYs in a review with the resident, this enabling the
programme to be modified as needs arise.
All staff should keep an accurate daily log of events and observations.
In cases where "punishments" are imposed these should be carried out
strictly in accordance with the community home regulations and recorded
accurately.
Leave will be granted according to progress, co-operation and achieve ment in respect of the residents individual training programme.
Details of the approved - leave will be completed on the leave form
(copy of which a.s included in these guidelines) the leaVe form can
only be . completed and authorised by either Tony or Phil.
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DAILY TASKS - INTENSIVE TRAINING UNIT
These jobs are to be done either by Intensive Training Unit residents
or by staff on duty:carpets to be hoovered morning and nigHt,
- dishes to be washed after each meal and put away.
bins to be emptied and washed out,
- rooms to be dusted and kept tidy,
- corridors to be kept clear at all times,
- bath, sink and toilet to be cleaned daily including bathroom floor,
- beds to be made on getting up,
- underwear to be washed daily and changed,
cleaning of shoes (where appropriate),
- ashtrays washed and emptied (where appropriate).
WEEKLY TASKS
- reviews will be done each Tuesday, it is expected that the staff on
duty will be present together with the Area Officer., Team Leader
Keyworker and/Or Social Worker, parent where appropriate,
- all washing to bp done e.g., washed, dried and ironed, 1.4i0144ng
towels, teacloths, sheets etc., no clothes to be worn un-ironed
- cleaning ofwindows,
washing doWn of paintowrk, window ledges, door frames
boards, window frames etc.,
bedding tO be topped and bottomed,
- nightwear to:::be phanged,
- hoovering nnoprb6d! and all other furniture in room,
polishing of all wooden furniture.
OTHER TASKS - FORTNIGHTLY/MONTHLY

- washing down ef walls,
- washing of light, shades,
- washing, drying and ironing of all curtains,
- cleaning of cutlery e.g., knives, forks spoons

upervised

These lists are not exclusinve nor exhaustive and staff are reminded
to ensure that these jobs are done properly, not rushed and.one to a
resonable standard.
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ROUTINE OF THE INTENSIVE TRAINING UNIT
ON ADMISSION ALL RESIENTS WILL BE EXPECTED TO BATH AND HAVE A HAIR WASH
DEPENDANT UPON THE STATE OF THEIR CLOTH1S (WHICH IN NEARLY ALL:CASES
WILL NEED ATTENTION) THE RESIDENT WILL BE EXPECTED TO WASH AND DRY
ALL CLOTHING ..(THE EXCEPTION WILL BE TAHT IF ADMITTED OVERNIGHT THAT.
THIS TASHOPP BE COMPLETED FOLLOWING MORNING).
AT THE EARLIEST POSSIBLE TIME RESIDENTS WILL BE EXPLAINED THE "RULES
OF THE HOUSE" wHICH.0E;,
NO WANDERING.AROUND MAIN SEMI-STAFFED BUILDING WITHOUT pERK.IssioN
AND/OR SUPERVISION
NO SMOKING WITHOUT PERMISSION.
NO TELEVISION WITHOUT PERMISSION.
NO RADIO laTHouTA3ERmIssION.
NO MAKING DRINKS WITHOUT PERMISSION,
-NO COMMUNICATING OUT OF WINDOWS .WITHOUT P_ERMISSION.
DO AS IS TOLD.
The training part of the unit will be linked to social and life skill
behavioural and educational and so the individual programmes will
contain aspects of each.
Residents will be expected to provide for themselves bY carrying out
all domestic tRsks themselves i.e., cooking, washing, ironing, hoovering e
Staff will be involved throughout a residents stay in observing and
assessing the individual and the Programme of training will : :slowly.
expand to trust and responsibility.

The early part of a programme will usually consist
and "bedtimes aS follows:
RISE AT 7.00am.

pre set 'getting

BEDTIME 8 00pm.

The individUal programme will be in every case constantly overseen
Tony/Phil and one if not both, will be regularly involved at least
every two days in a review with the resident, this enabling the
programme to be modified as needs arise.

y

All staff should keep an accurate daily log of events and observations.
In cases where "punishments" are imposed these should be carried out
strictly in accordance with the community home regulations and recorded
accurately.
Leave will be granted according to progress co-operation and achievement in respect of the residents individual training programme.
Details of the approved leave will be completed on the leave form
(copy of which is included in these guidelines) the leave form can
only be completed and authorised by either Tony or Phil.
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APPENDIX 1.
BASIC PROGRAMME
A total loss of all privileges e.g. television, radio,
(other than family and Social Workers) no nights out.
7.00 a.m.

Rise and bath

7.30 a.m.

Breakfast to be taken in room

8.00 a.m.

Supervised activities and individual sessions

12.30 p.m.

Lunch to be taken in room

1.00 p.m.

Supervised activities and individual sessions

5.00 p.m.

Evening meal to be taken in room

6.00 p.m.

Seth

7.00 p.m.

cigarettes, visitors

Lights out and bed

Visitors to be allowed by prior arrangement.
Privileges are to be earned through co-operation with staff and decided upon
at specified review times. Failure to sustain co-operation will automatically
lose the right for privileges and the basic programme will again be enforced
e.g. later bedtimes taken off - cigarettes withdrawn etc.
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CODE OF INSTRUCTIONS - ENCLOSURE TO CENTRAL OFFICE CIRCULAR NO. 16179 DATED
10TH JANUARY, 1979
-COMMUNITY HOMES REGULATIONS, 1972
REGULATION 10 - CONTROL
The authorised measures of control to maintain discipline in Community Homes
are given below. They are not to be exceeded.
Officers-in-Charge must ensure that all the staff of the Home read this
circular and understand its instructions.
If there are any doubts or misunderstandings or need for clarification
the Director of Social Services should be consulted promptly.
1.

The control of a Community Home shall be maintained.on the basis of good.
personal and professional relationships between the staff and the children
resident in the Home.
This does not mean that standards need be lax nor attitudes or staff unduly
permissive. Control and discipline is essential to the good. development of
a child as well as to good order. It does mean that the control of
children's behaviour, individually and in groups, should be maintained
primarily by the personal influence achieved through gaining their
confidenee and respect.

2.

Contral by the use of personal and professional relationships with:ehildren
ia:',notalwayS .sufficient to maintain discipline and sanctions or other:means
Of'aontral may have to be used. Sanctions are penalties for unacceptable
behaViour, but in appropriate circumstances rewards can be given to
encourage good behaviour - both have their place in maintaining discipline.
Penalties can be applied, with the prior agreement of the Officer-in-Charge,
in the form of the temporary denial of privileges or the imposition af an
unwelcome chcre. The guiding principle in applying sanctions is fairness
and consistency and the aim should be.to make the child realise that
adherence to acceptable fcrms of conduct is desirable. Penalties must be
only in the form described as follows:-.T
(i)
(ii)

(iii)
(iv)
(v)
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Forfeiture of.privileges
Loss'or restriction of recreation, such as exclusion for special
treats, organised trips, visits to football matches', watching
television, etc. but not to include loss of visits to or from
relatives and not to include loss of any necessary recreational
activitity.
Reduction of pocket money, but only as a contribution to the cost
of restitution in eases of wilful damage.
Imposition of a minor but unwelcome chore.
The smacking of the bare hands of children up to the age of 10 years,
where no other forms of control in likely to be effective, provided
that the smacking is carried out by the Officer-in-Charge of the Home
or other persons designated by the Officer-in-Charse for that purpose.
To be effective this punishment should be carried out at the time the
offence is committed or discovered or immediately afterwards.

2

•

4.

With the specific exceptions set out in paragParh 4 be] ow, corporal:::
punishment, iu not permitted as a "av of controlling, correcting ..or: pUhisning
the behaviour of any child in the came pf the county Counciljor,
reason, Corporal punishment means the infliction of pain or disComfort::
on another person by any means as a form of punishment pochastiSOMent
The exceptions to this rule are (a) as described in pahagrapn 2 .:(V)
and (b) at Chadawell Ohervation and . Assessment Centre:and:44vgrei
Community Home School only, where its use is subject to the following

opndM:.onc:(1)
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.exC:ept.
corporal punishment shall be administered by
-pfficor-in7Charge of the Home or in his absence from dUtyythe
0ffiCcr-in7Charge.
corporal PunishMent shall be administered

(iii)

(17)

No eorferal Nhishment shall be administered
reached oChool7lgaving age.

gir
b y who hau

No C.01t0
1- lhisrueOt shall. be adml,nistgrea tp,:a:p07 except
carang PftheAcieeterior of the boy With a eerie approvedtbe
Secr6tery Of SLate applied over the :boy!a OrdinaryClOthing0
tie
Ofe4x7.strokes or less.

be administered in the presence

another child

(0) Vo:7corpern1:01.10,Phmght .snail be adMihisteredwithdut.:theiSat.itIOn.
of .the M,74ical Officer to the home, to any
.7 anypnyeibal.:Ormentaldisability.
To con.torm with the requirement contained in paragraph (4) of Regulation 0
.of the'Community Homes Regulations all instances in which additional
measures of control (i.e. those described in puragrapn 2 ((i) 'to (v)) and
paragrIph* 3 and 4) have been used, must
be recorded'at the time "in a
,
permanent form ::.by the'
in charge of the lioMe .and the record she
kept in ;11. Home".
Any application of measures of control should therefore be recorded in an
appropriate record book specially mainta.:Lned for the purpose !...the "Measures
of Control Benora.. 'oPk!', In 'Alia book there ehogld be recorded riot: on] y.. all
instances 'Pr - corporal.Puhishmcnt (which can only he aPpropriete. at HiVersiqe
and glLadsliellL, but also all.the measures!detailed.in paragraPh 2 above.
.whenever ?it has been pppeegavy to impose any of--th,cm -•
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PAUL HUDSON M.A. (Oxon)
.Direc,or of Social Services

Staffordshire County Council

69 Foregate Street. Siafford STI6 2PY
Telephone 3121 Extension
7030

Mrs. E. Brennan,
Principal Area Officer,
Newcastle.

My ref

4/NPC/FH/MHF

Your ref

Date

22nd November

Dear Mrs. Brennan,
245 HARTSHILL ROAD, STOKE-ON-TRENT
I write with reference to the short stay facilities currently operating
in the maisonette at 245 Hartshill Road.
Whilst I fully appreciate the positive work in progress, I nave .4eCicled
after lengthy discussion on the matter, to lay down a numberof safeguards
for children and staff which must be adhered to at all time*.
The instructions are as follows:1. Control-implied or imposed by staff should at all times ,te implied
or imposed in a manner consistent with good child care praCtiCe.:
2. No more than 10 children's beds are to be utilised ata:ny one time:
at Hartshill-Road,- this number to include a maximum of 4 in the
staff maisonette.
3. The use of the terms special or intensive should be discontinued.
4. Statutory-Visitors must be given access as required, to the maisonette
and all parts of the building.
5. The minimum level of staff cover at Hartshill Road, should be Residential
Care Officer Grade 2 or Social Work Assistant Level 2. If semi-staffed
staff are used in connection with the activities in the maisonette they
should be made fully aware of their responsibilities in this respect.
6. In normal circumstances, only one sleeping-in allowance per night will
be paid at Hartshill Road. If circumstances arise that warrant a second
person sleeping-in, clearance must be obtained on each occasion from
Central Office.
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7.

All measures of control taken must comply with the Community Homes
Regulation 10, Control, and should be recorded in the appropriate
book.

8.

The practice of staff sleeping in the same room as children or on the
landing outside the room must be discontinued.

9.

The use of additional recreation when defined as a punishment must
be discontinued.

10. No internal doors in the unit must be locked at any time, including
the door leading from the maisonette to the main establishment.
The practice of the removal of a child's clothes and the substitution of
pyjamas or P.E. kit, etc., to deter abSconding, falls outside the Community
Homes Regulations. However, I wish to give this matter more general
consideration before I issue a final instruction. 1 would ask you, therefore,
to attempt in the intervening period not to use this practice, pending further
guidance.
Will you please formally acknowledge the receipt of these instructions and
ensure that all staff connected with the unit are made fully aware of them.
Yours sincerely,

Director of Social Services
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B.J. O'NEILL, C.S.W.
Director of Social Services

c.'•
p

,

,%9S"
At

-

Staffordshire County Council

MRS. E.J.P. BRENNAN, B.A.(Gen) Dip.A.Soc.S.,
Principal Area Social Services. Officer,
Newcastle Principal Arca Office,
The Holborn,
Castle Hill Road,
Newcastle
ST5 2SX

Mr.B.J. O'Neill, C.S.W.,
Director of Social Services,
Social Services Department,
69, Foregate Street,
Stafford.

Telephone: Newcastle 611411

Copy to Mr. A.R.Latham, Area Officer,(Children).

My ref

EJPB/MW

Your ref

4/MPC/FH/KD

Date 25th Mar'Ob ,1985.

Dear Mr.O'Neill,
245,Hartshill Roaa,
I apologise for the delay in replying to your letter.
Certainly the matter has been discussed with all the relevant
staff concerned with the unit, and they are fully aware of the
points you have raised.
Since you wrote your letter, there have been one or
developments.
Mr.Spurr has agreed that I approve the sleepingn
Point 6
allowance for the unit as it is impossible to obtain clearance on
each occasion from Central Office. This I will watch carefully.
The only point I find difficult to accept is Point No40.
The purpose of locking this is not to secure the children within
the unit. This is not possible as in the corridor from that :door
to the unit, there is a fire door to the yard at the baCk:.:.:_The
purpose of locking this door is that the big general room is 'Used
by I.T., we have a lat of children who have no-other- Connections
other than I.T. in that building, and it stops them frOP
in areas which doesnot concern them. This, therefore,. helps

security and as you are already aware, security is a inatterbr:::
great concern to -us. '1 would be- grateful if-thig instruction :could
be reviewed.

F.

.Yours sincerely,
)

.,
..,c,,, 6

1

•

.

4°(' E.J.P.BRENNAN (MRS)/L
*4,--4: it,
-- L'
I-'°-4 01.4Wincipal Area Social Services Officer.
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Copy for Mr. A. R. Latham, Area Officer, Children

,n hry

Hrs. E. Brennan,
Principal Area Officer,

4/FH/SHj

EPB/MW

9th May 1985

Dear Mrs. Brennan,
245 HARTSHILL ROAD

Thank - you for your letter of the 25th March acknowledging the instructions
in respect of the unit at 245 Hartshill Road.
1-note that the only point that you find difficult to accept is the
instruction (point 10) to leave unlocked the door separating the unit
from the main establishment.
After further consideration I would inform you that 1 am agreeable to the
locking of this door by the use or the existing yale lock which will
enable the door to be opened from the unit side as required but not from
the establishment side. I Would futther ask you to make arrangements to
remove the key to the mortice lock on this door. This arrangement should
get round the problem of security but will continue to enable children
to. leave the unit by this door When necessary..
Yours sincerely,

:P4:;Z>

•

Director of Social Services
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B.J. O'NEILL, C.S.W.
Director of Social Services

rft''!Y

APPENDIX 'B

any Councig
69, Foregate Street, Stafford ST16 2PY
Tdephone Stafford (0785) 3121 Ext. 7029

Please ask for

Mrs. E. Robinson

Distribution:
Lists A, C, M
and 6 to Child. Care Section
Circular No. 138/86

My ref.

4/ER/JW

Your ref

Date

. 26th 'June, 1986

'Dear Sir/Madam,
RESTRICTION OF THE LIBERTY OF CHILDREN IN CARE

I should be pleased if you would ensure that the following information is
passed to all of your Child. Care staff involved in fieldwork or at residential
establishments. It is important that all staff are familiar *with. -the legal
situation concerning the restriction of liberty of children in care.
I have received a publication from the Social Services Inspectorate entitled
"Secure Accommodation for Children and Young Persons:. Guidance for Local
Authorities 1986". I do not propose : distribution of this publication, but
should you, or the Area Officer (Child. Care) wish to have sight of it
please contact Mrs. E. Robinson, Assistant Director (Children and Families).
I would, however, draw the following points from the publication to your
attention, and I should be pleased if you would ensure that there is no
breach of the legal requirements governing restriction of liberty of children
in care.
The Secure Accommodation (No. 2) Regulations 1963, define secure accommodation
simply as "accommodation provided for the purpose of restricting the liberty
of children". The Community Homes Regulations, 1972, provide the statutory
framework for the management and conduct of Secure Accommodation. There
is no approved Secure Accommodation in Staffordshire.
In order to safeguard the rights of the individual child and to assist those
responsible for the running of Community Homes, it is essential that there
is a clear understanding of what constitutes the restriction of liberty of
a child. Measures may be taken in many community homes - either throug
staff practices or by physical means, e.g. locking doors, windows, etc.
- which are intended for a variety of purposes such as preventing intruders,
keeping young children safe, but which also have the effect of restricting
the liberty of children. As a 'general rule, you should be guided by reference
to ordinary, or normal domestic experience when assessing such practices
within a Community Home.
The following forms of the restriction of liberty of children in care are
not permitted except in accommodation approved for use as secure accommodation
by the Secretary of State (of which there is none in Staffordshire) :Cont....
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(a)

The locking of a child or children in a single
even when accompanied by a responsiblb adult

(b)

The locking of internal doors to confine a child or children in a
certain section of a home, even when accompanied by a responsible
adult or adults.

The following procedures will not be considered as constituting the resuriction
of the liberty of children, though they should be adopted only where they
are acceptable to the Fire Prevention Offi6er, and -tonsistent with building
regulations, and conducive to a domestic atmosphere :gill-lift tho home:
( a)

The locking of external doors and gates at night
normal domestic security.

(b)

The locking of external doors and gates during the daytime where
the purpose is to prevent intruders from gaining access to the hozne,
provided that children are not prevented from going out:

c)
Control imposed or implied by staff or other responsible adults will not
be considered to constitute the restriction of liberty; though control must
always be imposed or implied in a' manner consistent with good- child care
practices and Departmental Control Regulations.
Procedures designed to ensure the safety of children . which also have the
effect of restricting their liberty may not he adopted unless they have been
drawn to the attention or the 'Secretary of State, who will .decide whether
such procedures are - acCeptable. The Assistant".Director (Children and Families):
should be approached whenever doubt exists: (LAc[q318 refers)
YoUrs faithfully,

,Director
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aft rdshire

C.S.W.
B.J.
Director of Social Services

County COEMCii
69, Foregate Street, Stafford STI6 2PY
Telephone Stafford (0785) 3121 Ext.
7025
Please ask for
Mrs. E. Robinson
To: List A
Plus
17iRcipal Area Officers
Assistant Director (Child Care)
Officer-in-Charge, Riverside
Officer-in-Charge, Tan-3r-Bryn
Central Office - Statutory Visitors

My ref.

4/ER/JW

Your ref

Date

25th October, 19867

Circular No
Dear Sir/Madam,

COMMUNITY HOMES REGULATIONS 1972
REGULATION 10 - CONTROL
SECURE ACCOMMODATION (NO.2) REGULATIONS 1982
Regulation 10 of the Community Homes Regulations requires annual review of the
authorised measures of control. The Social Services Committee, at their meeting.
on 3rd June, 1986, confirmed their approval of the existing instructions to staff
in regard to Regulation 10 of the Community Homes Regulations with the
exception of Paragraph 4 (which had relevance to Riverside only).
You will
also note that in issuing the revised procedures, I have taken the opportuniCv
to incorporate instructions relating to the restriction of the liberty of children
in care as recently circulated. I now attach copies of the revised authorised
instructions to staff, and I should be pleased if you would ensure that these
are read and understood by all staff of establishments for children and that
they each sign to confirm this, instructions for methods of recording. that this
requirement is observed are included.
Principal Area Officers are requested to distribute 2 copies per establishment to
all residential child care establishments in their Area, and one copy to the
Officer (Child Care), retaining a furthe 7 copy for their information.
I should be pleased if you would ensure that the permanent records, as
required, are maintained and that all measures of control are entered and
authorised at the proper level, in Ili-e format suggested.
Yours faithfully,
..••••"7
' ••

.."

Director of Social Services
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STAFFORDSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL
SOCIAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT
Community Homes Regulations 1972
Regulation 10 - Control - as reviewed and approved b.y the
Social Services Committee, 3rd June, 1986
Secure Accommodation (No.2) Regulations 1983
Two copies of the revised code of procedure are enclosed - one for easy access
and the other for record purposes as indicated below. The revised code
supersedes the previous instructions on the subject which were set out in
Circular No. 16/79.
It is essential that it should be possible to verify that all staff of Community
Homes who are involved in any way with the care of children have had their
attention drawn to the approved measures of control. The record copy must be
retained in a separate file together with a permanent record of staff signatures
indicating that they have seen and fully understood the instructions. A copy
of a suitable pro-forma for this purpOse is given below at (i). Care should be
taken to ensure that all newly appointed child care staff sign. as having seen
the code immediately they take up duty, and have the regulations explained to
them in detail.
All Community Homes must also maintain a permanent record of all measures of
control as listed in paragraph 2 in the procedures or any other measures of any
kind, signed as indicated in the pro-forma, below at (ii). Any poc et money
withheld in respect of wilful damage (Para 2(iii)) must be paid into County
Funds and not paid direct elsewhere without the personal consent of the
Principal Area Officer in the circumstances of the case. The record of
measures of control must be made available to Statutory Visitors or other
Authorised Officers when required.
(i)

Community Homes Regulations 1972
Regulation 10 - Control
Secure Accommodation (No.2) Regulations 1983

To be signed by all staff involved in child care in
I certify that I have read the Code of Instruction regarding the measures
submitted for the maintenance of discipline in Community Homes on the Social
Services Committee at their meeting on 3rd August, 1986, and that I understand
the limitations on the imposition of restriction of freedom of children.
Date

(ii)

Date

Signature

Date

Signature

Community Homes Regulations 1972 - Regulation 10 -Control
Secure Accommodation (No.2) Regulations 1983
Record of Measures of Control
Name of Child
Involved

Measure of Control
Applied

Applied By

Signature o
Authorising.
Office/.

U)
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COMMUNITY HOMES REGULATIONS 1972
REGULATION 10 - CONTROL (See Appendix
The authorised measures of control to maintain discipline in
are given below. They are not to be exceeded.
Team Leaders and Officers-in-Charge must ensure that all the staff of the Home
read this circular, .understand its instructions, and sign to confirm this
Further instructions for methods of recording this procedure are attached.
.(See Appendix 'A'). Team Leaders or Officers-in-Charge are responsible for
control procedures within their establishments.
If there are any doubts or misunderstandings or, need for clarification
Assistant Director (Child Care) should be consulted promptly.
1.

The control of a Community Home shall be maintained on the basis of good
personal and professional relationships between the staff and the children
resident in the Home assisted and supported by good management
This does not mean that standards need be lax nor attitudes of staff undu.
permissive. Control and di,scipline is essential to the good development
of a child as well as to good order. It does: mean that the control of
children's behaviour, individually and in groups, should be maintained
primarily by the personal influence achieved through gairiing their
confidence and respect.

2.

Control by the use of personal and professional relationships with
children is not always sufficient to maintain discipline and sanctions or
other means of control may have to be used. Sanctions are penalties for
unacceptable behaviour, but in appropriate circumstances rewards can >be
given to encourage good behaviour - both have their place in maintaining
discipline .
Penalties can be applied, with the prior agreement of the Team .Leader o
Officer-in-Charge, in the form of the temporary denial of privilegeS - or
the imposition of an unwelcome chore. The guiding principle in applying
sanctions is fairness and consistency and the aim should be to make the
child realise that adherence to acceptable forms of ccnduct is desirable.
Penalties must always be recorded in a permanent record book- and only b
in the form described as follows:-

(i)

Forfeiture of privileges.

(ii)

Loss or restriction of recreation, such as exclusion from special treats,
organised trips, visits to football matches, watching television, etc but
not.to include lads, of visits to or from relatives and not to include loss
f anynecessary recreational activity.
o

(iii)Reduction of pocket money, birt only as a contribution
restitution in cases of wilful damage.
(iv)

Imposition of a minor but

(v)

The smacking of the bare ihantis , pf children up:
where no other forms :Of control :is likely to be :':effective, provided that:;
the smacking is carried out 17,y , :t-17).e: i Tetim Leader
charge at the time : To be effective this punishment Should be criied al
at the time the offence is :coMmitted or discoVered
afterwards.
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With the specific exceptions set out in paragraph 2 (v) above corporal
• urns ment is not permrtte• as a way o contra ing correcting or
t e care o t e ounty< ouncil
punts ing t e be aviour o any c
for any reason. Corporal punishment means the infliction of pain or
discomfort on another person by any means as a form of punishment,
chastisement, or restraint.
4.

Necessary physical restraints on behaviour should be administered to girls'
by female staff only, except in exceptional circumstances with the specific
consent of the Officer who is in charge at the time of the incident.

5.

To conform with the requirement contained in paragraph (4) of Regulation
10 of the Community Homes Regulations all instances in which additional
measures of control (i.e. those described -in paragraph 2(i) to (v) and
paragraph 4 have been used, must be recorded at the time in a permanent'
form by the person in charge of the home and the record shall be kept in
the home. (This applies to all Community Homes, and all records must be i
available for inspection by Headquarters Staff when required.)
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Secure Accommodation (NO2) Regulations 1983
Secure Accommodation for Children and Young Persons: Guidance for Local
Authorities 1986 (See Appendix B)
6.

All staff must be familiar with the requirements of the Secure
Accommodation (No.2) Regulations 1983, and the limitations on the
imposition of restrictions of the liberty of children in care. • (See
attached Circular 138/86). Under the regulations the following forms
of restriction are not permitted

(a)

The locking of a child or children in a single room at any time
when accompanied by a responsible adult or adults.

(b)

The locking of internal doors to confine a child or children in a
certain section of a home, even when accompanied by a responsible adult
or adults.

even

The following procedures will not be considered as constituting the restriction
of the liberty of children, though they should be adopted only where they are
acceptable to the Fire Prevention. Officer, and consistent with building
regulations, and conducive to a domestic atmosphere within the home:
(a) The locking of external doors and gates at night, consistent with normal
domestic security.
(b)

The locking of external doors and gates during the daytime where the
purpose is to prevent intruders from gaining access to the home, provided
that children are not prevented from going out.

(c)

The securing of windows.

Control imposed or implied by staff or other responsible adults will not be
considered to constitute the restriction of liberty, though control must always
be imposed or implied in a manner consistent with good child care practices and
Departmental Control Regulations.
Procedures designed to ensure the safety of children which also have the effect
of restricting their liberty' may not be adopted unless they have been drawn to
the attention of the Secretary of State, who will decide whether such procedure
are acceptable. The Assistant Director (Children and Families) should be
approached whenever doubt exists (LAC[83118 refers).

(iv)
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STAFFORDSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL
SOCIAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT

PRINCIPLES BEHIND THE USE OP THE TIME OUT UNIT AT
245 HARTSHILL ROAD

Description or Unit

No. 245 Hartshill Road is a 10 bed residential unit, its operation is confined
to two floors offering living accommodation together with two ex staff flats
available for special needs use.
Traditionally that use has been confined to one flat being used for independent
living training, the other flat has been used as a 'time out' or crisis
intervention unit.
Although a community unit, one of three residential units within the jUvenile
justice scheme, 245 Hartshill Road, because of its physical characteristics-Hand
staff commitment, has offered support to colleagues at other Local Authority
residential units.
That support•'is by way of offering Accommodation'to young
people presenting particularly disruptive, disturbed behaviour.

Philosophy

Residential child care units are increasingly facing the prospect or haVing to
accommodate young people whose .outlook on life is one of disenchantment.; dis
satisfaction, anti-authoritarian and fear.
Typically they have no -purpOSe or
future and have often reacted negatively to any attempts at structuringtheir.
lives.
The concept 'pin down' is based on the belief that, in order to affect any
positive changes in our clients' response to their circumstances we have to
establish a relationship with them:
To achieve that end a structure of
communication, understanding and trust has to be established.
Separating physically a young person from the group:and offering an individual
programme with intensive staff input is an integral element in achieving this
goal.

Alternatives

Too frequently the care system and courts are faced witF the- Apr.osp
remanding young people to custody or requests from the Local Authority for
secure orders.
Either order leaves social workers with the prospect of working with their
clients isolated from their community and home environment andthe young perpon.
experiences being wed an the criminal or behavioural tariff.
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tj:v

Referrals

Primarily from residential child care establishment experiencin g behaviour:
difficulties they find are affecting their ability to provide proper care for
tfor
rammes
are
offered
for
youn
g
-Tx.asl-i-t-iorrra-l-±y
intensive
prog
their residents .
In
..such
circumstances
social
workers
would
be
people on a day basis
attempting to maintain's client at home.
All re f e rrals are considered within the context
rehabilitation to the referring unit or community.

intervention

d

Framework

a ) The ability to set an arena where the youn g person would be available for a
It is difficult to address positive working wits.
long enough period to engage.
any young person who persistently absconds , or who is so disruptive criminally!
intent , agg ressive or presenting of other similar problems .
b) To enable the structure to have sufficient flexibility to accommodate the.
opportunity for sanctions and rewards - and working in the main towards the
' opportunity for the young persons return home at the earliest possible time .
To use the opportunity to confront and .deal with the young person over
c)
issues in their lives requiring major address .
i.e:. Absconding , aggression ,
breakdown of relationships at home or elsewhere non-school att endance either by
refusal or exclusion , serious criminal behaviour etc
d) The purpose of such intensity is to saturate the young person and
produce contracts or plans as quickly as possible to allow speedy progi:ess to be
made in achieving realistic plans in the youn g persons life.
The. child's
commitment , as well as the faMilies commitment, as with other professionals is
The concentration of
an essential requirement to enable the plan to work.
effort by all concerned on the young person allows progress to be made which is
not'.: always;; readi.ly made otherwise as a result of differin g priorities .
:SerioUs , 'exnd designed:to ::Concentrate, :on: 'the:: :IS.SueS
The strUctUre
,:
.addreSSed:::
:Its' 'fr amework .1s : con trelled by :: very re:gul.ar revi.ew :procedures)
usually; .dai:ly, followed :: by : :at : least ,a full: HreView::mee tan g of ::all::::intereSted'
: PoS sible wee k-ly‘
individuals where at
PARTICIPANT ::IN ALL. Hi MEETI1.4q$:H: AND i:DT5cy.Sipt.1$
THF YQUNQ:
considered an :integral pa rt : of ::.the ',Wor king- out with the ::YOUng::::: PersOri
t
fPciOV
4;1::
The

$tructpre/rpAmoiprk,

.:follow
bat

possible opportunity;.ill;be medically examined (.in the case of new admissions.

a

regular morning and evening.:. routine.

The`,young person will b:e expected. •to

•••-•• hese
.
.
•••• ••
• • • • • ••::•:::::•.•:.•••••• ::: •
demonstrate aanerencc. to nassc :rules in the early stage s. '
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_3
b) All young persons will be expected to wear appropriate nightWeer T/JaMAS...
This does reduce the young persons motivation to running off:::a01Othes
etc.
are introduced very quickly when basic trust and commitment:tO', St4Yinthe
programme and address issues is achieved.
This is reviewed Aaily
c) The working-day commences at 7.00 a.m.. with bath etc.; follOWecrbY :4E7tw.4t.
in their on room, followed by set work tasks, eduo4ti001rO1.00.ts.j
meetings, constructive discussion time etc.
In the parl.ytageore
programme all meals are taken in their own room, some with ..staff;someWithOUt:
Bedtime is 7.00 p.m.
d) Television, radio, etc. are earned and assessed daily.
Usually theseare
earned by contracting time out for such opportunities either at home or other
places.
e) Cigarettes, Reading material, etc., are individually contracted n the daily
reviews.
f) Family visits, social worker visits are planned' andencouraged,'to
differing objectives in the young persons plan..,
At :no time . ..iS .aCceSaWany
authorised persona• to the young person denied, the reverse is:'Oftentruehet an
active encouragement is consciously made to involve parents. ; extended familyand
any other significant persons.
p) Review meetings can be often heated and charged with emotive
young person and their families.
The need to use the role:.playWithich
meetings is a sound requirement to their success, 1,e. Positive
relationships with the different persons working in the cOntraCt4NOWeVerat,
all times an attempt is always made to identify workers j..n...the '.0:4;t•
positively support the young person and assist them in producingreal4stic
working contract,

c,61,4.44

kitt
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7059
Miss R E Howes
British Telecom,
Stoke on Trent Area,
35 Stafford Street,
Hanley,
Stoke on Trent.
ST1 IBA.

8/REH/KW
Dear Sirs,
245 HARTSHILL ROAD, STOKE ON TRENT INSTALLATION OF ADDITIONAL LINE

The above Establishment is used by this Department as an annexe to our Family
Centre, and due to the special work carried out at this Establishment the
single line telephone system has been overloaded for some time
In view of the above, I would be pleased if you could make the necessary
arrangements for the installation of an additional telephone line as soon as
possible.
Please contact Miss C. Taylor at 245 Hartshill Road to arrange a convenient
date for your visit. The telephone number is Stoke on Trent 46699.
Yours faithfully,

Director of Social Services
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Appendix F, Document 4 (Extract)
INTERMEOLATE TNEATHENT

PREVENTAME AND hEHADIL1TATION WORK

It is iMpessible te divorce Intermediate Treatment from tithe
strategy arinin4 from the re-urganisation of LIu Child Care
system in relative terms to the ethos behind the Family
In fact, it is the keystone to imPlemcmtlagi
Centre concept.
the difficulties'surrounding.OR'
resuiving
sustaining and
elements . needed for a successful rehabilltnCion or Pro:vontotivo
.e oraer l y , one
programme of work with both children and friuii. lies
of the biggest dawnfalls , of any such programme was to look at a
situation in Le much i.i.elation and to attempt to treat the effect
without ereatieg the esnse. This became evident in the embryonic
stages of the re-organisation and theiresurrectian o f eh e
programme in Newcastle, A decision was made to treat both cause
and effect simultaneously, not only from within the Community
but also from within tho residential getting. From this approach
there emerged n substantial Increase in the number.of children
being admitted into care. on a voluntary basis. From a statisttcal
paint of view, the uek:161041 eepeared to have been an iheiorrect
,une de that period, fears very quickly dissipated
it was learned that each child had similar problems giving rise
to similar effects but:the causes were identified as being very
different. As a result, it became necessary to draw up complex
individual programmes and contracts to reieeyodace both child
and family into an acceptable environment from which both could
operate effectively. Consequently, it was necessary to remoNe.
the complex type programmes intoia setting more equiped and
'designed to eater towards a resolve, as OppO.S0 tO operating
from a general base where specialist work was impotent due.to:
u) the lack of uniformity and approach,
b) the demands and interuytions of other
and e) the adverse effect some of these more
were imposimg t.pon others.'

ehildrens. need
difficult children

A unit was set up detached from the Rain eare of the resideAlial
euitding based at 245 Eartshill Road
In those days it wAs
rclbrred to as the special unit
(Currently, known ap the
tereasive Training Unit). This sectiob ofithe building soon
became recognieeti ;lb ch,- place where problematical chiLdren 'were
placed. Beine totally isulated and self-contained it enabled it5.

residents,to be observed,.assessed, appraised and programmes
developed. Alieve Lai, 'it enabled at times narcl tineeuniehment
aae remaro tactics to bo adopted without influence, nreludice or
ilacoasisfance.
The Lunt. was manned predominantly hi, .Th.a
Intermeh'iace freatment Nanager. in'
early Oav_s
floKever
as.
this 0-t., c..crff-d 'rad-Idal
practice ef,Prev.entative and.'rehabilltatioa

work was acknowledged . the demand.gtew.and further staff were
drafted into ifs ° operations. 'A family:,cOuId be coteredfor'.w-(thin
the unit in canes where it was pertinent to'assess the, J.nteraction.
between parent and child. Occassionally, it was used foT,crasie'pad
purposes. It was and .still is a pliant and very imporxant.,.t.oul
to use in many cases. Exaeples of the type of ereeraeMes'eed
contracts devised are air-ached 1- 0 kllise eeeriee fer .turther
explanation uhd guidance.'
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..1,WEV,ENTATIVE AND REILABILiTATION WORK - (conl.'d)

To explain the evolution of Lhene types of contracts* and
programmes it ts important to none: that these were devised as
a result of combined expertise and experience Irom
area
All
Otticer, team i,eader and intermediate Treatment Manager
three parties share a close working relationsnip anu otter many
years experiencv.in Social Work. kesinencial Work .and Community
Work: Although the overall knowleage-and experience was there
cu pruduce programmes to meet individual needs, these could not
he implemented without the liaison and support.of the other
Birches Family tent re staff and vu Luntary sector. liad
been diagnosed to be what other areas classify as PrevetaatiVe
work i.e., preveaLaLg admissions into Cato . pr.evenuinguPther
criminal La-ofrLo.rdios, a means of recourse at tne disposal
the Courts etc.. the umptiasis of I he voluntary sector Would not
have featured as neavilv. dowever, in neweastle it was seen that
any torm of preventative on rehabilitation. work should aot.
acted upon sole.Ly at the point of r.risis. 1pfact .steps should.
be taken well before this point co enable problems to be nipped
in the bud'. Hence, the wide age range of participants within
the whole of the I.T scene, coupled with.conneelLing,.aa -goi.nglaSsessment and appraisal via, family Meetings and reviews.w ere
'introduced. This method enabled work towards resolving 'the
Many and diverse problems being encountered b., families schools,
statutory agencies and the Courts
It became important for the Courts and agent...Les nealiagith
problematic children and effender,s in Nexcastle,.to understaon
and recognise Lite options available in dealing with these clients
thus avoidino an unnecessary totting up .0n .tae tariff seale.
This meant the acceptance of Ilexibie approaches in -dealing with
coMmoh problems other t!tarr those channels normally enforeed, for
example, Detention Centre, Youth Custody, Care Orders. Meetings
took place with the local Magistrates bencnes to disc.u:se roe
Provisions which could be made avoilablerLo them when dealing
with children pAnceu nelore them, Regular reports back t.0 tliL•
Magistrates Court regarding progress of individuals was made
via the Social Services Department and Probation Service,
individual contracts and programmes were not only drawn up for
the benetit of the Court. Social Services .Deparrwent and Probation
Service, but also fur parents and schools. The contracts and
programmes would denote punishment and rewards. immediate izonrees
or action, specific goals, specific expectations, specific, sanctions
time limits and controlled disciplines to be enforced bN the
appointed person. This enabled sanctions to be exercised not
only by cue auc ial Services DepdrIment or other agencies,, such
as the Probation Service and Court but also Parents and schools
or others needing to develop this recognition from the ii ndividual
client. Contracts largely remained static in content. , bdt
iqugrammes neednd to be fluid. Weekly, reviews with ,the family
and/or individual appraised and evaluated progressund if necessary
new criteria were introduced. The majority of this work hap to
be scheduled in the evening to cater for parents beinfl able .t
regularty participate. _Benefits and privileges are earned. bY
the child away !tom the scenario of care. as all too utLen care.
Lime., of dispute at home always appears to be the pjamourous
option. Care is presented as a taW.Ix UpgaLjyR ,e zpiliOce
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PREVENTATIVE Mill REHAWETAT1ON WORK - (cont'd)
which brings fur discussion yet another issue.
intermediate Trial:meat can either be a positive or negativ(.3
experience dependant upon the analogy placed upon its interpr.etatc
Positive I.T. is all the 'nice' things - holidays, campl, jvisi.t0
Negative I.T. .1„7 ensuring_ the participsr
to places of interest: etc.
clearly identifies, comes to ters ..ith and works tnrousin
nrbblems and is not allowed to take the easy Wax out
To be ..able
to run both types ol intermediate Treatment there
boundaries set between the two,. This is where the voluntary.
sector plays an extremeiv -ikaortant role in vrinldiu_!
j.'1'. experiences. This work .is comparatively easy as ovVOSed
Ihe.intermeqinte. treatment Manager ,.Was
the negative 1.1. work.
initially involved in running ,various I.T. activity groups
counselling groups. Th(; development Of negative I.T. meSittt'hai:.
the intermediate Treatment Manager had to pull_ out of 061pg a
pructaioner to develop 1.11(1 resources and manpower to.Op.ere
heavy end intermedinte Treatment _programmes. Thiswas pgssiblp
lue to the assi,Etance of the Bizcio
Family Centre .etafi
Social Services Aides becoming more confident, flexiI40
understanding al the type of work' necessary, to avoid receptions
into care and further re -offending
Over the last twelv.e.months
the practitioners of this type of I.T, :is done solely
aitches
Family' Centre sinff in conjunction with thin voluntary sp_ot_oiThe Intermediate Tresiment Managers role is to provide and
develop through the voluntary agencies. the resources to be..
.t)ble
to continue and offer the 'needs to implement individual programmes.:
Chase liaison with the voluntary sector is essential ,in this
respect.

*The meaning of contractu in this text refers to a framework
criteria laid down by which the individual needsto .operate
to suceed.
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Appendix F, Document 5
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Appendix F, Document 6
INTRODUCTION

yhilo

recodni*e that morit people workin,.- ;

difficulty in coming

tin aren of oeial Work may have

o tort* with .the workin& practice*

por,sble infringemento of .14sh.x, civi3
devine such a unit Wrt06
have led u^ to hel,i6V0 that

c iiha41 b come ncee.q ary
the

5 Comunity

offers a platform to be in

'individuala and 1 a a / souret,•continually

pin down unit..

Unit. Past experien
positive ork Ith

and requested by other a1 nczes for

initial ob$ervationz of rho more difficult individual .
The flexible u !.e of thi unit has enabled it t be 'n art of the many varied contract.,
_;
!ormulated from the community unit throwsh the fail]. y mcctingia. I enelo e
of it expected oporation to all cltAff Kozking I thi plrtieniar part'Zir the un4 L.
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THE EARLIEST POSSME TIME RE.SIDEUTS WILE DE rADE "WAR. OF THE "RULES OF THE
JSE" WHICH ARE:

WANDERING AROUND NAIN BUILDING wroopuT rEimiio AND/OH ariZRVISIOR.
SMOKING WTTROUT PERMISSION.
RADIO WITHOUT PERMISSION.
MAXIM DRINKS WITHOUT PERMISSION.
COMMUNICATING OUT OP WINDOWS WITHOUT PaNISSION.
AS IS TOLD.
e

training part of the unit will he linked to social and life 3kills, ))phaVipural
domestic taskr.; themselvev....A.e., cooking, washing, ironing, hoovering

etc..

alZ will be invnlved throughout a residont!.; stay in obf,,
- erving and aF.Ing

the

iiividual ana the programme of training will olowly eNpand to trust and 17e*oniblIity,
re individual programme will, be in every case constantly overseen by th
ritre. Worker and if not both, will be regularly involved at
!view with the resident,

Team .Leader

every two

thus enabling the proc,ra;iiiie to be modified az th

11 staff should keop an accurate daily

lo;s of events and observationci,

puni.thm(nW Aro j.mposud tho;. P0;_4hould h earrlcd out strictly in accordanoc,
:lommunity homeregu.latiowsaod recorded accuratly.
Leave. will be granted accorAing to pro(sresr... co-opnration and achievement, ln ;rE srecL of
the reLlidents indidual training pr)gramme. Dotaill: of the avproved leave will be
completed on the leave form (copy of which is includ;?d in thef3e duidelinOs
form can only be completed and authorizled by Team Leader.
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mc-IY 90 14: 26
THOSE INSTUCTIONS ARE TO BE CARRIED OUT BY ALL aPeF CovERING 'fl .P10 1)001
WITHOUT FAIL. FOLLOWING THESE SIMFL.1 1; GUIDLINES WILL ENSURE CONSISTANCY Id WORKING
. CHILDREN CONCERNED.
THROUGH INDIVIDUAL PROGRAMMES FOR THE '6ENEFIT OF THE'

The Pin Down Unit is independant from the 24 accommodation and h°1.11CI b pu„.
of bounds to residents or visitors (unless prior arrangement. for visitors have
been made).
The door in the corridor to the Unit is to be kept closed at all tim
other than Unit staff are allowed into the Unit unless in cases

0-one

emergencies

or by prior consent of the Team Leader.
Unit bedroom doors should remain closed at all times. Residen.W.rellOring

o leave

he room for any purpose must initially knock on the door aol wait.forthi rei;Ponse
from the member of staff on duty. No other person apart from. h.e:MembOrf staff
on duty should respond to the individual call.
Individual programmes will be devised upon entry as far as practically
In the event of the programme not having been established e. . admitted late at
night etc., instructions will be given to staff upon receGtion.The individual
programme will, be established the followin morning duriag the mancemenL. meetin
Programmes will be designed by the Team Leader or, other designated person
for the revision of programmes which will be done on a daily basis with the OdOtiO
Of Saturdays and Sundays. Reque!,3ts for any priv6lodes/freedoms which 4p-, asked
tio
for by the individual must initially turned down. Unit staff are reque;5tedto'Make
a note of all requests and inform the individual that these
following day for consideration. There mit be no l'eaway given what :a
Loa books should be completed?in detail and accura4 records kept

Ver.

I things

such as:•requests made by the individual,
- telephone calls recieved and made,
- attitude of individual e.g„ highlighting diffIcultIs i.fleonntered

imple menting

the programme, co-operation recieved, conversations he14, 6ekness
etc.
•details of privndedGes earned,
-details of any revision of the previous day prouumme.
233

P.5/P

visitors names and the duration of the visit,
details of pasSos out etc.
Residential files should be completed daily by extractinc, information from the

log book and expanding upon it in more detail, e.G., describing incidents, conversations,
roactiens to programme etc.

A

copy of the daily programme will he ineserted in this file

by tho Unit staff on duty each morning following

the managemerit meeting enabling` follow

on staff or the individuals case worker to identify the point the individual has
reached in the programme.
All medication should be noted when recieved and administered. This should be entved
the medicine record book held in the duty office.

into

Anyc4)0

requiring emergency medical treatment should be dealt with on the following

, call should by made to the Doctors surrcry for an appointment to be made. fiefrence

to the appointment should be made to the individuals keyworker to enable him/her. to
oscort the individual, or

.o

make alternatIve arrawments.

Outsido surgery hours - a call should still ho mado to the Doctors surgery (ohl:y

in the

ca e: of emergency) where an answering message will be Olen indicating to whom the call
should be made.
Individuals requiring

emergency treatment i.e., Accident Unit

or call for the ambulance

should he d4a-lt with under normal emergency proc6dures. Should Unit

staff require

assistance and no other staff are in the building a request for assistance -hould be
mo.tio to the Birches Family Centre.
All accidents should

be

reported in triplicate and entered in the accident

boo:-

( accident report forms are held in the duty office ).
0.1 medical files relating to children in the Unit
intil

will he kept in the Unit

office•

such time that the individual is discharged. Initially, it will be the

:Osponsibility
of the centre worker, to racer(, the individual to
.

the

Doctors. however

Wit staff encorting individna3o to the G.P. should in all cases extract the Medical
(ccord Card and ask for it to be completed by the G.?. before leaving. the surgery.
aitside visitors to an individual in the Unit, must not he allowed unless, it has
.oen b.pproved by the Team Loader. Ail vildtr. that 11:1.v nt.lt been approved by the Team
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P.6•8

Leade1.7 nhould not be allowed to take place. Staff are instructed to inform the caller
that their request to vieit wall be di:Jeutmed the following morning and muf.it . eontac
the Unit after 9.30 Am. the following morning, whereupon, they will be advi,:;ed 4e&ording7
In the event of such requests being made over the wcokend the same principle shoUld..appl
but staff are asked to contact the Team Loader for a decision to

made in cases of

difficully or at the weekends if in doubt.
P. Individuals on remand or on'ball to 245 Hart shill licaa, in t'-

Unit are on

clirect

instruction from the Court to abide by curtain conditions appertaining to their bail
as offered by the Team Leader,. It if., imporativo that all Unit staff ensure that:these
programmes are worked to the letter and in the event of difficulties you should. contact
the Team Leader immediately.
No-one in the Pin Down Programme should be left unsupervin-ed. Staff thouid ;?,_,k
assistance in the cases of emergency only by another member (a staff ( 245 duty_offi4er
if they aro called from their station of duty.
4. All staff rotas are the sole responsibility of the Team Leader,. Changes of rot-i'd hours
should be referrod directly to the Team Leader for a decision to be male if alternative
cover in required. staff should not automatically assume that this will be grantpd.and
to avoid disappoint:lent arranL;claents as 17,2.from the Team Leader has been given.
f;.

posc!i!,1,2

ma:te

(,‘,4

Unit staff are respensibloe whilst on duty fcri check* will be made by the Team Leader.
The cleaning of the Unit block in a daily task and should bo done morning and night.:..

16. /u education/paperwork done by indiviaualf.; is to bo marked daily. All paper . andpencils
etc., should be removed on

completion of the exercle/oducation programme. ,ttl Hulked

work should be kept in a folder, indieatino; in !leperato pouches the 30jects:.U,Idertaken.
'I?. All punishment* imposed should be strictly carried out aftor approval by the Tram :Leader_
in accordance, with the Community Home Regulationi. (Copy attached).
Ti .X InTRUCTION3 HAVE BEEN MADE POH YOUR BENIFIT AND POR THS DENIPIT 'OF THE INDITipu4L
STRICT ADHERENCE U3 ascEssAny BY ALL UNIT STAiq TO EHSURN COUSISTANCY OP APPROACH,
GOOD COMMUNICATION AND REDUCINO THE RATL: OF PROCJIA*;U:
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TO ALL STAFF 245 HARTSHILL ROAD
FOR PARTICULAR NOTICE GP ALL sTAFP ON THE MAIN LANDING AHD THO>1. IN THE
PIN DOWN UNIT.
PLEASE NOTE THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS.
215 RESIDENTS SHOULD NOT All! ANY TVE BE ASSOCIATING 'e;ITH RESIDENTS IN
DOWN UNIT.
245 RESIDENTS SHOULD AT NO TIME BE MAKING OR REDEIvINC; CALLS ON TiE DLITY:9fFIcE
TELEPHONE. CALLS TO SOCIAL wORKERS AND PARENTS GAN BE EADE AT STAFF DISCRETION
BUT IIMSE SHOULD BE LOGGED DOWN ON EVERY OCCASION IN THE BOOK PROVIDED BY 1HE
TELEPHONE. ON THE OCCASIONS WHEN THE PHONE Is PERMITTED THE PHONE IN THE STAFF
SLEEPING IN ROOM SHOULD BE USED.
XN THE EvENP OP AN INCOMING CALL FoR A RESIDENT (WHICH SHOULD ONLY BE FELON.SOCIAL .

WORKERS, PARENTS OR AT STAFF DISCRETION) THESE CALLS SHOULD BE TAKEN ON THE TELEPHONE
IN THE SLEEPING IN BOOM AND NOT IN THE OPPICE.
NO INCOMING CALLS SHOULD BE ALLOWED Foci RE-1IDENTS IN THE UNIT UNLESS
PREVIOUSLY BY THE TEAM LEADER.
RESIDENTS IN THE PIN DOWN UNIT SHOULD NOT BE FOUND WANDERING WITHOUT st01-0,11sxm:
IN THE MAIN PART Of THE 245 UNIT.
THE PITILOSOPHY BEHIND THE PIN DOWN UNIT 15 UNDERMINED Ti' THE "RULES OF THE
ESTABLISHMENT" MK NOT STRICTLY ADHERED TO.
YU

SHOULD BE ABLE TO FUNCTION IN THE UNIT WITROT HAVING TO USE FACILITIES

OF THE MAIN UNIT - 1.a„ wAsHINC,RATVING,. IP FACILITIES ARE iNAUNUATE TO ACNIEv0
THIS I WOULD ASK sTAPP TO NoTSPY ME IMMEDIATELY.
THE PASSING OF CIGARErTES AND OTHER mES::AGES
•
AND OTHER "GOOD1E:3" mUST NOT HAPPEN.
THE PROGRAMPEZ FOR INDIVIDuAL RESIDENTs AT TiriE. mNIT

woRXED OUT EPECIFICALLY

AND IN DETAIL BI TEAM LEADER AND SHOULD Ncir 1JE bEYTATzD •PRO uNER ANY cIREUMf;TAPGE
WITHOUT PRIOR APPROVALOBVIOUSLY IT IS EASY FOR THE HEsIDENw oF THE PIN TYW;-; UNIT TO ABSCOND IF AjEFT
DNSWERVISED AND I 149,41) THEREFORE ASK THAT THE 0CGASIONS LHENTHEVARELEpT:
UNSUPERVISED BE CUT TO THE MINIMUM TO AVOID THIS SITUATION ARISING. INi. THE :MAIN
SUPERVISION OP TUE INTENSIVE TRAINING IS AGHIEVEaSEPERATLY FROM THAT OF TM!:
UNIT BUT OBVIOUSLY THERE WILL,BE TINES WHEN JOINT SUFERvISION IS APPROPRIATR:
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/AILY TASKS.

iese jobs to be.done either by Unit residents or by staff on duty:-

carpets, to be hoovered morning and night,
dishes to be washed after each meal and put away,
bins to be washed out and emptied,
rooms to be dusted and kept tidy.
corridors to be kept clear at all times,
bath, rink and toilet to be cleaned daily includin,T bathroom floor,
beds to be made on getting up,
underwear to be washed daily and changed,
cleaning of zhoes (where appropriate),

'LI TASKS.

reviews will be done weekly, it is expl:cled that. staff on duty will be prese-nt together
with the Team Leader, Keyworker and/or Social Worker, parent where appropriate,..
all washing to be dome e.g. washed, dried and ironed, including towels, teacloths, sheet:.
etc., no clothes to be worn un-ironed,
cleaning of windows.
washing down of paintwork, window led,ps, door frames, L kir t in g boanAs, windo w

ra:iu etc.

- bedding to be topped and bottomed,
- nightwear to be changed,

- hoovering under beds and all other furniture in room,
- polishing of all wooden furniture.

a

TASKS- PORMIGHTLYZNOPMILY.

- washing down of walls,
- washing of light shades,
- washing, drying and ironing of all curtain.
- cleaning of cutlery-e.g., knives, fork:_, spoorw,.(nupc, rv;st:11).

The;:,e lists are not exclusive nor exhautAive and !:;tisAff

reminded to

:011:,
;4re

that

jobs are done properly. not rushed and done to a rear:,nriabie nWri.flard
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AUCTION; FOR

ADAr:;10:;
...

I, The individual niAluld L) Ftskd to ba.th and warts hair immediately:1mi arrivi

In the case of :someone being recoive'l at an unsociable hour staff arc aoked..H.
of the re:rson.

their discretion by guacing the cleanfice
it in their responslhilPy to ?Ilsure

are

ic

:11,7

2. Al]. daytime clothe o arid zli(`ic are t,o Le ref

aaff

.' 1'.:'.t 111

1:!:indf

pr.-T.2r';

up i!;

wArirt

eupboani.

3. Nightwear 5hou1.a

wo.y:

rr.h.-Al to

4. The individual in t;)

:laced in a 1•11:'e::_.

5. Waking and br.:141:r,e

(1.1

roilow.1 anA :ItafX

a:-ilx1 to

art enforced:

-

Morning up by 7.00 am

- Bedtime by 7.00 pm.
in certain-cases th:;

14::1,9,11m

LINC

Nly

Le ea1711,:r and this will

te

01

irrdIVIduaI programMes.
i.. Breakfast initially in to be prepared b'; 5taCr and uhonAd he Laiwu to the in,:
for them to eat'in their room. Dishes chou]d lie washed and di!ir:d
using the bathroom facility on instruction from

i,,c

the indi

riiarr.

7. Lunch will be provided by 245 and should. be taken between 12 noo:,
to he eaten in their room. Only one hour in permitted !'c.1r _unch.
I

8. A break for 10 minutea in allowed mid-morning and afternoon. A cup of le:a, no
a cold drink may be given.

9 supper

will be

delivered by 245 and should he 7F.,en at 7.00 In Logolher.w4;

drink.
10. No other priveledeu are allowcd. Priveledge:i have to ho carneu

!Aaif alo

not to deviate from the individual piw,vaNimos. Theri'or'.!, Lt. I!;
removal of all perzonal effect5, handbagn,

- the room should not ecntilin hooks, Fl;.er,

c!.?;a:- t1H„:; etc..
000r,

- that there is to be no ce::muniction out of th ;Jindous,
- that above all the individual does as h.:Ihhe 15 told.
11. A bath should be taken daily and hair washed not 1,:s1.; than twice

Any addition/alteration to this procedure will be indicated at ;:aha,;,..M.00..
where staff will be inforaled of such ehaugen to bo implemeutLd.
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IMTRO0UCTIO0

A request was received in early March 1989 from the then Acting Principal
Area
Officer following concern from the Area Officer, Chidren: 4
Families, that a situation was arising at Tamworth Family Centre, which
appeared to highlight a management uoblem .These problems appealed to
centre around a difficult nucleus of young people; stAff moceije gasJo4
and the Area Officer had found it necessary io support the Cen7 re :in
practical caring terms. Following this request, Mr. Crockett,//Jeputy
Director, agreed that support would be given ifi kTri&iorm— ef_...0- teem of
three people to assist and advise wherever necessary,
A meeting was held with the Area Officer, Children & Families, and
shortly :afterwards a full staff meeting. One of the members of the .team
actively joined the staffi rota and became involved with day7 to,day
management.
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ROUTINES AND GENERAL RATAGZMENT PRACTICES

Staff engaged in the Family Centre at all levels were exper encing
Staff
control difficulties, lack of morale, confidence and enthusiasm.
had lost direction, not only with regard to providing child care
practices, but also in the day-to-day organisation and management of
their shifts and duties. The aspect of child care practices will be
discussed later, but it is important to highlight the other areas
concern.
Inconsistency and prolonged periods of duty without days off produced
lot of discontent amongst the staff team. This was as.:.'a result of a
poorly designed rota system and the inadequate pairing off of senior and
Junior staff. Consequently, staff felt it necessary to claim all their
time off in lieu and were not prepared to offer anything over and above
their normal hours and work to aid the smooth-running of the Family
In fact, staff who had carried vast amounts of time off in /ieu
Centre.
were given as much as five weeks off at a time, and it haa been granted
by the Team Leader that these staff could take the time off at the same
The
time, thus reducing the staff team as a whole by fifty per cent.
remaining staff carried the burden and pressures of the Centre which. by
Needless to
this time were beginning to escalate out of all proportion.
say, one member of staff took sick leave for three/four weeks and other
staff since have taken quite lengthy periods of sickness away from work.
Three full-time staff resigned and left the Family Centre in mid-April
1989 and since then the rota has had to operate on a shoe-string basis
virtually from week to week.
This was the case until mid-June when a
full four week rota was introduced and additional full-time, temporary
and casual staff were appointed. However, noticeably the rota system was
not followed on and staff had to devise their own rota for a short time
whilst the Team Manager took annual leave.
1)404g the period April to July 1989, the additional necessity of waking
night staff also had its toll upon already tired steel.
cover
expected to not only work their normal working hours, but also
for waking night duty. In many cases this meant that staff *dee06k
duties in excess of 24 hour shifts. he no time during this :. period Were
advertisements placed for waking night staff.
The lucraeive finenCleel
rewards of waking night payment ensured participation of all .thestaff
team, but over-tiredness soon came and team uniformity began to :eiiiffer.
Appointments have now been made on a permanent basis which will result:Jn
a full staff complement being reached by August 1989. As stated eearelie*
there are still problems in operating an adequate staff rota :dee to the
lack of forward planning by the Team Manager. Where it has been felt . bOth
appropriate and necessary, domestic staff and other County Council aeeeff
have been periodically used to shore up the running of the Centre.
Routine domestic and household duties have been hindered as a result of
drafting in domestic staff on to the residenLialerota. This has applied.
pressure to staff directly and indirectly in trying to keep the :building
in its desired pristine condition. This in turn has applied pressure On
the residents, resulting in staff being manipulated and behavioural and
control difficulties, with the majority of the residents becoming more
and more evident.
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AC a meeting held at Tamworth eamilv Centre in March 1969. the residente
currently at that time had a number of constructive criticisms to offer.
These being poor meals, clothing difficulties, lack of outdoor and indoor
visits by their social workers and no clearly
amenities, infrequent
Upon examination of these issues it was
identifiable future plans.
learned that the Team Leader had no direct oversight or control over menu

planning, clothing and outdoor/indoor amenities and relied solely upon
the recommendation of the Administration Officer. Since the departure of
the Administrative Officer the Team Leader has delegated the oversight: . F
the clothing budget to one of the Family Centre Social Workers and food:
Roth these Aspects _Are
provision ordering to the Day Care Organiser.
Cash
is
rarely
available
for residents to
still fraught with problems.
purchase clothing and an. official order is used in the amain for this
purpose.
There is a lot of food wastage and the cook is constantly
having to make ends meet with whatever goods are available.
Sundry petty cash expenditure and pocket money allocation is now
controlled via liaison with the Area Office Administrator. Financial
balancing difficulties do exist due to the primitive execution of

• financial procedures.
Advice was given on this particular point, but
anomalies still arise. This is largely due to poor daily oversight by the
Team Manager in obtaining the correct procedure from her staff and not
being able to advise staff generally on the expectations of this
Particular task.
In other words, there are no set guidelines.or:
Still financial
procedures for correct recording and administration.
difficulties arise when ad hoc outings with the children ate not properly
planned in advance and staff and Team Manager alike are both at fault
upon this point.
It was very evident that rota staff needed to have their shift duty pIaris
defined. An introduction was made of a morning management
meeting between Team Manager and senior staff on duty. A simple aide
memoir was used to cover all salient points:
a copy of the format is
attached.
Regretfully, this procedure is not used regularly by the Team
Manager and is often left to senior staff to complete. The Team Manager
needs to recognise the importance of such a briefing session with her
staff to instill into them the requirements of the shift.
More forward
planning is required between Team Manager and staff for all to gain and
develop a sense of purpose and a clear identification of role within the
more clearly

Family Centre.
Staff meetings in the past have not been used as a constructive tool,
neither have then been used as a foundation stone for team building.
Procedures, policies and practices are discussed and a decision made, but
all too often it is never carried out or has been rescinded in certain
situations by either the Team Manager or a member of staff to suit their

needs or desires. This type of action does not create a practice to aid
team building, uniformity of approach or staff development. The result
is staff are afraid of making decisions or go out on a limb and leaye
their colleagues wide open to abuse and criticism. Staff meetings haye
been incorporated in the rota, which was drafted as a role on roll off
rota for all staff.
These meetings were scheduled to take placed each
Thursday from 1.00p.m. to 3.00p.m. where it was an expectation that all
staff attend, Whether or not this time will be rota'd on the ad hoc rota
is a question to be asked and followed up.
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Regular staff supervision/development sessions need also to be featured
into the rota. This point will be discussed later in the report.
whilst resident Social Workers lost direction it is also fair to add that
:he Team Manager's role within the Family Centre is not cleariy
or structured.
The Team Manager role is not used in a way to promote
effective management; neither does it allow for the development.. f an
effective staff team, nor the development of relationships: anti liaison.
with the Area Officer in terms of preventative and rehabilitation .:: work.
with children and their families. In terms of its affect an the cl:i.ent
group and staff group. the Team Manager's role
is
misused.:: and

misunderstood. The following outcomes are what it is producing:
(a)

The Staff team generally across the board were individoally Asked:
for their opinions as to the before and after change's of the kelp:
from Headquarters.
The following points were a consensus
opinion.

1.
e),•15s'''C.
tree:m.16 Gincl
(.7x1

'er:re
opt°,

When staff appointed they have never received an induction
into the aspect of work they are expected to undertake.
are — g.1,Ten
— V additional hours over and above
occasionally, no instructions as to how the Family Centre
is expected to function, how to complete internal forms
sleep-ins, fire procedures, improper training, lack o
communication between shifts.

2.

Irregular staff meetings.

3.

Lack of superlision sessions (this varied between staff

interviewed but worked an average of 1 each 9 months).
Lack of proper structure to supervision:
often
supervision turned into discussing other colleagu
personal problems.
4.

Lack of internal structures, procedures and communication,
e.g. referral, practice and procedure
: liaison with Family Centre and Area Office
: ad hoc changes in philosophy and approach
: procedure manual to form basic managementiorganlsatiOn
of the Centre
allocation of tasks need, e.g. whose going to do :rota,.

savings, clothing, food ordering, take staff Meetinga,
organise mini-bus services/repairs, who cooks meal When
the cook is off, etc.
procedural and sanction guidelines to deal with thli
more difficult young people
: to be more open and honest with children and to make
them more responsible for their actions and behaelOer
2 more clearly identifiable and exercised basic hOube.
rules
: inadequate rota
I lack of finances
: lack of structure in the following
(a)
children's reviews;
(b)
children's care plans
(c)
children on remand
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children excluded from school
children excluded from all. available Y.T.S.

: forward planning
: semi-independent scene, good idea but requires better
supervision and planning
s do not always receive admission documentation except for
kids admitted via the emergency Day Team
regular children's group meetings
better liaison with the following needed
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Juvenile Justice Team
Stafford Support Unit
Area Office
Long stay/other Family Centre

: clearer defined role of attached worker
: more thought and communication into avoiding admissions,
In terms of preventative care programmes.
5.

Need a strong Team Leader, do not get support froaIHTM
Leader in right way. Reduced support from Central Office
showing signs of things slipping backwards. re staff
enthusiasm and motivation, control being Lost staff
feeling unhappy.
Not had good effective management - no
leadership from the top. Team Leader a nice person but is
not a boss. Not convincing enough in offering support or
direction. Had better professional support and approach
from Area Office. Staff would look for alternative job
if something came along but out of TamWorth.

6.

Staff feel, that children exploit and play off situations
between themselves and Team Leader due t9 Team Leadeg
undermining the sanctions staff employ.
Th.erefore
feel that they do not have any effv'etive cont -ol of
residents. Staff feel uneasy in the way 4 ,14, !14vg to work.
with their attached child.

7.

Recoenition of the c.ontinued use of a pin down unit
only to be used in extreme cases. reeas proper plans and
clearly thinking through before opev.ltjon. Staff l *Ar.
that if Team Leader not strong enough ki-,14 14krbe put if
for nothing.

8.

Reviews are a good system. Previously not family
involvement,
Forces the attached worker and social W000i7
to get things done. Sets a scene for the child
say
what they want.
Kids being told outside reviews
speculative ideas of future which creates false hopes and'
expectations.
Already reviews are taking second best.
No-one knows whose chairing the review o r which room to
use.
No real honest speaking done in some reviews if held
by Area Office or Family Centre Team Leader.

9.

Don't know what Juvenile Justice is about.
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10.

Need to develop better independent living situations in
Family Centre and other community resources e.g. supported
housing schemes.

11.

Support Unit . required in Tamworth as younger children
learning bad behaviour and ways of older more difficult
children.

12.

Family Centre to take and be responsible for its own cases
able to visit families at home and be given scope to work
with them. Time should be allowed on rota to let thi$
happen. Time should be a rota to allow you to work on a
basis with your attached child.

13,

Meetings are only held at crisis point.

14.

There are always constant interruptions during meetings
and reviews: this nor fair on children or family.

15.

Lack of staffing, e.g. waking night staff, casual workers,
volunteers, etc.

16.

Special meetings held in Conference Room for 'hoh-nobs'
children having the left overs and staff having to act as
waitresses. People coming to the building should see it
as it is or not at all and come when the children are here
and not at school.

17.

Need to develop a multi-agency approach.

18.

More consideration should come from Central Office and

consultation with the ground warders when policy changes
are being considered
b)eing implemented as opposed to a
fait accompli.
19

Building not really adequate for a Family Centre and
Nursery combined. Like the changes to the building but
the Activity Room is isolated, the nursery becomes a
barrier due to being located in between.

20.

Need strong person to undertake supervision sessions who
has field work experience.
There are barriers between
attached worker and Team Leader and the children see this
and staff feel undermined. Team Leader spends more time
with attached worker children then staff and it is all se
positive things she gives them.
Team Leader gives
unrealistic expectations and obtaiAs good behaviour by
buying it.

21.
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A better element of training, especially in general
residential care practices, but supplemented with specific
areas, e.g. behaviour modification, group work, statutory
regulations and continuous updating.
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22.

One person cannot do two people's jobs, supervise kids,
transport kids, supply refreshments, and wait on
conferences, clean, etc.

23.

Not enough equipment, e.g. cups, saucers, cutlery. cooking
utensils and equipment.

24.

The kitchen
children.

25.

Difficulties do arise from multi-functional use of
building, e.g. dual use of cooking facilities, leundry,
children have nowhere to play outside when they are off
school because the play area is nut of bounds for them
between 0.30 - 5.00 p.m. for nursery use.

26.

The Family Centre wont change until Team Leader is
appointed who can manage and control. The Family Centre
is not doing what they are set up to do. You are not
allowed to do your job properly, staff have left because
of this.

should be

made totally out of bounds for

altered to bring about
The stand point of the Team Leader needs to be
any Changes to the points raised above. However, the question needs to
be addressed as to whether or not the Team Leader has the ability and
skills to be able to effect change. This would now seem to be the case
The
following the recent confirmation of her position as Team Manager.
following points are recommended areas of immediate improvement in the
Team Manager's position at Tamworth Family Centre
-

To be seen as actively and constructively managing, directing and
planning the future development of the Family Centre and conmiunity
resources.

•

To be withdrawn from the day to day running of the establishment
in 'practical care terms' and to allow staff a better opportunity
to work closer with individuals (and resident group) thus taking a
greater responsibility for the running of the shift.

•

To actively encourage members of staff through training and staff
meetings, the opportunities to make decisions and to follow
through plans for themselves.
To offer staff regularly set supervision sessions to monitor case
loads and help develop staff relationships with attached children
as opposed to dealing with situations single-handedly.

•

•

To develop a manual of good procedure in conjunction with staff to
take into consideration the Family Centre concept.

To develop and foster a closer working environment with the Area
Office Teams and to ensure that the Family Centre Guidelines and
procedures are clearly understood. For example, ceferrat
guidelines, review meetings, family meetings, statutory reviews on
residents, individual care plans, after-care/rehabilitationi
preventative plans, etc.
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For a time control within the Family Centre was restored but since input
from Headquarters has dissipated control, confidence and staff morale has
yet again plummeted. The input and availability of the Team Manager . .to
interject when crises were apparent was excessive, but this hae been

considerably curbed. Regretfully, no other support systems or procedural ;
guidelines have been adopted and if anything withdrawal ha.sbeen too
quick, not planned and timed accurately enough therefore leaviug the
staff team, fifty per cent of them new to the job very much in the iurch,
it is felt that the current Family Centre staff are definitely genuinely
concerned about the quality of care offered and that on a ,whote, ::the
staff team could compliment each other well if structures, guidellaes
support are introduced. it has become apparent over the lastfour months
that this may never be achieved to reach its fullest potential and with
the divisionalisation restructuring may never be reached
due
to
inadequacies at Senior Management level. Family Centre staff recognise
this. Area office staff recognise this, but somehow the two fail to come
together to help resolve the problem. There is a very poor professional
working relationship between the two parties.
Meetings held with both
parties highlighted glaring gaps in the working approaches of individuals
alongside a number of situations that were in desparate need of change
There appeared and it is still evident that there is no over emphasia
that

Area Social

Workers were the people with all the resolves and had

the final word when decisions were being made.
Little, or in some
instances, no consultation was made with their residential counterparts
The Area Officer made attempts to address this issue and to bridge the
gap but was faced with a statement from a Social Worker quoted as
not attend those meetings if the Team Leader is present.'
.(Those
meetings being weekly child care management meetings held with theAgea
Officer). This embargo continued from March 1988 until the adoption :
of
divisionalisation.
It is now understood that the Team Manager. has A
weekly meeting with the District Manager and counterparts.
Other issues
upon this matter will be highlighted further in this report.
INDIVIDUAL CARE.

PLANS AND PROORAMES FOR RESIDENTS AND. THE RESOURCES

AISOCIA M INZRASTRUCTORZ5-

OF___EAMLI_SJA121_PHILOSOPHY :404D

It WAS evident immediately that individual care plans for residents : had
not been formulated. Admissions to the Family Centre appear
tppen and seldom with all, the necessary admission documentation
-dompleted. in fact it was later established that some of the t);'eY'0.11
Admission documents had merely been photocopied and the date altered to
suffice. Consequently, the whole process from preventing an admission,::
to admissions and the discharge of residents needed to be examined.
Initially, it was decided that the basis would be to closely examine the
residents currently residing at the Family Centre who were known to have
behavioural problems and appeared beyond control.
The Family Centre considered itself as a dumping ground directing is
criticisms to the Area Office Social Workers.
Conversely, Area .. Offic e
Social
Workers
feel that children referred to the Family Centie
deteriorated socially, emotionally and behaviourally and
that. .'..any
referral was a last resort for their client. Needless to say, in Man.. y
cases when clients were referred to the Centre the situations and
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circumstances had become so fraught and uncontrolled having been held
together loosely in the community that heavy handed intervention work . was
This echoed the need for a structured systematic approach and
required.
universal understanding of the facilities and resources at the disOcleaI,.
At this point a decision was made to avoid any
of the Family Centre.
further admissions until some issues had been addressed relating to
:
current residents, the possibility of working alongside a de-skilled:
staff team unable to function realistically and to try and unite Family
Centre and Area Office in formulating care plans. Alongside this peeente.,
and/or guardians were asked to attend meetings to discuss their
future and to evaluate the social work practice to date. It took six
weeks to formulate all the meetings, which considering the only common
ground being that of a 'cry for holp' from all concerned, was little Muer!
than a token gesture. Ho-one would specifically Lake on these . meetinse
with any form of enthusiasm save the people drafted in from Head Office..
Family Centre staff attended and so did the parents and child,
attendance was poor from the area and scathing at the times they did
attend. Any form of constructive help for the families appeared ..tek come
from one direction alone, that being the Family Centre etaff.:,.
Irrespective of this negative attitude and commitment from the Area
meetings went ahead and decisions were made and plans formulated.

Since this initial approach other children have been admitted to the
Family Centre. The procedure for admissions had already been set but
sadly this process did not continue in any foris of consistency. For
example, care plans identified with specific goals, Vail, etc. were seenX
as 'confidential' by the Area Social Worker and therefore should.net be
The
openly made available for discussion at a children's/family review.
referral/review process became an up-hill battle, but when input was 'high
from Central Office the barriers existing began to crumble.
To be able to effect some of the individual programmes it was necessary
to look critically at the use of the building and to establish what.:
adjustments could be made to accommodate the needs of the individuals eed
thus increase the flexibility of programmes. The building itself, not
purpose-built, appeared on face value to eater for anything: and
everything with the exception of the residents, they being an
after-thought. The building itself was not homely- and conducive to e4tH
relaxed and inviting atmosphere where children,
parents and loci l
.orkers could work comfortably together.
This still being the case,
there being only two easy chairs and no settee).
The buildinu
accommodated a conference room which was used for pre-approved
parent groups, foster parent meetings, case conferences, fur all the area`:
disciplines, access visits, team meetings, training sessions, .:parentS.
visiting, children's meetings, Directors' meetings, parties; etc;:Which
almost daily in some shape or form invaded the life-style :'of. the
residents. It was initially agreed that the conference room be used. 1.0.7
an activity room and that an alternative venue would be sought...
Previously, residents had little opportunity to pursue centee-based
activities, as the room they used to occupy was sited OR the Main
bedrooms landing attached to a small music room and television room.: The
conversion of the activity room did have its problems, which has resultild
in the room now being taken off the residents because of minor damage;
From observation the problems have not been totally addressed a nd'yet
again the clients have suffered. Perhaps a better supervisory 'element
and constructive relationship building and activities with the residents
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may have eliminated a vast number of the problems. The fact of re-siting
The front dining room was
•these activities is totally unacceptable.
converted to a television come rest room. This has now been reverted
back to a dining room because of the hinderance from the nursery element.
The total concept of being able to separate residents from the general
bedroom quarters has been lost. Currently at twelve residents,
except for meals, these children reside basically on one floor like.
sardines.
Too much emphasis is placed on a pristine palatial
presentation of the building as opposed to working directly with clients
and getting them to recognise values.
It is easier to take ewayjul
opposed to comfort issues.
Young people on the semi-independent programmes have use of a supper
kitchen
when
they can store and prepare there own meals ,.04er:
supervision. Decanse of rota deficiencies the element of supervisiO0
has been lax and build up to proper training in this area minimal.
additional dining room facility was created in an attached room whereby
they could invite friends and family. As a result of the re-arranging, of
some of the rooms, this facility has been taken away.
Initially, these
changes were viewed positively by the residents and they could see the
benefits of These type of programmes in relation to being able to cater
and support themselves independently in the future. The budget allowance
allocated was in accordance with £22.85 per week.
Attached workers
initially oversaw the administration of this allowance. However,
novelty started to wear off as accurate supervision and guidance began to
falter and other issues began to take precedence.
Other children's programmes were made as variable and flexible aswes
required to ensure a progressive movement out of the care scene'.
Children were placed on shared care plans, week-end and overnight stays
at home, etc. In certain aspects the working together of area and
residential social workers benefited and grew but conventional social
work soon became to the fore again when controversial or unauthodox
practices became apparent, this was irrespective of whether or not it was
in the child's best interest.
There is another area which needs to be assessed, evaluated and developed:
within the community. That. being m.,32 on points from the Family Ceatie:
This prompts the consideration over and above the boarding-out scenario
of building in resources to acquire and accommodate supportive housing.:.
Within the area of Tamworth currently, children residing in care and not
wishing to or are unable to return home for whatever reason, do not See
any realistic move on points, in particular the teenagers, and are
confronted with the possibility of a long-term stay in the Family Centre„:
The shared resources of the long stay unit and support unit, which has to
serve South East and mid-staffs area, will, not.be Ole to accommodate the
increasing number of young people who are finding themselves in this
Situation,
In some cases progress has been achieved with regard to individual care
plans, but it is generally felt that this area will, quickly deteriorate
in the future. Growth and development in the areas monitored relating to
individual care plans needs to be constantly re-assessed and created;
otherwise a stagnation point is going to be reached by both residents and
staff and saturation will cause yet again embroilment.
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Within this section it is also necessary to consider the Family _geneye
involvement in preventative individual care plans, but in doing
working towards a closer professional relationship with those Who Oar!:
many years of experience. Yet again, the building up of relat. ion5hip's:i$
all too important not only internally. but also on an external
Little communication of any quality exists at Tamworth. It needs::t0 be
understood, known and recognised, what options are available in dealing
with young people to avoid, not only an unnecessary totting pp on
Knott scale but also receptions into care.
This would .:ATIO4r1

development of and acceptance of flexible approaches by al.1.0teg41(1.4jTi
dealing with common problems. It would mean that Individual 44ans:
programmes were not only drawn up for the benefit of the cou.rti. ::$60.A1:.:
Services Department and Probation Service, but also for parent4and
schools.
Programmes and plans would need to denote puiiislunents: ancil
rewards, Immediate courses of action, specific goals, specific.:.:SenCtiron..s,;
time limits and controlled disciplines. Little headway has been stCured
in this area of work at Tamworth.
CLIENT CENTRED APPROACHES

IHLOWIAL_SELakERLLAWELai
As referred to earlier in this report, client centred approaches
being catered for such areas including:1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Group meetings with residents.
individual reviews or Family Meetings.
Alternative approaches to client care and therapy.
Segregation of difficult youngstrs,
New style of rota to include the above.
Control of casework.
Enhancement of effective residential prac t ices In
and negative way.
S. The use of contracts or programmes with .clarit
once individual need was established.
9. Communication aids, i.e. individual prograMM0 file m4h
up-date as a daily aide memoir to duty staff:
10. Joint meetings of area and residential soh.ial workeS.

It was felt appropriate to arrange children'
enable:-

The child/family's background history to be clearly identified
and understood by all parties, especially in ensuring the
child's understanding of why they were in care.

•

To openly address any problems either the parent
Family Centre were experiencing and to look at 1:00.1.V0

jointly.

-

To begin to formulate care
person's future.

plans

and

Reviews on children were expected to incorporate all relevant people
especially those with a direct concern for the child's welfare. In
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addition, other people attended for whom the child himself felt. Or saw as
being important to them, e.g. schools, brothers, sisters, etc. As the
reviews proceeded, it was necessary to re-assess the expaneion or
reduction of the number of participants as issues became either
highlighted or resolved. It was also felt important that reviews were
chaired consistently by someone who• had the power to make and direct
reviews as a
decisions. Initially. Central Office staff enured
training area backcloth for both the Area Officer and Team Letter. The
Area Officer at the time made every effort to sustain a caaefir to these
reviews, but at times through poor management and organisation of time
and lack of communication between parties concerned reviews became double
booked or other more pressing issues took precedence. It is fair to

honestly point out that the Area Officer had little back-up at thie time
by his senior social workers. On occasions too, the Team Leader was situ::
always available because of having done waking night duty and had been
daily rota duty.
The ethos behind these reviews was to promote constructive well planned
meetings to enable the child not only to freely participate but also to
acknowledge that his/her future was not being forgotten ..::ea-meaty wns a
key feature at all reviews and it was stated that children should not be
precluded from hearing ebaut realities in their lives. This issue qa 3
difficult one to confront at Tamworth, basically because of the
protective stance Area Social Workers took, over the handling of, their
clients, and at times point blank refusal to either follow a reviewle
outcome and total non-co-operation occasionally brought about a very poor
professional stance and respect for their colleegues.
Because Of this

attitude children saw professional disagreement which turned into false
hopes and expectations from their

social workers and consequently,

social. worker/client relationship deteriorated and the whole purpose of
the review lost. On certain individual cases there was als° a los s of
credibility for Family Centre staff and Area Social, Workers. as well as
for the Police and Families concerned.

Reviews are still being used as part of an ongoing evaluation of care
plans.
Although the emphasis on its original purpose has been lost.
Children being discharged from the Centre are not having folloW -up
reviews between Family Centre and parents/foster, parenre/guardiana :as :.:a
means of support or to monitor problems and progress. The intense work
with those children has therefore been cut off without explanation or
thought and they have had yet another
life-line cut to leave them
floating in the community again to either sink, swim or be rescued.
Rescued could be in the terms of another unnecessary admission to care.

It had been hoped that with the onset of divisionalisation some of the
salient points raised above would have been addressed, unfortunately, the
problems still exist. As care plans and reviews aie seen as being a weak
link so too are statutory reviews and case conferences. In some of the
case files examined it was noted that staeatory arie mandatory County
Council practices had not been adher,d to, this includ children who
were on the Child Protection Register,
Following the successful introductc.onsome years ago o
'aveci040
anit at 245 Hartshill Road, the .orolounu problems 1 ,trig creee0)e,.
certain youngsters at Tamworth promoted aa 'ea-rodncela)na4 this
Tamworth.
Special unit with all its mystiques basicailvc1:011enge*Ahe. <
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iSihtexptet*4
concept of positive care ideals and consequently is often
The
Special
Unit
opeetes
n 4
l..-111!
and has been vo-_ed as
number of basic philosophies.
room away from the ma
The isolation of a 'youhe nevInn
the
building,
where
loss
of
privileges
are asserted.
of
The young person is supervised 24 hours a day undercontrac
1 relationship's 4.4n
basis whereby issues, problems an-..
:
confronted. Care is presented as a totally negative*cperience:
initially ensuring that the parriapant can -:learly:.ideny
problems, come to terms with them through coupseilie:g nndtiMe
out sessions with appointed staff, and i6 encouraged toWork
through the problems by not being allowed to take the easy may .
out.
To ensure that work with the children on these lines is planned
and clearly structured, it needs to include family contact,
participation and agreement to the sanctions employed (where
applicable) and the opportunity for the child to learn how
privileges are earned and how co-operation brings rewards.
It should be a last resort and not
Snecial unit should saldom be used
be used liberally to exert neaVy handed discipline or s anctions to
children.
Family Centre staff have worked with its philosophies and have
seen what rewards and changes it brings in children when all else fails.
Area Office Social Workers neneralle do not agree with its ober4tion but
ine closure ot
are unable to otter alternatives. save ,.ecure units.
Riverside is already hai/ing its effect' on 'Family Centres and Support
Units. Everyone in the residential field is recogniting that there is a
need for something to bring back control and good practice in residential
establishments.
Does special unit fulfil oart of this need7
Tamworth
has got to decide tor
There is little oversight of Family Centre Social Workers froMeither:110
Team Leader or Area Office Senior Social Workers:in thecontrolf
individual cases.
In fact none of the Family Centre .ataff haye
responsibility of a case load at the time of writing
Children are nominated to Family Centre staff upon entty i laut
Worker is always area-based. As a result-of this, there 1re'nev.er 'ending
Because of
parages in establishing who does what in this shared
ithe
the difficulties over the last few months at Tamworth
of Area Social Workers towards the Family Centre, it is fair
he Famiiy Centre Social Workers have been merely seen :
.
000.10.41,
workers. Credibility between the two social work practitioners
it is also extremely isolated through poor commumicatiO0 :ChannOln4
lack of understanding of each other's role. Through the ::We0.1(1/ieW.S
held on each child roles can be -channelled to some Ogree..,1.)Ut the±gryer
areas of social work practices still, remain unresolVed, and: often to.: S140h
a great extent that it is not in the interest Of the 044 ..or. family:
Social Workers at the Family Centre feel that theyare *.:cartakara
- oontactng
unable to make decisions or act upon situations withOut:liceti±
Area Office Social::.9orke
.
the Social Worker to ratify their actions.
:rs
then feel that the Family Centre staff are inundating 'them With imbecilic
questions. The question of the effective role of the Team leader in: .this
situation also needs to be addressed. A greater degree of oentsol',over
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case work needs to be brought in for the Social Workers at the Family.
Centre to be able to direct and state responsibility for them.
Currently, there are cases which Family Centre staff could take over.
This begs the question though of adeouate super/felon nracriree. staff
deVelopment, training and wno is going to be responsible for thehn?
It is generally felt that to build staff motivation, enthusiasm and
development of social work practice, more direct control of case work is
required. However, there may have to be certain restrictions placed upon
the type of cases for which they 'can be given full control dtae to the
fact of there not being a qualified social worker currently on the staff
team.
However, District Managers and Team Manager counterparts have got
to consider whether or not it is going to be beneficial to invest tbee
with the Family Centre Team to:•

Improve their basic knowledge and practices of social work

•

To reduce the amount of time Area Social Workers will eventually
have to put into routine-type cases.

•

To improve.the quality of relationship between both child and
practitioners.

A point to bear in mind is that unless the person responsible for the
oversight of the Family Centre Social Worker is well respected and.. can
operate a fair but firm management stance, problems will arise all: too
quickly. A better degree of professionalism has got to be strived for in
Tamworth generally. Should the Family Centre take on a case load or:
shouldn't it? Should the Team Manager be responsible for carrying a. .case
load and therefore receive a better grounding to field work practices to
pass on to her team?
Who should prepare the S.E.R. for children
appearing before the Courts?
Should the Family Centre provide an
assessment and observation report for the Court?
Should the faalily
Centre prepare preventative and rehabilitation programmes for the Cooge?
Or do these reports really have to be undertaken by the Juvenile Justice
Team?
It is felt that the Family Centre should be encouraged to take control of
or at least a greater control of cases referred to the Centre.:
irrespective of whether the children are resident or non- resident (1..c 7
following discharge or preventative work).
Little headway has been made in this area, so the questions still remain
unanswered, who is going to address these issues/
None of the children had ever worked to an.. individually designed
contract. Ad hoc contracts had been put together previously and had Aaeep
levelled as total dictates as opposed to structured progressive rewards.
In some cases previously designed contracts were totally uprealise4,e
seldom reviewed or appraised and the child was doomed to failure from dey
one. In many of the reviews, therefore, the word contract initially was
looked on unfavourably, not only by the children, but alsoby Aa".ea)end
Family Centre Social Workers. Realistic contracts were put together weeh
children, families, social workers, schools and Family Cie staff where
clear expectations were defined and understood. The contract. Which way
9 reviewed weakly promoted everyone to pull together towards the..common
.
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goal. Failure to do so by any individual whether child, social worker or
parent etc. had to be explained and the necessary reprimands would be
heard by all. This tactic was used to encourage honesty and the courage
of one's convictions on all sides. More importantly, the children could
Unfortunately, this
see fairness being played right across the board.
approach deviated from its purpose when chaired inconsistently which
resulted all too often In both the children and Family Centre Social
Workers feeling palmed off as unheard.
The resistence referred to
earlier soon became apparent and eventually staff, children and families
alike began to feel that these meetings were a waste of time, likewise
'why bother having a contract if my social worker doesn't want to know'
was often a statement made by many residents.
still being set up with children at Tamworth. Possibly
this is the only area which has seen to produce a consistent approach at
the Family Centre and be accepted as a good model to use.

Contracts are

In March a joint group meeting (children's meeting) was held at the
Family Centre between the children and staff to try and gauge what the
children felt about the way the Centre was run. As mentioned earlier,
there were a number of constructive criticisms levelled. At this meeting
only three out of the five residents attended.
The other two were
It
absconders but they had been asked to attend via outside links.
became obvious that all five of the residents (the absconders attended
later) that situations had gone too Ear and they themselves were seeking
a .resolve.
Life to them at the Family Centre was getting intolerable.
Unfortunately, through bad management and organisation, and despite
constant reminders the next group meeting did not take place until
23.4.89. Regretfully, children's group meetings still do not take place
on a regular basis, and when they do happen the children see them as
being a farce 'because nothing happens'.
On exploration of effective residential practices, yes there were basic
house rules to hand.
They only problem being that they had not been
revised, new staff had not seen them and the staff team don't unitedly
work towards them. Meeting after meeting took place to try and establish
an agreed or acceptable basic house rule criteria, but a new one was
never formulated.
Good residential practice went out of the window
together with a united team front from the Family Centre staff.
Children
recognised this and exploited the situations, played staff off against
another including the Team Manager and generally caused mayhem.
This
type of scene is still operating today.
The duty rota still is a source of great discontent with the staff team
and is being currently worked as ten days on four days off basis. A rota
was drawn up to take into consideration staff feelings, but also to
effectively run and control the Centre based on a staff complement of 84.
The feeling and consensus of opinion from staff was good:
this lasted
for one month only. It fell apart when the Team Manager went on holiday.,
p
°eel 16.L'oce f'Po
Communication aids have been discussed time and time again in respect of
management practices and casework practices. Everyone thinks these are
'good ideas' but no-one manages to use them. At times they are used not
consistently and yet again.this builds up frustration.
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Encouraging joint meetings between area and residential workers Is still
a major concern to tackle and until such tine as someone isprepared to
confront this issue never the twain shall meet in a united professional
way.

mg.
Considerable time and effort was directed into all the areas of concern
at Tamworth. Staff training sessions, management sessions, staff

development sessions and basic residential good practice routines
established to bring back control. Due to the lack of direct client and
management control the road was an uphill battle.
As support was
gradually withdrawn noticeably changes in good practices began to revert
to its original state of confusion, frustration and anxiety. The support

staff from Central Office consider that aspects of

their

input

has had

limited success. This is a very sad affair, not only for the clients and
their families, but also for' the ftaft 1TO-department alike:

RHAN.CUC
8/AL/MD
1/7Siptember, 1.989
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Appendix E, Document 8
-he need to work with'young people who present difficulties within

te.
r

2

residential centres family centres has been a long standing problem.
It has become increasingly recognised that the disruption caused by
persistent absconding, verbal and physical attacks against staff and
other children, and the youngsters who are particularly volatile
within these centres needed to have the opportunity to be worked
within programmes individually tailored, closely supervised, and well
structured and controlled. Constant reviewing with as many of the
persons in the young persons life needs to be integral in its
organisation, and the full and involved cooperation of the young
person, family, social worker', extended family and any other
significant persons needs to be secured.
The framework for this type of work must address the issues of:
a) The ability to set an arena where the young person would be
available for a long enough period to engage. It is difficult to
address positive working with any young person who pesistently
absonds, or who is so disruptive, criminally intent, aggresive or
presenting of other simirar problems.
b) To enable the structure to have sufficient flexibility to
accomadate the opportunity for sanctions and rewards - and working in
the main towards the opportunity for the young persons return home at
the earliest possible time.
c) To use the opportunity.to confront and deal with the young person
over issues in their lives requiring major address.
is. Absconding, aggression, breakdown of relationships at home or
elsewhere, non-school attendance either by refusal or exclusion,
serious criminal behaviour etc.
d) The purpose of such intensity is to saturate the young person, and
to produce contracts or plans as quickly as possible to allow speedy
progress to be made in achieving realistic plans in the young persons
life. The childs commitment, as well as the families commitment, as
with other professionals is an essential requirement to enable the
plan to work. The concentration of effort by all concerned on the
young person allows progress to be made which is not always readily
made otherwise as a result of differing priorties.
The structure is serious, and designed to concentrate on the issues
needed to be addressed.
Its framework is controlled by very regular review procedures, usually
daily, followed by at least a full review meeting of all interested
individuals where at all possible weekly.
THE YOUNG PERSON IS PARTICIPANT IN ALL MEETINGS AND DISUSSIONS, as it
is considered an integral part of the working out with the young
person to be at all times "up front" and "direct"
The basic structure/framework is as follows:
a) All young persons will firstly be required to have bath, and at the
earliest possible opportunity will be medically examined (in the case
of new admissions to care, or where it is felt it is necessary)
Bathing and hairwash will be a regular morning and evening routine.
The young person will be expected to knock on the UNLOCKED DOOR for
staffs attention.Both these requirements demonstrate adherence to
basic rules in the early stages.
b) All young persons will be expected to wear appropriate nightwear,
pyjamas etc. This does reduce the young persons motivation to running
off and clothes are introduced very quickly when basic trust and
commitment to stay in the programme and address issues is achieved.
This is reviewed daily.
c) The working day commences at 7.00am, with bath etc., followed by
breakfast in their own room, followed by set work tasks, education
type projects, meetings, constructive discussion time etc. In the
early stages of the programme all meals are taken in their own room,
some with staff, some without. Bedtime is 7.00pm.
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d) Television, Radio etc are earned and assessed daily. Usually these
are earned by contracting time out for such opportunities either at
home or other places.
e) Cigarettes,Reading material etc.,are individually contracted in the
daily reviews.
f) Fiamily'visits, social worker visits are planned and encouraged to
ach?eve differing objectives in the young persons plan. At no time is
access by any authorised persons to the young person denied, the
reverse is often true that an active encouragement is consciously made
to involve parents, extended family and any other significant persons.

g) Review meetings can be often heated and charged with emotive
feelings by the young person and their families.THe need to use the
role play within such meetings'is a sound requirement to their . success
ie. Positive and negative relationships with the different persons
working in the contract. However at all times an attempt is always
made to identify workers in, the plan to positively support the young
person and assist them in producing a realisic working contract.
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Appendix G: Tony Latham's memorandum 8 November 1983
UhTENT AND II1FOKTANT

Memo to All Staff:-

The Birches Family Centre
Semi-staffed unit
Westmorland Avenue
Intermediate Treatment Centre
Special Unit

'4ITHOUT EXCETTION
I now emphasize -arAt all staff wishing to apply punishment or lack of
privileges to children within the Family Centre/Semi--staffed Unit/
Westmorland Avonue/Intermedilite Treatment Unit/Special Unit mut do s@
only
LEADER
AFTER PRIOR AGREE:.;:EITT .iSY AREA OFFICER (MYSELF) CR 111,AM
1
It is a requirement under the Community Homes Regulations that
unnishments can only be administered after prior consultation with
4:C1 CF:d1:-.11 OR TE;1: LEADER.
r_A however propnl-ed to tnke responsibility for the Senior Shift Lc:a I or
to feal with MINCR PROBLEMS within the establishments as !ono; a2 a prc., ter
rcc-crd has been h,mt of the way, incidents have boon dealt with or the
eccL,sons when myself or the Team LeLder are not
77.(C,P AS POTA 1-1-

' 0E Sf-l-h1")
AFTE THE FVENT THE Al:EA OPFICE OR TEA::: .L7.

r7C 7c7YIED An THE PUNTSHMENT BOCK CCMPIETED AOCCRDInLY

I

11U EXPECT THAT ALL LOS; OF PRIVILEGES 0:t PUNISHMENT 'JILL rE

rROPEM RECOADED IN THE PUNTSFMENT BOOK
Th,- semi-staffed unit will be expected to seek prior nL;reement re:zaniNT
losn cf privilczes or inniay.ent through either the PJ:.;;A up-AcEn or
r7:T?T LaTrn
PAD70 H - is their , hsence or un:_tv%il..ibility the SE,

1:1PERITE PUNT'Ed!MENT BOOK IS :CE':!UIRED FOR EACH E"',TA.E11==
1 :MEND TC EXAMINE CLOSELY THE METHODS OF CONTROL CARRIED OUT IN ALL
,n-C3
BE EXAMINING REGULARLY VITT' TEE TEE LEAD'
InTABLISEMENS BY STAFF AND
TTIF: AYPROPRIATENESS OF THE MEASURES

PI1.;ASE TAU CAREFUL NOTE CF THIS INSTRUCTION
TONY LATHAM
AREA C101:CIER
8.11.83
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Appendix H: Correspondence 1984-1985 (Fred Hill etc.)

F. Creekett, Assistant Director,
Mr.
(Service--aeli:very)

•

H41,
Senior .. .siszant.
(Child Care)

h/FHISHJ/C1 4 / 4

THE BIRCHES AID 245 HARTSHILL ROAD

plied by the
.Luring my visit, to he Birches on the 16th February 1984 details wcre
of
persistent
periods
absconders
at
for
short.
41Area Officer regarding the transfer
ee Birches to 245 Bartshill Road.
I am particularly concerndd that some of the practices outlined to me appeartobe
in contravention of the Community Homes regulations on control although the*basic
idea of the transfer' is laudable.
AS you may be aware a bedroom and sitting room at Hartshill Road rare occasionally
used to accommodate a maximum of 4 children with a member of staff from the
Birches in continuous attendance. The facility is used when a child needstOloe
withdrawn from tbE group at The Birches following persistent absconding, to
undergo a programme of oehaviour modification.
en occasions the member of staff has slept in the same room as the children acid
although no one is locked in one basic aim is to discourage the child from further
absconding ay a staff presenteat all times.
As a further deferent in this respect each child is initially required teWash
his clothes and these are not returned for periods of up to 36 hours during which
time the child is clothed in pyjamas or PE kit.
A number of further measures are taken including the loss of privileges, I
recreation, the imposition of household chores (the children do all their 6Wh
cleaning and cooking), withdrawal and transfer of pocket money into children's
savings and additional eduction and recreation. The recreation takes the form of
physical exercises.

I am informed that the child's school in each case are asked to co-cPcrate:
and
where it is felt that further absconding could take place the child is kept:.away.
from school for a short period and a programme of work is'drawn up by the school.
The measures of control taken•are relaxed or increased according to th.. hill s
progress -during the erg in the unit which -canvary from 24 hours to a feW
days.
Apparently the success rate of the unit is high and plans to modify behaviour and
return the child -to school have .largely been _successful_. I am however concerned
that a number of these practices appear to contravene the Community Homes
regulations on control and/or give rise for concern. The fact that generally -a
Child's liberty .is restricted during his stay by the almost constane presence
of a members of..taff is difficult.
reconcile with the regulations...
The withdrawal of privileges, early bed times, loss of recreation as outlined to me
appear to come within the regulations. on control.
continued ..
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noldin7 back of pocket money as a punishment seems to fall outside
tnc r...oulationr. and the domestic duties undertaken by the children go someway
bevon:! the imposition of a minor but unwelcome chore.
The Practice of the removal of a child's clothing, tc'discouraze furtner
absconding is used occasionally in other establishments but wnere_this is
defined as a punishment it appears to fall outside the regulations.
All the Punishments apart from the withholding of clothes are entered
tne measu-e:-. of control book. Mr. Latham accepts that procedures
MS: comply with tne regulations and that the practices regarding pocket
money, nousehold chores and additional recreation to say the least are
questionable in this respect and will be modifieo accordingly.
have also asked Mr. Latham to enter the measures taken more specifically
on a day to day basis rather than the pFesent blanket measures. which appear
to cover the total stay of a child. I feel that clear direction and aaviee
is required in this case to.protect both the interests of children and
staff and T would recommend that further discussions take place with:thearea
so that the activities of the unit; can carry on but that they are brougnt, into
line witn tne Community Homes regulations on control.

Date: 17th February 19b4
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.1:f?E'BIRCHES, NEWCASTLE
NOTES OF MEETING HELD ON 11TH OCTOBER 1984 PRESENT:

Mr. Crockett, Mr. Pierpoint, Mrs. Brennan,
Mr. Latham & Mr. Hill

The meeting was convened in response to a letter from the Principal Area Officer
detailing the use of residential establishments in the Newcastle Area and proposals
for future development_ The following items were discussed:1.

Extension to the Birches at an estimated cost of £40,000. Mr. Crockett
explained that due to the present financial situation, no money is
available at the moment to finance this project.

2.

Through route to Gower Street. It was agreed that this scheme would ease
the traffic problems at the Birches, although it was made clear by
Mr. Latham that hehvy vehicles would not use the Gower Street entrance.
Mr. Hill to follow up with the County Architect's and Planning Department .
as appropriate and consideration to be given to the £2000 required in next
year's Minor Works Programme.

3

Lack of domestic hours at Wood Lane, Hartshill Road and the Birches. It
was pointed out that no additional hours can be provided at present.
Although it is accepted that domestic staff levels are inadequate.

4.

245 Hartshill Road - extension to car park. It was agreed that this is
a much needed facility that would cost in the region of £1100, there is a
delay due to a query over the boundary of County Council land. This to
be pursued further by Mr. Hill and the project to be considered in the
1985/86 Minor Works Programme. It was agreed that before any plans are
finalised, neighbours should be consulted regarding the proposals.

5.

Steps at the side of Hartshill Road. This project has been cut out of
this year's Minor Works scheme due to.lack of finance but will be put
forward again for consideration next year.

6.

Intensive Unit - Hartshill Road. It was agreed that Mr. Hill should
re-examine the practices within the Unit to ensure that they fall within
the Community Homes Regulations on control.

7.

,Use of rooms. It was confirmed that the Principal Area Officer haS the
authority to change - the use of a room within residential establishments.
It was agreed, however, that where no cost is involved, the Homes Adviser
should be informed for information and where finance is involved, prior
consultation should take place with the Homes Adviser, who will also
ensure that the Fire Officer is kept informed of any developments or change
of use.

8.

Residential I.T. Mr. Crockett confirmed that the only authorised Residential
I.T. provision at the moment, is at Riverside and further Residential I.T.
should not take place at Wood Lane. (A letter containing this instruction has
recently been sent to the Area.)

It was agreed, however, that the Area would put their proposals in writing
concerning Residential I.T. in the Newcastle Area for further consideration. It
was further confirmed that the Area have been given a flexible brief regarding the
use of the 10 beds at 245 Hartshill Road and that they can continue to be used for
short stay preventative work as appropriate in addition to semi-staffed use.
4/FH/JW
12.10.84.
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HARTSHILL ROAD. SEMI-STAFFED UNIT

As requested, I have examined the practices within the so called Intensive
Unit at 245, Hartshill Roan.
As previously reported, the accommodation consists of a bedroom, sitting room
bathroom and toilet and is used to accommodate a maximum of four children
although the average number of occupants at any one time is two The Fire
Officer has been consulted regarding the use of the Unit which is situated on
the first floor of the semi-staffed accommodation at 245, Hartshill Road.
Most of the children accommodated in the Unit have previously been resident
at The Birches, although there are occasional exceptions to this rule. The
children's group mainly comprise or indiViduals who need to be removed from
the main group at the Family Centre so that more individual care can be
offered. A number of these children are transferred to the Unit if their
treatment programme at The Birches breaks down. A further group are made
up of children who present absconding problems that cannot be contained within
the main group, although it is stressed by the Area that not all the children
who
# abscond are transferred to the Unit. The accommodation is also used as
a crash pad facility for children requiring short term care and a number of
children who encounter problems with non-school attendance are also
accommodated from time to time.
A treatment programme is drawn up and a Keyworker appointed for each child
admitted to the accommodation.
The Unit is staffed by Social Workers from The Birches or semi-staffed staff,
although on occasions Social Services Aides provide the staff cover. At all
times overall responsibility for the Unit is provided by the senior member
of staff on duty at the Family Centre.: The usual practice is that one member
of staff is rostered outside school hours although additional staff are
drafted in as required. Sleeping-in cover is also provided and on occasions
the member of staff in question has slept in the same room as the children
or on the landing outside. Occasionally the sleeping-in duties are
covered by the semi-staffed staff but if the needs of a child are such.,
additional sleeping-in cover is provided for the unit and an extra allowance
claimed.
Unless there is a specific decision to the contrary, most children accommodated
go out to school in the normal way. When a decision is made (after consultation
with the school) as part of a treatment programme i that the child should not
attend school, alternative arrangements are made regarding education at
Hartshill Road. Any children in the Family Centre in addition to the Unit
children who do not attend school at any particular time are taught in a
separate area of the building at Hartshill. Road. School work is supplied
by the Education Department from individual schools and as appropriate the
children are taught by Home Tutors from the Education Department. Additional
tuition is provided by a Teacher Trained Community Services Worker and I am
advised that the Newcastle Area have applied through the Department for
ongoing Urban Aid to finance this individual on a permanent basis.
When a child is transferred to the Unit he is initially required to wash his
clothes and these are not returned for periods of up to 36 hours during
which time the child is clothed in pyjamas or p.e. kit.
continued ...
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IF appropriate,as part of a plan to modify behaviour a number of further
measures are taken, including the loss of privileges, loss of recreation,
the imposition of household chores and additional recreation. The
additional recreation takes the form of organised tasks outside the
establishment, usually such things as gardening or sports under the
supervision of staff. These activities mainly take place during the weeken
The measures of control are relaxed or increased according to the child'
progress during the period in the unit which can vary from 24 hours to a
few days. All the punishments are entered daily in the measures of control
book and all staff have been made aware of the Community Homes Regulations
on control.
The Unit is a valuable facility in the area and due to the Commitment of the
Area Officer, Team Leader and Area Staff, provides a positive approach to
the problems of non-school attendance and absconding.
4 The obvious problem concerning the Unit surrounds the question of the extent
of the restriction of a child's liberty, although at no time is a child
locked in a room, even if accompanied by an adult. However, in view of the
high staff to child ratio ( 1 to 2), it seems less likely that a child
I will abscond from the Unit than he would from the Family Centre where
staffing ratios are often as low as 1 to 10.
The D.H.S.S. Circular covering the secure accommodation (No. 2) Regulations
1983 state that control imposed or implied by staff or other responsible
adults will not be considered to constitute restriction of liberty, although
control should always be imposed or implied in a manner consistent with good
child care practice.
We are obviously sailing close to the wind with some of these arrangements
unless it is abundentiy clear that the continued staff presence in the Unit
does not have the effect in practice of restricting the liberty of a child
any more than it would do in &normal small staffI children's group situation
in a residential setting.
With reference to the need for good practice I would not consider that the
removal of a child's clothes and the substitution or pyjamas or p.e. kit
feel
for varying periods of time can possibly constitute good practice.
that this measure, which is not confined to 245, Hartshill Road, should be
discontinued in all our establishments. Quite clearly it was introduced
as an attempt to deter absconding.
In addition, measures such as physically containing a child within a room
by requiring a member of staff to sleep in the same room or on the landing
outside should be discontinued.
With reference to the further measures of control within the Unit, I would
not consider that the practice of additional recreation when defined as a
punishment as it appears to be at Hartshill Road, comes within the Regulations.
On the information supplied to me, it would appear that the other measures
taken do fall within the Regulations, although I feel it is essential to
reiterate to. the Area formally that no measure must be tan other than. :those
listed in the Community Homes Regulations 10, control.

continued
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ralso feel that Social Services Aides are occasionally undertaking
responsibilities beyond the level, envisaged for this post. I would,
therefore,. recommend that the minimum Senior cover in the Unit should be
Residential Care Officer, 2 or Social Work Assistant, 2. This can be
.achieved by linking the activities of the Unit more closely with the
general semi-staffed use.
I would also recommend that we should discourage the use of terms such
as speCial and intensive when referring to the Unit. In practice ,ihe
accommodation is used to provide short stay facilities at Hartshill
Road in line with the Family Centre concept of flexible .use of resources..
It was decided at our recent meeting with the Area on the 11th October, 19811,
that the beds at Hartshill Road can be used for short stay preventative work
in addition to semi-staffed use.

I would also recommend that the arrangements for the education of non-school
attenders in consultation with the Education Department, is recognised
officially.
It is also important that statutory visitors should have access and, in
fact, be shown around the Unit during their visit to the semi-staffed
accommodation.
Summary of Recommendations
As outlined in this report I recommend that the activities of the Unit should
be allowed to continue on the following conditions:1. There should be no more loss of liberty in the Unit than that caused
by the control imposed or implied by staff through a manner consistent
with good child care practice.
2. The practice of the removal of a child's clothes and the substitution
of pyjamas, p.e. kit, etc., should be discontinued.
3. The practice of staff sleeping-in the same room as children or on the
landing outside the room shoudl be discontinued.
I
0_
4. The use of additional recreation when defined as a punishment should („
be discontinued.
5. All measures of control taken must comply with the Community Homes
Regulations 10, control and should be recorded in the appropriate Li"
book.
6. The use of the terms special or intensive in reference to the Unit
.should be discontinued.
7. Statutory visitors should be given access as required to the Unit
and all parts of the building.
8. The minimum level of staff cover at Hartshill Road should be Residential
Care Officer 2 or Social Work Assistant 2. If semi-staffed staff are
used in this respect, they should be made fully aware that their
responsibilities include supervision of the Unit from time to time.

continued ...
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Arrangements for the education of non-school attenders should
recognised officially by the Department.

10. The use ()fa second sleeping-in member of staff at Hartshill Road;.
should be accepted and should take place when determined J:lytheneed.0
of the children within the Unit.
recommend that a letter is drafted to the Area to include the conditions
have outlined. 1 would also suggest that we should inform all the
Principal Area Officers that the practice of the removal of a child's
clothes to deter absconding should be discontinued.

4/FH/KD
12 th Uovember, 1984
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5 -1,=..FFORDSHIRE COUNTY
COUNTY SOCIAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT

INTERNAL MEMORANDUM
"\Q-- .4"-3-P, Cc. 0, Yet.t,

From:- L:r

Assistant Director,

7.

,e....0.tU very )
14/4 •
„

A- 3r

(•

Z

I

HAFT5ILL ROAD SPECIAL UNIT
Since he completion of my report the Area have transferred the Ur.: to the intel
ex-staff masionette at 245 Hartshill Road. The move was made to proyide more
space for this facility although it is still envisaged that a maximum of ..kchildren
Hill be accommodated at any one time. The acconulodation consists of 2 bedroemS4
kitchen, sitting/dining room and bathroom/toilet.
There is Committee approval for the masionette to be used to extent the facilit.i
of the Family Centre, The Area are aware that this Ic es not include ^eriai ss 2. 0D
create additional childrens beds but as. agreed in our meeting with the 4:-..ea On the
th October 1984 the ten beds at Hartshill Road can be used flexitlyforshort 'stay
purposes in addition to semi-staffed use
For some time we have hat permisSion ,
from the Fire Officer to lock one of the 2 doors between the masiohette and the
establishment to separate the activities of the 2 areas.
The DHSS Circular (copy .attached) covering the secure accommodation regulatiOns
outlines quite clearly that the locking of internal doors to confine a Chi or
children to a certain section of a home even when accompanied o ad'444 4s
ce=itted.
In practice anyone in the masionette could get cut through oneol
three external doors (2 of which are fire exits) by unlocking thesefrom :the
cA°
or by breaking the. glass on' the fire door separating the first -floor of the
masionette from the bedroom accommodation in the semi-staffed unit. However
Fact remains that the locking of the internal door in question coult Oe ..seen :to.ave
re effect of confining children to a particular area.
T would like to consult
on this particular point.

I

would also wish to add to my list of recommendations the requirement that"no..more
10 childrens beds are used at any one time in total at Hartshill• Road with •
,a maximum of 4 of the 10 in the unit.
I will of course notify the Fire Officer of these latest developments if the
arrangements are agreed at our meeting on Wednesday.

Date:-
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20th November 1984

8)
ANNEXi 13

RESTRICTION OF LIBERTY OF CHILDREN IN CARE
The Secure Accommodation (No. 21 Regulations 1983 define secure accommodation as "accommodation
1.
provided for the purpose of restricting the liberty of children." Under regulation 3 the Secretary of State's
approval is required before accommodation in a community home may be used for the restriction of child's
liberty. Local authorities may find it helpful to have the following guidance on how the Secretary of State will
define restriction of liberty for this purpose.
2.
The following forms of the restriction of the liberty of children in care will not be permitted except in
accommodation approved for use as secure accommodation by the Secretary of State:
The locking of a child or children in a single room at any time, even when
a.
accompanied by a responsible adult or adults;
The locking of internal doors to confine a child or children in a certain section of e
b.
home, even when accompanied by a responsible adult or adults.
The following procedures will not be considered as constituting the restriction of the liberty of children
3.
though they should be adopted only where they are acceptable to the Fire Prevention Officer, and consistent
with building regulations, and conducive to a domestic atmosphere within the home:
a.
The locking of external doors and gates at night, consistent with normal domestic
security;
b.
The locking of external doors and gates during the day time where the purpose is to prevent
intruders from gaining access to the home, provided that children are not prevented from going out;
c.

The securing of windows.

4.
Control imposed or implied by staff or other responsible adults will not be considered to constitute the
restriction of liberty, though control should always be imposed or implied in a manner consistent with:good child
care practice.
5.
Procedures designed to ensure the safety of children which also have the effect of restricting their .liberty
may not be adopted unless they have been drawn to the attention of the Secretary of State, who will decide
whether such procedures are acceptable.
Where a home or a part of a home is surrounded, or it is intended to surround a home or part of a home,
6.
with walls or fencing continuously more than 6 feet in height, this must be drawn to the attention of the
Secretary of State so that he may decide whether such restriction of liberty is acceptable.
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PAUL HUDSON M.A. (0Nonl •
Dirccor of Social Services

Staffordshire County Council

69 Foregate Street, Stafford%ST16 2PY
7030
Telephone 3121 Extension

Mrs. E. Brennan,.
Principal Area Officer,
Newcastle.

My ref 4/NPC/FH/MHF

four

PT I.

Dear Mrs. Brennan,
2L15 HARTSHILL ROAD, STOKE-ON-TRENT
I write with reference to the short stay
in the maisonette at 245 Hartshill Road.
Whilst I fully appreciate the positive work in progress, I have decided
after lengthy discussion on the matter, to lay down a number of safeguards
for children and staff which must be adhered to at 'all times.
The instructions are as follows:1. Control-implied or imposed by staff should at all times be Implied
or imposed in a manner consistent with good child care practice.
2.

No more than 10 children's beds are to be utilised at any one time
at Hartshill Road, this number to include a maximum of 4 in the
staff maisonette.

3. The use of the terms special or intensive should be discontinued.
.I
Statutory Visitors must be given access as required, to the maisonette
and all parts of the building.
5. The minimum level of staff cover at Hartshill Road, should be Residential
Care Officer Grade 2 or Social Work Assistant level 2. If semi-staffed
staff are used in connection with the activities in the maisonette they
should be made fully aware of their responsibilities in this respect.
6. In normal circumstances, only one sleeping-in allowance Per night will
be paid at Hartshill Road. If circumstances arise that warrant a second
persdn sleeping-in, clearance must be obtained on each occasion from
Central Office.
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7.

All measures.of control taken must comply with the community Homes
Regulation 10, Control, and should be recorded in theappropriate
book.

8. The practice of staff sleeping in the same room as children or on t
landing outside, the room must be discontinued.
9. The use of additional recreation when defined as a Punishment must
be discontinued.
10. No internal doors in the unit must be locked at any time Aticli40,0g.
the door leading from the maisonette to the main establishMent.
The practice of the removal of a child's clothes and the substitution of
pyjamas or P.E. kit, etc., to deter absconding, falls outside the Community
Homes Regulations. However, I wish to give this matter more general
consideration before I issue a final instruction. I would ask you, therefore,
to attempt in the intervening period not to use this practice, pending further
guidance.
Will you please formally acknowledge the receipt of these instructions and
ensure that all staff connected with the unit are made fully aware:orj,htm.
Yours sincerely,

Director of Social Services
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r. J. P. Brennan,
Principal Area Officer
Newca!3tle.

4/NPC/FH/D

11th Etz.= :-Uary,1-:::

D-ar'Mrs. Brennan,
P .,!'T C - LL PO'D
write following my letter to you of the 22nd N.5vember, 1964, concerni,4-Hthe
kt 247,
oper-&ting in th(,
etay facilitiea
discuEs the oontent:!: or my letter wthilevant
Whilst i appreciate the net:z.;
staff in.your are:,, I.00ul72 ask you to acknowledge receipt and to confitnat
ail staff concerned with the Unit have now been made fully aware of the
instructions 1 have laid dour,.
Yours sincerely,

Director of Social Service
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B.J. O'NEILL, C._.

■-!-1

Director of Saila' Ser.„ime•

C.L

Staffordshire County Council
Mr.B.J. O'Neill, C.S.W.,
Director of Social Services,
Social Services Department,
69, Foregate Street,
Stafford.

MRS. E.J.P. 13R4.NNAN, B.A.(Gen)
Principal Area SocfalServices Officer,
Newcastle Principal AreVarrice,
The Holborn,
Castle Hill Road,
Newcastle
ST5 2SX
Telephone: Newcastle 611411

Copy to Mr. 4k,R.Latham, Area Officer,(Children).

fly ref

EJPB /MW

Yourra 4/MPC/FH/KD

Date

25th March 1985.

Dear Mr.O'Neill,
2115,Hartshill Road,
I apologise for the delay in replying to your
Certainly the matter has been discussed with all _the.rftleyant,
staff concerned with the unit, and they are Tully aware of
pdints= you have raised.
Since you wrote your letter, there have been
developmentd.
Point 6
Mr.Spurr has agreed that I approve the sleeping-in
allowance for the unit as it is impossible to obtain clearance on
each occa4ion from Central Office. This I will watch carefully.
The only point I find difficult to accept is Point No.10.
The purpose of locking this is not to secure the children within
the unit. This is not possible as in the corridor from that door
to the unit, there is a fire door to the yard at the back. The
purpose of locking this door is that the big general room >is used
by I.T., we have a lot of children who have no-other connections
other than I.T. in that building, and it stops them from wandering
in areas which doesnot concern them. This, therefore, helps
security and as you are already aware, security is a matter of
great concern to us. I would be grateful if this instruction could
be reviewed.
Yours sincerely,

1.

•
E.J.P.BRENNAN (MRS) /IL
4011-vincipal Area Social Services Officer.
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4y for Mr. A. H. Latham, Area Officer, Children

o

Hi-3. E. Brennan,
Frinci7a1 Area afficer,
Pe.wcastle.

EM/MW
1=q7'enPah,
245 HART HILL PIDAD
7ba.r* y04 for :your letter or the 25t11 March acknotiledging
:0‘7t of the unit at 245 Hartshill Road.
re..1:

:In4Ncit4On0

:note that the only point that you find difficult to ac0e0tAlie:
Lnstruction ..(point Fp) to rave unlocked ttrr d.otx separatinth.e:::Unit
TrOOLthe 04n: a0ta043hment.
After further conoidwation I would inform You toat I am agreeable to tne
locking of this door by the use of the existing Yale lock uhiohlwill
enatde the door to be opened from tho unit side as required but not from'
the establishment side. I would further ask you to make arrangements to
remove the key to the mortice look on this door. This arrangement should
get round the problem of security but will continue to enable children
to leave the unit by this door when necessary..
tOcerelY,

Director of Social Services

.••

•

•

•

•
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cc. Miss I. A. Draper, Homes Adviser

J. H. Spurr, Esq., Senior Assistant Director
4/FH/JW

014/4

Hill Esq
Senior.Assistan
Child care
F.

245 HARTSHILL ROAD - STATUTORY VISIT - 10.4.85.
I haven't had a chance to discuss with you the issues raised 'by Mr. Sullivan
following his statutory visit, but my observations on the points in question
are as follows:an not aware that the Newcastle Area have any.plans to
1. Time Out Area
-pnase out this facility, and,cn the contrary, they appeaP to regand it
as a!; ...z.is:743tial part of their resource. As you are awart e hay= 3: 4d
down guidelines in respect of the operation of this facilit
2.

3.

Use of Social Services Aides - we have instructem the Ares that
..ntA.ad
cover in the:building at245.1-4rtShill:
L.1.inimu5; i:taff
-.
Social work Assistant, Level 2 :(R.C.O. ?) and ':S0CWL Services ALie
ny tim
T am
siludid not be left in o4rge of the e,:stOliShteht
z7;.sured by the Erea Offider :thr2 this instruttipOjs
all .
-.- irzes.
ti.`:l
3EIT.i-.21".?. ;fed Facilitie.z
yep. are awar
'7;7t"
to ptials e out We semi-staffed usage at)iar
n Pad: )ut
1:1
arranFe tc) visit the:premises once
W }h: the ::Bu.:14
Inf.qtOr:::
.r.Lnr"
to f,:ee Lbat.improvements,
Any, cAn:be
ected O thi;
c.,f the buildir7.

5th June, 1985
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Appendix I: Letter Elizabeth Brennan 7 November 1986

Stafbrdshire

B.J. O'NEILL, C.S.W.
Director of Social Services

County Council
Mr.B.J.O'Neill, C.S.W.,
Director of Social Services,
Social Services Department,
69, Foregate Street,
Stafford.

MRS. E.J.P..BRF.NNAN, B.A.(Gen) Dip.A.Soc.S.,
Principal Nrea Social Services Officer,
Newcastle Principal Area Office,
The Holborn,
Castle Hill Road,
Newcastle. ST5 2SX
Telephone: Newcastle 611411
Please ask for

Strictly Confidential

For the attention of Mr. Crockett.
Myra.

EJPB/MW

Deputy DiretOr

Your ref

Dear Mr. ,O'Neill,
Mr. Tony Latham, Area Officer:
I feel that I must put in writing my concern
with Mr. Latham.
Following Mr. Crocketts' discussion with My ell7 and Mr.at,1-0
in relation to Mr. Lathams' role in this office, 1 can cp.11.00714t.
Mr .Latham has mainly done ttie work of his varj.ons nroleerS.."
However, because of the very close relationship between
own time
Centre, MrLathamStillgets
ojects
and the work of the
tnc el4
with the Family:: Centre
things
involved
directly concerned with
Some of these things I would not normally expect an 4trea fifficer
get involved with.
This means that though there has been an improvement in the
amount of time he spends managing the child care team.in the :area
office, it is still far from satisfactory and I get ,anxioUP,ParfGioular
where child abuse is concerned that far too much responsibility is
being left to Senior Social Workers.
I am aware that Mr. Latham works many more hour.s than he .shpiad
do for the department, but a lot of this is of his Own Tiaking,i
of the hours he works he gets extremely tired and it iSHhaving
serious affect on his health. He is also asking to takeMOre
off in lieu so that he has more time during the day to do his project
work.
In
work, I
Project
because

addition to these problems in relation to IliSAreaJWicer
am aware that he is doing a great :deal of'wor k withAhe
and of course he is never able to get away Top
so much of it is based at his own hoMe.:

Another difficulty has been that I have never been certain
whether Mr.Latham has actually been off sick, working time off in lieu
or what. He is inclined when off sick or doing his project work from
home, to be available for telephone calls etc. which makes it difficult
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Page 2.

to collate the extent of the problem.
Certainly I was concerned in January when Mr.Latham was having
pains in his chest and he was having to go up to the hospital for
physiotherapy because he was having pains in his right arm and it
appeared almost paralysed.
On return from my leave on 30th June, - I found that Mr.Latham
went off sick on the day I went on leave on 13th June and has not
been back at work since. At present, he has a sick note until 21st
July, although he was due to have leave from 17th -- 25th July. The
sick notes have stated "depression";"heart and chest pains" and the
third was undescipherable.
I haves not had the opportunity to discus the situation further
with Mr.Latham, nor have I told him that I am writing this letter
but I am concerned that because he is trying to do his project work
in his own time, it is having a serious affect both on his work as
an Area Officer and on his own health.

Yours sincerely,

E.J.P.Brennan.
Principal Area Social Services Officer.
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Appendix J
245 Hartshill Road,
Stoke-on-Trent

245 Hartshill Road,
Stoke-on-Trent

Heron Cross House,
Stoke-on-Trent
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The Alders,
Tamworth

The Birches,
Newcastle-under-Lyme

The Little House
(The Birches)
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Appendix K: Statutory Visitors' forms
SW. 197
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

Seen..............

STAFFORDSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL
SOCIAL SERVICES COMMITTEE

...

Dir.

COMMUNITY HOMES REGULATIONS,1972 - REG 3(2) A.D. (R)
REPORT ON A STATUTORY VISIT TO

Date of Inspection

..... •

A.D.(C.W.

Officer-in-Charge at time of Inspecticn
Name.......... ... .

•.••

1.

Designation .... ..
GENERAL CONDITION OF ESTABLISHMENT (Structural state, hygiene etc
(i)

(ii)

(Hi)

Dining Room ( )

Day Room(s)

Bedrooms

Kitchen (including vegetable preparation facilities,larders e

Satisfactory

)

Laundry

{vi)

vii)

viii)

x)

CorridOrs

Staff Day Rooms

Store Rooms
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B.

PRECAUTIONS AGAINST FIRE AND ACCIDENTS
( )

Frequency and adequacy of fire drills

(ii)

Frequency of inspection of fire fighting equipment

(

C.

)

Additional measures required as precautions against

CONTROL
(1)
(ii)

Number of absconders since previous official visit
Additional measures of control recorded since previous official visit

D. GENERAL COMMENTS

NOTE:
On completion of this report and
Form SW.199 (which should accompany
it), both reports should be passed
to the Director's Secretary.

Inspecting Officer
•..
Date
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S W .199

STAFFORDSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL
SOCIAL SERVICES COMMITTEE
DISTRICT ADVISORY SUE-COMMITTEE
COMMUNITY HOMES REGULATIONS 1972

!REG 3 (2)

Establishment
Date of Inspection
A. General Condition of Establishment

H. Precautions Against Fire and Accidents

C.

Control

D. Comments

Inspecting Officer .
Designation , .
Date
281

Appendix L:
Community Homes Regulations 1972
STATU:TORY

I

NS

R

EN TS

1972 No. 319
CHILDREN AND YOUNG PERSONS
The Comm nity Homes Regulations 1972
Made
Laid before Parliament
Coming into Operation

1972
10th ,Mcireh!..1912

TheSeditetarY:..Of:::State:fOtSOeia1 :Sei*ieeS:!..(aS::teSPeetSEfigland;:::bicept:Mon,i
mouthshire) and ::the:::Seetetaty::: of ::State". for Wales (as respects Wailes and
Monmouthshire):in.. ex..ercise.:of.::their' powers:: under'. section 43' of :the:::.Children

andyouog,Tofaono:.:::11.909(a)::arict of all
behalf
heiehY.:::inake:the:fogo*iog
:
:
::

Citation:and:eommeneement :
:These tegulations
operation on
1972, and shall
:
.come

powers enabling

t hat

: :
:y::Tio*es Regulations
ations: .
:p
:c
riol#oouo.

1972.

InterpretatiOn

`!.t4.:Ac:.:4.jf::::19487:Meati :the: Qhildten Aet :1948(b);::
section: 36 Of :the Aet
community .home ...;E:means ;A:::hoMe.ptOVided

and ':unless :: the i::context otherwise
119Pr:,4

includes

eontibl led community
attained.

the :age of 18: and issubject::to a tare:Ord&

i
reSpOnSihle:OrganiSati :Et
V torganisation
for;thc management, equipment :ap4:0.3.aioteilap.ce of an assisted communit
11O.O6;:
r.e. spOnsihlehodY7::-nieanklaloCAl:authOil(y providing a community hen:Le
;: under: SeetiOn 36( 2)(0) :of the ACt;: a;ilOeil:a0tilOotsi:§peCigeq
of management for: a eontrolled::.hOine Under.. section 41 of:the Act,: and :a
vo mu au :orgatnsa4on providing assisted hOnie Under: section 42 Of theAet:;
the:AOCal
"local
authority undersection 36(2)(a)::of :the
. ACt:'
ennti011ed: cc:Jinni:Unit}, hoine" Means :a controlled :e0inninnitY
paled:: as such in the regional
accordance with ::section: 3.0(3)::Of....:t he
Aet;::
(a) 1969

.[11.197]
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"assisted community home" means an assisted community home designated as such in the regional:plan in accordance with section 36(3) of the Act;
"regional plan" has the meaning assigned to it in section 36(1) of.the Act;
"managers" means a body of Managers provided for in an instrument of
management in accordance with section 39(1) of the Act, exercising the
functions of the responsible authority as provided by section 41(2) of the Act
as respects a controlled community home, or as the case may be, those of the
responsible organisation as provided by section 42(2) of the Act as respects
an assisted community home;
"Secure accommodation" means accommodation in a community home for
the purpose of restricting the liberty of children resident therein in accordance
with sections 24(2) and 43(2)(e) of the Act;
"care authority" means a local authority into whose care ::a person is
committed by means of a care:order under:section 20 of the Act, or who have
received a child into care under section 1 of the Act of 1948 or to whose care a
child is committed under section 23 of the Act;
"approved school" means a school approved bY the Secretary of State
under section 79 of the'Children and Young Persons Act 1933(a);
`approved probation hostel and approved probation home means
premises approved under section 46(1) of the Critninal Justice Act 1948(b).
(2) The Interpretation Act 1889(c) shall apply to the interpretation of these
regulations as it applies to the interpretation of an Act of Parliament.
Gei.i.er.*fitayfslans.gayetninkElke.:candact.e.cOMMunityhOm0..
3 -(1) The responsible body, .and in the case of .a::::controlled or assisted .
cOMMUnitY.horne.:. Under ,
ange
community' :hdnie
managers,::shall.::;arrange
':proper ;provision for:.the care;
their.::charge;. to be.i; conducted
treatment .and,...C.OntrO1::OftheichildreawhO.are accommodated therein:::::: • • • • •••••
•i:COMMUnity.f.innia:r.l*.:nnanagerS .
err.nuMber.:tO visit the home at .least once.
Shalt E arrange'fdt:'.666.:Or• more
the..••COndtiCt::.:•Of :the: hotne ;.
Otte. i7no.rIrrtihng
in every; month 'and IC/
and in the case of :a local:
Writing. •
*ile .:TO.::be.:■iiited :atleaSt•OriCe' a:Mont
upon:;the home by ;such persons:asthey:
Appointment of person in charge
4.. The person in;Charge of a controlled or assisted community home shall be
appOinted in accordance with the provisions of the instrument of management,
and the person in charge of`a local authority home shall be appointed by the
local authority.
Medical care and hygiene
5 The responsible body shall ensure that arrangements are made—
(a) for providing all children resident in a community home.with adequate
medical (including where appropriate psychiatric) and dental care;
(b) for maintaining satisfactory conditions of hygiene in the home;
and may for these purposes appoint one or more medical officers.
(a) 1933 c..12.
(c) 1889 c, 63.
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(b) 1948 c. 58.

Notification of death, illness or accident
6. The person in charge of a community home shall as soon as possible
notify—
(a) the responsible body and the >managers of the death of any child
accommodated in the home and the circumstances of the death,
(b) the responsible body;and the managers of the outbreak in the home of
any infectious disease which in the opinion of the medical;officer or other
medical practitioner attending the children in the home is sufficiently
serious to be so notified, or of any serious injury to or serious` illness of
any child accommodated in the home,
(c) the child's parent or guardian, the care authority (not being the responsible body), any visitor appointed for the child under section 24(5)
of the Act, and:any person or organisation having accepted responsibility
wholly or partly for the cost of the child's maintenance-in the home, of
the death of, or of any serious injury to or serious illness of, any child
accommodated in the home.
Precautions against fire and accident
7.—(1) The responsible body shall ensure that adequate precautions are
taken in a community home against fire and accidents, and in regard to fire if the
responsible body are not themselves the local fire authority they shall consult
that authority:as to the precautions to be taken.
(2) The managers of the community home, or if there are no managers, the
local authority providing the home, shall make arrangements to ensure:that by
means of drills and practices the staff and;as far;as practicable the children are
well versed in:procedures in case of fire, and that they know the precautions to
be taken for the prevention of accidents.
Religious observance
8. The managers, or if there are no managers, the local authority providing
the home, shall ensure that every child resident in the:home has so far as practicable in the circumstances the opportunity to attend such religious services and
to receive such instruction as are appropriate to the religious persuasion to
which the child may belong.
Visits. by parents, guardians, relatives and friends.
9. The responsible body shall provide suitable;facilities for visits to:::a community home by parents, guardians, relatives and friends of the children accOmmodated therein, bat the use of such facilities, times of visiting and other arrangements connected with the visits shall be as the managers, or where there are no
managers, the local authority, may decide.
Control
10.—(1) The control of a community home shall be maintained on the basis
of good personal and professional relationships between the staff and the
children resident therein.
(2) The responsible body in respect of a local authority home or controlled
community home and the local authority specified in the instrument of;management for an assisted community ,home may approve in respect of each home such
additional measures as they'consider necessary for the maintenance of control in
the home, and the conditions under which such measures may be taken, and in
approving such measures and conditions they shall have regard to the purpose
and character of the home and the categories of children for which it is provided.
3
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(3) Any approval mentioned in the preceding paragraph shall be given in
writing to the person in :charge of the ho c, save that in the case of an assisted
community home the approval shall be given to the responsible organisation,
and shall be reviewed every twelve months.
(4) Full particulars of any of the measures mentioned in paragraph (2) of this
regulation which are used and of the circumstances in which they are used, shall
be recorded in permanent form by the person in charge of the home and the
record shall be kept in the borne.
Secure. accommodation
. • .•••••••:"... •••'•::: • !.!• •:.••••:•••••
• • •••••• • .
. .:. •
•• • • ••
• • .• • • ..... • •
•••.•
The. r.'espOriaible..bOdyinay:innke. application tO..:the .Secretary.• of .State

for: approval' to; provide: and. use. in a. community :home :secure.::accommodation,
and
arid .ennditiOnS

igi*o#:•:he:Sectet0-y :Of tate:::inay attach tn'it"SUChternis. .

accordance
.. •.(2):. Where SeCiire.aCeoinnatidatiOn'has been.proVided.jin•a.hOrne.
charge.:of the hoine:May,
with:approVal EfroM the SeCtetary:.of•Statethe
if.he .cOnSiders it •tO he neeesSary.•in.the. .interests.of..a:Child..reSidingin.the bOxiie pt. •
fofthc:pOteCtiOn'of othof toron•§; admit a chili:1.....sliCli:ticcOlninedatiOn.fOr one
continuous
continuou:g ;period not, exitbditig.:•24-.h oursor for. more:than
penod provided that the total nitre spent in :.Scente...aCCOMMOdatiOh.:•Shall
• ••••••• • .• •
eiteeed:4fi'liourS...in...ank,COnseentiVe'period::Of seven . days.., • • •
••• • •• ti„
••.• *• • •••• * • •• • • • • • • M
.
.
.
. .
3).:.jf.an: eXtensionof t he period se•c* aCCOM oda On is thOughtheoessory
bythe•potOon, ip:c4iFgo of ••:the ..home, he may .40ply .0).the:*an4g0p;:iiif:ifthere. .
continuous
•
........ :
:.......
.:i.h.:eoi.ire....0.004tnot..-4.tioh.4.1116-pglit.::neeessai-Y.•:hy..:the •
atipitOtOn before
persOn•in. eharge •Of:the::••hOrrielbe
extend the
piratic* of the•:.periOd.•:Of:14::dayS;
•
time to a total of 28 :..coo;i00oiii8

to extend the period to a inaXiMUM.

•thei.bO.hte.
the
oar0•4tiltho•rityE.(or..s/6100tp.ry...O.tgotiatioh:h4lii.rik:e4te:: Of theHail:c1) that they have
given such permission, and the care authority 'or voluntary, organisation
before t.kle.:e.ktiity::•of.-the...pei-io0 of extension•
(a) giant' their ;pernii ssioli.::for .rile period.::in .seetirei.i...aeoofhhiodationi.to
•. . ,.contirioe::of....tdbe•eitterieled:for a Specified:OE
Secure accommo
end notlater 'than. .48.:liours.: after: notification
dation : shall •:COrne •
••••:..of the :.refuaal; •
Of: •the.:28th..4ay..
and'if:•SUChi:grant.•:Or•Ter.u§41.:..11:a
•••
••••
the:•PeriOdin:•SeCnie:•aceortitnodatiOn::aball cease:.
•
.:..•
••Care. authority :or :voluntary organisatio.:n:grant:'permission under
:this:.rguldtiOit they:•.§ball..keyieWjt..at intervals not: exceeding
.pardgtatihi.:(5)
••
.whether.• to terminate
th tab:

(5),Immediately':on'the;managers;o the local authority
giving the permission mentioned in the foregoing paragraph they

Ofth••e••••Cbi•• ld •
•
•
• .• . • •••••••••: ••
•
• •• •••• ••.:ogre.authority:••••
:regulation at a.ny time.:l y.
terminate any permission mentipned
notifying the.::perso.n, in charge of the: home, and they.;n ay: com municate. their
permission, ;their refusal . of perinissi on ; or their term nation.: of permission to
••

the perSen Charge.0.0*.
effectimmediately but Oall.
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COnfirMed in;writi.ng.:••••. .. • • • • ••• •

(8) If such permission expires or is refused or terminated the care authority
or the voluntary organisation having care of the child shall notify the person
in charge of any future arrangements which they are making for the child's
accommodation.
(9) For. the Dirpose of giving or withholding perMission for extension of
time orie of:the managers or an officer of the local ainhority, as the case.may he,
shall be available at all times (including week-ends .and public holidays) and the
date and times when such manager or officer is available shall be ascertainable
from a duty register to be kept in the home.
(10) The pare authority or voluntary organisation having the care of the
child if they consider:it necessary in'the interests;of the child or for the:protection
of other persons may:decide that a child shall be admitted to'secure accommodation and may accordingly:arrange for the child to be so accommodated and
in such case paragraphs (2) to (9) of. I its regulation shall not apply but the care
authority or voluntary organisation having care of the child shall review their
decision at intervals not exceeding three months.
(11) All admissions to, discharges from and permissions in respect of the use
of secure accommodation shall be recorded showing the date, and as regards
admissions and discharges, the time thereof. The records shall be made by the
person in .charge of the home and shall be preserved in permanent form and
retained in the home.

:it.i4o:seCi.00.accbrithOdoijoi
or if the..,.COMintinity:hOnie.Where a. ChildiS:•haS:00.:Secure ktommodatiOn;.:00 if
the'. feSpOnSible.bOdy•;•:Care., anthOrity...O.r..'yOliintarY:Horganisation .4404g ...0.te .

the child or person :in charge of the home' considers it to be necessary. in the
interests. of.: the child. oI:: for : the protection:::' of ,other. persons :that..;the:::child :be.
acliri14040::ectiTe.40cOnipiod6.004;::::.fliey may apply to
of
t40..ohilcVs
mission..thoiet0;::440.Ih.o.tetoiii,Ctorg::#0y if room is aVailable:aceonnodate
thcroi for a•conSeentive Toriod..)0t.cxcoclog,.14days;•.poyAded:that:
i
•
the
(0) : :.- 0004:.0)44 has been taken into secure
.• •
#.40 Ihe..caite

organisation having :care of the child such :person or body shall within
24. hours :inforiiii:::tlie care. aiithOrity:.or• the. vOliittary.::organisatiOn.:that.the
: the.:: Careagt4orjty.:
::cir:.*Oltititaty,:.0g4itiiskitiori•:.belbro•the•:eXpiratiOn'OUthe.:Period..Of.•:
14... days
• .•
• • • • ••• • .....
.•:..:(i).:::grant...peraii.SSiOnfor:the.: Periodin:SeCUre,aecOmModatiOnto:continue
: .:•.•tir.,..t6::46.•:eXteiided•f0.:4:••.06ci Pied
. . .:..• .
••

• ••••••• • •
tO;..:.•be :...fiirther•••.aCeemiiiiidated :.,•41..• ....04.orc •

accommodation, in winch case :the chilli. shall not be. accommodated.
fOilongerthaft.:4$ :•hdtir::tiftet:tiotifieatiori.:61.tho'.:tCfusal
notification
••••••
if
such
al
has
not'.
een.;
notified
within.
14:
days from::the
,::
grant.:o~r:refus
b
nd.
time th.e child: is first' accommodated in secure accommodation' he shall
not:; ..e... ur .. eI..:so.;:accommo,,ated, on .. tie:: provisions o..paragrap ls:. .: ;'to
(8) of
op 11 shall apply to the foregoing :part of this regulation
::be..:cOnStrued
.• • •••. : •: ..•
• .:•••. • ..• •..
••••.
......:•.••
• ••• • • • • •.•,
•

.04 pettniggion .givewidee

••••:••
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(b) a person in charge of a home having secure accommodation shall not
refuse an application to accommodate a child in secure accommodation
if room is available and arrangements to receive into secure accommodation children from outside the home are sanctioned by the regional plan;
but if the person in charge is instructed by the responsible body or the
managers to accept the child he shall do so notwithstanding that such
arrangements have not been sanctioned.
ReOieg;. of permission extend Penod.Of time in secure accommodation
1
. 3.7 (1) :Each' care: : anthOritY: and each voluntary rorganisatiOn :reSponsible
for the care. of children shall :appOint a committee, And:two Or MOre.lciCal anthoritieSiand two Or more VolUntary. OrganiSatiOns May:combine for the purpose of
appOinting:a:Joint committee to represent them, 1Pr. the purpose of reviewing
for adthisSiOn to.secure accommodation, and stich:COMMittees
may be appointed :in :connection . With one Or:More homes.
(2) A :C.Ottiriiit0C. mentioned in the foregoing.paragraph :Shall haVe among its
members: an indeOendent'perSOn :::and :fOr :the .:purposes of this regulation. `an
independent perSon shall be any person fulfilling the requirements of regulation 3
of the: .' :Qhildren: and :Young PersOns (Definition of :independent: Persons
Regulations 1971(a).
Care during an interim order or on remand
14. Save;for paragraphs (10) and (11) the proVisions in regulation 11 of these
regulations shall not apply to persons—
(a) committed to care during the currency of an interim order as defined
in section 20(1) of the Act,
(b) committed to care on remand under section 23 of the Act;
(c) taken into care and detained under section 29 of the Act.
Directions regarding accommodation of children
15. The Secretary of State may give and revoke directions requiring the
responsible body to accommodate in a community home a child in the care of a
local authority for whom no, places are made available in that home under the
regional plan or to take such action in relation to a child accommodated in
the home as may be specified in the directions.
Information and records
autho16. The person in;charge of a community home shall give to a person
.
rised under section 58 of the Act to inspect the home, such information as he may
require and as:may be relevant:to his inspection.of the home, its state and management, and of the children and their treatment, and shall further give to such
authorised person access to records concerning the home kept therein, and
the responsible body shall giVe to the person access to any records they may
keep elsewhere in relation to the home.
Approval of Secretary of State to diminution etc. of buildings, grounds or facilities
17. Where the premises comprising a controlled or assisted community home
were formerly used for an approved school, approved probation hostel or
approved probation home, the voluntary organisation providing the community
home or the trustees in whom the property of the voluntary organisation is
(a) S.I. 1971/486 (1971 1, p. 1436).
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vested shall not, without the approval of the Secretary of State, do anything by
way of diminution or alteration which materially affects the buildings or grounds
or other facilities or amenities available for children in such home.

Keith Joseph,
Secretary of State for Social Services.
1st March 1972.

Peter Thomas,
Secretary of State for Wales.
2nd March 1972.

EXPLANATORY NOTE
(This Note is not part of the Regulations.)
These Regulations make provision for the conduct of community homes and
for securing the welfare of the children in them.

7
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Appendix M:
Annex B, LAC (83) 18
ANNEX
1LAC183)18)
RESTRICTION OF LIBERTY OF CHILDREN IN CARE
The Secure Accommodation (No. 2) Regulations 1983 define secure accommodation as "accommodation
1.
provided for the purpose of restricting the liberty of children." Under regulation 3 the Secretary of . State's
approval is required before accommodation in a community home may be used for the restriction of a child's
liberty. Local authorities may find it helpful to have the following guidance on how the Secretary of State will
define restriction of liberty for this purpose.
The following forms of the restriction of the liberty of children in care will not be permitted except in
2.
accommodation approved for use as secure accommodation by the Secretary of State:
The locking of a child or children in a single room at any time, even when
a.
accompanied by a responsible adult or adults;
The locking of internal doors to confine a child or children in a certain section of a
b.
horns, even when accompanied by a responsible adult or adults.
The following procedures will not be considered as constituting the restriction of the liberty of children
3.
though they should be adopted only where they are acceptable to the Fire Prevention Officer, and consistent
with building regulations, and conducive to a domestic atmosphere within the home:
The locking of external doors and gates at night, consistent with normal domestic
a.
security;
The locking of external doors and gates during the day time where the purpose is to prevent
b.
intruders from gaining access to the. home, provided that children are not prevented from going out;
c.
4.

The securing of windows.

Control imposed or implied by staff or other responsible adults will not be considered to constitute the

restriction of liberty, though control should always be imposed or implied in a manner consistent with good child
care practice.
Procedures designed to ensure the safety of children which also .have the effect of restricting their liberty
5.
may not be adopted unless they have been drawn to the attention of the Secretary of State, who will decide
whether such procedures are acceptable.
8.
Where a home or . a pan of a home is surrounded, or it is intended to surround a home or part of a home,
with walls or fencing continuously more than 6 feet in height, this must be drawn to the attention of the
Secretary of . State so that he may decide whether such restriction of liberty is acceptable.
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Appendix N:
Staffordshire County Council Education Committee Bye-Laws

STAFFORDSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL EDUCATION COMMITTEE

BYELAWS
made under
Section 18, Sub-Secdon 2, of the Children and Young PRISMS Act, 1933, by the Staffordthire County
Council at a meeting held on 24th February, 1977, and applicable to the whole of die area of the said
County Council as the Local Education Authority under Section 1 of the Local Covenunent Act, 1972.

OPERATION OF BYELAWS
atrelaws
shall come into operation on and from the first day of November One thousand nine
i
and seventy seven.
huz
Th

i.

intapretation of Tema
For the purpose of these byelewr7 .
(a) The expression "child" means a person who Is not over compidsoryachooi age.:
(b) The expression "guardian" in relation to a child includes any •perion who, in the Opinion of
the court having cognisance of any cue in gelation to die child or in which the child is • •
••
concerned, hes for the lime being the charge of or control our the child. •
(0) A pantos who assists In a trade or ocCupation unreel onfor profit shall.be deemed to be • .•
•
• ••
employed notwithstapdloa that he receives no reward for his labour. •
(d) The expiation local authority" means the local education authority..
NOTE:
(I) A child Is of compulsory pc..hool ageuntil he has attained the age of lg. .
(2) A child whose 16th birthday occurs between lit September 'end 3111 Jinuary.(both
data Includes) comes to be of compulsory school ageet the end of the OEMs term • •
which Inclothe stick month of .1,entrark.:'. •
•
•
• ". •
•
(3) A child whose 16th birthday occurs between 1st Februaryend 31st•Atigust (both
dated inclusive) “10011 to be of compulsory school age po the.Frithy befoie the Ian
•
••••
Monday in May. .•

tregulisited Employments
2. No child dull be employed in any of rite following occupations:—
(I) In the rale or delivery of intoxicating liquor not in sealed containen.
(.1) Ii. ihe collection or sorting of refine.
(3) In the delivery of fuel oils.
(4) Employment at any machine prescribed as dangerous in an order made under.Section 19 of
the Offices, Shops and Railway Premises Act, 1963, excludina agricultural machines which
are covered by other legialation.
(5) In cinemas. dance balk discotheques and theatres except when performaoces entirely by
children.
(6) Employment In commercial (but not domestic) kitchens.
(7) Outside window cleaning mom than 10 ft. above ground level,
(8) In any other occupation which may from time to time be prohibited by other legislation.

3.

Regulations of Employment
No child under the age of thirteen shall be employed provided that subject ro the provisions of these
byelews a child who has attained the age of 10 may be employed by his parent or guardian in light
agricultural OF horticultural work.

4, No child shah be employed on school days except for a maximum of two boon per thy which shall
comb! of a maximum of one hour between 7 a.m. and 8.30 aan, and one hour between end of school
and 7 p.m. or of a maximum of two hours between end of school and
with the proviso that If
a child works bosh morning and evening, it most be for she same ern,
5. No child shall be employed on any Saturday or school holiday, or on any other weekday on which
the school is not Open for any reason whatsoever except as hereafter provided:—
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(i) A child wider IS years may be employed between the hours of 7 am. and 7 p.m. fot a ..
maximum of 5 hours a day subject to a maximum of 25 hours per week. • ..

(iii)
(iv)

6.
7.

A child of 15 years and over may be employed between.the }mute of .7:am.. arid 7:p.m. for Xi'
maximum of 8 houts a day subject to a maximum of 35 hours a week.' • .• " • ""
A child may be employed in harvesting during school holidays only between`the hourz of
7 aim and 7 p.m. fora maximum of 8 hours a day subject to a maximum of 25 hours a week.
Where a child is employed by virtue of the provisions of (i),(ii) and (lii) above, no child shall
be employed for more then 4 hours continuously without a period of I hour or more lot rest
and recreation.

No child shad be employed on Sundays except fore maximum of 2 hours between 7 a.m. and
I am.
No child shall be employed except subject , to the following Ceindltions:
. (a) . •Written noiification shall be sent by the proipective employe' to the.
authority :stating
•• • • his naine,•address and occUpathin; together with the name; adde.as'and dale Of :bit.th 01.1/0
...Child, the occupation in which: and. the Pipet at which If is proposed
and at the times at which it is proposed the erriplOYMent shall,be n Inderid::• :•.••••:"..::•••••:•••
•.(b) The child than carry with him during the times of employinentfand prOduce fterinspeCtion : •
•• • when required to any Authorised officer of the local authority; a card hereinifieetelled the
"employment card"' which thali be issued by the local authority hieackehild lii
'whom a written noillkation his been received. .....: •••••••..:.•
....•••• ..: •
•••:: • • •::.
Before issuing an em
car d the oc authority will nthaiin freerelate
Community Physician a certificate that such employniene
baepiejithicW:in.11W.healtle
or physical dr velopmeni of the child and wilinoi.rendei him unfit to:obtain plopei:henefits.•
from his education:::
• • .• • • • •
• .. •
• ••
•
••
••
• ••
•.• • (d) ..The local authority shall enter.on the employment card.thenanie..:addrees and date Of birth.of ".
• •• • . • ■4e .Child,:the ocCupition in which
the. times 'et Whichehe'eMplOyment
the..Uhlid.h . :.
The times steeritered shall Inc Sucli.as the eniployermay-ChoosciardVided:they..ase:. .
:..Suchas if C. illoWed .
they. MaY.Oealteied.bY .00041 a uilioriry:fsona stmt .:
bYCIAVVi
to time on
a
the application
ppl ication.ofehe a mployee
' :.:•:::.• :•• .• :•••' :•••:••
•
•• !••: •: • • • :••••• ••••
• • A chdd to whom an employment card has been isnied heacCesidance.with the.prOviaionseif.:::" • .
these•byelaws 'shill be .e.mployed only within :the. times entered thereiart by: he local
•7he
• • • employer
• • • " • shill•:keep
••" • • • •• •
" " • • positiOrt
••: .• in• •••the
••••• plate;..Or:in
.•:• • • " •connection
"
• with
••••• • .• :••
affixed : n a conspicuous
which; the child is.ensployed..a notice
ihen'itlie,:addiess and dateisf.birth
ehild, this. occupation Iii whieli and the thews Within. Which;•theehild Maybe •ensployeti
schOid 40!,•on.Sundaye and on weekdaYs. wheis the.
iSocit
.• .
•
•• • • • ..
• ••:...:. • : • : ........... ..:••••••
:......
...... • •
•
•••.
employer thall.send to. iheloCid autliority.uia the. first day.OfIenuary..:and the firat.day of •
each year a written notification lit respect or
child etniziOYed.by..hini on this date.::.
.alatinghh ilagie..i.iddrest:incl.Oci:upaillon, the name and :Irldreis:.and date of birth kii.the
..::the occupation lnwhich;:and the place at Which the Chiid is employed: and •!1.0e*.it :w11101;i4e•
:...• • •• •• . :••.•:•.." • ":" • .......
• . .•
• • "•
"
:••••
404 .
..01) .....:At anyeinte.after. in employment card bee been.isine4 ilielOcel:tuthority..inay
• • ..child to undetgO..e. further medicel.exastiination and in the light of a repOit-ilheireon..04:4eirOlke
or amend
employment Card.' . .... • " • • •
:No child shall he.orriiihijfed.hi any :Wotic Out Of donee Onlyst.h0 is sic sably shod .And
for pietectiiin Against
•
• •
•
• •
••
".• • ••

••••••• ••••• • •• ••••

• • • ••• • • . . . .
.... • • ..
• • ... . .
......
.
...:......
.
by..the:Staffuidshire County Councli.ehefotmer.111Urtoniispon;frent
• Borough. Council and the forks: Stoke.4m-Tmeti City
ciiiiinied..bS(theeerelaryef.
•Siiteci ebe.3110 3une,1971; 18th FebruirY
1953. teipeOth'iely are
55, and 1.
.". hereby revoked • •• • ••• •••••• ••• :"" • .":"::...:••••
••• ••
•••••••:'
• ": :..". • • :•••••• ••
•:••• •
•
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The Common Seal of THE STAFFORDSHIRE )
COUNTY COUNCIL was hereunto affixed
)
In the presence of:—
M. E. JONES

A Member of the
County Council

M.J. SIMPSON

Director of
Administration

Date of Sealing 15th July, 1977.

The foregoing byelaws are hereby confirmed
by the Secretary of State for Social Services
on Slat October, 1977, and shall come into
operation on 1s1 November, 1977.

H. C. CLARICE
Assistant Secretary,
Deparunent of Health and Social Security

Seal
of the
Secretary of. Slate
for
Social Services
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Appendix 0:
Extract from: Family Centres, A Change of Name or A Change of Practice, SSI, DH, 1988, (6.7.8 to 6.7.11)
6.7.4 Another important factor in this equation was the availability of other local resources. Some
Areas clearly found it easier than others to recruit suitable foster parents. Those that could not do so
found that their Family Centres were sometimes having to accommodate children who should have been
Boarded Out. Similar problems arose in areas which had no long stay childrens homes, for although
Principal Area Officers were free to approach those areas in which long stay units were situated, it
appears that most areas made a disproportionate use of those homes which, theoretically, they managed
on behalf of the entire County. Some Areas without their own local resources had found themselves
keeping children in their Family Centres for much longer periods than they would have wished.
6.7.5 In order to keep abreast of such discrepancies an effectiVe mechanism would have been necessary
to allow senior management to monitor developments and to deploy additional resources as required.
Such a mechanism had not yet been devised, although the County had recently appointed an Assistant
Director (Children and Families), part of whose brief was to review the functioning of the Family
Centres.
6.7.6 Two further consequences of the manner in which Family Centres developed were the isolation of
Family Centre Team Leaders, and their ignorance of how the different centres functioned; and the
apparent absence of any standardised procedures and practice guidelines within the Department.
Although regular meetings are said to occur between Principal Area Officers, these do not include Team
Leaders, and it may be that as Team Leaders have assumed more direct responsibility for the
management of their Centres there has developed a corresponding need to improve their knowledge of
how other centres are operating.
6.7.7 Finally there was the question of staffing. Staffordshire wanted to overcome the difficulties which
have traditionally existed between fieldworker and residential staff and made the forward-thinking
decision to pay centre managers on the same scale as their counterparts in the field. Some centre staff
were also paid on this basis as level 1 or 2 social worker, though almost invariably unqualified, and while
this created problems associated with the elimination of overtime and required more flexible patterns of
working, it was a significant step towards parity between the two staff groups. In conjunction with its
policy on training the Department is understood to be developing a strategy which will lead to the
upgrading of all centre staff in line with fieldworkers.
6.7.8 A number of professional developments were worthy of comment. In The Birches Family Centre
a series of clear, simple statements of current procedure had been written by the Team Leader covering
issues such as the admission process and daily routines, and notes to the parents and residents about the
philosophy and practice of the centre. These were admirably clear and succinct and were undoubtedly of
great value in ensuring a coherent and consistent approach by centre workers to their various
responsibilities.
6.7.9 In the same centre an Area Officer had been extremely active and innovative in developing IT and
YTS schemes to ensure that youngsters did not become 'stuck' in the centre but could move on,
eventually, if appropriate, into independent housing and employment. One member of the centre team
was effectively seconded for much of his time onto a scheme which generated supportive accommodation
for youngsters. Houses were managed for private landlords as hostels and the DHSS payments for which
youngsters then qualified were used to maintain the houses, pay rent to the landlord and pay an allowance
to the youngster on top of his YTS earnings. The scheme appeared to work extremely well in an area
where private tenancies were still readily obtainable and reflected an unusually energetic and imaginative
entrepreneurial spirit within the Area.
6.7.10 The Birches Family Centre was fortunate in having old staff accommodation which could be used
to house whole families, and also an annexe in which a range of services, including residential
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accommodation for adolescents, could be provided. One particular approach was built around 'Family
Meetings' which were an interesting mixture of planning meeting, family therapy and confrontational
therapy. Adolescents who were experiencing problems which were likely to bring them before the Court
or into care were invited to attend. All other significant individuals were also invited, including family
members, teachers, Education Welfare Officers, and Probation Officers. The nature of the problem was
discussed and agreed and options explored. A written contract was produced and sanctions for
non-compliance worked out This could entail the youngster spending time away from home in the centre
but without reception into care. In cases of non-school attendance school work was obtained and
supervised at the centre. Weekly review meetings were held and great flexibility was shown in devising
suitable plans.
6.7.11 Not only did this general approach appear to work very successfully, but it also demonstrated the
ability of centre staff to work professionally with complex cases in a preventive mode, which undoubtedly
enhanced their status and credibility in the eyes of fieldwork staff.
6.8 General Evaluation of Service
6.8.1 Staffordshire is a diverse authority with a population of 1,016,000. During 1984/85 total gross
expenditure of Social Services was £39,189,000. This represented an expenditure on field social work of
£5 per head of population in 1984/85, as compared to £6 per head in the comparison group and cluster and
£7 per head as the average throughout England. It was therefore not a well resourced authority and had
not previously enjoyed a reputation for progressive developments in the field of social work.
682 In 1983 family Centres were introduced as a means of cutting expenditure'on Teside nti al child
care, providing a more local service, and diverting resources away from long term residential care into
community based preventive services.
6.8.3 'I'h e haste with which this was achieved
, meant that each Area. Office was thrown back on its own
resources and in these circumstances some managed much better than others. The benefit of such a policy
was that individuals who chose to do so were able to exercise considerable imagination and initiative and
to develop new services. The disadvantage was that those areas with less flexible personnel in key
positions floundered for want of guidance and direction.
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The Staffordshire Child Care Inquiry fiatfor 75 days between July and
November 199qiand heard from 153 witnesses.lit considered,nlajor matters of
both national and local importance primarily relating to the tare and
protection of children.
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